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ABSTRACT 
This thesis treats in depth a hitherto little-known 
religious movement of seventeenth century Ottoman history, 
the Qädi-zäde movement. For its analysis, this study 
draws both on primary sources written in Arabic and Ottoman 
Turkish by the actual participants in this controversy and 
also on contemporary and near-contemporary historians who 
discuss the Qädi-zäde movement. 
The first chapter offers a historical background to 
the movement and deals with relevant aspects of Ottoman 
society in the seventeenth century, paying particular 
attention to the moral and religious decline which had 
taken place. The second chapter presents a general account 
of the Ottoman 'ulamä' and their role in the Ottoman state, 
with special reference to the seventeenth century. The 
third chapter is devoted to an analysis of Ottoman Slzfism 
and its place in the seventeenth century Ottoman society. 
The fourth chapter discusses the origins of the Qädi- 
zäde movement and provides biographies of the movement's 
first leader and of his opponent, Siwäsi. 
In the fifth chapter, an analysis of the second phase 
of the controversy is given and later leaders of the 
movement are discussed, whilst the sixth chapter deals 
with the third and final period of the movement and its 
aftermath and influence. 
The seventh chapter covers in depth the controversial 
issues which formed the intellectual basis of the dispute 
between the Qädi-zädelis and their opponents, the Sufis. 
vii 
The eighth chapter serves as a conclusion which 
offers an evaluation of the Qädi-zäde movement in the 
context of seventeenth century Ottoman society and discusses 
its implications for the long standing question of the 
definition of Islamic orthodoxy. 
viii 
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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 
The problem of transliteration in a thesis of this 
kind, which includes both Ottoman names and terms and 
also references to a large number of works in Arabic av%J 
to non-Ottoman Islamic scholars is highly complicated. 
The policy adopted here has been to follow the practice 
of the second edition of The Encyclopaedia of Islam, 
except that j is used in preference to dj and q is used 
instead of k. In keeping with the practice of the 
Encyclopaedia, a single system of consonants has been 
applied in both non-Ottoman and Ottoman contexts, but 
in the latter, short vowels have been modified in order 
to conform more closely to Turkish pronunciation. 
Because of the difficulty, in many cases, of deciding 
into which category (Arabic or Ottoman), a word or phrase 
falls, no claim is made to complete consistency. In 
principle, however, one single form of transliteration 
has been maintained throughout for each individual term. 
-1- 
INTRODUCTION 
As early as 1939 in his Türkiye Maarif Tarihi, Ergin 
in discussing the conflict between the representatives of 
the medrese and the tekke alludes to the movement which 
has become known by the name of its founder, Qädi-zäde 
Nehmed (d. 1635). Ergin points out that no work has yet 
been written about this important phenomenon in the 
religious history of the Ottoman state in the seventeenth 
century. 
' Although s'o many years have passed since Ergin 
expressed this view, a view which was repeated thirty 
years later by another scholar, Kunt, 
2 there have still 
been no attempts to analyse the Qädi-zäde movement and 
its place in the social history of this period. 
The main reason for this neglect is. probably the scant 
information given in the contemporary sources, most of 
which are in fact concerned only with the personality of 
the leaders of the movement. This dearth of detail makes 
the task of giving a comprehensive view of the movement 
itself all the more onerous. Indeed, from reading these 
accounts one would glean the impression that the movement 
was little more than a protracted controversy between two 
prominent shaykhs, each concerned with gaining fame for 
himself and winning the favour of the Sultan. Unfortunately, 
1.0. Ergin, Türkiye Maarif Tarihi, (istanbul, 1939), 
I, p. 193. 
2. M. Kunt, The K pr'lü Years, 1656-1661, unpublished 
Ph. D. thesis, Princeton, 1971, pp. 6-7. 
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the work which apparently contained the fullest descrip- 
tion of the movement, the History of Shärikh al-Manär- 
zäde Ahmad (d. 1657)3 is no longer extant, and only a 
bowdlerised summary of its contents is available in the 
work of Na'3mä (1655-1716)4 which is the only near- 
contemporary historical source for the movement. 
It is relevant at this point to mention K. tib Celebi 
(d. 1656), who was not only a student of Qädi-zlde himself 
for some time, but also witnessed the whole controversy 
and knew the people who took an active part in it. Kitib 
Celebi's knowledge of the movement lasted, even after the 
deaths of Qädi-zäde (1635) and Siwäsi (1639), until the 
year 1656 when the movement reached its zenith. Unfortun- 
ately, Celebi does not give a full account of the con- 
troversy, nor does he discuss the positions of the two 
sides, but he does provide limited information in his two 
works, the Fadhlaka5 and the Mizdn al-Hagq. 
6 
In the 
Fadhlaka the author gives some details on the life of- 
Qädi-zgde and in this connection he also touches upon the 
controversy between Qädi-zäde and Siwäsi and some of the 
3. L. Thomas, A Study of Naima, ed. IT. Itzkowitz, (New 
York, 1972), pp. 136-9. 
4. Idem, pp. 5-51. 
5. Kätib Celebi, Fadhlaka, (Istanbul, 1287), two vols. 
6. Kätib Celebi, Mizanü'l Hakk fi Ihtiyari'1 Ahakk 
(Istanbul, 1972) (ed. O.;, Gökyay). 
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issues involved. In a"few other places he mentions some 
incidents relevant to the dispute. His second work, 
Nizän, is completely devoted to controversial issues in 
his own time and in one of its chapters he deals with the 
initial phase of the Qädi-zäde movement and treats the 
polemical questions involved. It is unfortunate that the 
author does not discuss the movement after the deaths of 
Qädi-zäde (1635) and Siwäsi (1639). He does, however, 
occasionally make comparisons between the Qädi-zädelis 
and Qädi-z. de himself. The observations of Kätib Celebi 
are particularly valuable for an understanding of the 
general public's response to the controversy and its 
leaders. 
The only extensive account of the movement, which 
treats it from its beginning and which also covers the 
activities of later leaders such'as Win! Mehmed, is that 
of Na'zmä (d. 1716). 
7 It is important to note that this 
author made use of the works of both Shärikh al-Manär- 
zäde and K tib Celebi when discussing the Qädi-zäde 
movement. 8 He treats the movement under the events of 
the year 1656 and begins with an introduction in which he 
outlines the history of the long-standing dispute between 
7. Na`imä, Tärikh-i Na`zmä, (Istanbul, 1280), 6 vols. 
8. Thomas, op. cit., pp. 132-6. It is not always 
possible to detect where Na'imä took his information 
from. A useful discussion is in Thomas, pp. 129- 
145. 
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the orthodox `ulanä' and the Süzis. 
9 He then gives a 
biography of Qädi-zäde and Siwäsi which is summarised 
from Katib Celebi. This is followed by a list of the 
controversial issues taken up by the movement and the 
activities of both shaykhs. 
10 Na`imä then outlines the 
development of the movement after the death of Qädi=zade 
and Siwäsi, the growing influence and power of the Qädi- 
zädelis, the arrival and leadership of Ustüwdni Nehmed, 
the attacks of the Qgdi-zädelis on Safi tekke; the Sufis' 
response to their opponents and finally Köprülü's banish- 
ment of the leaders of the Qädi-zädelis. 
ll In his 
conclusion, Na'imä cites a number of notorious stories 
about the Qädl-zädelis, in order. to demonstrate their 
insincerity and hypocrisy. 
12 He takes this information 
from Hüseyn N1a'änoghlu (d. 1690) one of his verbal 
informants. 13 In general, Na'imä's approach to the Qädi- 
zadelis and their ideas and activities is negative, even 
hostile, particularly in his selection of unfavourable 
anecdotes. This hostility may well be attributed to his 
probable affiliation to the Bektäshi order of dervishes, 
14 
who were denounced by the Qädi-zädelis. 
9. Na'lm,!, VI, pp. 213. 
10. Idem, VI, pp. 219-20. 
11. Iden, V, pp. 57-50. 
12. Idem, VI, pp. 226-230. 
139 Thomas, op. cit., pp. 140-44. 
14. Thomas, op. cit., p. 27. The author discusses the 
issue in detail. 
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Other contemporary historians of the seventeenth. 
century, strangely enough, completely ignore the controversy 
15 
and its impact on Ottoman society. Pecewi's (1574-1650) 
history covers the period from the reign of Süleymän the 
Magnificent to the end of the reign of Sultan Muräd IV. 
The author briefly mentions the famous shaykhs of the 
period of Muräd IV such as 'Aziz Mahmüd (d. 1623) and 
Siwäsi (d. 1639), as well as the introduction of coffee 
and tobacco, but he makes no reference either to the 
controversy or to Qädi-zäde who was as famous as Siwäsi 
and the other shaykhs of this period. 
Another historian of this period, P'Iel; med Khallfa, in 
his Tarikh-i Ghilmäni, 16 which covers the events between 
the years 1623 and 1664, describes the moral decline and 
corruption in society at that time. Surprisingly, he 
ignores the whole Qädi-zäde controversy and the people 
involved in it. For an author who is normally very careful 
to describe events in detail as an eyewitness, his 
omission of any account of the Qädi-zäde movement is 
remarkable. 17 The author of Rawdat al-Abrär, A. Qara 
Celebi-zade (d. 1658), unlike other historians of this 
15.1. Petewi, Tärikhi Pecewi, (Istanbul, 1283), 2 vols. 
16. M. Khalifa, Tärikh-i Ghilmäni (Istanbul, 1340). 
17. There is little information about N. Khalifa, 
therefore it is difficult to give any reason for 
his omission. For more detail, see A. Refiq's 
introduction to M. Khalifa, Tärikh-i Ghilnän! 
(Istanbul, 1340), pp. 3-6. 
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period, held positions in the government. He makes no 
mention of the Qädi-zäde controversy, although he 
mentions the appearance of tobacco and the death of 
shaykh Siwäsi. It seems as if he deliberately ignored 
the controversy on smoking and other issues during this 
period. 
18 
In the eighteenth century Silähdär Mehmed Agha 
(d. 1724), in his work known as Silähdär Tärikhi, under 
the heading of "Waga'-'i Qädi-zädeliler", discusses the 
movement after the appointment of Kbprülü Mehmed Pasha as 
Grand Vizier in 1656. He begins by introducing the Qädi- 
zädelis as "Ahl-sunna wa'l-jamä'a" and their leader as 
Qäd3-zäde about whom he gives brief information and 
mentions his effort to forbid smoking in order to gain 
recognition. Then the author explains that they were 
against several issues which he numbers as four. He 
finally talks about the clash in the Fätih mosque in 1656 
between the Qädi-zädelis and their "opponents",. about 
whom he does not give any specific information nor does 
he give a name to them. He mentions the expulsion of 
Ustüwgni and the other two Qädj. -zädeli leaders from 
Istanbul to Cyprus. One aspect of this work is striking 
and surprising. The author presents a very one-sided view 
of the controversy and he does not refer to the Sufis 
explicitly at all. 
19 
18. A. Qara öelebi-zäde, Rawdat al-Abrär (Bulaq, 1248), p. 607. 
19. M. Agha, Silähdär Tärikhi, A. Refiq (ed) (Istanbul, , 
1923) I, pp. 57-9. 
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On the other hand, the historian Rashid (d. 1735)20 
on several occasions refers to Wäni Mehrned (d. 1685), his 
activities and influence over the Sultan and his eventual 
death. In this connection, he praises Wäni's eloquence 
and profound knowledge of tafsir. Unlike Na'im , Rashid 
does not accuse Wan! or the Qadi-zä. delis of hypocrisy, 
but he criticises Wani for his backbiting against state 
officials as well as for his uncontrolled language. This 
behaviour according to Rashid played a very important 
part in reducing his popularity in the sight of the Sultan 
and other Palace officials. 
In addition to the chronicles of this period, there 
are a number of biographical sources which provide a 
wealth of information about the individuals who were 
involved in the controversy. In this respect TashköprU- 
zäde's'Shagä'iq al-Nu'mäniyya, 
21 its continuation by 
'Atä'i, Dhayl al-Shagä'iq22 and `Ushäg3-zäde's Dhayl 
Shagä'iq23 are especially noteworthy, as well as Shaykhi's 
20. M. Räshid, Tärikhi Rý. shid (Istanbul, - 1282) ,5 volumes, 
of which only the first two are relevant to this thesis. 
21. Tashkbprü-zgde, Shagä. 'iq al-Nu'maniyya, (Istanbul, 1852). 
22. 'Atä'i, Hadä'iq al-Hagä'iq fi Takmilat al-Shägä'iq, 
(Istanbul, 1851). 
23. 'Ushägi-zäde, Dhayl Shagä'iq, J. Kissling (ed. ) 
(Wiesbaden, 1965). 
-3- 
Vakä'i `ü'1-Pu alä. 
24 These authors generally held a 
favourable attitude to the famous people whose biographies 
they wrote. No unfavourable stories can-be found in 
these sources. 'Ushägi-zäde, who discusses all the 
individuals who took part in the Q01-zäde controversy 
fron the time of Qädi-zäde and Siwäsi down to the death 
of ani, mentions no pejorative stories about these 
people. On the contrary, he praises people like 
Üstüwän3 
and Win!, because of their fine qualities and profound 
knowledge. 25 In addition to these, 'a work by Nazmi 
Mehmed which contains-the life story of Khalwati Shaykhs, 
Hadiyyat al-Ikhwan26 has also been consulted. 
In the nineteenth century, the Ottoman historian 
B. Hüseyn (who wrote the Tärikh-i Süläle-i K3prülU, 
27 
a history of the Köprülü family) refers to the Qddi-zädelis 
when he discusses the first move of KöprulU Mehmed Pasha 
(d. 1661) following his appointment to the Grand Vizierate. 
24. A brief and good introduction to the biographies of 
the 'ulamV in ottoman literature can be found in 
A. Ugur, The Ottoman 'Ulama in the Mid-17th Century; 
An Analysis of the VakV i `ü'l-Putala of Mehmed 
Seyhi Ef. unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Edinburgh, 1973 
2 vols. 
25. `Ushägi-zäde, pp. 553,569. 
26. Nap! Mehmed, Hadiyyat al-Ikhwän, Istanbul University 
Library, MS. Tyz, no. 1604. 
27. Köprülü Library, Istanbul, MS. 212 (dated 1872). 
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The author takes all his information from Na`zmä without 
mentioning the source, so he adds nothing to what is 
already known. 
Finally in this survey of primary sources, mention 
should be made of a Safi manuscript by Shaykh 'Abd al- 
Lätif b. Muhammad Bs'ad, concerning the life and miracles 
of his grandfather, al-Shaykh Ahmad al-Ghazzi, 
28 
who 
lived in Bursa during the reign of Mehmed IV. The author 
mentions the disputes which took place in Istanbul between 
the Sufis and their opponents. This is a very valuable 
source, particularly for an understanding of the Sufis 
response to the prohibition of dhikr and samä' by the 
state: The author also discusses the influence of Wan! 
Ef. in Istanbul after his dismissal from his position in 
1683 and mentions his death. in 1685.29 
Besides the primary Turkish sources, there are some 
western scholars who have been concerned with the Qädi- 
zäde movement and the individuals involved in the dispute. 
The seventeenth-century English diplomat Rycaut, in his 
work on the Ottoman state, presents the Qädl-zädelis as a 
new sect which sprang up among the Turks during the reign 
28. Despite my extensive search, I was unable to find any 
information about the life story of Shaykh al-Ghazzi. 
29. The only copy is with Shaykh Nuzaffer Ozak, who very 
kindly allowed me to have a photocopy of the MS. which 
is dated 1297. 
-10- 
of Sultän Muräd IV. He traces the origin of the sect to 
"one Birgali Efendi" and mentions that, during the period 
of Sultän Murä, d IV, they were popular and, influential in 
the palace. The author also points out that the Qdd! - 
zädelis were very vigilant in observing the rules of 
religion and punctilious in their rituals. Although the 
author is not very clear about the dogmatic claims of 
this group, he-makes useful observations concerning their 
social position and influence. 
30 
Another western writer who mentions the Qädi-zgdelis 
and their disagreement with the Sufis is the early 19th- 
century historian, Von Hammer. The author provides all 
the information which was available to him from Ottoman 
chronicles, but-he makes no attempt to analyse the movement. 
His contribution is therefore only that of compiling 
existing information. He does, however, have some 
inconsistencies in regard to dates. 
31 
The, few modern historians, both Turkish and western, 
who have written on the Qadi-zgde movement, have merely 
30. Rycaut, The Present State of the Ottoman Empire, 
(London, 1668), pp. 128 and 130. 
31. Von Hammer, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches, (Wien, 
1829), V. idem, Histoire de 1'Empire Ottoman depuis 
son origine jusqu' ä nos jours.., Tr. par. 
J. J. Hellert, (Paris, 1835-45) vols. X, XI, 
idem, Dawlati `Othmäniya Tärikhi, Tr. Mehmed 'Atä 
(Istanbul, 1377), vol. X and Osmanli Devieti Tarihi, 
Tr. Mehmet`Atä. (Istanbul, 1947). 
-11- 
repeated the same data, using Na'ing as their main source 
and drawing conclusions in accordance with his interpret- 
ation of the facts. Among these modern historians Uzun- 
carsili is the only one who discusses the Qädi-zädelis 
systematically. In his well-known Ottoman history he has 
a section entitled "Sofiyye ricali ve Kadizadeliler". 
Here he makes a brief survey of the tarigats in general 
and a few Süfi orders in particular. He mentions a few 
famous Safi leaders and finally describes Sufism in 
seventeenth-century Ottoman society. In order to discuss 
the Qgdi-zädelis, he traces their origin to Birgiwi Mehmed 
and presents Birgiwi's book al-Tariqat al-Muhammadiyya as 
a source of inspiration for the Qädi-zädelis. He uses 
Na`imä and biographical sources for the movement and the 
people involved in it. He discusses the whole movement 
in a'fairly balanced way, but generally regards the Qädi- 
zädelis as extremists of whom he does not approve. 
32 
Two other Turkish scholars, Yurdaydin and Gblpinarli 
have dealt with the Qddi-zädelis in their works. In one 
of his articles Yurdaydin mentions the Qädi-zädelis but 
32. I. H. Uzuncarslli, Osmanli Tarihi, (Ankara, 1951), vol. 
III, part I, pp. 351-74. In a private conversation 
with Uzuncargili two months before his death in 1977 
he expressed his feelings about the Qädi-zädelis. 
He said: "I like religious people: what I do not like 
are fanatics like the Qädl-zädelis, who confined 
religion to strict rules and principles. " 
-12- 
adds nothing to our existing knowledge on the subject. 
In another article, however, he publishes the risäla of 
Ustüwäni, in order to demonstrate the approach of an 
important Qädi-zädeli figure both towards general questions 
and also on specific topics, such as rags, music and shirk. 
This can be regarded as an important contribution to the 
knowledge of the Qädi-zäde movement. 
33 Gölpinarli, in 
his work on the Mawlawi dervish orders refers to Qädi- 
zäde, Ustüwäni and Wäni fron the information found in 
Ottoman chronicles such as Na`imä and Rashid. He is the 
first author who mentions the Qasida of Qädi-zide., whom 
he presents as a courageous, outspoken shaykh during a 
period of hard times. From the ideas in his Qasida, 
Gölpinarli considers Qddi-zäde to"be a Wahhabi in the 
Ottoman land. " This scholar has an especially negative 
attitude towards Üstüwäni and Wäni. 
34 
In English, two historians, Inak and Shaw, who 
deal with Ottoman history and institutions, mention the 
33. H. G. Yurdaydin, "TUrkiybnin din! tarihine umumi bir 
bakes" in IFD, IX (1961), pp. 109-20. 
Idem, "Ustüvant Risälesi" in IFD, X (1962), pp. 71-8. 
Idem, Islam tarihi dersleri, (Ankara, 1971), pp. 125- 
130. 
34. A. G6lpinarli, Mevlänädan sonra Mevlevilik, (Istanbul, 
1963), pp.. 157-60. The author is wrong to present 
Qäd3-zäde as a pupil of Birgiwi since Birgiwi died at 
least ten years before Qädi-zäde was born. 
-13- 
Qädi-z. idelis in their works. The former, in his well- 
known work on Ottoman history, deals with the classical 
period between the years 1300-1600. In the section 
entitled "The Triumph of Fanaticism" he refers to the 
Qgdi-zadelis whom he considers to be narrow-minded 
preachers inspired by the ideas of Birgiwi. According to 
Inalc3k, Birgiw3 was an outspoken fanatic who objected to 
some common practices in Ottoman society and even attacked 
the ideas of the Shaykh al-Islam Abu '1-Su'üd, who 
defended some "fundamental institutions of Ottoman society" 
against this fanatic. Like most Turkish scholars, InaX:. k 
considers Birgiwi and his ideas as the source of inspir- 
ation for the Qädi-zädelis, but he presents the latter as 
being more intolerant than their master Birgiwi. Above all, 
it is a pity that the author does not give any source at 
all for his information. 
35 
In his well-known study of Ottoman history Shaw 
discusses the Qädi-zädelis and their ideas and approach. 
He wrongly presents Qadi-zäde and his followers as being 
among the "leading members of the `ulama'. " Like the 
other modern scholars mentioned above, he regards them as 
fanatics. who insisted on rigid acceptance of the Qur'an 
and the sunna. He also accuses them of being against what 
he loosely calls "modernization", of acting inconsistently 
35. H. ina1ck, Empire, pp. 183-5. The author repeats the 
same mistake as Gölpinariz. and states that Qädi-zäde 
was a student of Birgiwi. 
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with their ideals and resorting to anything to achieve 
their ends. Shaw's only source is Na`imä; some of his 
conclusions, however, cannot be justified even on the 
basis of that one source. 
36 
A recent work which discusses the Qadi-zädelis and 
the Süfis is a Ph. D. thesis by Simsek entitled, Les 
Controverses sur la Bid'a en Turquie de Selim Iä Mehmed 
IV. 
37 
The author's main concern is bid'a and the 
controversies which surrounded it. He refers to Qädi-zäde 
and Siwäsi and their followers and presents Qädi-zädelis 
as the upholders of the ideas of Birgiwi. According to 
Simsek, the Qädi-zäde movement was responsible for the 
emergence of the neo-Hanbalism which infiltrated Turkey 
after the conquest of Egypt. The author makes extensive 
use of Na'imä and Uzuncarsili in his discussion of the 
Qddi-zäde movement but he also draws on the risälas of 
Qädi-zäde and Siwäsi in discussing the important issues 
in the controversy. 
38 
All the studies reviewed above consider the Qädi- 
zädelis as a group of fanatics who wanted to take 
advantage of the turmoil and decadence which confronted 
Ottoman society in the seventeenth century. It is clear, 
however, from the discussion above that no comprehensive 
36. S. Shaw, Empire, pp. 206-7,209. (The page` references 
to Na`imä given by Shaw are incorrect. ) 
37. M. Sim§ek, unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Sorbonne, 1977, 
Paris. 
38. Idem, pp. 95-6,58-61. 
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study of the Qädi-zäde movement yet exists. 
The present study aims to-fill that gap. It makes 
use of three types of source. Firstly, it draws on 
important first hand contemporary documents hitherto 
neglected by scholars, the risäläs written by both sides 
in the QRd3-zäde controversy, some of which have fortunately 
survived until today. Although these writings do not deal 
with the historical development of the movement, they are 
certainly an invaluable source for an understanding and 
assessment of the intellectual aspects of the movement. 
In this thesis, the controversial issues of the Qädi-zäde 
movement will be studied on the basis of the information 
provided in these polemical writings of the Qgdi-zgdelis 
and the Süfis. 
39 
A second type of source material is provided by the 
works of the contemporary and later Ottoman historians 
mentioned above. The third type of source is provided 
by the gasidas which were composed during the seventeenth 
century and describe Ottoman society at that time, 
suggesting solutions to its-problems. These include the 
gasidas of Ways! (d. 1618) and Qädi-zäde himself. 
40 
39. The works are described in detail in chapters IV, V 
and VI. 
40. See chapters I and IV. 
-During my six months' stay in Istanbul, in 1977, 
collecting material for this research, I consulted 
the records of the religious courts in 
Istanbul 
(ýer`iyye Sirilleri). Unfortunately the records which 
-16- 
A major contribution of this thesis will be to 
present, often for the first time in English, information 
contained in risälas and other first-hand sources written 
in Arabic or Turkish, many of which are still in manuscript 
form. 
The sources refer to the members of the Qädi-zäde 
movement sometimes as "Qddi-zädeliler" (Qädi-zädelis) or 
"Fagiler" (Fagis). Throughout the thesis, for the sake of 
convenience they will be referred to as "Q01-zädelis". 
cover the reign of Sultän Muräd IV have not survived. 
Thereafter the records for the reigns of Ibrdhim and 
Mehmed IV are not in good condition and contain no 
reference to the Qädi-zädelis or the Sufis. 
Similarly the Mähimme Defterleri, the official daily 
record of government business, yielded nothing on the 
Qädl-zäde movement, except some orders and decrees for 
prohibiting the cultivation and selling of tobacco. 
CHAPTER I 
THE OTTOMAN STATE IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 
-17- 
A Summary of the Main Political Events in the 
Ottoman State in the Seventeenth Century 
The last two decades of the sixteenth and the first 
two decades of the seventeenth centuries were a very 
difficult period for the Ottoman state because of great 
social, political and economic problems which left the 
state extremely debilitated. The era of SUleymän the 
Magnificent 927-974 (1520-1566) had witnessed the zenith of 
Ottoman power, in every aspect of social, political, cultural, 
economic and religious life. 
' This short-lived greatness was 
to end during the period of Süleymän's successors, who were 
unable to maintain what they inherited from their predecessor. 
It was during this period that the seeds of decline and 
corruption crept into the Ottoman state and society. 
2 
In addition to grave problems outside their borders, 
and in particular conflicts both with Iran and the Hapsburgs3 
at this time, the Ottomans had even more serious domestic 
difficulties which no doubt contributed to their failure 
against both these external foes. Having concluded 
these two long wars with peace treaties (1590,1606), 
the ottomans turned their attention to internal 
problems which had come into existence as a result of 
1. V. J. Parry, "The Reign of Sulaimän the Magnificent, 
1520-66" in M. Cook ed. A History of the Ottoman 
Empire to 1730, (Cambridge, 1976), pp. 79-102. 
2. V. J. Parry, "The Successors of Sulaimän 1566-1617" 
in idem, pp. 103-32. 
3. The war with Iran continued for several years (1578- 
1590); of. B. Kitükogiu, Osmanli Iran Siyas! 
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social and economic crises and political discontent. 
4 
In different parts of the Ottoman territory, 
particularly in Anatolia, groups of brigands had appeared 
and had destroyed villages, property and crops. They had 
even dared to fight against the state and had on occasion 
defeated the government armies which had been sent against 
them. 5 When Sultä. n Ahmad I came to the throne at the age of 
thirteen in 1603,6 he immediately took measures to put down 
the rebels. Accordingly, in the summer of 1608 these 
rebels, who were generally known as "jalälis", 
7 
were 
crushed by Quyuju Muräd Pasha. Finally through these 
Mt nasebetleri (Istanbul, 1962), pp. 142-98. 
The"war with the Hapsburgs continued for 13 years 
and ended with the peace treaty of Zitvatorok in 
1606. See I. Uzuncarsili, OT, III, part I, pp. 414, 
421; S. Shaw, I, pp. 187-8. 
4. M. Cezar, Osmanli tarihinde levendler (Istanbul, 1965), 
pp. 147-69. 
5. W. J. - Griswold, Political Unrest and Rebellion in 
Anatolia, 1605-1609, unpublished Ph. D. thesis, 1966, 
University of California, Los Angeles, pp. 7-8; 
r1. Akdag "Genel Cizgileriyle XVII. Ytizyil Türkiye 
Tarihi" in Tarih Arastirmalari Dergisi, IV (1966), 
pp. 201-7. 
6. C. Baysun, "Ahmed I" in IA, I, pp. 161-4; S. Mantran, 
-"Ahmad" in EI2, I, pp. 267-8. 
7. M. Akdgg, Celäli Isyanlari (Ankara, 1963), pp. 1-3; 
idem, BUytik Celäli karigiklik larinin ba$lamasi 
(Erzurum, 1963), pp" 1-3. 
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severe measures the rebels were brought to heel or they 
went underground. 
3 
After the death of Ahmad I in 1617 and the brief 
reign of his brother Mustafa 1,9 `Othmän II came to the 
throne. The new ruler, although very young, showed that 
he dared to tackle the deteriorating situation within 
the Ottoman state and he began to take the necessary 
measures to delay the process of its decline. 
10 His first 
aim was to abolish the janissary corps who with the 
Sip. his played an important. role in the power politics of 
the state. But when his plans became known to the 
janissaries, they did not hesitate to depose him in 1032/ 
1622. 
After a second unsuccessful attempt to rule by 
Mustafa I, the Ottoman throne was then occupied by Muräd 
Iv, son of Ahmad I. Because of his extreme youth, control 
of state affairs was left in the hands of his mother, 
S. Griswold, op. cit., pp. 9-12; C. Orhonlu, "Murad Pasa" 
41 
in IA, VIII, pp. 651-54; Uzuncarsili, OT, III, part I, 
pp. 102-117. 
9. M. Aktepe, "Mustafa I", IA, VIII, pp. 692-5. 
10. S. Altundag, "Osman II", IA, IX, pp. 443-8; Shaw, 
op. cit., p. 190; Parry, op. cit., p.. 134; A. H. De 
Groot, The Ottoman Empire and Dutch Republic (Istanbul, 
1978), pp. 17-19. 
11. S. Altundag, op. cit., p. 433; M. Sertoglu, "Tugi 
Tarihi" in Belleten (Ankara, 1947), pp. 386; Uzun- 
cargil1, OT, III, p. 146; Parry, op. cit., p. 134. 
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Wälide Kösem Sultan (d. 1651) 12 and others who had brought 
him to power in the palace. This situation was to continue 
until the year 1042/1632, when Muräd IV took power into- 
his own hands. 
13 During this period, there were several 
serious internal rebellions, some of which were in protest 
against the murder of Sultan 'Othmän II. The most 
threatening was the uprising of Abaza Mehmed Pasha (1622- 
28) which occupied the state for some time. 
14 In addition 
to these, there were a few military revolts in the 
western Ottoman provinces as well as in Anatolia as a 
result of the lack. of centralised government control and 
because of maladministration. At the same time, Shah 
'Abbas I (1587-1629), who wanted to take advantage of the 
situation within-the Ottoman state, conquered Baghdad'in 
1624.15 
However, Sultan Muräd, realizing the gravity of the 
situation, first engaged himself in the establishment of 
law and order in Istanbul and other parts of the Ottoman 
domain. He began with a ruthless purge of the Janissaries 
12. C. Baysun, "Murad IV", in IA, VIII, pp. 625-47; 
also "Kösem Sultan", in IA, VI, pp. 915-23; ' 
Uzuncarsill, op. cit., p. 261. 
13. Parry, op. cit., p. 144; Baysun, IA, VIII, p. 630; 
Shaw, op. cit., p. 194. 
14. Shaw, op. cit., pp. 193,195; Uzuncarsili, op. cit., 
pp. 1515-7- 
15. Shaw, op. cit., -pp. 
194-5; Parry, op. cit., p. 144; 
Uzuncarsili, op. cit., p. 163. 
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and Sipahis who were creating havoc in the capital and 
flouting his authority. The Sultdn quickly realized the 
origin of the problem and the people behind it. Hence, 
he put to death in 1632 the Grand Vizier Rajab Pasha, 
16 
who was the instigator of the recent troubles, and 
replaced him with Tabaniyassi Mehmed Pasha. 
17 The 
Sultfin then held an Ayaq Diwan! 
is in the Sinän Pasha 
Palace where he addressed the leaders of the Janissaries' 
and Sipähis. The Sulldn's speech must have convinced the 
leaders of the soldiers who at the end signed a paper 
declaring their obedience to the Sultan's authority and 
undertaking not to help the rebels. Thereafter, the 
Sultan addressed the Qädis whom he reminded not to indulge 
in corruption, bribery, nepotism or other malpractices. 
In turn the Qädis expressed their opinion and made known 
that they had been coerced by the Sipähis. Finally, they 
also agreed to act together in order to fight against 
16. I. H. Danismend, Izahli Osmanli Tarihi Kronolojisi 
(Istanbul, 1971), V, p. 34; Uzuncarsili, op. cit., 
p. 192. 
17. Danismend, op. cit., III, p. 374; Uzuncarsili, op. 
cit., pp. 191-2; Parry, op. cit., p. 138. 
18. The Ayaq Diwän3 would convene in emergency situations. 
To it would come government officials and the Sultan 
would preside over the meeting, at which everyone but 
himself would remain standing. See M. Z. Pakal.. n, 
Osmanli Tarih Deyimleri ve Terimleri SdzlU U, 
(istanbul, 1946), I, pp. 117-18. 
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corruption and other illegal practices and signed a 
paper. 
19 It is obvious from this meeting that the, 
soldiers, who were supposed to be the guardians of law 
and order, and the Qädis, who were in charge of the 
courts and responsible for the designation. of religious 
functionaries, were charged with bribery, nepotism and 
other sorts of corruption. 
When the Sipahis and some of the Janissaries did not 
accept the resolutions of this meeting, Sultän Muräd 
sought an excuse to rid himself of these rebels. This 
20 opportunity came on 27 Safar 1043 (2 September 1633), 
when a big fire broke out in the capital. Although 
tobacco-smoking was not the cause of the fire; the Sultän 
forbade the practice and closed down all the coffee-houses 
where people used to gather and smoke as well as drink 
coffee. This occurred on 12 Räbi` I 1043 (16 September 
1633). 
21 The punishment for not obeying the order was 
the death sentence. This policy was supported by Qädi- 
zäde Met=ed Ef. (d. 1635), who in order to gain the 
Sultdn's favour declared that smoking was hardm22 and 
19. Na`imä, III, p. 317; M. Cezar, Levendler, p. 126; 
Uzuncars ili, op. cit ., pp. 192-4. 
20. Na `imä, op cit., p. 157; Baysun, op. cit., p. 630. 
21. Na`3mä, III, p. 160; Baysun, ibid. 
22. Haräm is def ined as "an action punishable by law. " 
See T. Izutsu, Ethico-Religious Concepts in the Qur'än, 
04ontreal, 1966), p. 237. 
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that anyone who would not act in accordance with the law 
would be killed. 
23 Although this tough and ruthless 
measure was taken against smokers in general, its main 
target was those rebels who were responsible for the 
disturbances and insecurity in the capital. Since the 
Sultan already knew that most of the Sipähis and 
Janissaries were addicted to smoking, he was well aware 
that by issuing this law he was putting the rebels in a 
difficult position. According to the sources, he 
succeeded in his aims and silenced all the trouble- 
makers. 
24 
In general, Sultan Muräd's tough and sometimes 
ruthless measures re-established law and order and brought 
back stability to the Ottoman state. 
2 5 Thus he managed 
to arrest temporarily the process of Ottoman decline. 
His short but successful reign came to an end on 15 Shawwäl 
1049 (8 February, 1640). 
26 
Muräd IV was succeeded by his brother Sultan Ibrahim 
(1615-1648) on 16'Shawwgl 1049 (9 February 1640). 
27 The 
23. Cf. below, p; 321. 
24. Na'imä, III, p. 163; Uzuncarsili, op. cit., p. 197; 
Parry, op. cit., p. 148; Baysun, p. 630. 
25. Danismend, op. cit., III, pp. 377-83; Uzuncarsi. li, 
op. cit., pp. 208-10,212; Baysun, op. cit., 
pp. 6 34-5. 
26. Baysun, op. cit., p. 644; Uzuncarsili, op. cit., 
p. 212. 
27. Gökbilgin, "Ibrähim" in IA, V, pp. 880-85; Shaw, 
op. cit., p. 200. 
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new Sultan, because of his incompetence, could not build 
on the foundations laid down by his predecessor. Real 
power lay with the Wälide Sultan, khässakis (the consorts 
who had borne the Sultan a male child) 
28 
and others. 
These included Jinji Khwäja (d. 1648) 29 and his allies 
who, through their influence controlled important posts 
and became very rich by bribery. 
30 Predictably, old 
problems manifested themselves in this situation. The 
administration was badly run, whilst the suffering of 
the ordinary people increased day by day because of the 
heavy taxation necessary to finance the extravagant life- 
style of the Sultän himself and his household. 
31 
Finally Sultan Ibrähin was deposed in favour of his 
young son Nehmed IV (1642-1693) on 18 Rajab 1058/7 August 
1648.32 The period 1648-1651 was known as the "Aghälar 
28. See Pakalin, op. cit., I,, pp. 752-3; Alderson, 
Structure of the Ottoman Dynasty (Oxford, 1956), p. 80 
29. Gökbilgin, op. cit., p. 882. 
30. Uzuncarsili, op. cit., p. 230. 
31. Shaw, op. cit., p. 200; Gökbilgin, op. and loc. cit. 
A. Refiq, Samür Dewri (Istanbul, 1927). 
32. C. Baysun, "Mehmed IV", IA, VII, pp. 547-57; 
A. N. Kurat, "The Reign of Mehmed IV" in Cook; op. cit., 
pp. 157-177; M. Khalifa, Tärikhi Ghilmäni, (Istanbul, 
1340), p. 23. 
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Saltanate" (Sultanate of the Aghas). 
33 Until 1656, the 
country and government affairs were in a state of 
confusion and panic. On the one hand, the protracted 
war with Venice over Crete, begun in 1644, continued, 
and the Venetians blockaded the Dardanelles in 1648, 
even threatening the capital itself. 
34 On the other 
hand, the Jalälis maintained their activities and 
provoked disturbances in Anatolia. Moreover, the 
Janissaries frequently instigated revolts against the 
central authority and influenced government policy through 
their Aghäs (commanders), who were powerful in the Palace. 
35 
It was during this period of confusion and anarchy 
that,. according to Na`imä, the Qädi-zädelis, under the 
leadership of UstUwän1 Mehmed (d. 1661), who had won the 
favour of the Sultän and of his tutor, Reyhgn Aghä, 
36 
as 
33. Agha (chief, master) was a title given to (1) the 
black and white eunuchs in the Palace service, and 
(2) certain other persons in government service, 
particularly commanders of military corps, e. g. 
yeniceri aghas, H. Bowen, "Agha" in EI2, I, p. 246. 
34. Uzuncarsili, OT, III, part I, pp. 258-62; Shaw, 
op. cit., pp. 203-5; Baysun, op. cit., pp. 549-50. 
35. Rycaut, op. cit., pp. 9, - 12-15;, Baysun, loc. cit. 
Shaw, op. cit., p. 206. 
36. Cf. chapter V below. 
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well as of the Wälide Sultan, took full advantage of the 
situation. 
37 Beginning during the last years of Ibrähim's 
reign and continuing through the early years of Mehmed IV, 
Üstüwäni acquired great influence over lowly Palace 
servants, such as the "Gardeners"38(Bostancilar) and 
Doorkeepers (Qapicilar), as well as more important palace 
officials such as the black eunuchs. These elements in 
the palace attended his sermons or those of his followers 
and were moved by them. Üstüwäni became recognized as the 
shaykh of the Sultan and could thereby meddle in appoint- 
ments at court. By offering positions to his own supporters 
and to those who gave the highest bids, Üstüwäni and some 
of his followers became very rich. 
39 
Üsuwani and his followers, who are generally known as 
the Qäd3-zädelis, presented themselves as the champions of 
orthodoxy, opposing every sort of bid`a (innovation) and 
declaring the Süfis to be heretics and innovators. They 
therefore attacked the Safi tekkes and condemned Safi 
practices. They became increasingly intolerant towards 
those who did not share their views. 
40 
37. Na'imä, V, pp. 54-7; also, Rycaut, op. cit., pp. 11- 
15. 
38. Uzuncarsili, "Bostandji" in BI 2, II, pp. 127-8. 
39. Na'3mä, loc. cit.; Shaw, op. cit., p. 207; 
cf. chapter V below 
40. For more detail see chapter III. 
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When K6prülü Mehmed Pasha (1575-1661) was appointed 
as Grand Vizier on 24 Dhi-l-ga`de 1066 (14 September 1656)41 
it was hoped that he would save the country from its state 
of confusion. Köprülü knew well the situation of the 
government and in fact accepted the office only on 
certain conditions imposed by him. These were granted to 
him by the Sultan's mother, Turkhan Sultan (1683), 
42 
and 
he then accepted the post. 
43 
The first move of the new Grand Vizier was the 
elimination of the Qdgi-zädelis who, under the leadership 
of Üstüwäni, wanted to create a clash with the Sufis in 
the Fitih Mosque on the Friday following KöprtWi's 
appointment. After consulting the 'ulamg' and receiving 
their approval, he exiled the Qadl-zädeli leaders such as 
Ustüwäni and Turk Ahmad, and saved the realm from this 
intolerant, narrow-minded group. At the same time, he 
took similar steps against the Süfi orders. 
44 He then 
41. T. Gbkbilgin, "göprültiler", in IA, VI, pp. 892-908; 
A. Refiq, Kbprililer, (Istanbul, 1331), pp. 29-30; 
M. Kunt, The rdprUlü Years, 1656-1661, unpublished 
Ph. D. thesis, Princeton, 1971, pp, 50-61; B. Hüseyn, 
T. irikh-i Süläle-i Kbprülü, MS. Köprülü Lib. (Istanbul) 
no. 212, fol. 8-11; Na`3ma, VI, pp. 213-4; M. Kunt, 
"Na`3mä, KöprUlU and the Grand Vezirate" in Bogazici 
Üniversitesi Dergisi, (Istanbul, 1973), I, pp. 57-64. 
42. I. Parmaksizoglu, "Mehmed IV" in Türk Ansiklopedisi 
(Ankara, 1976), XXIII, p. 397. 
43. Runt, op. cit., p. 57; Shaw, op. cit., pp. 208-9. 
44. Na`imä, VI, p. 217; Shaw, op. cit., p. 209. A full 
discussion will be given in chapter V. 
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began to re-establish law and order and to suppress 
revolts by a series of tough measures inside the capital. 
Once stability was established in Istanbul, he turned his 
attention to the other problems. 
45 In the eastern 
provinces he dealt particularly with the revolt of 
Hasan Pasha (d. 1659). 46 
This energetic, tough vizier restored order to a 
certain extent within the Ottoman state. After his death 
in 1072 (1661), he was succeeded by his son, Köprülü Fädil 
Ahmad Pasha (1635-1676), who was appointed Grand Vizier 
in the sane year. 
47 He remained in the office until his 
death in 1676, and successfully maintained the system 
which-had been restored by his father. 
48 
Pädil Ahmad Pasha was succeeded by his foster-brother, 
Qara Mustafä Pasha in 1676. It was during his time of 
office that the Ottomans made their second unsuccessful 
45. Kunt, co. cit., pp. 70-80; Shaw, op. cit., pp. 210- 
11; A. N. Kurat, op. cit., pp. 164-5; Gökbilgin, 
op. cit., p. 695. 
, 
46. Kunt, op. cit., pp. 82,94-116; Gökbilgin, op. cit., 
pp. 696-7; Uzuncarsili, op. cit., pp. 394-409. 
47. F. Babinger, "K3prülttler", in EI1, II, pp. 1059-62; 
Uzuncarsili, op. cit., pp. 329-31; Kurat, op. cit.; 
Gökbilgin, op. cit., p. 987; Shaw, p. 211. 
48. N. Itzkowitz, Ottoman Empire and Islamic Tradition, 
(New York, 1972), p. 81. 
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attack on Vienna, culminating in withdrawal in September 
1683. The Grand Vizier was put to death a few weeks 
later. 49 It is significant to note that Wani Mehmed, 
the third leader of the Qädi-zädelis, who had served as 
an army preacher on this campaign, was removed from his 
post when the troops reached Edirne. It was at this 
point that Wan! Mehmed lost his popularity at court and 
with the people and the influence of the Qädi-zäde 
50 
movement dwindled. 
49. M. Aktepe, "Mustafi Pa$a" in IA, VIII, pp. 736-8. 
See also T. Barker, Double Eagle and Crescent, 
Vienna's Second Turkish Siege and Its Historical 
Setting, (New York, 1967). 
50. Cf. chapter VI below. 
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Ottoman State and Society in the Seventeenth Century 
In order to evaluate the importance of the Qädi- 
zäde movement it is essential to study the society in 
which this movement arose. When seventeenth-century 
Ottoman society faced decline as well as new challenges 
from within and outside, certain intellectuals and 
statesmen who were concerned about the future of the state 
and of society itself wrote risälas and tracts. Their aim 
was to explain the mistakes and shortcomings of the existing 
system in comparison with the previous one which had made 
the Ottomans strong and successful. 
51 
In addition, there 
51. B. Lewis, "Ottoman Observers of Ottoman Decline" in 
IS, I (1962), pp. 71-5; reprinted in idem, Islam in 
History (London, 1973), p. 199 T. Gökbilgin, 
"XVII Asirda, Osmanli Devletinde Islahat Ihtiyag ve Tema- 
yülleri ve Kätip gelebi" in Kätib celebi Hayati 
Eserleri (Ankara 1957), pp" 197-218. Also A. S. 
Tveritinova, "Social Ideas in Turkish Didactic 
Politico-Economic Treatises of the XVI-XVIIth 
Centuries" in papers presented by the USSR delegation 
to the XXVth International Congress-of Orientalists, 
(Moscow, 1960), pp. 402-409; R. Murphey, "The- 
Veliyyuddin Telhis : Notes on the sources and 
interrelations between Koci Bey and contemporary 
writers of advice to kings", in Belleten, vol. 43 
(1979); PP. 547-71. 
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were some men of religion, who were aware of the problems 
of their society and the sufferings of their people, and 
expressed their complaints to the ruler of the day either 
in the form of a gasida or in that of a risäla. Their 
approach to such problems was religious, as also was the 
solution they proposed. It is therefore evident that 
these gasidas and risälas have great significance in any 
analysis of the religious and moral life of Ottoman 
society in. this century. It appears that the first of 
such gasidas was written by 'Abd al-Majid Siwäsi (d. 1639). 
This is said to have been presented to Sultan Ahmad I 
(d. 1617). 52 The second was composed by the'opponent of 
Siwdsi, Qädi-zäde Mehmed, 'and was presented to Sultan 
Muräd IV. 53 There is another gasida by the poet Ways3 
who discussed a theme similar to that of the previous two 
gasidas. 
54 
The decline of the Ottoman state has received its 
due attention from contemporary authors in the seventeenth 
century as well as from modern scholars, whether Turkish 
52. Z. Hayran, who published Siwäsi's Risälat al-Qadä wa- 
l-Qadar, mentions this gasida and even gives a 
summary of it in prose. Surprisingly, he does not 
give any source for the material he quotes. Z. Hayran, 
Kaza ve Kader Risalesi (Sivas, n. d. ), p. 19. 
53. Cf. the discussion in chapter IV. 
54. J. jl. Gibb, A History of Ottoman Poetry, (London, 1904) III 
PP- 207 
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and M. Cezar, 
57 historians such as H. Inalcik, 
55 M. Akda 
56 
or westerners such as B. Lewis58 and S. Shaw59 All these 
" authors deal with the social, economic and political 
causes and effects of this decline, ýbut they pay very 
little or no attention to the religious and moral aspects 
of such a decline. In this work an attempt will therefore 
be made to investigate closely the moral and religious 
aspects of Ottoman decline, while its social, political 
and economic features will be summarised from the works 
of the above-mentioned authors. 
The decline of the Ottoman state and disintegration 
of Ottoman society may be treated under three main 
headings: government, economic and social life and religious 
and moral life. As regards government. decline the risäla 
of Qooi Beg60 is an original tract which was written in 
55. H. Inalcik, The Ottoman Empire; Conquest, Organization 
and Economy, (London, 1978), section XIII. 
56. M. Akda g, Celäli f syanlari (Ankara, 1963). 
57. M. Cezar, Leyendler (Istanbul, 1965). 
53. B. Lewis, The Emergence of Modern Turkey (Oxford, 1961) 
pp. 21-41. 
59. S. Shaw, History of the Ottoman Empire and Modern 
Turkey (Cambridge 1977), I, pp. 169-207. 
60. Qoc5i Beg presented his risäla to Sultän NNuräd IV in 
1040/1630. In his risdla he analyses the causes of 
Ottoman decline and suggests solutions. More detail, 
see Lewis, op. cit., pp. 203-7; Imber, "Qoci 
Beg" in EI2, V, pp. 248-9. 
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the seventeenth century and is a 'valuable source. 
According to Qoci Beg the decline in government may 
be attributed to several causes, the first and the 
most important of which was the withdrawal of the 
Sultans from direct control of state affairs. The 
Sultans did not even attend the Diwan personally. The 
Grand Viziers had lost power and Palace officials and 
favourites of the Sultän interfered in state matters. 
61 
Bribery played an important role in promotions and 
dismissals. The timar system was undermined. There was 
a rapid large increase in the number of Janissaries 
through the enrolment of individuals who paid bribes. 
62 
Qoai Beg's remedy for the ills of the government was 
simply to remove corruption by restoring the'shari`a and 
gilnizn to their. previous status. His -main aim was to 
return to the era of SUleymän I. He therefore proposes 
the removal of bribery by restoring the independence of 
the Grand Vizier, and by preventing favourites from 
wielding power. Officials should be able to remain in 
post without fear of unjust dismissal and timars should be 
offered only to worthy people. 
63 
In fact, QoLi Beg's risäla resembles an earlier 
61. Imber, ibid.; Shaw, op. cit., pp. 290-1. 
62. Z. Daniýman, Koci Bey Risälesi (Istanbul, ' 1972), 
pp. 20,32,41,71. 
63. Imber, op. cit., p. 249; Shaw, op. cit., p. 291. 
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observation of Ottoman decline by the unknown author of 
Kitäb-i IrMstetäb. 64 According to both authors, the first 
fundamental weakness in the Ottoman state of the 
seventeenth century was lack of'a strong central authority 
and, more especially, of powerful, confident, well- 
educated and experienced rulers. By the beginning of 
the seventeenth century four Ottoman Sultans had come to 
the throne when they were still children and were-not fit 
65 for their office. The lack of leadership affected 
other government institutions, such as the military, which 
was a vital element for the survival of the Ottoman state. 
It was during this period that there was a lack'of 
discipline and training. By this time most of the 
members of the qapiqulu sipähis and some of the 
janissaries had begun to marry and even to be involved 
64. Kitäb-i Ntistetäb, ed. Y. Yücel (Ankara, 1974). The 
book is very important and interesting. It deals 
with the same issues as Qoci Beg; it is not 
impossible that Qoci Beg knew the book. 
65. Ahead 1 (1603-17) and `Othmän II (1618-22) were 
fourteen, Muräd IV (1623-40) was hardly twelve, 
Mehmed IV (1648-87) was only seven. Excessive 
youth was not, however, the only factor making 
seventeenth-century Sultans unfit for government. 
Mustafa 1 (1613-22) was mentally disturbed, Ibrahim 
(1640-48) was mad. 
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in commerce, and thus were neglecting their military 
training. Military campaigns met with defeat and retreat. 
This certainly affected the state treasury, and military 
campaigns became a financial burden' 
Corruption and bribery were also visible in the legal 
and educational institutions. According to the sources, 
bribery was so widespread that there was no office in 
which it was not practised in one way or another. 
67 
Several causes may be adduced for the emergence of 
social and economic difficulties. First of all, there was 
a rapid rise in the population of the Ottoman state, 
68 
particularly in Anatolia. Now that the conquests had 
ceased, the government could no longer maintain its 
deportation policy which had sent the excess population 
to the newly conquered provinces. 
69 Instead, there was 
66. Qoci Beg, Risäla, chapters III, IV, VII, VIII; 
Cezar, op. cit., pp. 144-170; B. Lewis, "Some 
Reflections on the Decline of the Ottoman Empire", 
in SI, IX, (1958). 
67. Qoci Beg, Risäla, pp. 63-5; A. Mumcu, Osmanli 
Devletinde RUsvet (Ankara, 1965), pp. 187-207, 
209,240. 
68. M. A. Cook, Population Pressure in Rural Anatolia, 
(London, 1972), P. 30. See also Y. YUcel (ed. ) 
8itab-i Müste±äb, introduction, VIII; Cezar, op. cit., 
Pp. 79-86. 
69. Ö. L. Barkan, "Osmanli Inparatorlugünda bir iskän ve 
kolonizasyon metodu olarak Stirgünler" in IIFM, XV 
(1953), pp. 209-37. 
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widespread emigration to urban centres where people 
could feel more secure. The villages and countryside 
were attacked by rebels, groups of brigands, lewends70 
and some of the medrese students (sükhte) who robbed and 
destroyed properties and murdered people. 
71 
The Ottoman economy, on the other hand, was 
confronted with great financial difficulties vis-ä-vis 
the European economy. The influx of gold and silver from 
America gave Europe a superiority over the Ottomans. 
Within the ottoman state high prices, inflation and 
devaluation of the currency resulted. This situation 
caused frequent uprisings on the part of the Janissaries 
and the common people. This process naturally affected 
the tinar72 system of the state, as Inalcik demonstrates 
70. The word lewend originally referred to sailors and 
fighting men employed in the Ottoman navy, but from 
the second half of the sixteenth century it acquired 
the meaning of vagabond, rascal. See J. H. Kramers 
"Lewend" in EI1, III, p. 24. Cezar, op. cit., p. 191. 
71. M. Akdag, "Türkiye tarihinde ictimll buhranlar 
serisinden : Medreseli isyanlari" in IIFM, XV 
(1950), pp. 361-87 
72. B. Lewis, "Ottoman Decline" in SI, IX (1958), pp. 119- 
124; Z. Y. Herschlags Introduction to the Modern 
Economic History of the Middle East (Leiden, 1964) 
pp. 7-8. O. L. Barkan, "Timar" in IA, XII, pp. 287-333; 
S. Turner, Weber and Islam, (London, 1974), pp. 130-2 
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in detail. 73 The other set-back which exacerbated 
Ottoman economic decline was the diversion of much of 
the Eastern trade to the Atlantic route. 
74 
The religious and moral factors which played an 
undeniable role in the degeneration of the Ottoman state 
and disintegration of Ottoman society have not been 
studied thoroughly though their importance and influence 
on the life of the community cannot be underestimated. 
The origin of the moral degeneration and religious 
laxity in Ottoman society can be traced back as early 
73. "The situation was not only the underlying cause of 
the military rebellions at the centre but also of 
the attempts by military groups in the provinces to 
squeeze more money out of the reaya. Timar holders 
whose incomes had been cut in half were so im- 
poverished that they were unable to make their way 
to the battlefields of the Hungarian and Iranian 
wars and were instead robbing the reaya, avoiding 
campaigns and abandoning their holdings. Commanders 
and judges were resorting to bribes and abuses in 
order to hold their incomes level in the face of ever 
more costly living conditions. " Op. cit., pp. 343-9. 
Qoci Beg, pp. 32-7,41-54. 
74. De Groot, op. cit., (Istanbul, 1978), p. 10. 
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as the beginning of the sixteenth century, to the reign 
of Sultan Selim I (1512-1520). A certain 'Ali b. 'Abd 
al-Karim Khalifa wrote a report which was presented to 
Sultan Selim. In it he pinpointed the moral degeneration, 
religious laxity and widespread immorality which he saw 
in Ottoman society. Fornication, sodomy, usury, drinking 
alcohol and the like could be seen at every level of 
society. 
75 Sometime later, Birgiwi Mehmed (d. 1572) 
raised his voice in-protest against increasing moral 
decline. He even undertook a journey to Istanbul to 
ask the Grand Vizier Soqullu Mehmed to bring an end to 
this undesirable trend. 
76 
The seventeenth-century historian Mehmed Khalifa, 
writing about contemporary events, describes the moral 
standard which prevailed in the year 1042 (1632) as 
follows: 
"At that time there was so much insubordination 
of the qul (the soldiers77) that they were78 
taking naked women in bath towels out of the 
75. The report is given in S. Tansel, Yavuz Sultan Selin, 
(Ankara, 1969), pp. 21-27. 
76. A. Ayni, TUrk Ahlakgilari (Istanbul, 1939), p. 108. 
77. I. e. members of the standing army (gapiqullari). 
78. The syntax of this long sentence is so corrupt that 
I have been obliged to take some liberty with it in 
order to make an intelligible translation. 
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hammäm in broad daylight, smoking in the Sultan 
TMIehmed (Fdtih) mosque on the day when they 
received ghulamiyya, 
79 trampling under foot the 
honour of Muslims, openly committing fornication 
and sodomy standing up in corners, shedding blood, 
raiding houses and palaces, and on festival days 
setting up a swing and calling the Sultän himself 
and his mother and the viziers and the members of 
the Diwän to the swing with their candles; more 
especially, they were committing illegal actions 
in the coffee-houses and taverns. [All this had 
reached] such a pitch that the world had lapsed 
from order and regularity to an indescribable 
degree. The enemy also appeared at this point 
and the province of Yemen was lost. On the other 
frontiers the enemy was continually plundering 
the provinces. While the world was in such a 
state of disorder, the-Holy Creator, who had not 
given his sacred approval [to this], set Sultan 
Muräd to-attack the mischief makers, in order to 
eradicate them. The Sultan for his part, inspired 
by God and in order to protect the imperial honour 
of the Ottoman State, drew the sword of warning and 
killed Rajab Pasha, the cause of the disorder 
created by the Janissary corps. "180 
79. In the latter part of the sixteenth century the 
ghulämiyya was the remuneration paid to those 
qapiqulu sipähis who were entrusted with the 
collection of certain taxes. After 1603, however, 
it seems to have become an additional payment made 
to all qapiqulu sipähis. See Uzunparp. li, Kapikulu 
Ocaklari (Ankara, 1944), II, pp. 157-61. 
80. M. Khälifa, Tirikh-i Ghilmäni (Istanbul, 1340), p. 13. 
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Mehmed Khalifa does not record any reaction to this 
behaviour on the part of the common people. Probably 
they were either afraid of the soldiers or they condoned 
such actions on the part of the soldiers who were supposed 
to be upholders of law, order and public safety. 
Mehmed Khalifa was not the only writer who described 
immorality in the Ottoman capital. Two other authors 
expressed similar misgivings about moral standards and 
. presented their views in the form of gasidas to Sultan 
Nuräd IV. The first of these gaeidas was composed by 
the well-known poet Ways! (d. 1627-8). This gasida, as 
pointed out by Gibb, gives a vivid picture of seventeenth- 
century Ottoman society in Istanbul. The work is entitled 
"Nasihat-i Islämbol", and although addressed to the people 
of the capital, is clearly aimed at the Sultan himself. 
"Ye build the earthly house, and ye lay waste the 
mansion of the Faith: 
Nor Pharaoh built nor Sheddad reared aloft such 
house as this, by God! 
I know not what your Faith may be, or what your 
creed (God save us) is: 
It holds not with the Imams' words, nor chimes 
with the Four Books of God. 
Alike with sermons of the preachers and with 
lectures of the Imams, 
Were there no fees paid down to them, ne'er would 
be read the Word of God 
The Pashas and the Aghas 'tis who turn the whole 
world upside down; 
'Tis they beyond a doubt who everywhere bring 
anarchy and feud. 
But yet more tyrannous than these, my Lord, the 
-41- 
Qädi `Askers are; 
For now through bribery they've given-o'er the 
world to wrack,, by God! 
Ye follow not the Law of God, nor yet obey the 
canon law; 
With those new-fangled tricks you've given o'er 
the world to wrack by God! 
'The fish stinks from the head' they say; the head 
of all this woe is known; 
Ah me, could any might declare hereof: This is the. 
Book of God? 
The sheykhs and preachers walk no more along the 
straight and narrow path; 
Accounting these as guides, what should the folk 
but stray and miss the road? 
Alack, the Sufis fill the mosques with horrid howls 
- and yells alone; 
Ah, where the litanies and chants, and where the 
whispered call on God? 
The hypocrites now hold the earth, they deem the 
whole world is their spoil; 
But yet in many a nook concealed there bideth still 
a saint of God. "81 
It is clear that Ways! in this extract even dares to 
point to the origin of this social and moral corruption. 
He lays the ultimate blame at the door of those who held 
positions of power in the state. 
The second gasida was composed by Qddi-zdde Mehmed 
(d. 1045/1635) and presented to Sultan Muräd IV in 1040 
(1630). This gasida will be studied in detail in a later 
chapter, but it may be useful to mention here the main 
81. E. J. W. Gibb, HOP, III, pp. 214-18. 
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religious and moral issues which the author wanted to 
reach the ears of the Sultän. In his work Qädi-zdde in 
a manner very similar to that of Waysi, describes the 
political and social conditions of his time. He relates 
how villages have been burnt, and he describes the 
prevalent social unrest and-insecurity. Moreover, he 
continues, soldiers have ceased to do their job properly, 
preferring to indulge in commerce, and military campaigns 
have resulted in failure. The main blame for the dis- 
ruption of social stability should be attributed, according 
to Qädi-zdde, to the state officials who are corrupt and 
venal. The principles of religion are no longer observed 
and immorality, corruption and a luxurious life-style are 
common amongst the rich and the notables. 
"Awake from the sleep of heedlessness, 0 House of 
'Othman; take note. 
Open your eyes L orb the throne of Süleymän will 
slip out of your hands; take note. 
The people of Istanbul are enjoying themselves 
in every corner; 
The provinces have filled up with all the sighs 
and wailings: take note. 
Many a woman have they abducted and many a virgin. 
have they deflowered 
They have ransacked their possessions: take note. 
Disorders have broken out on every side. and many 
injustices have occurred. 
The true believers are not able to suppress them: 
take note. 
The richest members of the military have become 
shopkeepers 
They certainly do not want the officially-fixed 
price; the measure has been tampered with: 
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take note. 
The appointment of a person to office does not 
happen through the proper channels; 
All the millet82 have gathered and shown 
insubordination: take note. 
All the notables and the influential people have 
been overcome by women; 
Women have embarked upon many kinds of innovations: 
take note. 
Wine-drinking and sodomy have spread widely in the 
world; 
Most of those who commit thes. e acts are leading 
figures and notables: take note. 
All the mischief-makers and liars have become 
preachers; 
They are transmitting lies and slanders from 
the pulpits: take note. 
Your Pashas do not hold Beyler beyliks [even] 
for a year; 
On rapidly losing office they rebel: take note. 
For that reason your command does not last for 
a year 
Those who have obtained positions with money have 
come out in revolt: take note. 
" If you do not make yourself informed about the 
conditions of this world 
Ridwä. n83 will not open for you the gate of 
Paradise: take note. "84 
82. Before the 19th century millet meant "religious 
community", pre-eminently the Muslim community. 
33. Ridwän, the angel who opens the door of Paradise 
in the Hereafter. 
84. This qasida and its implications will be studied 
more fully in chapter IV, pp. 
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The author ventures to warn the Sultan about his. 
duties to Allah and responsibilities to his subjects. 
He asks the Sultan to follow the Qur'an and sunna in 
order to stop this trend. He also urges the Sultan to 
hold an Ayaq Diwäni85 which had been the practice of 
previous rulers in cases like this. If the Sultgn 
cannot fulfil his responsibilities to his people, Qäd - 
zäde even warns him that he must account for his actions 
in the Hereafter. 
It is clear that if the Ottoman state in this period 
had enjoyed rule from men of high calibre, as had been the 
case in the preceding centuries, these problems would have 
been controlled or eradicated. However, throughout almost 
the entire seventeenth century there was no powerful, 
authoritative Sultan except for the decade of rule by 
Muräd IV. During this period, the Sultän'removed, at 
least to some extent, this corruption and immorality by 
using force and terrorising people. After his death, 
except for the period of the vizirate of Köprülü Mehmed 
Pasha and. his son Fädil Ahmad, the process of Ottoman 
decline continued. 
In societies in full decline people often react in 
two different ways. In this respect I. al-Färügi makes 
the following observation: 
85. Cf. p. 21 above. 
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"People facing a national catastrophe or in a 
state of decay are usually conservative. They 
cling to what they have inherited from their 
fathers, and regard their preservation of it 
intact as equivalent to their own survival. In 
Islamic history, this predilection for survival 
created for itself an ideological instrument with 
two edges. On the one hand, it is the positive 
value of taglid or doing what the fathers have 
done, and on the other, it is the negative value 
of bida' or innovation. "86 
In fact, such a development as this is inherent in Islam 
itself. Throughout Islamic history, those who have begun 
islah (reform) movements or have participated in them have 
taken their inspiration from an important religious duty, 
al-amr bi'l-ma`rüf wa'1-nahy `anal-munkar, which is 
ordained by the Qur'än and sunna. 
When the conditions of Ottoman society on the eve 
of the emergence of the Qddi-zäde movement are considered, 
the necessity for such a movement seems clear. Having 
witnessed corruption, immorality, luxurious living and 
religious laxity, Qädi-zade's aim was not to put forward 
a solution to these problems by restoring the sixteenth- 
century values. On the contrary his main objective was to 
introduce fundamental remedies which were based on the 
Qur'än and sunna. As a man of religion who devoted 
86. I. al-Färügi, 'Science-and Traditional Values in 
Islamic Society" in Zygon, Journal of Religion and 
Society, 1967, II, no. 3, p. 231. 
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himself emotionally to his religious beliefs and practices, 
he could not continue to be silent while the values and 
virtues of religion and morality were being violated by 
the members of his own society. Hence, it would be 
natural to assume that the main motive behind the Q di- 
zäde movement was a response to the duty of al-amr bi'l- 
ma'rüf wa'1-nahy 'an al-munkar. 
CHAPTER II 
TIM OTTOMAN `ULAMP 
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The `Ular a' 
Ottoman society was based on the principles of Islam 
and the traditional Turkish and near Lastern concepts of 
state. This harmonious combination of religion and 
tradition contributed to the emergence of one of the 
greatest Islamic states in the world. 
Originally Islam emphasized equality among men-and 
therefore took every precaution to prevent the creation 
of a class or caste system, but later, Islamic philosophers 
and moralists, largely under the influence of Greek 
philosophy, attempted to classify people according to a 
system of their own, trying to combine Greek and Muslim 
views. According to Na-sir al-Din Tüsi, (d. 1274) traditional 
Muslim society was divided into four major social classes, 
each of which had its own role and function in the community. 
These were as follows: men of the sword, men of the pen, 
men of negotiation and men of husbandry' Among these 
four classes, the first two, the men of the sword and the 
men of the pen, were two major groups with authority over 
the people. The former, the military, were charged with 
ruling the state and dealing with its economic affairs, 
while the latter, the `ulanä', dealt with dogma and law 
and their applications. 
2 
1. N. Tüsi, The Nasirean Ethics, trans. G. M. 'iickins, 
(London, 1964), p. 230. 
2. N. Itzkowitz, Ottoman Empire and Islamic Tradition, 
(New York 1972), pp. 53-9. 
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Most modern scholars of Ottoman society are of the 
opinion that it consisted of two classes, the `askeri 
(military) and re`äyä (subjects). The former included the 
Sultan, officers of the courts and army, civil servants 
and `ilniyye, in short the ruling class, while the 
latter consisted of all the population, _Pluslirn or non- 
Muslim, who played no part in the government but paid 
taxes. 3 
Throughout Islamic civilization, the `ulamä' have 
had a very special. and distinguished position in society 
and commanded considerable respect from the people as well 
as the rulers, for they are seen as the representatives 




3. H. Inalak, The Ottoman Empire: The Classical Age 
(London, 1973), pp. 68-9, hereafter, Empire. Also 
his "Traditional Society" in Ward and Rustow (ed. ), 
Modernization in Japan and Turkey, (Princeton, 1064), 
pp. 42-65; M. Heper, Bureaucracy in the Ottoman- 
Turkish State, unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Syracuse 
1971, p. 72; S. Mardin, "Power, Civil Society and 
Culture in the Ottoman Empire" in Comparative Studies 
in Society and History, XII (Cambridge, 1969), pp. 258- 
74; H. A. R. Gibb and H Bowen, Islamic Society 
and the West, (London, 1950), 1,1,48 (n. 2), p. 158 
(Hereafter, Gibb-Bowen); Shaw, op_ cit., I, pp. 112- 
13,150. 
4. L. Marsot, "The ulama of Cairo in the eighteenth and 
" nineteenth centuries" 
in N. Keddie, (ed. ), op. cit., 
pp. 149,152. 
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Writings on the Ottoman `ulamä= and `ilmiyye can 
be divided into two groups. Firstly there are general 
words which are descriptive in approach. They begin- 
from the. early days of the' institution and trace its 
development and its eventual decline. The indispensable 
work in this respect is Osmanli Devletinin flmiye Teskilati 
by I. H. Uzuncarsili. 
5 The author covers the whole history 
of the `ilmiyye from its beginnings down to the twentieth 
century. He provides brief and descriptive general 
information, with references on the `ilmiyye, its 
curriculum and the ganüns relating to it, and also gives 
short biographies of famous 'dlims produced by Ottoman 
society. In fact, the book can be considered as a guide 
and handbook in this field. 
A second general work of this kind, which deals with 
Ottoman educational institutions, is Türkiye Maarif Tarihi 
by 0. Ergin6 who concerns himself not only with medreses 
but also with tekkes and libraries. He pays little 
attention to the period before the Tanzlmdt, which he 
treats in a negative manner, and mainly concentrates on 
the modern period. 
The other works which deal with the 'ulamg' and 'ilmiyye 
5. I. H. Uzuncarsili, Osmanli Devletinin Ilniye Teskiläti, 
(Ankara, 1965). 
6.0. Ergin, TUrkiye Maarif Tarihi (Istanbul, 1939-45), 
5 vols. 
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in general are straightforward histories of the Ottomans. 
In this category is H. Inalcik's, The Ottoman Empire, in 
which the author gives a brief history of the development 
of the Ottoman learned institution and scholarship.? 
S. Shaw too, in his Ottoman history, gives a brief account 
of the 'ilmiyye and 'ulamä'. 
8 B. Lewis, in his short 
study of Istanbul and Ottoman civilization, also deals 
with the 'ulamä' and their learning in a very general 
way. 
9 There are several articles on the 'ilmiyye and 
'ulamä' in EI 29 IA and certain periodicals, but these are. 
very general and brief. 
10 Finally one cannot ignore the 
work of A. Adivar, which is devoted to Ottoman learning 
and scholarship in general. 
ll 
7. H. tnalcik, The Ottoman Empire: The Classical Age 
1300-1600 (London, 1973), pp. 165-78). 
8. S. J. Shaw, History of the Ottoman Empire and Modern 
Turkey, I, (Cambridge, 1978), pp. 132-50. 
9. B. Lewis, Istanbul and the Civilization of the 
Ottoman Empire (Norman, 1963), pp. 145-72. 
10. U. Heyd, E. Kuran, "`Ilmiyye" in EI2; T. Gökbilgin, 
"Ulamd" in IA ; K. Yaman, "XV ve XVI Asirda Osmanli 
Iimiyesi ve Ilmiye Teskilä. ti" in Gercek (Istanbul) 
II (1974), pp. 1-15. 
11. A. Adivar, Osmanli Ttirklerin de I1im (Istanbul, 1953) 
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A second group of works which deal with the 'ilmiyye 
are those confined to a certain period or a'particular 
theme. These are more detailed and informative but they 
are limited in number. One'study of this kind concentrates 
on the early period of the Ottoman 'ilmiyye; Ilk Osmanli 
Medreseleri by M. Bilge. 12 The work examines the early 
establishment of the medreses, their curricula and the 
early development of the institution. A second similar 
work is XV ve XVI Asirlar da Osmanli Medreseleri, by 
C. Baltaci, who after giving'a brief background concentrates 
on the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. In this work 
the author discusses the development of the medrese system 
in this particular period. He also touches upon the' 
causes and effects of the decline of the 'ilmiyye. 
13 A 
systematic study concerning the evolution of the Ottoman 
learned hierarchy from its beginning down to the sixteenth 
century is that produced recently by R. C. Repp. 14 In 
their well-known study of eighteenth-century Ottoman 
12. M. Bilge, Ilk Osmanli Medreseleri, unpublished Ph. D. 
thesis, Istanbul, 1974. 
13. C. Baltaci, XV ve XVI Asirlarda Osmanli Medreseleri 
(Istanbul, 1976). 
14. R. C. Repp, "Some observations on the development of 
the Ottoman learned hierarchy"in N. Keddie (ed. ), 




society, Gibb and Bowen devoted one chapter to the `ilmiyye 
or what they considered as "the religious institution" 
one to "the `ulamä" and another one to "education". 
15 
But these two authors in fact reviewed these institutions 
from the eighteenth-century viewpoint and used pre- 
dominantly eighteenth- and nineteenth-century sources. 
16 
Their whole work is based on the theory of Ottoman 
institutions advanced by Lybyer, a scholar who, not 
knowing Turkish, was unable to consult the original 
Ottoman sources. Gibb and Bowen's work did not, in fact, 
add much to what was already, known. Their views have 
been closely examined by Itzkowitz17 and Repp. 
18 
One could also mention the relevant articles on 
Ottoman Sultans and `ulamd* and other topics in Islam 
Ansiklopedisi, which is the Turkish translation of the 
Encyclopaedia of Islam with additional articles on 
15. Gibb-Bowen, Islamic Society and the 
West (London, 1957), I, part ii, pp. 70-30; 81-113; 
159-164. 
16. A. Hourani in his Europe and the Middle East (London, 
1930), pp. 116-20, describes the_ background of this 
study. 
17. N. Itzkowitz, "Eighteenth-Century Ottoman Realities" 
in SI, XVI (1962), pp. 73-94. 
18. R. C. Repp, "The altered nature and role of the ulama", 
in T. Naff and R. Owen (ed. ) Studies in Eighteenth- 
Century Islamic History (London, 1977), pp. 277-87. 
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Turkish history and civilization. 
19 In addition to all 
these, the biographical sources on Ottoman `ulamä' 
contain valuable information relating both to the people 
concerned and to the 'ilniyye institution. Ottoman 
chronicles provide information on the 'ulamä' of each 
reign. 
Individual studies which are devoted to particular 
institutions are of great value to the study of the 
Ottoman 'ilmiyye and its members, the 'ulamä'. In this 
category are such works-as the theses by Repp20 and Kaydu21 
on the office of Shaykh al-Islam and two studies on the 
office of gädi. 
22 
The least known period of the history of the Ottoman 
'ulamä' and 'ilmiyye is the seventeenth century. Although 
this period is crucial, it needs much more serious study. 
23 
19. islan Ansikiopedisi, (Istanbul, 1940 ) 
20. R. C. Repp, An Examination of the Origins and Develop- 
ment of the Office of Shaykh al-Islam, unpublished 
Ph. D. thesis, Oxford, 1966. 
21. E. Kaydu (Sarikezoglu), Die Institution des Scheyh-ul 
Islamat im Osmanischen Staat, Nürnberg, 1971. 
22. R. Gür, Osmanlilarda Kadilik, unpublished Ph. D. thesis, 
Istanbul.; H. Sobotta, Das Amt des Kadi im Osmanischen 
Reich, unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Munster, 1954. 
23. For the eighteenth century, see A. UgUr, op. cit. 
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The term 'ulamä' in Ottoman society signified those 
men who had not only studied and been trained in the 
medreses, but who also organized and supervised the 
religious institutions, the mosques, the religious 
endowments and the legal system. 
It is clear from the existing biographers of the 
early Ottoman 'ulamä' that they either came from other 
Muslim countries or they completed their higher education 
in those countries. They were appointed by the rulers as 
gädis, muftis and müderrises in the newly conquered cities 
and towns. 
24 The first attempt to educate and train the 
Ottoman 'ulamd' within the borders of the Ottoman state 
started with the establishment of the first Ottoman 
medrese by Orkhän Ghäzi (d. 1360) in Iznik in 731/1330. 
His successors followed the same practice by building 
more medreses in the capital cities of Bursa and Edirne. 
25 
It is worth noting that the appointment of the first gad! 
24. Tashköprü-zäde, Shagäiq al-Plu`maniyye, (trs. P Zajdi) 
(Istanbul, 1269); `Atä'i, Dhayl al-Shagäiq, (fstanbul, 
1268); I. H. Uzuncar61li, Osmanli Tarihi, I (Ankara, 
1947), p. 26; R. C. Repp, "Some observations on the 
development of the Ottoman learned hierarchy" in 
N. Keddie (ed. ), op. cit., pp. 17,32. 
25. Uzuncarsili, op. cit., p. 268; Osmanli 
Devletinin Ilmiye 'Eeskiläti (Ankara, 1965), pp 1-3" 
Gibb-Bowen, I, ii, p. 83. 
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`asker by Muräd I (d. 1339) as the leader of the `ulamä' 
gave him the authority to designate and supervise the 
gädis and muftis and other `ulama' in the state. In fact 
his basic task was the establishment and organization of 
the essential educational institutions to create a body of 
learned men and intellectuals to satisfy the administrative 
needs of the state. This achievement should be considered 
as very important in the development of the medrese system 
and the `ilmiyye as a whole. 
26 By the reign of Mehmed II 
the process had achieved very successful results and the 
supervision of the `ulamg' became such a burden for a 
single man to undertake that a second gädi-`asker was 
appointed 27 
Although the gäd3-`asker was leader of the `ulamä', 
it is rather difficult to talk about a hierarchy among the 
Ottoman `ulamg' until the later years of the reign of 
Mehmed II. The gänün-näme promulgated by him, the earliest 
to have survived, deals with the `ulama' and their status 
and the structure and organization of the medreses and 
their curriculum. This gänün-name was the basis of the 
establishment of an Ottoman learned hierarchy and at the 
26. S. J. Shaw, History of the Ottoman Empire and Modern 
Turkey, (Cambridge, 1976) I, p. 138, hereafter Shaw- 
Empire; K. Yaman, "XV ve XVI Asirda Osmanli 
Ilmiyesi ve Ilmiye Teskiläti" in Gercek, vol. II, 
no. 7 (Istanbul, 1974), pp. 7-13. 
27. M. M. Pixley "The development and role of the 
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same time it gave the leadership of the 'ulamä' to the 
MUfti of Istanbul who was later called the Shaykh al- 
Islam. From the sixteenth century onwards the hierarchy 
became very rigid and the Shaykh al-Is1äm was the highest 
and most powerful and influential religious authority as 
the leader of the learned class. 
29 
Regarding the Ottoman `ulamg' and their work it is 
clearly understood that they held office in four different 
areas. 
1) The judiciary (as gädis, müft3s) 
2) The academic profession (müderrises) 
3) The religious services (khatibs, imams) 
4) The administration (müfettishes, inishänjis, gassä. ms). 
30 
Seyhulislam in early Ottoman history" in Journal of 
the American Oriental Society, 96 (1976), p. 1; 
R. C. Repp, op. cit. , pp. 19-20. 
28. Tärikh-i 'Othmäni Enjümeni Mej, mü'asf, , supplement 
no.. 13 (Istanbul, 1330), p. 10 (Hereafter TOEM); 
U. Heyd, "Ilmiyye" in EI2, III, pp. 1153-5; Gibb- 
Bowen, I, ii, p. 84; Uzuncarsili, IT, p. 175. 
29. J. Kramers, "Shaykh al-Islam" in EI1, IV, pp. 275-9. 
30. C. Baltaci, XV ve XVI Asirlarda Osmanli Medreseleri, 
(Istanbul., 1976), pp. 56-8 (Hereafter Medreseler); 
Yaman, op. cit., p. 34; Inalcik, Empire, pp. 169- 
72; Heyd, op. cit., pp. 1152-3. 
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Besides these four major areas, some members of the 
'ulanä' specialized in medicine or astrology. But for 
the purposes of this study only the first three groups 
will be discussed: the first two; the jurists and 
professors, will be referred to in this thesis as the 
"official" 'ulamä', and the third, -the religious 
functionaries, as the "lesser" 'ulamä'. 
a) The Shaykh al-Isläm was the highest religious 
authority and at the same time the leader of the `ilmiyye, 
particularly after the late fifteenth century. He was 
appointed by the Sultan on the recommendation of the 
Grand. Vizier from among the leading `ulamä' of the time. 
He was an adviser. to the Sultan himself on state affairs 
in general and religious affairs in particular. The 
Sultä. n used to consult him when he needed a fatwä or a 
declaration of war or peace. In the seventeenth century 
he became very influential and was consulted by the 
Sultans in almost all state affairs. 
31 
31. J. Kramers, "Shaykh al-Islam" in EI1, IX, pp. 275-9; 
Uzuncarsili, IT, pp. 173-215. All Emiri, "Neshikhit-i 
Isldmiyye Tärikhcesi" in `Ilmiyye Sälnämesi (Istanbul 
1334); R. C. Repp, op. cit. 
Gibb-Bowen, I, ii, pp. 84-6. 
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b) The office of gädi-'asker was the next highest rank 
in the `ulamd' hierarchy. 
32 One of the two gädi-'askers 
was assigned to Anatolia, with authority to deal with 
matters relating to the Asian provinces, while the other 
was assigned to Rümeli with responsibility for matters 
concerning the European provinces. 
33 Unlike the Shaykh 
al-Islam the ggdi-`askers were members of the Imperial 
Diwan (Diwan-i HUmäyün) and acted as assistants to the 
Grand Vizier in the administration of justice, enjoying 
the privilege of nominating the lesser gädis and mUderrisses 
in their provinces. They were also in charge of the 
administration of military law. 
34 
c) In ottoman society, as in other Islamic societies, 
the müderrises were responsible for the education of young 
scholars, particularly those who would carry through the 
islamic cultural heritage and traditions from one gener- 
ation to another. The medreses in which this education 
32. K. Nagy "Kädi-'asker" in EI2, V, p. 376; Gibb- 
Bowen, op. cit., pp. 86-7; Lybyer, op. cit., p. 220; 
Repp, op. cit., p. 18. 
33" Uzuncarsili, Merkez Teskiläti (Ankara, 1945), pp. 228- 
9; Shaw, op. cit., pp. 138-9. 
34. A. NTuncu, Divan-i Humäyun (Ankara, 1976), pp. 46-7; 
Gibb-Bowen, op. cit., p. 87. 
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was given were ranked in several grades, with corres- 
ponding salaries, and an ambitious müderris would seek to 
work his way up the ladder. 
35 It may be added here that 
a müderris might combine his official teaching auties with 
certain other paid employment, such as imam to the sheh- 
zäde or Grand Vizier. 
36 
d) In the Ottoman state, the administration of law and 
the application of the shari'a were carried out by two 
groups of 'ulamä', gädis and müftis. 
37 Qädis were judges, 
who were selected from among those who had completed their 
mearese education and received müläzemet. 
38 They decided 
juridical cases which were brought to their courts, and 
35. Uzunpr ili, IT, pp. 55-63,271; Baltaci, Medreseler, 
pp. 26-31; Inalcik, -Empire, \pp. 166-71; Gibb-Bowen, 
op. cit., pp. 146-7; Repp, op. cit., pp. 25-6. 
36. A. Ugur, op. cit., pp. L-LXII. 
37. B. Lewis, Istanbul, pp. 147; ' Inalcik, Empire, 
pp.. 169-71; Gibb-Bowen, op. cit., pp. 122-3,133,135; 
Shaw, Empire, pp. 137-8. 
38. See below, pp. 0.7 
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judged in accordance with the shari'a and gänüns. 
39 
e) The se 
who had the 
the shari'a 
proposed to 
such as the 
cond group of the legal 
authority to issue fat 
and gffnüns in response 
then by individuals or 
subashi. 
40 
'ulamä' were the muftis 
was in accordance with 
to cases which were 
executive officials 
f) Some of the Ottoman 'ulamä' performed religious 
functions in the mosques acting as imam, khatib, wä'iz 
müedhdhin or gayyum. 
41 
The imam: His main function was to. conduct the daily 
prayers in the mosque. He was appointed to office with a 
daily allowance either by the gädi of the province or 
sometimes by the founder or trustee (miitewelli) of the 
endowment (waqf) which supported the mosque. Imäms were 
appointed either from among 'ulamä' who had studied in a 
39. K. Nagy, ""Kadi"" in EI 
2, V, 
, 
p. 375; 0. Ergin, 
Mejelle-i Umur-i Belediyye (Istanbul, 1929), I, 
pp. 257-305. Heyd, op. cit., pp. 215-19. 
J. Schacht, Introduction to Islamic Law (Oxford, 1964) 
pp. 89-90. 
40. J. H. Walsh "Fatwä" in EI2, III, pp. 866-7; U. Heyd, 
"Some aspects of the Ottoman fetwas"-in BSOAS, 38 
(1969); Shaw, Empire, pp. 137-8; Uzuncarsili, IT, 
p. 174. 
41. Gibb-Bowen, op. cit.,, pp. 95-8; Baltaci, Medreseler, 




or even sometimes from among medrese 
students. 
43 
The khatib was responsible for conducting the weekly 
Friday service during which he delivered the sermon 
(khutba),. which was a summary of and commentary on the 
significant events of the week. He also mentioned the 




or shaykh, as he was called, was responsible 
42. Där al-qurrg': A kind of medrese where the students 
memorized the Qur'ä. n and learnt the technique involved 
in, and various ways of, reciting it. Graduates of 
this institution used to hold positions in the mosques 
as imdms, müedhdhins and other functionaries. 
43" Baltaci, op. cit., pp. 22-34; J. Pedersen, "Masdjid" 
in EI1, III, p. 372; Gibb-Bowen, op. cit., pp. 95-6. 
44. Gibb-Bowen, op. cit., p. 96; Baltaci, op. cit., p. 57; 
Pedersen, op. cit., p. 372. 
45. J. Pedersen, "The Islamic Preacher" in S. Löwingern 
and J. Somogyi (eds ) Ignace Goldziher Memorial 
Volume (Budapest, 1948), I, pp. 220-51; Gibb-Bowen, 
ii, p. 96; Baltaci, op. cit., p. 57; Al-Jawzi, 
Kitäb al-Qussäs wa'l-Mudhakkirin (ed. and trs. M. 
Swartz) (Beirut, 1971); chapters, I, III, V; Pedersen, 
"The Criticism of the Islamic Preacher" in Die Welt 
des Islams, II (1953), pp. 215-31. 
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for preaching before or after the prayer depending on the 
time of day and the day of the week. He played a 
significant role in informing the public of their 
religious duties and showing them the right way to live 
according to the principles of Islam. He was chosen from 
among the 'ulamä' who possessed affiliations with a Safi 
Order or had Süfi tendencies. 
46 
As for the Müedhdhin, his responsibility was to call the 
edhä. n from the minaret to announce to the faithful the 
time of prayer. He was chosen from among the individuals 
who had a religious education and a fine voice and 
training in the Där al-qurrä'. 
47 
The qayyum was in charge of the external cleanliness of 
the mosque, supervised the work of the mosque servants and, 
in addition, took care of the mosque property. 
48 
In Ottoman society, the imäm and the müedhdhin, in 
addition to their religious functions described above, 
performed a number of social duties as well. They were in 
charge of mainttning the social and moral order and 
counselling the people on various problems of a social and 
46. Baltaci, op. cit., p. 37; 
47. Baltaci, op. cit., p. 24; 
EI1, III, p. 373. 
48. Baltaci, op. cit., p. 57; 
Gibb-Bowen, ii, p. 96. 
Pedersen, "Nasdjid" in 




Besides the 'ulanä' mentioned above, there were 
some other high-ranking offices in the 'ilniyye hierarchy: 
the Sultän's tutor, (mu'allim or khwäja), his two private 
imäms, the head physician (Hekimbashi) and the head 
astrologer (Mlünejjinbashi) were also regarded as high- 
ranking 'ulamä'. 
50 
In the seventeenth century the office of Nagib al- 
Ashräf, who dealt with the descendants of the Prophet, 
was given greatly increased importance. The Naqib was 
chosen from among the highest-ranking 'ulamä', i. e. those 
who had held the office of gädi of Istanbul, or gädi `asker. 
Although the office of Nagib al-Ashräf had been created by 
Bäyezid I in 1400 within the 'ilmiyye, it was not made a 
preserve of the higher 'ulanä' until the seventeenth 
century. 
51 
There was a special group of 'ulama' who were called 
Müfettishes and looked after wagf affairs. They were 
under the supervision of the Shaykh al-Isläm, the Grand 
Vizier and the Chief Black Eunuch. 52 
49.0. Ergin, op. cit. , p. 139. 
A. Refik, On Altinci Asirda Istanbul Hayati 
(Istanbul, 1935), p. 83. 
50. U. Heyd, "`Ilniyye" in BI 2, III, p. 1152; Lybyer, 
op. cit., pp. 207-18; IT, pp. 145-9. 
51. IT, pp. 161-72; Gibb-Bowen, ii, pp. 92-4; Heyd, 
op. and loc. cit. 
52. IT, p. 208; Gibb-Bowen, ii, p. 92; Heyd, op. cit., 
pp. 1152-3; Lybyer, pp. 207-14. 
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The Education of the 'Ulanä' 
According to the two fundamental sources of Islam, the 
Qur'än and sunna, 'iln, knowledge, has great significance 
in Islam and Islamic society. 
53 The 'älin, who possesses 
`iln, is highly praised in the Qur'än and in the traditions 
of the Prophet as a man who is the spiritual guide of his 
society. In fact, the 'ulanä' in every Islamic community, 
in the past and at present, are54 the purveyors of Islam, 
the guardians of its traditions, the depository of 
ancestral wisdom, and the moral tutors of the population. 
55 
Although it is outside the scope of this study to 
treat-the subject of the education of the 'ulanä' in 
Ottoman society in detail, the aspects relevant to this 
thesis will be discussed briefly. 
A boy who had received preparatory instruction either 
in a public school or privately had the right of admission 
to a medrese of the lowest grade.. Naturally the medreses 
of Istanbul were the first choice of many families. 
53" On the issue more detail can be found in the study of 
'Ali Ug'iir, "The Ottoman 'Ulemä in the Mid. 17th 
Century... " pp. XXXVII-LXVI. 
the 
54. A discussion on concept of 'ilm in Isläm, and its 
importance, can be found in F. Rosenthal, Knowledge 
Triumphant (Leiden, 1970), pp. 19-70. 
55. A. L. Marsot, "The 'Ulama of Cairo in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries" in N. Keddie (ed. ), op. cit. 
PP. 149-67. 
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As has been said above, the first Ottoman medrese was 
established by Orkhdn Ghäzi in 1331 in Iznik. In the 
course of time, numerous nedreses were established in 
Bursa, Edirne and Istanbul and other cities and towns of 
the state by successive Sultäns and statesmen. 
56 The 
significant developments in the medrese system took place 
after the establishment by Mehmed II of the Sahn-i Tharn n 
medreses. He was probably also the first Sultan to lay 
down in qänuns the rules concerning their organisation 
and curriculum. 
57 
According to the Ottoman educational system of the 
seventeenth century, every student who gained admission to 
the medrese system had to start from the lowest grade 
-(called Tajr3d) and could proceed from there by stages 
right up to the highest grade. In the Ottoman medrese 
curriculum of the time, students studied various subjects 
of traditional Islamic education. The various grades of 
medrese can be divided into five groups: 
i) The Tajrid, Miftäh, Qirgli and Khäric medreses provided 
students with a general background in Arabic, rhetoric, 
logic, theology, h. adith and other related subjects. The 
56. For more detailed information see M. Bilge, Ilk 
Osmanli Medreseleri, unpublished Ph. D. thesis, 
Istanbul University, 1974, pp. 15-17; Uzuncarsill, 
IT, pp. 3-17; Gibb-Bowen, ii, p. 144-57. 
Repp, op. cit., p. 19; Baltaci, op. cit., pp. 46- 
50. 
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textbooks used for these studies were traditional works 
on these subjects-53 
ii) Däkhil medreses: These nedreses taught at an 
intermediate level subjects already begun in znedreses of 
a lower grade, and two new subjects, tafsir and fiqh, were 
added. 
iii) Sahn-i Thamän: In these medreses students were 
provided with advanced courses in tafsir, hadith and fiqh. 
iv) Altmishli Medreses: These medreses offered the 
most advanced courses, although particular emphasis was 
laid on law and theology, the study of. hadith, taf sir 
59 
and rhetoric was also included. 
v) In the Suleymäniyye medreses alone students studied 
additional subjects such as mathematics, geometry, 
medicine and related topics. 
60 
Every student who began a medrese education was 
required to obtain a certificate of proficiency in each 
grade before he was allowed to proceed to the next grade. 
The students in the lower grades of medrese were called 
58. Baltaci, op. cit., pp. 36-43; Uzüncarsili, tT, pp. 
11-17. 
59. IT, pp. 19-31; Shaw, Empire, p. 133; Inalcik, Empire, 
pp. 168-9; Baltaci, op. cit., pp. 35-43. 
60. Shaw, op. cit., p. 133. 
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sükhte or softä. 
61 
while those who reached the sahn had 
the status of danishmend, i. e. learned and on graduating 
from there became candidates for vacant position in the 
'ilmiyye. 62 A student having finished his studies at the 
sahn or Süleynäniye with the status of danishmend was 
eligible to apply for a career in the 'ilmiyye. In order 
to achieve this, he had first to register himself with the 
appropriate gädi-'asker, i. e. for Anatolia, the gädi-'asker 
of Anatolia and for Rümeli, the gädi-Masker of Rümeli and 
secondly he had to associate himself with a high-ranking 
and influential 'älim through whom he could obtain his 
müläzemet (status of candidacy for a milderris or gädi. post). 
The period between graduation from the medrese system and 
obtaining the müläzemet is described as newbet. The length 
of the newbet would depend on the number of graduates and, 
in the seventeenth century, on the level of bribe the 
graduate was able to offer. 
63 
61. Gibb-Bowen, ii, p. 146. 
62. Gibb-Bowen, ibid.; Baltaci, op. cit., pp. 31-34; 
IT, pp. 7-8. 
63. IT, pp. 45-53; A. Ugur, XL-XLIV;. Baltaci, Medreseler, 
pp. 31-5; Repp, op. cit., p. 25. 
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Decline of the Ottoman `Ilmiyye 
As noted above, the `ilmiyye as one of the fundamental 
organisations of the state had a very-important role to 
play. This importance was largely due to the fact that 
members of the `ilmiyye held posts in the government and 
other institutions and they also trained-officials for 
several kinds of government offices. 
The decline of the `ilmiyye can be traced back to the 
late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, and may 
be discerned in two important areas; firstly in the 
changing attitude of the `ulamä' towards the rational 
sciences which were taught in the-medreses and secondly 
in the corruption which occurred in the institution itself 
as a whole. 
The whole subject of the decline of the Ottoman 
'ilmiyye, its causes, its implications-and its effects 
upon the other institutions of the Ottoman state has not 
yet received its due attention. In spite of its obvious 
importance to Ottoman history, the authors who have dealt 
with the 'ulamä' or 'il miyye in their works in one way 
or another have touched only lightly upon this issue. No 
detailed study has so far appeared on this important question. 
Interest in the decline of the 'ilmiyye can be traced 
back to-the sixteenth-century chronicles. Among the 
historians of this period, we find that 'Ali (1541-99) in 
his Kunh al-Akhbär describes the shortcomings and faults 
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of the `ilmiyye and its members-64 Later, the historian 
Seläniki (d. 1600) also touches upon the same question 
and criticizes the 'ulamä' as a body which has allowed 
itself to decline. His approach is. similar to that of 
A13.. 65 Both of them discuss the breakdown of the 
institution of the 'ilmiyye, pervaded as it was by 
corruption, but they do not look in depth into the 
underlying inability of the `ulamg' to deal with the 
pressing religious and 'social problems of their time. 
In the seventeenth century, the authors of risä1as 
or läyihas generally devoted one or two chapters to the 
position and status of the `ulamä'. QoC"i Beg, 
66 in his 
famous Risäla, discusses the problem from several angles 
and presents the position of the `ulamä' at that time in 
a detailed and realistic way. Later the author of 
Kitäbu Mesälihi'l-MUslimin wa menäfi'il Mü'minin devoted 
two sections of his book to the `ulamä' and the problems 
which they had to face. 
67 One factor common 
to all these authors is that they deal with the 
institutional decline, the external problems which 
64. `A1i is quoted in the works of Baltaci and Uzuncarsili; 
see IT, pp. 69-71; Baltaci, op. cit., pp. 63-67. 
65. See M. tpsirli, "Mustafa Seläniki and his history" 
in Tarih Enstitüsü Dergisi, IX (tstanbul, 1978), 
pp. 460-63. 
66. Qoci Beg, Koci Bey Risalesi, Z. Danisman (ed. ) 
(Istanbul, 1972), pp. 24-32,126,127. 
67. Kitäbu Mesälihi'1-Müslimin wa menäfi'il-Miiminin, 
Y. Yüce1 (ed. ), Ankara, 1980, chapters I and VIII. 
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the `ulamg' faced and the change in their social status, 
but do not make any analysis of the intellectual aspect 
of this decline. They omit to discuss how far the `ulanä' 
were affected by the changes which were taking place in 
the 'ilmiyye and they do not mention the reaction of the 
'ulamä' themselves towards these fundamental changes. It 
would appear that Kätib Celebi, (d. 1656) in his book 
68 
I'Iizän al-Haqq is the only Ottoman scholar who deals with 
the intellectual decline of the 'ulamä'. But even he does 
not produce a full discussion on this issue. 
The modern scholars who have dealt with this issue 
have naturally made use of these sources in their works. 
In this connection the first work to mention-is Ilmiye 
Teskiläti, in several parts of which the author, in an 
unsystematic manner, points out the decline of the `ilmiyye 
and its effects. 
69 Following him, C. Baltaci, in a more 
systematic approach, discusses the causes and implications, 
but he pays very little attention to intellectual decline. 
70 
H. Inalcik, in his Ottoman Empire, includes a chapter 
entitled "The triumph of fanaticism", where he describes 
68. Kätib Celebi, Mizänü'1-Hakk, 0. ý. Gökyay (ed. ) 
Istanbul, 1972, pp. 7-13. 
69. Uzuncarsili, IT, pp. 67-75,179-187. 
70. Baltaci, Medreseler, pp. 60-71. 
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the change in the attitude of the Ottoman `ulamä' towards 
knowledge and sciences. He then cites some incidents as 
examples of the emergence of fanaticism in the Ottoman 
`ilmiyye. In this connection he touches upon Birgiwi, 
Qädi-zäde and his followers and their activities. Although 
his approach is from the intellectual viewpoint, the fact 
that he does not give any source for his information 
lessens the value of his contribution. He also makes the 
mistake of presenting Qädi-zäde as a student of Birgiwi, 
who died at least ten years before Qddl-zade was born. 
71 
Among western authors there are some who have 
concerned themselves with this problem in their writings. 
Gibb and Bowen mention the hierarchical changes as well as 
the social decline of the 'ulamä' and the implications of 
this. Repp, in his recent article "The altered nature and 
role of the ulama", discusses the views of Gibb and Bowen 
concerning the Ottoman"'ulamä' and also deals with changes 
which took place in the goals and aims of the 'ulamä' in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
The analysis given below is an attempt to show in 
more detail the causes and effects of the institutional 
and intellectual decline of the Ottoman `ulamä' in the 
early part of the seventeenth century, which forms the 
background against which the Qädi-zäde movement arose. 
This movement was to share the suspicion and hostility of 
71. Inalcik, Empire, pp. 179-85. 
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some groups of `ulamg' towards the rational sciences. On 
the other hand, the Qädi-zädelis stressed the need to 40 
reform the `ilmiyye and wanted a return to a system based 
on the principles of the Qur'an and sunna. 
72 
By the late sixteenth century there was an obvious 
change in the attitude of the `ulama' towards learning. 
They had turned against such subjects as mathematics, 
geometry and medicine. 
73 This meant a complete change in 
the curriculum of the medreses by the late sixteenth 
century. It is generally accepted that in the heyday of 
the Ottoman state the Sultäns and the members of the 
`ilmiyy 
, under the influence of al-Ghazäli, held a 
tolerant and flexible attitude towards the rational 
sciences. 
74 As a result, although the medrese curriculum 
consisted mainly of religious sciences, as mentioned 
already, they included some of the rational sciences in 
the medrese syllabus. However, it was not uncommon by 
the late sixteenth century to find a group of `ulamä' who 
objected to rational sciences and considered the study of 
them to be impious. 75 Probably the influence of such a 
72. Kätib Celebi mentions that Qädi. -zäde himself did not 
consider people who study logic as Muslim, an attitude 
which was shown by Ibn Taymiyya and his followers. 
73. K. Celebi, Mizän, pp. 6-13; A. Adivar, Osmanli 
Türklerinde Ilim, pp. 110-111; Rycaut, op. cit., p. 37. 
74. Inalcik, Empire, p. 179. 
75. ' Ibid. fnalcik presumably bases his 
remarks on the work of K. Celebi, but he does not cite 
his sources. 
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group of scholars was limited and did not affect the 
whole system of education and way of thinking in the 
medrese until the seventeenth century. At that period, 
according to Kätib Celebi, the rational sciences were 
nearly removed altogether from the medrese curriculum. 
76 
An event which took place in the reign of Sultän Muräd III 
(1574-95) may be cited here. In 987/1579 a highly advanced 
observatory in Istanbul Uras demolished, on the basis of 
a fatwä issued by the Shaykh al-Isläm lead Shams al-Din 
(d. 1550), who considered it to be "ill-omened". 
77 
The omission of the rational sciences from the 
medrese curriculum in the seventeenth century would tend to 
suggest that the hostility among the 'ulamd' towards them 
had gained momentum. i: oreover, works on theology, such 
as Khäshiye-i Tejrid and Sharh-i Nawägif, which were 
classical Ottoman texts in the medreses, were excluded 
from the teaching programme on the basis that they were 
philosophical works. 
78 Thereafter two works of fiqh, 
Hidäye and Akmal, replaced them. The selection of these 
two works led the Ottoman `ulamä' to concentrate more on 
law. This process, according to Kätib Celebi, marked the 
end of intellectual development and the beginning of 
stagnation in the Ottoman 'ilmiyye. 
79 
76. Nizän, p. 9. 
77. Adivar, op. cit., pp. 90-1; Inalcik, op. cit., 
PP. 179-80. 
78. K . tib oelebi, Mizän, p. 8. 
79. Ibid., p. 9; Adivar, op. cit., p. 110. 
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In this connection Rycaut makes the following 
observation, which is significant for describing the 
status of the rational sciences in ottoman society in 
the mid-seventeenth century. 
"For other Sciences, as Logick, Physick, 
Metaphysick Mathematicks, and other our 
University Learning, they are wholly ignorant; 
unless in the latter, as far as Musick is a 
part of Mathematicks, whereof there is a school 
apart in the Seraglio. Only some that live in 
Constantinople hive learned some certain rules 
of Astrology, which they exercise upon all 
occasions and busie themselves in Prophesies of 
future contingences of the Affairs of the Empire, 
and the unconstant estate of great Ministers, 
in which their predictions seldom divine grateful 
or pleasing stories. Neither have the wisest and 
most active Ministers or Souldiers amongst them, 
the least inspection into Geography, whereby to 
be acquainted with the situation of countreys; 
or disposition of the Globe, though they 
themselves enjoy the possession of so large a 
portion of the Universe. " 
so 
The appearance of Qädi-zäde (d. 1635) with his 
negative attitude towards the rational sciences, naturally 
encouraged the growing bigotry and fanaticism among the 
Ottoman 'ulamg'. 81 This lack of intellectual curiosity 
80. Rycaut, op. cit., p. 32. 
81. - H. Atay, "Memleketimizde him ve Din Anlayigi. Uzerine" 
in IFD, XVII (1969), pp. 83-115; Mizän, p. 9. 
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and this hostility towards scholastic endeavours, shown 
by the seventeenth-century Ottoman `ulama', occurred at 
a time when great strides were being made in the sciences 
82 
in Europe. 
Turning now to the corruption within the 'ilmiyye 
institution as a whole, this manifested itself in a 
number of significant ways. Already in the late sixteenth 
century there were rumblings of discontent among medrese 
students (sukhte) in remote parts of the empire, who 
rebelled and ran riot in their localities. Such rebellions 
took place mostly in cities with several medreses in 
western Anatolia and in Rümeli between the years 1558-1613.83 
At the same time, there was a fall in standards amongst the 
mUderrises, which was perhaps the most important reason for 
the decline of the `ilmiyye, since students took their 
teachers as models for their own conduct. The teachers. 
did not attend their classes but received salaries. 
84 
There was also favouritism shown to sons of the 
holders of high learned offices. In this way, from the 
late sixteenth century onward, a new class of untrained 
'ulamä' came into existence and usurped the place of the 
82. Adivar, op. cit., pp. 106-7; Baltaci, op. cit., 
pp. 61-71. 
83. M. Akdag, "TÜrkiye tarihinde ictimäi buhranlar 
serisinden : Medreseleri isyanlari" in ttPM, XI (1950) 
pp. 361-87; Cezar,. Levendler, pp. 196-210. 
84. Baltaci, op. cit., p. 60; IT, pp. 67-71. 
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legitimate 'ulamä' who had followed the legal. path of 
advancement . 
35 
As is well-known, the late sixteenth century in the 
Ottoman state was a period of great internal unrest. 
86 
At this time, many young people sought refuge and security 
in the medreses where education, food and clothing were 
supplied free . 
87 This caused a sizeable increase in the 
number of riedrese students, but facilities remained the 
same and as a result the programme of study had to be 
compressed into a shorter time, and students promoted 
more rapidly from one class to another. Such developments 
inevitably created pressure on the students and seriously 
affected the standards of the education provided. 
88 
This decline was further enhanced by the abuse of 
the system of müldzemet. The original aim of the system 
was to control the candidates for office in terms of both 
number and quality. But elements of corruption began to 
appear in this period müläzemet began openly to be 
bought and sold. This development was due partly to the 
increased length of newbet (the period which lasted from 
graduation to the obtaining of the müldzemet), resulting 
85. Baltaci, op. cit., p. 68; Uzuncarsili, IT, pp. 67- 
75. 
86. See above, chapter I. 
87. Baltaci, op. cit., p. 64; Y. Yücel (ed. ), Kitäb-i 
Müstetäb (Anikara, 1974), p. VIII. 
88. Baltacl, op. cit., pp. 62-64. 
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from the overcrowding of the profession. 
S9 
Although the Ottoman state and some of its institution 
revived somewhat during the reign of Sultän Muräd IV 
(1623-40) it would appear that the `ilmiyye did not 
fully recover from the process of deterioration outlined 
above. Thus a vital Ottoman institution lost its influence 
and validity and the seeds of corruption found a fertile 
ground in which to grow and develop. 
90 
Naturally, a corrupt educational system is bound to 
breed generations of corrupt graduates, who in turn 
corrupt their own society. Finally the Ottoman state 
and its society was left in the hands of the graduates 
of such institutionh. Of course there were always 
exceptions. But although, in the centuries which followed, 
the 'ilmiyye was subjected to some reform in its structure 
and curriculum, it was destined never to recover the 
position and influence it had formerly enjoyed in the 
heyday of the Ottoman state. 
89. Ugur, op. cit., XLIV; IT, p. 45; Repp, op. cit., 
p. 25. 
90. Repp, op. cit., pp. 30-2. 
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The General Role and Functions of the Ottoman 'Ulamä' 
In the structure of the Ottoman government the 'ulamä' 
were recognized as an important part. According to the 
Ottoman conception of state the Grand Vizier was the head 
of the government and the representative of the Sultan's 
authority, while the Shaykh al-Islam, who represented the 
shari'a, led the 'ilmiyye. However, above these, the 
Sultan with his absolute power and authority was in fact 
the supreme head of the government and the 'ilmiyye. 
As is well-known, however, Islam does not ideally 
accept a division of affairs between the temporal and 
the religious. From early on, the rulers of Muslim states 
were compelled by the force of political and social 
circumstances to behave as though such a division did 
exist, and for this reason Islam came to be viewed as an 
essentially ideal theoretical system. This separation 
naturally also led to a division of responsibility between 
statesmen and men of religion, the former dealing with 
administrative, military and economic matters, while the 
latter saw to the application of the shari'a in the 
administration of the law, education and religion. 
92 
91. I. H. Uzuncarsili, Saray Te ftiläti, (Ankara, 1945), 
pp. 50-3; A. Mumcu, Divä. ni Humayun, pp. 39-41; 
Lybyer, op. cit., pp. 147,158; Gibb-Bowen, i, 
pp. 26-36; Shaw, Empire, pp. 164-5. 
92. Gibb-Bowen, ii, pp. 78-80. 
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The functions of the Ottoman 'ulang' can be gathered 
under five main headings. 
1) The maintenance of Islamic orthodoxy, its protection 
against all kinds of heresies by the writing of books and 
treatises and the issuing of fatwäs, the organization of 
missionary work for the spreading of Islam, and the 
preservation of the continuity of the faith by eliminating 
the danger of disruption in times of political change. 
2) The application of the shari'a in the administration 
of law. 
3) The dissemination of Islamic religious culture, 
maintaining its unity from one generation to another. 
4) The performance of religious duties and the super- 
vision of waqfs. 
5) 'Educating and training new scholars to respond to 
administrative and public demand and establishing new 
03 educational and religious institutions. ' 
Naturally that the `ulamg' were able to maintain all 
these functions it was through the co-operation of the 
state. They were considered by the state as a means of 
control and balance. 
93. Gibb-Bowen, ii, 81-3,170-71. U. Heyd.. "Ilmiyye" 
in EI2, IV, p. 1152. 
94. Gibb-Bowen, ii, p. 110. 
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The `Ulanä' and the Rulers. 
During the early years of the foundation of the 
Ottoman state, the rulers and the 'ulamä' worked in 
harmony and close co-operation with each other to create 
what they probably believed to be the ideally perfect 
Islamic society. The 'ulamä' being the guardians of the 
shari'a served their rulers in an advisory capacity and 
held important posts in the government and administration, 
as viziers, muftis and mUderrises. 
95 This close link 
between the 'ulamg' and the rulers was necessary because 
in this way the 'ulamä' were able to keep the ruler 
strictly within the bounds of Islamic traditions. Of 
course, the rulers were well aware of the power and 
influence of the 'ulamä' over the Muslim population, and 
by giving them the opportunity of taking an active part 
in the administration they gained public confidence and 
support. The influence of the 'ulamd' over the rulers 
during this period is described by Wittek as follows: 
"The `ulemä, now too numerous and too 
powerful, not only succeeded in winning over 
the sultan to the more subtle habits, pleasures, 
and arts of High Islam, but also to their views 
on the organization of the state. This they 
now endeavoured to fashion according to Old 
95. I. Uzuncarsili, Osmanli Tarihi, (Ankara, 1947), I, 
pp. 37-8; B. Lewis, Istanbul, pp. 54-5. 
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Moslem traditions, much too fast and without 
regard to the'existing conditions. Above all, 
the `ulemä converted the sultan to their ideas 
of external policy, which naturally concerned 
the countries of High Islam, which were their 
spiritual home. "96 
In general, the Ottoman Sultans treated members of 
the `ula. m-1 with respect and sought their advice. They 
consulted them in state affairs and religious matters. 
Guided by the religious education they had received, and 
being aware of the great power of the `ulamä', they 
treated then with reverence and as far as possible avoided 
any confrontation with them. 
97 
Although relations between the state and the members 
of `ilmiyye were thus generally amicable and harmonious, 
there were cases when the `ulanä' refused to accept official 
posts, as is noted by Repp: 
"This relative cooperation between the 
ulema and the secular authorities was not 
achieved without some difficulty, without 
overcoming certain deep-seated prejudices. 
Tasköprüzäde's grandfather (d. 879/1474-75), 
for example, refused to take up an appointment 
at the newly built Sahn for fear of becoming 
caught up in distracting ambitions for personal 
glory. He also warned his son, Tasköprüzäde's 
96. P. Wittek, The Rise of the Ottoman Empire (London, 
1958), pp. 47=8. 
97. Gibb-Bowen, ii, p. 80; Lybyer, op. cit., pp. 225, 
229,233. 
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father, never to become a kadi, as a result 
of which the latter refused an appointment 
as kadi of Aleppo. ""9a 
Cooperation between the 'ulamg' and the state 
achieved the following: the suppression of conspicuous 
manifestations of heresy, the harmonisation of the 
gänün names with the shari'a; the establishment and 
maintenance of medreses for the training of the 'ulamg'; 
and the fostering of social unity and obedience to the 
rulers. 
99 
This relationship between the state and the 'ulamä' 
was used by the state as a means of controlling the masses 
and gaining their confidence in the event of confrontation, 
if the 'dlim concerned failed to convince the Sultän, his 
fate was either dismissal or exile. 
100 
It was presumably for this reason that the Ottoman 
98. Repp, "Some observations" in N. Keddie, op. cit., 
p. 30. 
99. Gibb-Bowen, ii, pp. 77,80-81,83; Inalcik, Empire, 
p. 193. 
100. Repp, An examination of the origins and develorment 
of the office.... P. 313. 
For example, the dismissal of Shaykh al-Islam 
Ciwi-zäde by Süleymän the Magnificent because of his 
hostile attitude towards some Safi leaders, i. e. 
Jaläl al-Din Rumi, MMuhyi 'l-Din 'Arabi; also Mehmed 
IV's exiling of Shaykh 'Othmän of Atpazari, because, 
of his criticism in the Sultän's presence, of 
corruption in the state. See below pp. lo t 
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4ulanä' rarely issued fatwäs contrary to the Sultan's 
will, and hardly ever dared to oppose the Sultan's 
decision. In fact, the `ulamä', the representatives of 
religion, were subject to the will of the ruler, who, as 
the absolute authority had the right to appoint and dismiss 
them. 101 
On the other hand, the Ottoman 'ulamä' enjoyed a 
number of privileges granted to them by the state. Some 
classes of them received a salary from the treasury, and 
scholars might be rewarded for the books and treatises 
they composed. All of the `ulamä were exempted from 
taxation and their goods and properties could not be 
confiscated. In principle they were also exempt from 
capital punishment. 
102 The `ulamä' also received income 
from waqfs which they controlled. 
103 When. members of the 
higher `ulamä', such as the Shaykh al-Islam, the gäd3- 
`asker or the holders of the most senior gädiship were 
retired or dismissed they were given an arpalik, i. e. the 
income (häsilät-i sher'iyye) of one or two gädäs. 
104 
101. N. Berkes, "Is1äh" in EI2, III, p. 168; Lybyer, 
op. cit., p. 229. 
102. As notable examples of the breach of this principle, 
the execution of three Shaykh al-Isläms may be cited: 
HUseyn Ef. (d. 1634), ales `üd Ef. (d. 1656) and 
Feydulldh Ef. (d. 1703). See IT, pp. 222-6. 
103. B. Lewis, Istanbul, p. 150. 
104. IT, pp. 118-21; Gibb-Bowen, ii, pp. 108-9,124,126; 
2 Heyd "`Ilmiyye", EI. 
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In the seventeenth century, despite the decline in 
the moral behaviour, and therefore, the social status of 
the 'ulamä', there were signs that, as a body led by the 
Shaykh al-Isläm they now wielded greater political 
power. As opposed to the situation in the previous 
centuries, the `ilmiyye in the person of the Shaykh al- 
Isläm now received strong political recognition by the 
rulers. The Shaykh al-Isläm was always consulted 
by the Sultans on all matters, religious or not. 
105 
Two main factors appear to have played an important role 
in this development. Firstly, the rulers of this century 
were mainly, as pointed out in chapter I, inexperienced 
and very young. They did not have enough training or 
education for governing a state, as their predecessors 
had done. Secondly, in the more difficult conditions of 
government in the seventeenth century, these Sultäns 
needed fatwas from the Shaykh al-Is1. m to enforce their 
policies and authority. In particular, they needed 
support in fatwäs when they wished to depose or kill their 
relatives. In this context Rycaut makes the following 
valuable observations 
"The Mufti is the principal head of the 
Mahometan Religion or Oracle of all doubtful 
questions in the law, and is a person of great 
esteem and reverence amongst the Turks; his 
105. Uzuncarsili, IT, pp. 133-9 
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election is soly in the Grand Signior, who 
chuses a man to that office always famous for 
his learning in the Law, and eminent for his 
virtues and strictness of life; his Authority 
is so great amongst them, that when he passes 
judgement or determination in any point, the 
Grand Signior himself will in no wise contradict 
or oppose it....... 
In matters of state the Sultan demands his 
opinion, whether it be in condemination of any 
great man to death, or making War or Peace, or 
other important affairs of the Empire; either 
to appear the more just and religious, or to 
incline the people more willingly to obedience. 
And this practice is used in businesses of 
greatest moment; scarce a Vizier is proscribed, 
or a Pashaw for pretence of crime displaced, or 
any matter of great alteration or change designed; 
but the Grand Signior arms himself with the 
Mufti's sentence; for the nature of man reposes 
more security in innocence and actions of justice, 
than in the absolute and uncontrouleable power of 
the sword. And the Grand Signior, though he 
himself is above the Law, and is the Oracle and 
Fountain of Justice, yet it is seldom that he 
proceeds so irregularly to contemn that Authority 
wherein their Religion hath placed. an ultimate 
power of decision in all their controversies. "106 
As a mark of their prestige and influence, the holders 
of the Shaykh al-Islam used to accompany the Sultan during 
106. Rycaut, op. cit., pp. 105-6. 
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their campaigns. 
107 This was not generally the case in 
the preceding centuries. Moreover, the `ulanä as a body 
showed their political strength at certain key moments in 
the seventeenth century. For instance, when the `ulanä' 
realized Sultan Mustafä's unfitness to rule, they informed 
the Sultän's mother of their opinion so that she might 
take the necessary action to depose him with their 
support. 
108 
This great power wielded by the `ilmiyye, and in 
particular by the Shaykh al-Islam, carried with it certain 
risks. With the accession of the only successful Sultan 
of this period, Sultän Muräd IV, the balance of power 
changed dramatically. Sultän Muräd was responsible for 
the first execution of an Ottoman Shaykh al-Islam, who had 
some connection with the rebellion of the Janissaries in 
1041 (1632). 
109 
His rigorous prohibition of coffee drinking and use 
of tobacco was carried out in disregard of the more tolerant 
attitude of the Shaykh al-Islam on these matters. 
110 
107. Uzuncarsili, op. cit., p. 206. 
108. M. Aktepe, "Mustafa" in IA, VIII, pp. 693-4; 
M. Sertoglu, "Tugi Tari]i" in Belleten, II (1947), 
p. 513. 
109. Uzuncarsili, IT, pp. 223-4; idem, OT, pp. 185,198. 
110. See the discussion of the tobacco issue in chapter 
VII below. 
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Under the weaker Sultäns who succeeded Muräd IV 
the `ulamä' were able to re-establish their political 
power. An example of this can be seen"in the alliance 
between the military leaders (ojaq aghalari) and the 
`ulamä' in Rajab 1058 (August 1648) which resulted in the 
deposition of Sultan Ibrghim, the dismissal and death of 
the Grand Vizier Ahmad Pasha, and the accession of Sultan 
Mehmed IV. ý'1 
111. Uzuncarsili, OT, III, p. 241; Akdag, in Tarih 
Arastirnalari, p. 224.1 
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The Relations of the `Ulamä''with the Public 
Like all other Muslim communities, the Muslim 
majority of the Ottoman public always regarded the 
`ulamä' as their teachers, spiritual guides and leaders, 
and moreover considered them as its spokesmen. 
112 As 
representatives of the shari'a the `ulamä' possessed 
legitimate authority, and through their control over 
religion and educational institutions and waqfs, which 
were a vast source of revenue, they wielded considerable 
power. This double representative function provided the 
`ulamä' with a strong moral and political power over the 
masses. Since before the seventeenth century, the `ulamä' 
were not involved in political intrigue and lacked their 
own organs of enforcement, the task of ensuring conformity 
of both state and public to the rules of religion was the 
only way in which they exercised their authority. 
113 
Like the `ulamg' in other Muslim societies, the `ulamä' 
acted as a kind of bridge, a means of arbitration and 
communication between the ruler and the ruled. 
114 
112. Gibb-Bowen, ii, p. 110; K. Yarnan, "Osmanli. Ylmiyesi.. " 
in Gercek, pp. 32-5. 
113. Lybyer, op. cit., pp. 225,229,232. 
114. Gibb-Bowen, op. cit., p. 110; A. L. Marsot, "The 
Ulama of Cairo in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries" in N. Keddie, op. cit., p. 153. 
Usually the `ulamä' acted on the side of the government 
rather than on the side of society. This was common 
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Obviously the imams, preachers and müedhdhins were 
those members of the `ulamä' who had the closest day to 
day relations with the common people. These members of 
the `ilmiyye did not confine their activities merely to 
but these the mosques, /were also concerned with the social problems 
of the community. 
115 
The wa`iz (preacher) in particular, was very 
influential over the masses through his sermons, and 
at times succeeded in leading them to revolt, as in the 
case of Ustüwäni P"Tehned Ef. (d. 1661) who led the people 
against the Sufis. 
116 On the other hand, the muftis and 
the müderrises had limited contact with the masses because 
of the nature of their work. 
feature of the Muslim `ulamä' in every part of the 
Muslim world. N. Berkes, "Isläh" in BI2, III, p. 168; 
Marsot, op. and loc cit. 
115. Gibb-Bowen, op. cit., p. 80. 
116. See below, chapter V. 
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The Süfis 
The Süf3 orders played a consistently inportant role 
in the Ottoman state. Their establishment preceded the 
founding of the house of `Othmän, and they were influential 
throughout the formative period of Ottoman rule and the 
centuries in which Ottoman supremacy was undisputed. The 
Süfi orders or tarigäs exerted a significant influence on 
the social, political and cultural life of the Ottoman 
state. In fact, it would not be an exaggeration to claim 
that they were more active and effective than the official 
`ulamä', who could not reach the people. The Süfis not 
only became the spiritual leaders-of the masses, but 
sometimes they also assumed political leadership over them. 
Although it is not within the scope of this study to 
give a full history of the Safi orders in the ottoman state, 
it is necessary at least to provide a brief survey and 
some general information in regard to the Safi orders and 
their development, in the context of the expansion of the 
Ottoman state, and finally, to investigate their position 
and role in the seventeenth century. 
Although Sufism as a way of life and a religious ideal 
traces its roots back to the early centuries of Islam, 
l its 
sudden and rapid expansion and spread begins in the 
thirteenth century. This century witnessed the end of 
1. S. Trimingham, Orders, pp. 1-10; A. J"Arbezry, Sufism 
(London, 1950), chapter II. 
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the Abbasid Caliphate and also the division of Anatolia 
into more than a dozen small states or beyliks, each 
" trying to maintain and extend its territory following the 
Mongol invasion. 2 This period also saw the dissemination 
of Sufism throughout Iran, Anatolia and Egypt. 
3 Although 
there was no central authority, and economic and social 
life was in ruins, this period marked a pronounced 
development of the religious life, as is pointed out by 
Schi=el: 
"This period of the most terrible political 
disaster was, at the same time, a period of the 
highest religious and mystical activity. It 
seems as though the complete darkness on the 
worldly plane was counteracted by a hitherto 
unknown brightness on the spiritual plane. "4 
It seems that three important factors played an 
undeniable role in the sudden popularity of the mystic 
way of life in the Muslim world. Firstly, the Mongol 
invasion and the presence of the Crusaders had created a 
sense of insecurity which encouraged recourse to the 
2. J. C. Birge, The Bektashi Order of Dervishes, (London, 
1937), pp. 24-26. 
3" M. F. K 5prU1U, Turk Edebiyatinda Ilk Mutasavviflar, 
2nd edition, (Ankara, 1966), p. 167; C. Cahen, 
Pre-Ottoman Turkey, (trs. J. Williams), (London, 1963), 
pp. 255-60. 
4. A. M 2chimnel, The Triumphal Sun, A Study of the Works 
of Jalälod din Rumi (London, 1980), p. 9. 
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religious life, and many people became involved with the 
Süfi orders in order to obtain happiness if not in this 
world, at least in the hereafter. 
5 
A second factor was an increase in the ghäzi spirit, 
which urged the Süfis towards the Islamisation of Anatolia. 
6 
The activities of the ghäzis, as a matter of fact, played 
an important part in the spread of Sufism and the 
propagation of Islam. 
A third factor was the encouraging attitude of the 
Turkish rulers of Anatolia towards the Süfis. Both the 
Seljuqs of Rüm and the rulers of the small beyliks which 
emerged after their downfall took an active part in 
7 
establishing tekkes and endowing wagfs. Accordingly, 
some of the cities in Anatolia became centres of Sufism, 
5. Birge, op. cit., p. 27. 
6. Birge, op. and loc. cit; V. L. Menage, "The Islam- 
isation of Anatolia" in N. Levitzon (ed. ) Conversion 
to Islam, (New York, 1979), p. 59; For a detailed 
study of the spread of Islam in Anatolia, see S. 
Vryonis, The Decline of Medieval Hellenism in Asia 
Minor and the Process of Islamization from the 
Eleventh Through the Fifteen Century, (Berkeley, 1971), 
ch. V; also by the same author "Nomadization and 
Islamization in Asia Minor" in DLuinbarton Oaks Papers 
29 (1975), PP. 41-73. 
7.0. Turan, Selcuklular Tarihi ve TUrk Isläm Medeniyeti 
(Ankara, 1965), p. 225. 
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as, for example, Konya, Kayseri, 'Ankara and Sivas. After 
the establishment of such centres, Anatolia attracted many 
Sufis from other Islamic lands, such as Iran, Iraq, Syria, 
Khuräsän and Transoxiana. Thus by the first half of the 
thirteenth century Anatolia became home to such Süf! 
masters as Jaldl al-Din Rümi (d. 1273), Muhyi 'l-Din 
`Arabi (d. 1240), Sadr al-Din Konawi (d. 1274) who settled 
in Konya, Fthr al-Din 'Iraqi (d. 1289)who moved to Tokat, 
Hajji Bektäsh Wall who came to Kirsehir and Nazm al-Din 
Kubrä (d. 1221) who settled in Sivas. 
8 Consequently, 
before the establishment of the Ottoman state, -there were 
several Süfi orders in Anatolia, such as B bä'iyya, 
9 
Mawlawiyya, 10 Qalandariyya, ll and Kubrawiyya. 
12 
8. For more detail see A. Gölpinarli, Nevlanä Celäleddin, 
Hayati, Felsefesi, Fserleri, Fserler: ", inden secmeler, 
(Istanbul, 1959), pp. 1-19,20-21; Kbprülü, op. cit. 
pp. 168-85; H. Inalcik, Empire, pp. 199-200; 
Schimmel, op. cit., p. 30. 
9. The founder of this order was Bäbä Ishäq, who was a 
preacher. It was a militant Shia movement. See 
C. Cahen, "B bäi" in BI2, I, pp. 843-4. 
10. Mawlawiyyd: founded by Mawlänä Jalal al-Din Ram! 
(d. 1273) in Konya, whence it spread to Syria and 
Egypt. See A. Gölpinarli, "Mevlevilik" in 1A, VIII, 
pp. 164-71. 
11. Qalandariyya: its founder is not known but the 
movement was like the Bdba'is; see T. Yazici, 
"Kalandariyya" in BI2, IV, pp. 473-4. 
12. Kubrawiyya: founded by Najm al-Din Kubrä (d. 1221). 
One of the most widespread tarigas in the Muslim 
world; see Trimingham, op. cit., pp. 55-7. 
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With regard to their organisation and rituals, the 
Süfl orders may, be divided into two major groups. 
13 The 
first consisted of the established orders which had their 
own waqfs and tekkes, as well as their own distinct ways 
of worship, rituals and special dress. These tarigas were 
usually supported by the rulers and pious rich; among them 
may be included the Mawlaw s, the Nagshibandis; '4 the 
15 / and 
the 
Bayrämis Bektashis. The second group was made up of 
the dervish orders which had no organized establishment or 
comrion way of dressing, and whose rituals were secret and 
esoteric. Unlike the former, they had no relations with 
the state, and from time to time opposed the government 
and established authorities. As a matter of fact, they 
always maintained a militant Shia feeling and exploited 
at every opportunity any weakness in the central govern- 
ment. 
16 Among those were the Haydaris17 Qalandarls18 
and Melämis. 
19 
13. Inalcik, op. cit., p. 190. 
14. Naqshibandiyya, founded by Bahä' al-Din al-Nagshibandi 
(d. 1389); see Trimingham, op. cit., pp. 62-5. 
15. Bayrämiyya, founded by Hajji BayrZm Wall of Ankara 
(d. 1459); see Gölpinarli, Mevlänä Hayati ve Eserleri, 
pp. 33-9. 
16. ' ' Inalcik, op. cit., p. 191. 
17. Kopriilü, op. cit., p. 289. 
18. Yazici, op.. cit., pp. 473-4. 
19. A. Gölpinarli, Melänilik ve Melärsiler (Istanbul, 1931). 
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during the process of establishment of the Ottoman 
state, the Süfis made a significant contribution. The 
Islamisation of the conquered territories was achieved by 
the constant missionary activities of the Süfis. 
20 
During the foundation of the Ottoman state there was 
also another important organisation, similar to the Sufis 
in its orientation, which is worth mentioning. This was 
the akhi21 institution which included the leaders-of the 
young men who associated themselves as guilds in Anatolia. 
Their contribution to the young ottoman state was 
significant. They helped the Ottomans by joining in 
campaigns and they provided a link between the ruler and 
the ruled. 
22 However, as the Ottoman state expanded and 
advanced the akhi institution declined and during the 
fifteenth century it ceased to exist. 
23 
20. B. A. Cvetkova, Les Institutions Ottonanes en Europe, 
(I'tiesbaden, 1978), pp. 22,24,25; N. Cagatay, Bir 
Türk Kurumu-olan Ahilik, (Ankara, 1974); O. L. Barkan, 
"Bir Imär ve Iskän Metodu olarak Temlikler, I, istilä 
Devrinin Kolanizatbr Turk Dervisleri ve Zaviyeler" in 
Vakiflar Dergisi, (Ankara, 1942), 11, pp. 279-336; 
P. F. Sugar, Southeastern Europe under Ottoman Rule, 
1354-1804, (Seattle, 1977), pp. 15-35. 
21. Fr. Taeschner, "Akhi" in EI 2, I, pp. 321-23; F. Sugar, 
loc. cit; Trimingham, op. cit ., pp. 24-5. 
22. Köprülü, op. cit., pp. 81, 83, 85; Taeschner, op. cit., 
p. 322. 
23. Taeschner, op. and loc. cit. 
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The Safi orders began to establish themselves within 
the boundaries of this flourishing new state. The respect 
which was accorded to the Safi leaders by the Ottoman 
ruler and-state officials encouraged and attracted many 
Süii masters to come and settle down in Ottoman territory, 
even from tarigas which had established themselves outside 
Anatolia, in countries like Iran, 'Iraq and Transoxiana. 
Among these orders were the Q, ädiriyya, 
24 Rifä'iyya, 25 
Khalwatiyya26 and Nagshibandiyya. 
27 The Qädiriyya and 
the Rifä`iyya were introduced into ottoman society 
following the conquest of `Iraq in the sixteenth century. 
The Naqshibandiyya originated in Central Asia and is said 
to have been introduced into Anatolia in the late sixteenth 
century. 
28 The Khalwatiyya originated in the Caucesus and 
was introduced into Anatolia from the late fourteenth 
century. 
29 
24. Margoliouth, "Kädiriyya" in EI2, IV, pp. 80-3; 
Trimingham, op. cit., pp: 40-44. 
25. Margoliouth, "Rifä'3" in EI1, III, pp. 1156-7; 
Trimingham, op. cit., pp. 37-40. 
26. F. De Jong, "Rhalwatiyya" in EI2, IV, pp. 991-3; 
also B. G. Martin, "A short history of the Khalwati 
order of dervishes" in N. Keddie (ed. ), op. cit., 
pp. 275-305. 
27. T. Yazici, "Nak? ibend" in IA, IX, pp. 53-4; 
Trimingharn, op. cit., pp. 62-4. 
28. B. Lewis, Istanbul, pp. 157-8. 
29. _ '. Martin, op. cit., p. 276. 
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Early in the following century (1416) there was a 
revolt by the Süfi shaykh Badr al-Din, a militant 
Messianic leader who wanted to establish his own political 
dominion. The militant Shia orientation of this move- 
ment made the government very keen to suppress it quickly 
and thoroughly; the shaykh himself and his khallfa 
Börklüce Mustafa were executed. 
30 This was the motive 
behind the severe steps taken in 1444 against the 
Hurüfiyya31 order, which had even spread into Ottoman 
official circles. 
32 
The conquest of Istanbul in 1453 by PTehmed the 
Conqueror, who had a tolerant and flexible attitude 
towards the Süfi leaders and their followers, turned the 
city into a major centre of Sufism in the Muslim world. 
Accordingly, the new capital became crowded with Sufi 
tekkes and wagfs where every tariga practised its 
ceremonies and rituals. 
33 
The following century was the period during which the 
30. Kissling, "Badr al-Din" in EI2, I, p. 869. 
31. A. Basisani, "Hurüfiyya" in EI2, III, pp. 600-1. 
32. F. Babinger, Mehmed the Conqueror and his Time, 
trans. from German by R. Manheim), (Princeton, 1978), 
PP. 34-6. 
33. K. Kufrali, "Molla Ildhi ve kendisinden sonraki 
Pdaksibendiye Mu}h. ti" in Istanbul Universitesi 
Edebiyat FakiL. ltesi TUrk Dili ve Edebiyati Dergisi, 
III (1949), pp. 129-51. 
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Ottoman state, society and civilization reached its 
zenith. During this period, the-SUI movement developed 
in two directions. Firstly, the period witnessed the 
continued expansion of the tarigas with numerous branches 
emanating from the principal orders. These subsidiary 
orders spread throughout the Ottoman dominions, not only 
in the Balkans and Anatolia, but also in the Arab lands. 
34 
Secondly, it _was 
in this period that there emerged an 
attitude on the part of certain prominent members of 
the `ulanä', such as Birgiwi, 6iwi-zäde and halabl, which 
was hostile to the Süfis and their practices and beliefs. 
35 
This was in contrast to the tolerant and flexible treatment 
of the Süfis by the rulers and some of the state officials. 
In general, the sixteenth century was a period in which 
the state encouraged and supported a moderate form of 
Sufism, along the lines set by al-Ghazäli in the Seijuq 
state. 
36 On the other hand, the Ottoman authorities 
showed no tolerance whatever towards those individual 
Süfi leaders who went beyond the limits of the accepted 
fores of Süfisn. Such leaders were quickly labelled 
heretics and suppressed. 
37 
34. Gibb-Bowen, pp. 196-8; Köprt%1ü, "Misirda Bektasilik" 
in Türkiydt Mecmuasi, VI (1939), pp. 14-22; T. Tawil, 
al-Tasawwuf fi Misr Ibbän al-'Asr al-`Uthmäni 
(Cairo, 1946). 
35. Cf. below, discussion on samd' and rags. 
36. Inalcik, op. cit., pp. 175,6. 
37. N. Berkes, "Isläh" in EI2, IV, p. 167. 41 - 
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There are a number of episodes which highlight state 
policy in the sixteenth century in regard to the Süfis. 
The first was the execution of three Safi leaders by the 
fatwäs of various Shaykh al-Isllms. The first Safi leader 
to be so executed was Shaykh Ismä'il I"Ia'shügi, generally 
known as Oghlan Shaykh, who was born in 914/1508-9 in 
Aksaray, where his father Pir `Ali was a leader of the 
Bayrä. mi order. After his early education, he arrived in 
Istanbul in 934 (1527) and was appointed a preacher. He 
then preached in the capital and in Edirne, where he 
propagated the doctrine of wahdat al-wujüd and acquired JL_ 
many followers, most of whom were soldiers. 
38 By the time 
he became well-known, rumours abounded about his way of 
performing dhikr and some of his ideas. It was said that 
he employed careless and sarcastic language when he talked 
about the shari'a. Moreover, he claimed that all the 
obligations of religion could be dropped for those who 
reached a certain stage of attainment in the Safi way. 
Besides this, he was also accused of pronouncing the dhikr 
"Allä. him, Allähirs" with the final syllable unstressed, to 
suggest the meaning "I am God, " instead of "Allihim, Allähim" 
with the final syllable stressed, meaning "My God. " The 
38. R. Repp, op. cit. p. 292 
A. Gölpinarli, op. cit., pp. 48-51. 
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authorities, who considered his teachings as capable of 
corrupting the beliefs of the people, asked him to cease 
his activities and go back to his place of birth. But 
the shaykh replied "Our end is known to us" and did not 
change his ways. With his twelve followers, he was 
therefore executed in 935/1529 in Atmeydäni, on the basis 
of a fatwä of the Shaykh al-Isläm Ibn Kemäl. 
39 
The second Süfi shaykh who was executed was Shaykh 
Karamani about whom information is very scant. 'hat is 
known about him is that he was accused of being a heretic 
and an unbeliever. He was therefore executed after a 
fatwä of Abu 'l-Su'üd, Shaykh al-Islam of the time, on 
3 Sha'ban 957/17 August 1550 in Istanbul. 40 
Another prominent Süfi to be killed by the fatwa of 
Abu- 'l-Su`üd was Shaykh Hamza Bali of Bosna (saray bosna) 
who acted as preacher in his town. The scholars and 
intellectuals of this town complained about him to the 
Qädi of Bosna. It was said that some of his actions were 
contradictory to the shari'a. He was, moreover, according 
to his accusers, illiterate and therefore unable to preach 
and teach. When the gädi. sent a report concerning Hamza 
Bali's position the shaykh was called to Istanbul where 
the case was investigated carefully by the Shaykh al-Islam 
39. H. Yurdaydin, Is1ar Tarihi Dersleri, (Ankara, 1971), 
p. 109 Gölpinarli, op. cit., pp. 48-54. 
40. Yurdaydin, op. cit., p. 110. 
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Abu 'l-Su'üd. Basing his fatwä on his predecessor Ibn 
Kemäl, Abu 'l-Su'üd declared that Hamza Bali should be 
executed (961/1561). 
41 
On the other hand, the policy of the--government 
towards the Süfis in general could-be-favourable and 
sympathetic. This was shown in the dismissal of the 
Shaykh al-Islam Ciwi-zäde from his position because of 
his apparent opposition to Muhyi 81-Din 'Arabi and Jal l 
al-Din Ram! by the ruler of the time_Sultän Süleym5. n the 
Magnificent who was an admirer of the Sufis in general 
and Muhyi 'l-Din 'Arabi and Jaläl al-Din in particular. 
42 
The end of the sixteenth century and the beginning of 
the seventeenth century witnessed the development of a 
close relationship between the rulers and the Süfi masters 
in general and the Khalwatiyya shaykhs in particular. In 
order to make use of the influence of the Süfi shaykhs in 
time of war, and at the same time to win the hearts of the 
followers of those Safi leaders, the rulers invited them 
to accompany the troops on campaigns. Although this had 
been the unofficial practice among the previous Ottoman 
rulers, this particular period is significant because the 
invitation to the Khalwati shaykhs to accompany campaigns 
41. Yurdaydin, op. cit., p. 110; Gölpinarli, op. cit., 
pp. 72-77; Repp, op. cit., p. 294. 
42. Repp, op. cit., pp. 314-5; V. L. Ndnage, "Ciwi-zgde" 
in EI 2, II, pp. 56-7; Yurdaydin, op. cit. III 
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was issued by a fermän of the Sultan himself. 
43 
Although the late sixteenth century manifested signs 
of decline in administration and in society, there was, 
in contrast, visible progress and development in Ottoman 
Sufism. This development in Sufism can be attributed to 
two important elements which in several ways contributed 
to this progress. The first factor sprang from the 
existence of social, economic and political discontent 
and suffering. The growth of social evils, such as bribery, 
corruption, nepotism and favouritism within the established 
ruling institutions, was responsible for the emergence of 
a tendency for the people to seek out alternative social 
frameworks within which to acquire education and express 
themselves spiritually and intellectually. The existence 
of insecurity created by the economic crises and social 
disturbances of this period encouraged spiritual values 
which brought people to the door of the tekke. A second 
factor which favoured Sufism may be considered to be the 
official prohibition of the use of tobacco and coffee, 
both of which stimulants had been eagerly accepted by the 
43. For more detail, see ch. IV below. A. Keskin, A 
critical edition of Lnisi's "Menäkib-i Ak Sems ed- 
Din" with an account of Ak Sems ed-Din's political 
and religious influence as revealed in this work, 
unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Manchester, 1977, pp. 227-8. 
The actual text of the fermän is in `Ushagi_zdde; p. 45 
and Uzuncarsili, OT, III, part I, p. 357. 
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Safis. 44 This attitude, combined with the government's 
ban, attracted many new members into the Safi orders and 
there was a rapid increase in their numbers, particularly 
amongst the Khalwatiyya. This group was noted for 
offering shelter to coffee and tobacco addicts. 
45 
On the other hand, these flourishing Sufi activities 
marked a new development and brought them under attack 
from a new group of people who were to form the major 
opposition to the Sufis and were militant enough to make 
a clash with the Sufis inevitable. This opposing group 
consisted'of a number of preachers, under the leadership 
of Qädi-zäde Mehmed (d. 1635), who considered the practices 
and some beliefs of the Sufis to be uncanonical, innovatory 
and heretical. Qadi-zäde launched an intensive campaign in 
order to abuse the Süfis. This hostility had been 
exacerbated by the increasing popularity and influence 
of the Khalwatiyya order, particularly in the Ottoman 
government and among state officials, which excited 
jealousy amongst Qädi-zä. de and his followers. As is 
44. See below, discussion on tobacco and coffee. 
45. B. G. Martin, "A Short History of the Khalwati Order 
of Dervishes", in N. Keddie (ed. ) Scholars, Saints 
ri 
and Sufis (Berkeley, 1972), p. 288; u.: ). Kissling, The 
sociological and educational role of the dervish 
orders in the Ottoman Empire" in Memoirs of the 




pointed out by Kissling: 
"It cannot be an accident that important 
key positions of that period were occupied by 
relatives of Halvatiyya sheikhs or at least 
by Halvatiyya sympathizers. For example the 
clan of the Jemälizäde, the branches of which 
I have traced carefully, not only provided men 
in leading government positions but also 
Halvatiyya sheikhs. "46 
Together with their increased popularity the tarigas 
began to acquire more influence at the Ottoman court. It 
was during this period that Sultän Mehmed III invited 
Shams al-Din Siwäsi (d. 1605), a celebrated leader of the 
Khalwatiyya and founder of its Shamsiyya branch47 to 
accompany him on his campaign against Austria in 1596. 
This shaykh must have wielded a great deal of influence, 
for a fermän was issued in 1005/1599 in which a certain 
`Abd al-Majid Siwäsi, who was later to become the leader 
V of the Sufis, was invited to Istanbul, to the Carsanba 
Tekke48 Sultän Ahmad I (1603-17) was to maintain this 
special relationship by offering `Abd al-Majid Siwäsf 
the post of preacher in his own mosque, the Sultän Ahmad. 49 
46. Kissling, op. cit., p. 31. 
47. S. Wijdäni, Tomar-i Turuqu `Aliyyeden Khalwatiyya, 
(Istanbul, 1338), pp. 134-6. 
48. Cf. below ch. IV, Siwasi's life story. 
49. Cf. ch. IV below. 
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This Sultan also developed a deep friendship with one of 
the great and eminent Ottoman Sufis, `Aziz TMIahmud Hüdayi 
(d. 1033/1628), the founder of the Jalwatiyya branch of 
the Bayraniyya order of dervishes. 
50 
With the accession of Murad IV in 1623, however, 
there was a change in this policy. On the one hand, the 
new Sultan cultivated Safi influence by'offering patron- 
age to certain Süfis, in particular `Abd'al-Majid Siwäsi. 
At the same time, though, he bestowed favours on the 
leader of the opposition, Q9d1-z9de, for political 
purposes. 
51 According to Thägib Dede (d. 1148/1735) 
Nuräd was hostile'to the Süfis, particularly the 
Mawlawis whom he treated very harshly. For example, 
V he removed Abu Bakr Celeb! (d. 1638) from Konya to 
Istanbul, when he was on his way to the Rew-n campaign. 
52 
It is possible to detect Qädi-zäde's influence upon the 
Sultan in this action. Furthermore, Sultan N. uräd IV 
executed some Safi leaders in Anatolia, for political 
reasons, as he considered that their followers presented 
a threat to his authority. In 1049 Shaykh Ahmad, a Süfi 
leader known as "the Shaykh of Sakarya", allegedly 
50. F. Tansel, "Seyyid `Aziz Mahmud Hudäyi" in tFD, 
XV (1967), pp. 1-42. 
51. Cf. ch. IV below. 
52. Thägib Dede, Sefine-i Mawlawiyya, (Istanbul, 1283), 
pp. 166-9; also G61pinarli, Mevlevilik p. 164. 
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declared himself Mahdi and even fought against government 
troops and defeated them. He was later'captured and, 
despite his denial of the charges, was executed. 
53 
Shaykh Mahmüd of Rumya, a Safi leader who had a large 
following, shared the same fate as Shaykh Ahmad. The 
numbers of his followers gave the impression that he 
might rebel against the authorities at a suitable moment. 
So Sultan Muräd did not hesitate to order the execution 
of the shaykh. 
54 
The reign of Sultan Ibrahim (1640-48) witnessed more 
changes in the policy of the Palace against the Süfis 
which will be discussed in detail later. 
55 During this 
period the followers of Qädi-zäde had powerful and 
influential representatives aaong'the Palace aghas, other 
Palace servants-and state officials. The Qädi-zädelis 
were stronger than the Süfis in this period and while the 
supremacy of the Süfis' opponents demonstrated itself 
freely, the Sufis rapidly collapsed. Since real political 
power at this period was in the hands of the WElide 
Sultäns,, Palace aghas and other officials, it was natural 
that the prestige and influence of the Qädi-zädelis 
should increase as a result of their infiltration of the 
Palace. 
This situation was to continue during the reign of 
53. Fadhlaka, II, p. 195. 
54. Uzunprili, OT, vol. III, part 2, p. 210. 
55. See below, ch. V. 
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rlehmed IV (1648-1687), who, as pointed out by Baysun, had 
come under the influence of the Qädi-zädelis from his 
early days. 
56 Moreover, his tutor, 
57 W9n3 Mehmed, `ras 
to become the third leader of the Q di-zädelis. In this 
case it is clear that the Süfis had very little chance. 
Nevertheless, the accession of the new Sultan was the 
first time that the Mawlawis were given the privilege of 
performing the coveted ceremony of girding the sword at 
the accession of the Sultan, and were thus elevated to a 
position which brought then to the same level as the 
Bektäshi order of dervishes. 
58 
The Mawlawis, however, were not destined to enjoy this 
treatment for long. Köprülü Mehned Pasha was appointed as 
Grand Vizier in 1656. After the clash in the Fätih Mosque 
in 1656, as a result of which the leaders of the Qadl- 
zädelis were exiled to Cyprus in the same year, Köprttlü 
also did no. hesitate to use force in order to suppress the 
Mawlawi, Khalwati, Jalwat! and Shams! dervishes. 
59 
56. Baysun, op. cit. 
57. The office of tutor to the Sultän (Pädishdh 
was held by an eminent member of the 'ulamä' whose 
function was to instruct the Sultan in the principles 
of religion. 
Uzuncarsili, IT, p. 145. Gibb-Bowen, ii, p. 90. 
53. Kissling, op. cit., p. 31. 
59. nick? Letters, I, p. 103. 
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The arrival of Idani Irehmed some time after 1662 and 
his promotion to the position of tutor of the Sultan was 
a victory for the cause of the Qädi-zgdelis at the Ottoman 
court. As will be seen later, his time was to be dis- 
astrous for the Süfis. He succeeded in prohibiting the 
samä`60 and also forbade the visitation of the graves. of 
certain saints. There was, however, some resistance and 
opposition from the Süfis, particularly from*the Khalwatis. 
Here it seems appropriate to refer to Shaykh `Othman 
(d. 1103/1691)61 of Atpazari and Niygzi al-Misr! (1617- 
1694). The former was a preacher who had acquired a great 
reputation. When in 1096 he was invited to deliver a 
sermon at the court in the presence of -the Sultan, he 
outspokenly mentioned the social realities, problems and 
anxieties of the people. He was therefore exiled to his 
62 
place of birth, where he died in 1690. The latter was a 
Khalwati with a strong commitment to the Shia. When in 
1673 he also made political remarks in his sermons he was 
banished to Rhodes, a fate which was to befall him on 
several occasions. 
63 
The seventeenth century in general witnessed an 
intolerant and hostile attitude towards the Süfis, but 
60. Thägib Dede, op. cit., p. 184. 
61. `Ushägi-zdde, pp. 686-7. 
62. Ibid. 
63. Gölpinarli, "NiyäziiMi$ri" in Sarkiyat Mecmuasi, VII 
(1972), pp. 183-226. 
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this harsh treatment, instead of discouraging Sufism, 
had the opposite effect. Indeed, it produced a very 
successful, flourishing period for Sufism in comparison 
with preceding centuries. This development demonstrated 
itself in two areas; firstly, the increase in the number 
of Safi orders and the establishment of new tarigas, and 
secondly, in producing eminent Süfis and scholars who 
contributed a great deal in their works to the propagation 
of*the Süfi way of life and to the defence of its opponents. 
According to information given in Rycaut64 and in the 
Ottoman sources there was a rapid increase in the establish- 
ment of new branches of the tarigas in general and the 
Khalwatiyya in particular. The Khalwatis with their 
subsidiary branches were the most rapidly developing 
order. For example, new branches of the Khalwatiyya 
during this century included the Shamsiyya, 
65 Siw9siyya66 
and rlisriyya. 
67 In addition to these branches, there was 
64. 'Rycaut, op. cit., pp. 136-50. 
Uzuncarsili, OT, III, 
part I, pp. 358-62. 
65. The Shansiyya was established by Shams al-Din Siwasi 
(d. 1006/1597). See Wijdäni, op. cit., pp. 134-6. 
66. Its founder was `Abd al-Ahäd Nüri (d. 1061/1650). 
See ibid, pp. 136-7. 
67. Its founder was Niyäzi al-Misri. See ibid; also 
V. Gordlevskij, "Le tariqat de Mysri Niyazi" in 
Comptes Rendus de 1'Acaddmie des Sciences de 1' URRS 
(1929), pp. 153-60. 
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the formation by Sinn IJnmi (d. 1075/1664) of a new 
iariga which was called Sinäniyya. 
68 
A second factor which contributed to the vitality of 
Süfisn in this period was the appearance of well-educated 
and devotionally committed Safi masters. Perhaps they 
emerged thus in reaction to these hard times when they 
had to suffer at the hands of their religious opponents 
as well as some state officials. Sufis during this period 
demonstrated their intellectual ability and proved their 
superiority over their opponents by producing scholarly 
works and convincing, well-documented arguments. Some of 
the -eminent Süfi masters of this century were: 
'Abd al-P? ajid Siw9s3 (d. 1635), 'Aziz Mahmüd HüdäYi (d. 1628), 
Ismä'il Rusük} (d. 1041/1631), 'Abd al-Ahad Mari (d. 1650), 
Ismail RI (d. 1041/1631), 
69 HUseyn Lämekäni (d. 1035/ 
1625), 70 Sun'izllRh Ghaybi (d. 1072/1662), 
71 Sari 'Abd 
73 
Alläh (1071/1660), 
72 'Othman Ef. Shaykh of Atpazari (d. 1691) 
68. OM, I, p. 85. 
69. ON, I, p. 25. 
70. Golpinarli, op. cit., p. 80., 
71. Ibid., pp. 119-122; ON, I, pp. 136-7; Köprülü, 
op. cit., p. 298. 
72. G. ölpinarli, ibid., p. 138; ON, I, p. 100. 
73. `Ushaq i-zäde, pp. 686-7. 
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and Niyäzi al-Misr! (d. 1694). 
74 Their works vary from 
tafsir and hadith to certain particular topics which were 
discussed during this period. For example, the Safi 
masters who came directly under the attacks of the Qädi- 
zädelis, or were adversely affected by these anti-Sufi 
trends, usually turned their efforts and studies towards 
defending the practices and beliefs of the Süfis. In this 
category were. such people as `Abd al i"Tajid, `Abd al-Ahad 
Piüri and Isnä`il RusükT. t Others concentrated their 
attention on the composition of commentaries on the works 
of the early Slzfis, for example, the Mathnawi of Jaläl al-Din 
Run! or on the production of detailed interpretations of 
some chapters of the Qur'än or collections of various 
traditions. Of course, they also wrote books and risälas 
on Sufism itself, its way of life and its importance, as 
well as gasidas, na'at and other forms of poem in which 
they expressed their love of God and His Prophet. 
74. Gbipinarl,, op. cit., p. 185. 
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The Role of the Süfis 
Following the account of the historical development 
of Sufism in the ottoman state, an attempt will be made 
here to evaluate the wide-ranging functions of the Safi 
orders in order to find out their contribution to Ottoman 
education, culture and society. 
While the medrese with its curriculum represented 
the established and official educational institution of 
the Ottoman state, not surprisingly it could not satisfy 
all the educational requirements of the society. The 
official curriculum of the medrese included the study of 
classical Arabic and a survey of the accepted Islamic 
sciences such as tafsir, hadith, figh and kaläm. The 
"official" `ulamä' acquired expertise in two main subjects, 
law and theology, and later on they performed duties in 
two main areas, law and education. 
75 
However, the medrese syllabus was supplemented by 
teaching in other educational institutions outside the 
medrese itself, namely in the tekke, where instruction 
was offered by the Sufi brethren. While the majority of 
Safi lay adherents were uneducated,, generally the Safi 
leaders had enjoyed a good education. Moreover, a 
significant proportion of them were either members of 
the `ilmiyye or graduates of the Enderlin (the Palace 
75. Cf. chapter II, above. 
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School), 76 besides those who had received their education 
within the confines of the tekke. We are constantly 
reminded that members of the 'ilniyye were often 
accomplished poets, a skill which required a knowledge 
of poetry in general and of Persian poetry in particular. 
Such skills were not acquired in the medrese, and we must 
therefore presume that the influence of the tekke as an 
educational institution was pervasive throughout the 
educated dlite. 
77 
Within the tekkes a follower could expect to study 
the Qur'an, hadith, Arabic and Persian, as well as 
receiving instruction in Persian and mystic literature. 
78 
76. V. J. Parry, "Enderan" in EI2, II, pp. 697-8; 
B. Miller, "The curriculum of the Palace School of 
the Turkish Sultans" in The Macdonald Presentdtion 
Volume, 
. 
(Princeton, 1933), pp. 303-24. 
77. M. Kara, Tekkeler, pp. 179-89. (This is the only 
work which gives a history, however brief, of the 
tekke's contribution to Ottoman culture); M. Hocatürk, 
Tekke Siiri Antolojisi (Ankara, 1955), introduction; 
Gibb, HOP, I, pp. 58-71; Trimingham, Orders, p. 238. 
78. Information on the courses which were taught in the 
tekkes can be found in the biographies of individual 
Sufis, e. g. 'Abd al-Majid Siwasi and 'Abd al-Akad. 
There is, however, no work on the subject. 
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The Süfis were prepared to make the classical syllabus of 
the medrese more accessible by simplifying the language 
and popularizing the content of the sources. The medrese 
syllabus was beyond the reach of the common man and the 
tarigas took up the task of disseminating some areas of 
knowledge through the medium of a language that would be 
understood by a wider public. 
79 The richness of Safi 
literature is well-known. Such literature contains 
mystical approaches to the Islamic sciences of tafsir and 
hadith and encompasses commentaries on the great Safi 
works and many translations of classical works into 
Turkish. 80 
The contribution of the tekkes to Islamic culture is 
undeniable and is recognized by the 
Some orders opened their doors to a 
society only, whilst other welcomed 
tarigas tended to promote particula: 
as in the case of the Mawlawis, who 
majority of Muslims. 
certain class of 
all. Similarly, some 
r cultural activities, 
excelled in music. 
81 
79. Köprülü, op. cit., pp. 289-306; Birge, op. cit., 
PP. 73,219. 
80. Works of great Sufis such as al-Sulam (941-1021), 
Abd al-Qadir Gaylan3 (d. 1166), Junayd (d. 910) 
and commentaries on Mathnawi, Nafahät al-Uns by 
Jämi and ReshahAT 'ayn al-Hayät of al-Käshif! 
HUseyn b. `All al-Wa`iz (d. 1497-8). 
81. Schimmel, op. cit., p. 371; Gölpinarli, Mevlevilik 
pp. 443-525. 
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It is not an exaggeration to claim that it was in the 
tekke that poetry, music and calligraphy most flourished. 
The Iawlawis made the major contribution in this field 
through their encouragement of the teaching of the 
Persian language and mystic poetry. 
82 Besides their 
religious, intellectual and artistic activities, the 
tekkes cultivated certain physical recreations, namely 
bowmanship and wrestling, which were recognized as 
national sports. 
83 
The Sufis also played a social role within the 
Ottoman state. Although Ottoman Islamic society was 
manifestly based on religious principles which controlled 
almost every sphere of life, within this social order 
there was a further infrastructure of religious influence 
which was comprised by the-tarigas. The orders acted as 
local points around which various elements of Muslim 
society would gather under the spiritual guidance of a 
Safi. These groups were able to derive strength fror the 
intensity of the spiritual feelings of their members. 
Often they provided the only forum in which various 
classes of society could mix, so that people from 
82. Trimingham, op. cit., p. 238; Gölpinarli, op. and 
and loc. cit; Kocattirk, op. cit., pp. 4-5. 
S. Nüzhet, Ttirk Musikisi Antolojisi (Istanbul, 1943) 
pp. 7-115. 
83.11. Kara, Tekkeler, p. 195; 0. Ergin, op. cit., 
pp. 196-8. 
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backgrounds as diverse as the Enderü. n, the 'ilmiyye and 
the esnäf (artisans and craftsmen) could come together 
not only for worship but also for social intercourse. In 
particular, crafts and industries benefited from this 
social intermixing. However, it must-be noted that, 
with time, certain orders became associated with certain 
classes in society, so that the Mawlawls came-to be 
associated with the cultural dlite and the Bektdshis with 
the common soldiery. However, in theory, if not in fact, 
the orders were open to all. 
84 
The tekkes, and the waqfs associated with them, 
played an important role in the welfare of society, from 
the point of view of both its spiritual and its physical 
needs. Like the medieval-monastery, the tekke played 
host to the traveller, nursed the sick, clothed the poor 
and fed the hungry. In-short, it offered a comprehensive 
set of social services, which were not provided by the 
government. 
85 
The heads of the orders were usually respected as 
community leaders in their areas. They were more popular 
than officials, who invariably stood for the government. 
The Safi shaykhs of the established orders (the first of 
my two groups) represented the views of their followers 
to the governing powers, and could be confident that they 
84. Kara, op. cit., pp. 49-51; Trimingham, op. cit., 
pp. 81-82,233. 
65. Trimingham, op it., pp. 226,232. 
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would be respected by the government by virtue of the 
great influence which they could bring to bear on their 
disciples. Theirs was the role of'the intermediary who 
sought a just solution which would ultimately benefit the 
people and appease the government. When it was necessary 
they voiced the grievances of'the people and condemned 
corruption and injustice. 
86 This valuable link between. 
the government and the people was appreciated by the 
Ottoman administration, since such a link offered no 
threat to established authority. The role of these Süfi 
orders in the establishment of law and order as well as in 
the maintenance of social stability is undeniable. 
87 
The dervish orders also provided a system of 
communication and mutual hospitality throughout the 
different regions of the vast Ottoman lands. A Süfl could 
be sure of finding within these brotherhoods a network of 
associates which spanned the empire in a way that was not 
parallelled by the secular administration. 
83 
In contrast to the positive contribution of the 
established orders to the maintenance of harmonious 
relations between rulers and ruled, the militant orders 
(my second group) were often associated with underground 
movements, protests or even rebellions at times when the 
86. E. g. Shaykh 'Othmän of Atpazari; see 'Ushägi-zäde, 
pp. 686-7; Trimingham, Order, p. 234. 
87. Trimingham, op. cit., pp. 235-8. 
88. Idem,. p. 235. 
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central authority was weak or faced economic or social 
crises. The history of these rebellions in Anatolia 
stretches back to before the foundation of the Ottoman 
state, to the revolt led by Babä. Ishäg89 in 1239. Among 
the most significant anti-authoritarian movements within 
the-Ottoman context proper were those of Shaykh Badr al- 
Din Simäwi (1416), 
90 the Hurafis (1441)91 and the Jaldlis 
(1595-1618). 92 
Following the establishment of the Safawid state, 
which traced its origin to a Süfl order, 
93 
and its 
intensive campaign of propaganda among the Turcoman tribes 
of Anatolia in order to encourage them to rebel against 
the Ottoman-government and Sunni authorities, the Sultans 
could ignore the organization and activities of these 
militant tarigas only at; their peril. However, the 
Ottoman rulers had always-been aware of this problem and 
had viewed the militant tarigas with watchfulness and 
suspicion. 
89. C. Cahen, "Bäbä i in EI2, I, 'pp. 843-4; P. Wittek, 
op. cit., p. 37. 
90. Gö1pinarli, Simavna Kadisioglu Seyh Bedreddin 
(Istanbul, 1966), pp. 1-10. 
91. A. Bausani, op. cit., p. 601; KbprUla, op. cit., 
Pp. 95-6. 
92. Cezar, Levendler, pp. 86-98. 
93. M. Nazzaoui The Origins of the Safawids, 
(Wiesbaden, 1972), pp. 58,71. 
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The early Sultgns also had realized that the Süfi 
brotherhoods could act as a powerful force for the 
mobilisation of the population at large. In the case 
of the established orders, therefore, with which there 
was always the possibility of fruitful cooperation, 
sought to co-opt leaders-whenever possible. When Sultän 
Nuräd II (d. 1451) was told that Hajji Bayräm, the 
founder of the Bayrami order, had a large number of 
followers, he asked Hajji Bayräm to visit the capital, 
Edirne. Having interviewed him and assured himself that 
the work of Hajji Bayräm was useful to the state, he 
even exempted him and his followers from taxation. 
94 
On the other hand, Murad II's successor, Mehmed II-, the 
Conqueror, took an opposite line in the case of two im-, 
portant Khalwati shaykhs, Shaykh Rüsheni and `A19 al--Din 
Khalwati. Becoming suspicious at the large number of 
followers who had gathered around these two shaykhs in 
the capital, he exiled them from the city. 
95 
The priiiary role and function of the Süfis, naturally, 
was a religious one, and their main task was to propagate 
Islam96"in general and to promote the doctrines of their 
94. Keskin, op. cit., pp. 244-45. 
95. Kissling, "Aus der Geschichte des Chalvetijje Orderns" 
in ZDIvIG, CII (1953), p. 245. 
96. H. Kramers, "Islam in Asia Minor" in Analecta 
Orientalia (Leiden, 1954), pp. 27,31'; V. Mdnage, 
The Islamisation...; Vryonis, opo cit., p. 363. 
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orders in particular. Accordingly, this mission of the 
Sufis was aimed in two directions; the first : ras towards 
Muslims and the second towards non-Muslims. To accomplish 
the first aim required the teaching of the fundamentals 
of Islam and of its religious duties to those people who 
would be offered no alternative opportunity of'acquiring 
this type of education. The Sufis also accepted the role 
of training new converts within the framework of the 
ritual and doctrines of their orders. In this way they 
played a significant part in the process of the Islamisation 
of the Christian provinces which were annexed to the state 
by conquest-97 
But the concept of Islam as spread by the Süfis 
differed from that of Orthodox Islam as taught in the 
medrese. The Süfis' approach to Islam, often formed 
"popular religion", while that of the medrese constituted 
"official religion". 
93 "Popular religion" was inter- 
mixed with other traditions, customs and beliefs not 
associated with Islam in its pristine form. Associated 
with the. tarigas were certain practices such as the 
veneration of saints and tombs, the celebration of 
certain festivals, and the ritual use of music and dance. 99 
97. Barkan, Kolonizator Sugar, op. cit., pp. 50-3; 
Trimingham, op. cit., p. 232. 
98. J. Waardenburgh, "Official and Popular Religion in 
Islam, in Social Compass-(1978) XXIT, 13-4 , pp. 315-41. 
99. Trimingham, op. cit., pp. 195,225-28,230. 
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The `ularnä' however did not remain indifferent to 
the introduction of such innovatory rituals; on the 
contrary, they objected strongly. According to Rahman, 
the criticism and objection of the orthodox 'ulamä' were 
responsible for the emergence of an orthodox form of 
Süfism. 100 The Süfis, because of those rituals and 
practices, attracted the masses into their ranks by 
appealing to their hearts and presenting their message 
in simple and intelligible language, while they drew the 
intellectuals by cultivating the arts which were either 
proscribed or neglected by the rigid attitude of the 
established `ulamd4. In short, the medrese appealed to 
the appetite for arid learning which would be rewarded 
by advancement and promotion through the 'ilmiyye, while 
the tekke addressed the heart of the novice in a spirit of 
mystical love. The Süfi sciences were presented as a 
metaphor for knowledge or love of God, and had a profound 
influence upon the people and on Muslim civilization. 
101 
100. F. Rahman, Islam, (London, 1966), pp. 137-40. 
101. Arberry, Sufism, (London, 1950), pp. 45-119; 
idem "Sufism" in CHI, II, pp. 604-631; 
H. A. R. Gibb, Islam (London, 1978), pp. 93-99; 
A. M Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions of Islam (Berkeley, 
1978), pp. 333-9;. Trimingharn, Orders, pp. 218-9. 
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The Palace and the Tekke 
Throughout the Ottoman period, relations between the 
Palace and the established Süfi orders 
close and mutually advantageous. This 
was due to a flexible attitude on both 
institutions being prepared to adapt t, 
times. The first Ottoman Sultans, and 
Seljuq Sultans of Ram before them, had 
generally remained 
good relationship 
sides, with both 
o the changing 
indeed even the 
welcomed Süfi 
leaders to their. capitals and encouraged the brotherhoods. 
In return for political patronage the shaykhs would assure 
the ruler of their own loyalty and that of their followers. 
102 
The Sultans were able, therefore, to exploit the 
Safi brotherhoods in several ways. The Safi leaders had 
the necessary influence to assure the adherence of the 
local population to the Ottoman state, and they thus 
helped in the maintenance of order and stability. Sufis 
acted as preachers (wg`iz) throughout the Ottoman 
territories, particularly in the small towns and villages 
where the influence of the "official" 'ulamä' class did 
not penetrate. It was natural, therefore, that the 
Sultans should establish tekkes in every newly-conquered 
area. 
103 
This important relationship was not always harmonious; 
102. Kara, op. cit., pp. 113-18; Keskin, op. cit., 
pp. 227-29; Trimingham, op. cit., pp. 239-40. 
103. M. Kara, ibid. 
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it could only be maintained by constant vigilance against 
elements that were too heterodox for a state which 
ostensibly had become the guardian of Orthodox Islam. 
The traditional analysis of Ottoman society, based 
104 
upon Lybyer's study of western sources, proposed that 
the Ottoman state was made up of two institutions, 
the "ruling institution" and what Lybyer termed the 
"Muslin institution". However, the scantest perusal 
of the Ottoman sources forces the scholar to place the 
tarigas on an equal footing with the other two institutions. 
The Ottoman state was a combination of three major elements, 
represented by the army, the nedrese and the tekke. The 
first ruled, the second interpreted the law and provided 
formal education, while the third provided the social 
bonding which drew together the various groups within 
the state. Up to the seventeenth century the two latter 
groups were largely complementary, the first supplying 
the formal education required for certain professions, 
the latter fulfilling the spiritual, cultural, social and 
educational needs of the masses. 
104. A. Lybyer, The Government of the Ottoman Empire in 
the Time of Sulaiman the Magnificent (Cambridge, 
Mass. 1913). 
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The Medrese and the Tekke 
In the formative period of the Ottoman state it would 
have been difficult to draw a sharp distinction between 
the 'ulamä' and the Süfi brotherhoods. The first Ottoman 
müderris (professor), DFLwtid of Kayseri (d. 1351), who 
taught in Iznik, was instrumental in the dissemination of 
the ideas of the Andalusian mystic, Ibn `Arabi (d. 1240) 
in Anatolia. 105 The first Ottoman Shaykh al-Isläm, Moll. 
Fenäri (d.. 1431), too, had close links with Sufism. As 
a matter of fact, this connection continued throughout the 
Ottoman period. 
106 In the early days of the Ottoman state, 
Sufism and scholarship were. merely two aspects of the same 
phenomenon, which was the search for knowledge of God. 
After the conquest of Istanbul, however, and in the . 
centuries that followed, these two aspects evolved into 
two highly complex institutions, which were clearly 
separate, although it was not uncommon for individuals to 
be members of both. By. the beginning of the seventeenth 
century, an element of rivalry and competition had intruded 
into what had remained for so long a harmonious relationship. 
The `ulamä' developed into a highly bureaucratic 
105. M. Bayrakdar, La Philosophie Mystique de la R6ligion 
chez Däwd de Kayseri, unpublished Ph. D. thesis, 
Sorbonne, Paris, 1978, pp. 6-7,13-14. 
106. Kara, op. cit., pp. 65-70. 
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organization which maintained a great deal of exclusiveness 
mainly by limiting entry into its ranks to the families of 
established 'älins. It became increasingly difficult for 
outsiders, no. matter how gifted, to enter the hierarchy 
in the face of the blatantly corrupt nepotism practised 
by the powerful established families-107 This process 
naturally undermined the ideal of the Muslim `ilmiyye, 
which had traditionally been open to all aspiring men of 
talent. At the same time, the traditional role of the 
tariqas as supporters of the Ottoman government and 
proponents of Islamic propaganda and rule slowly ceased 
to have real value in the face of strong central government. 
The orders no longer had the role of establishing a 
fledgling state and orthodox religious views, but con- 
centrated on ministering to those elements of society 
which were neglected by the established system. In other 
words, they offered an alternative spiritual ministry. In 
doing so*they deprived the 'ulatä' of a monopoly which 
they felt was their right. Thus the seeds of the future 
disagreement between these two institutions, the `ulamä' 
and the Süfis, may be traced right back to the early 
Ottoman period. 
This disagreement was demonstrated in the attitude of 
107. A. Ugur, op. cit. , p. LX 
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the Shaykh al-Islam to the Safi orders. As holder of 
the highest position in the 'ilmiyye hierarchy he was the 
ultimate arbiter of orthodoxy within the state, and as 
such issued decisions as to whether certain Safi practices 
were canonical or not. From the sixteenth century onwards, 
the Ottoman Shaykh al-Islams issued different fatwäs 
concerning some Safi practices, such as samd'. Of course, 
these fatwäs; or official views of the Shaykh al-Islän, 
were subject to change according to the personalities of 
the holders of the office at different times, as well as 
the trends of thought at different periods. As a result, 
there was no consensus of the Shaykh al-Isläms on any 
particular issue. The Shaykh al-Isläm 'Ali Jamäli108 
(d. 1525) composed two risalas in favour of dawarän and 
samt/ , 
109 
while Abu 'l-Su'üd (d. 982/1574)110 issued a 
fatwä which was entirely contradictory to that of his 
predecessor on the same issue. 
111 Ibn Kemäl (d. 940/1534), 112 
108. Repp, op. cit., p. 276. 
109. A. Jamffli, Devrän-i Süfiyyenin ceväzina dd'ir risäla, 
Sizleymaniye Library, Istanbul, . IS N. Arif, 221/2; 
A. Jamäli, Risäla fl al-dhikr al-jahri wa)l-dawarä, n, 
SUleymaniye Library, Istanbul, ATS E shd Ef. 1761/6, 
ff. 54-57. 
110. Repp, op. cit., p. 341. 
111. Cf. ch. VI, below. 
112. Repp, op. cit., p. 236. 
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on the other hand, was equivocal in his attitude. While 
he defended the reputation of Ibn 'Arabi, and considered 
him as al-Shaykh al-Akbar, 
113 he also issued a fatwd 
proscribing dawardn and samä,. 
114 Although individual 
Shaykh al-Islams varied in their views on the Süfis, 
their attitude was generally moderate, in that they tried 
to maintain some sort of equilibrium between the Süfis 
and their puritanical opponents. 
115 
Amongst the rest of the 'ulamä' class the same 
equivocal attitude is also to be found. Certain 
independent scholars, such as Ibrahim al-Halabi (d. 1549), 
Qinali-zäde 'Ali (d. 1570), Birgiwi Mehmed (1574) and 
SünbUl Sinan expressed their opinions on Safi practices 
either through independent risaläs or in their major works. 
113. Kara,. op. cit., p. 79; Ibn Kemal, Fatäwä fi haqq 
Ibn 'Arabi, Süleymaniye Library, ITS. Es'ad 3f. 1694/3, 
fol. 11. 
114. Ibn Kemä1, Fatäwä al-Rags, Süleymaniye Library, PSS. 
Fs`ad Ef. 696/3, if. 36-39. 
115. For more detail on the subject see E. Kaydu, Die 
Institution des Scheyh ul-Islamat im Osmanischen 
Staat, Nürnberg 1971, pp. 90-105. 
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While Birgiwi and al-Halabi condemned Süfi practices, 
116 
Qinall. -zäde `Ali and SUnbül Sin-in defended them. 
117 As 
a-result, -all these developments in the sixteenth century 
demonstrate that the role of the Sufis in society was no 
longer accepted without question. -However, -it was only 
in the following century that'these doubts flared up into 
open dispute and violence. 
An attempt will now, be made to examine-the relation- 
ship between the medrese and the tekke, during the seventeenth 
century, in order to isolate some of the underlying causes 
of the Qddi-zgdelis controversy. As has been mentioned 
already, although a certain amount of tension existed 
between the representatives of the medrese and the tekke 
throughout Islamic history in general and in the Ottoman 
state in-particular, this smouldering conflict was fanned. 
into flames by the introduction of two new items, coffee 
and tobacco, into the Muslim world. These novelties were 
added to other subjects-of dispute and their arrival 
revived and exacerbated chronic disputes which had long 
lain dormant. 
As will be seen later, 
118 the arrival of. coffee in 
116, Birgiwi, al-Tariqat al-Muhammadiyya, (Istanbul, 1289), 
pp. 166-7; al-Halabi, al-Rahs wa'l-Wags li-Mustahill 
al-Rags, SUleyraaniye Library, MS. Es'ad Bf. ff. 222- 
232. 
117. Cf. ch. VII below. 
118. Cf. ch. VII below. 
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Istanbul during the mid-sixteenth century and the 
introduction of tobacco at the beginning of the seven- 
teenth century forced the Ottoman `ulamä' at large and 
the Shaykh al-Islams in particular to pass judgement 
concerning their legality or illegality. The Shaykh al- 
Islam Yahyä Ef. and Bahä'i Ef. favoured the legitimacy of 
tobacco while coffee was already considered legal by the 
end of the sixteenth century. But at the same time 
Bahä'i Ef., like his predecessors, Ibn Kemal and Abu '1- 
Su'üd, condemned the Safi practice of samä` or dawargn 
which was regarded as innovatory and irreligious by the 
orthodox `ulamä'. At this period, many of the `ulamä' were 
attracted towards material possessions and living in 
luxury and extravagance. This was in contrast to the 
Sufis who were content with what they_had already. These 
novelties, coffee and tobacco, were eagerly adopted by 
the Süf! s in general and the Khalwatiyya in particular, 
who used them as stimulants and popularized them. Their 
appearance, however, presented difficulties for the 'ulamä' 
in that they were charged with deciding on their legality. 
In doing so, it was natural that such decisions should be 
interpreted as favouring or discriminating against the 
Safi brotherhoods. The application for a iatwä on such 
novelties seems to have encouraged similar requests for 
judgements on the so-called bida's which had a longer 
history, practices which were peculiar to the Sufis, such 
as dawarän, samt' and musical recitation. Although there 
were exceptions, the majority of the 'ulamä' by their 
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fatwäs expressed approval of these practices. 
The QZlai-zädelis, on the other hand, did not 
participate in the consensus which approved these 
novelties. They continued to oppose these practices 
and increasingly resorted to direct appeals to the 
people to achieve their goals. In the course of the 
seventeenth century, therefore, three points of view 
emerged: firstly that of the Süfis, who embraced these 
novelties, secondly the Qädi-zddelis, who were violently 
119 
opposed to them, and finally the `ulamg', who found it 
increasingly difficult to steer an even course through 
the violent factions. The `ulamä' were responsible for 
the maintenance of orthodoxy and social order. While the 
former responsibility would have steered them in the 
direction of the QLdi-zädelis, the violent tactics and 
demagogy of this latter group tended to push them more 
towards the Süfis, whose role in the disputes was far 
more passive. The populace at large tended to be confused 
by the sophistic arguments bandied about in the debates, 
and increasingly adopted the partisanship of one of the 
119. Although the Qäd! -zädelis (or at least their leaders) 
were all members of the lesser `ulamä', their attitude 
differed so markedly from those of the 'ulama' as a 
whole that in this thesis they have been consistently 
treated as a distinct group. 
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two opposing factions for social, cultural and emotional 
reasons, rather than from a conviction based on the 
validity of the arguments. The result was a tendency 
towards polarisation in the society of the time. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE QADI-ZADE MOVEMENT : TIC FIRST PHASE 
-132- 
Historical Background 
Every human society, it has been said, passes through 
several stages of development, until eventually it reaches 
its zenith, this process being the result of forces 
implicit within it. The cultural aspects of this go in 
parallel with other transformations of the society, but 
their pace may at times be accelerated by influences 
coming from other societies and civilisations. If the 
recipient system is able to absorb-these foreign elements 
without abandoning its own innate character the result is 
fruitful and beneficial; but, on the other hand, if their 
introduction necessitates the distortion or abandonment 
of fundamental values, stresses and tendencies are set up 
which may pull apart the very fabric of its structure. 
When the society in question is Islamic - which is to say, 
one based uniquely on principles which have their origin 
in the Islamic religion - the introduction of extraneous 
cultural influences will always be examined in the light 
of whether they might adversely affect the faith, either 
by encouraging uncanonical practices or beliefs, or by 
undermining the integrity of the umma. 
It fell to the 'ulamä', as the official guardians of 
orthodoxy, to be vigilant in protecting their communities 
from harmful innovations; and the religious history of 
Islam, in every period and in every region, demonstrates 
the efforts made to this end in numerous hortatory tracts 
and treatises, which in turn were the response to what 
was felt to be a contamination of the true faith. Such 
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writings were either reformist or revivalist in nature, 
and although they have much in common, they nevertheless 
are distinct in the purpose which they seek to achieve. 
Reformist movements are usually to be found in those 
periods of economic crisis and political weakness when 
the moral fibre of the community shows visible signs of 
disintegration, whereas revivalism directs its attention 
to the more insidious features which affect the very 
bases of religion by inducing carelessness and laxity in 
the observance of prescribed practices. In both such 
periods there unfailingly appeared on the scene religious 
teachers who sought to redirect the currents of social 
behaviour back into the traditional channels of what they 
regarded as true Islamic belief, holding to a puritanical 
morality and the ideal of the good society. 
As the only valid basis for a healthy political and 
social life was held by these teachers to reside in 
religion, it was natural that they should focus their 
attention on matters of creed and doctrine rather than 
attack specific abuses in administration which could be 
seen as deriving ultimately from deeper moral defects. 
Beginning with Ibn Taymiyya in the thirteenth century, and 
to a great extent influenced by his example, every 
subsequent generation produced its religious reformers, 
often men of great moral courage who were prepared to 
challenge the temporal power and to defy the general 
opinion of their communities. 
Although the influence of Ibn Taymiyya on reform 
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movements throughout other regions of the Islamic world 
has received its due attention, 
1 there has as yet been no 
-scholarly attempt to assess its importance among the 
Ottomans. According to the Ottoman historians (whose 
view has hitherto been followed by modern scholars), the 
Qädi-zäde movement was a renewal of the age-long controversy 
between two important classes in the Islamic community: 
the 'ulamä' and the Sufis. It should also be seen as a 
movement of socio-religious reform, and in this respect 
it continues the efforts in this direction started by 
Ibn Taymiyya in the thirteenth century. 
2 The influence 
of Ibn Taymiyya on Birgiw3 Mehmed Efendi is apparent, and 
it is'the teaching of Birgiwi which underlies the doctrines 
of the Qädi-zädelis. It willlbe shown that, in their 
attacks on the Sufis, the adherents of this movement were 
concerned at the same time to reform the society in which 
1. H. Laoust, Doctrines Sociales et Politiques d'Ibn 
Taimiya (Cairo, 1939); idem, "L'Influence d'Ibn 
Taymiyya" in T. Welch - P. Cachia (eds. ) Islam; Past 
Influence and Present Challenge (Edinburgh, 1979), 
pp. 15-33; J. Rosenthal, Islam in the Modern National 
State (Cambridge, 1965), p. 15; M. Kerr, Islamic 
Reform (California, 1956). 
-2. F. Rahman, "Revival and Reform in Islam" in C. H. I. 
II, p. 640; A. S. A1-`Uthaymin, Muhammad ibn `Abd al- 
Wqahhäb : The man and his works, unpublished Ph. D. 
thesis, Edinburgh, 1973, pp. Z35-7" 
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they lived, the evils and defects of which they saw as 
arising from a departure from the traditional virtues of 
Islam and the acceptance of such innovations as were 
tolerated among the Süfis. 
Since Birgiwi Mehmed Efendi may be regarded as the 
source from which the Qädi-zäde movement developed, it 
will be useful to give here a brief account of his life 
and his works. 
Birgiwi's Life [929/1523 - 981/1573] 
Mehmed b. Pir `Ali, commonly known as Imäm Birgiwi or 
Birgiwi Mehmed, was born on 10 Jura 1 929/27 March 1523), in 
Balikesir, where his father, Pir 'Ali, was a müderris. His 
mother's name was Ireryem, and apart from this we have no 
other information on his family. 
3 
Coming from a learned family, Birgiwi received his 
first education from his father at home, after which he 
attended the local medrese. When he had completed the 
3" The main sources of biographical information on 
Birgiwi are: 
N. 'Atä'i, Dhayl Shagä'iq al-Nu'mdniyya, (fstanbul, 
1232), p. 172; E. Yiiksel, Les idles religieuses et 
politiques de Mehmed al-Birkdwi (929-931/1523-73), 
unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Sorbonne, 1972; idem, 
"Mehmet Birgivi" (929-931/1523-73), in Atattirk 
Üniversitesi Islam! Ilimler Fakültesi Dergisi, II 
(1977), pp. 175-83. 
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education provided there, he left for istanbul to 
continue his studies under scholars of reputation. He 
entered the Thämaniyya Medrese where he studied first 
under Akhi-zäde Mehmed Efendi (d. 989/1581) and then 
Qädi-`asker `Abd al-Rahmän Efendi (d. 1001/1591). Having 
finished his studies, he received his müläzemet from his 
master, `Abd al-Rahmän Ef., and entered the academic 
career in a teaching post in one of the nedreses of 
Istanbul. It is not known how long he had been in this 
post when, again through the influence of his master, he 
was appointed as gassän-i 'askeri4 in Edirne, an office 
which dealt with the estates of deceased soldiers. 
While he was in Edirne, he decided to enter a tariga, 
and cane to Istanbul, where he. associated himself with the 
Bayramiyya dervish order5 and spent some time under the 
spiritual guidance of Shaykh `Abd al-Rahmä. n of Qaramän 
(d. 977/1515), 6 dressing in the white garments which this 
order prescribed. At some point during this period he 
relinquished the post of gassäm and made a trip to Edirne 
in order-to hand over the funds he had received from the 
4" For this office see Pakalin, op. cit., II, p. 270; 
Uzuncarsili, IT, p. 121. 
5. On this order see A. Gölpinarli, "Bayramiya" in IA, 
II, pp. 423-6; G. Lewis, "Bayrämiyya" in'BI2, I, 
p. 1137. 
6. `Atä'i, p. 179; Kätib Celebi, Mizän, p. 105. 
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sale of deceased soldiers' property to those entitled to 
them. 7 Birgiwi, with his rational mind, could not adjust 
himself to a way of life (i. e. that of the tariga) which 
completely differed from his previous life style. Under- 
standing this, Shaykh Qaranä. ni advised him to return to 
teaching and preaching. 
Although it is not clear from the available sources 
what were the immediate reasons for his leaving the Safi 
way of life, some authors, such as Uzuncarsill and 
Yurdaydin, 8 suggest that Birgiwi left-the tariga because 
he was'unable to accept the theory of "wahdat al-wujüd"9 
on which the Bayramiyya order was based. In fact, he did 
not entirely abandon Sufism, but he felt that to stay in 
a tekke and occupy himself in spiritual purification was 
a selfish act, at a time when many innovations and non- 
Islamic practices were taking place in society. Shaykh 
Qaramäni, who knew Birgiwi and his abilities, might have 
thought that if Birgiwi returned to teaching and preaching 
he would be very useful to the community. What these 
objectionable innovations were, and the degree to which 
they had penetrated the Muslim community, may be gathered 
7. K. Kufrali, "Birgewi" in BI2, I, p. 1253 and also 
in IA 
8. Uzuncarsili, OT, vol. iii, part i, p. 363; 
H. Yurdaydin, Islam tarihi Dersleri (Ankara, 1971), 
p. 125. 
9. I. Fenn!, 'rlahdat r+lujüd rra Muhyl 'l Din 'Arabi, 
(Istanbul, 1928). 
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from Birgiwi's own works. 
When 'Atd' `ulläh Bfendi, the tutor of Selin II, 
built a dar al-hadithl0 in Birgi in the province of Aydin, 
he appointed Birgiwi as its mUderris, with a stipend of 
60 akce per day. There were probably political motives 
behind this appointment of Birgiwi. No doubt the 
authorities in Istanbul felt relieved to have this 
uncompromising fundamentalist far away from the capital. 
Here Birgiwi settled down and worked for the rest of his 
life. In a short time he became well-known and received 
students from all over the Ottoman territories, devoting 
himself to teaching, preaching and writing. He regarded 
as his special mission the defence of the sharl'a and the 
sunna against innovations and non-Islamic practices. 
Towards the end of his life, he went to Istanbul where he 
10. A considerable number of ottoman medreses bear the 
name där al-hadith. The position of these där al- 
hadith within the entire medrese system has yet to 
be clearly established. But it would appear (see 
Baltaci, op. cit., especially pages 20-1) that the 
dar al-hadith was a specialized type of medrese 
concentrating on the teaching of sciences connected 
with ha. ith. Baltaci suggests, that, as in the case 
of the general rnedreses, there were different grades 
of dar al-hadith. 
11. Baltaci, Medreseler, pp. 533-4. 
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discussed certain problems with the Grand Vizier Soqullu 
Mehraed Pasha and asked him to put an end to the degeneration 
which was threatening the moral life of Islamic society. 
When he returned to Birgi he fell victim to the plague, and 
died on I Jam. I 931 (1 August 1573). His grave is in 
Birgi. 12 
The Works of Birgiwi. 
Birgiwi produced works in Arabic and Turkish on a 
wide variety of subjects, including fiqh, tafsir, 'agd'id 
akhldq, Arabic grar. iar, Sufism and other-topics. 
13 
The Wasiyyat-näme and al-Tarigat. al-Muhamrnadiyya 
are his most famous works and both have enjoyed a high 
reputation since the time they first appeared. His books 
on Arabic grammar, the Izhär and the `Ai4mil, have been 
widely used for the teaching of the elementary language. 
12. Yüksel, op. cit., p. 83; M. A. Ayn3, Turk AhlakQilari, 
(Istanbul, 1939), pp. 103-51. 
It is ironic that the tomb of Birgiwi, who was so 
resolute an opponent of the veneration of the burial 
places of saints and holy men, is today an object of 
popular visitation and prayers. In this he shares 
the same fate as his predecessor Ibn Taymiyya. 
13. N. Atsiz, Istanbul Kütüphanelerine göre Birgili 
Nehmed Ef. (929-931) (1523-1573) Bibliyografyasi 
(Istanbul, 1963), p. 2; YUksel, op. cit., ch. I. 
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i) The Wasiyyat-. näme is a catechism (`ilia-ihäl) also 
known as the "RisMla-i Birgiwi" which was written around 
970/1562. It discusses inän, `ibädet, akhläq and tasawwuf, 
in a very concise and convenient form. Written in Turkish, 
it became a popular handbook, and down to the present it 
is still widely read among certain pious classes. It. 
attracted many commentaries and was translated into 
French in 1832 by Garcin de Tassy. 
14 
ii) Al-Tarigat al-Muhammadiyya15 was completed on 27 
Sha`bän 981/31 December 1572. This was his last and most 
important work. It is in simple Arabic and deals with 
akhläq, tasawwuf and matters concerning the prescriptions 
of the shari'a and the sunna. In form it is a vade-mecum 
for preachers and writers of homilies. This, too, has 
l6 
received many commentaries and glosses. 
The book is composed in three sections (bäb), each 
divided into several chapters. The first bäb treats the 
Qur'an and the sunna; the second is mainly concerned with 
the pious life: what things should be observed and what 
should be avoided. The third bäb is mainly devoted to 
explaining the attitudes of various madhähib to certain 
practices, ending with a brief recommendation that certain 
14. Atsiz, op. cit., pp. 5-11; Kuirali, in EI2, I, 
p. 1253. 
15. The full title of the work is al-Tarigat al-Muhanriadiyya 
fi SirAt al-Ahmadiyya (Istanbul, 1287). 
16. A. Ayn3, op. and loc. cit; Yüksel, op. cit. ch. I. 
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of his other works be read, in order that non-canonical 
innovations may be avoided. The most important of these 
innovations are held tobe of two kinds: paying for 
prayers or Qur'änic recitations and making waqf endowments 
in cash. 
17 
These two works must be regarded as Birgiwi's most 
important contributions to religious literature, and they 
are the basis on which his fame rests. His other mono- 
graphs are particularly devoted to the exposure of what 
he considered to be unauthorised innovations in his own 
time, and of these he specifically mentions four at the 
end of the Tarigat. 
18 These are as follows: -19 
1. Jilä' al-qulüb. This deals with innovations introduced 
into religion through tasawwuf. Birgiwi's conception of 
the latter, as might be expected, is strictly orthodox, - 
and he demands that it adhere unswervingly to the shari'a 
and the sunna. His main attack is against those false 
17. Birgiwi, al-Tarigat al-Muhammadiyya (Istanbul, 1287), 
pp. 218-9. For a full discussion on the subject see 
J. E. Mandaville, "Usurious Piety : The cash wagf 
controversy in the Ottoman Empire" IJIES, X (1979), 
pp. 289-308. 
18. Birgiwi, op. cit., p. 219. 
19. The four risälas listed here were included in a 
lithographed collection published in Istanbul by the 
Sahhäflar Ketkhudäsi Es'ad Efendi in the late nine- 
teenth century. 
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Sufis of the age, ;, rhose ignorance leads them into 
uncanonical practices and whose behaviour brings true 
tasawwuf into disrepute. He describes the way of life 
and doctrines of the early Süfis in order to show that 
in the age in which he was living there. were few Süfis 
to be found who possessed those characteristics. 
2. Ingädh al-Halikin. This insists on the illegality of 
making cash endowments, other than at the time of death, 
in order to secure a spiritual reward. This risäla was 
refuted by a fatwä delivered by the famous Abu 'l-Su'üd 
Bf., in which he based his decision on a statement of 
the Imam Zufar (d. 775). Birgiwi, however, responded to 
Abü 'l-Su'üd in a work entitled Sayf al-Särim. In this 
he maintained that Abt 'l-Su'üd was in error and that the 
Imäm's judgement was based on weak traditions (ahad3th). 
He reasserts his position that waqfs of money should not 
be made lest the endower unintentionally fall into sin 
(because of the usury involved) while seeking to acquire 
spiritual merit. Birgiw3 intended that his statement, 
and not the fatwä of Abu 'l-Su'üd, should be the guide to 
orthodox practices for judges dealing with such. cases. 
20 
3. Igäz al-nä'imin wa ifhäm al-gäsirin. This attacks 
the common practice of paying to have the Qur'än recited 
or prayers said for oneself or a deceased relative. 
20. For a full discussion of this issue see Ißandaville, 
op. cit. 
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Birgiwi maintains that such use of money is condemned by 
every madhhab and has no place in any religion. 
4. Ziyärat al-qubür. The work is based on the 
Ighäthat al-Lahfän of Ibn Qayyim al-Jawzi, and it 
explains the canonical limits on the visitation of the 
tombs of holy men. Birgiwi condemns such prevalent 
practices as praying to the person buried, lighting 
candles and sacrificing animals, none of which have any 
sanction or validity in Orthodox Islam. 
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Qddi-zäde Mehmed21 [c. 990/1582 (? ) - 1045/1635] 
a) Qäai-zäde's Life 
Al-Shaykh Qadi-zäde Mehmed Ef. b. Toghgn3 Mustafä Ef., 
commonly known as Qädi-zäde Mehmed or Kücük (young) Qäd3- 
zäde, was born in Balikesir, where his father, Toghäni 
Mustafä, was a gädi. No date of birth or further 
information relating to his origin is given in the 
sources. 
22 Nevertheless, it is possible for us to 
estimate the date of his birth from the fact that he was 
over fifty when he. died in 1045/1635.23 If we accept 
fifty-five as a medial figure for his age at that date, 
he would have been born about the year 990/1582.24 
Being the son of aq 4i, Mehmed Bf. received his 
21. Other `ulamä' and officials in the Ottoman sources 
have the same laqab, and therefore in order to 
prevent confusion this Qädi-zäde was referred to 
as KU6 k Qädi-zäde. Biiyük Qadi-zäde was also a shaykh 
and Qäd3-zäde Mehmed Ef. succeeded him in the Ayasofya 
in 1041/1631. 
22. Kätib Celebi, Fadhlaka, II, pp. 182-3; idem, Mizän' 
al-Haqq, pp. 107-109,110-1; `Ushäg1-z9de, pp. 43-4; 
OM, I, p. 402; SO, IV, p. 142; H'A, II, p. 277. 
23. Only the Miz-ffn mentions that this was his age at the 
time of his death. 
24. Uzuncarsili also says, without giving any reference, 
that he was born in 990. See OT, III, part 1, pp. 364. 
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first education at home from his father, and afterwards 
he advanced his studies under some former students of 
Nehmed Birgiwi (d. 981/1573). Naturally, during this 
period of his studies he would have heard about Birgiwi 
Mehmed and his works. It is most likely that he studied 
some of his works. 
To continue his studies, Mehmed Ef. left his native 
town and came to Istanbul, where he became a pupil of 
Tursun-zäde `Abd Allah Ef. and later acted as his mu`id. 
25 
The sources are uninformative about his age at this time 
and the-medrese in which he studied. `Atä'i's"article on 
Tursun-zäde `Abd Alläh allows the assumption that Qädi- 
zäde might have been his student some time between the 
years 1005/1596., or 1009/1600.26 If we accept his date of 
birth as 990/1582, it is very likely that he could. have 
studied with : ursun-zgde before 1008/1599. Perhaps the 
year 1008/1599, when Tursun-zäde was teaching in the 
Thamäniyya is the most likely date. It is noteworthy that 
at this time(1597-99) the normal period of study in the 
25. Acting as assistant to him, repeating the lectures 
for students. See Baltaci, Medreseler 
Uzuncarsili, IT, pp. 7-9. 
26. According to `Atd'i, Türsün-zEde taught in several 
medreses before his appointment as a gädl in-1010/1601. 
The dates and list of the medreses are as follows: 
1001 - Nishanji Mehmed Medrese 
1004 - Edirne Kapisi ? Iedrese 
1005 - Ghazanfar Agha 
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Ottoman medreses was severely reduced in order to 
accommodate the large number of students who, as a 
result of the disturbed social conditions, wanted to 
enter the `uland' career. 
27 This solution to the problem 
of accournodating potential students caused a decline in 
the quality of education. 
28 
On completing his studies, Qä4i-zäde chose to become 
a preacher (wä`iz) and began giving sermons in the mosques 
of Istanbul. The sources relating to this period do not 
mention any specific mosque or place. However, after 
preaching for a while, Qädi-zgde was attracted to the 
Süfi. way of life, an attitude which was not uncommon among 
the Ottoman `ulamä'. Through the influence and encourage- 
merit of the well-known Khalwati Shaykh (TarJumdn Shaykhi) 
`Ömer Ef. (d. 1033/1623), 29 he associated himself with 
this tariga and became his mürid, spending some time in 
spiritual purification. K tib Celebi, a pupil of Q- 
zäde, narrates this event as follows: 
,, He then chose the career of a Safi shaykh, 
entering the service of `Omer Efendi, Shaykh of 
the Tarjumän lodge (tekke) and occupying himself 
1008 - Sahn-i Thamän 
1009 - Walide Sultän Med. Usküdär 
1010 - Qäd1 to Jerusalem, `Atä'i, pp. 533-4. 
27. See Baltaci, Medreseler, pp. 37-41. Cf. above, 
chapter II, ?. 76 
28. Baltaci, Medreseler, pp. 61-71. 
29. 'Atä'1, p. 758; Fadhlaka, II, p. 64. 
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with spiritual purification. Finding however 
that the path did not suit his temperament, 
he adopted the way of speculation. "30 
Thus, after an unspecified period as a mürid, he 
realized that the Süf3 life was not for him; he therefore 
returned to his previous occupation. This presumably took 
place in the early years of his professional life, and it 
is possible that the friendship between himself and 'Cmer 
Ef., both of them being preachers in Istanbul, was the 
reason for his entering the tariga. 
It is very likely that Qädi-zäde's first appointment 
after his return to preaching was in the Muräd Pasha Mosque, 
where he held study circles and taught some classical 
Islamic books, such as the Jämi, 
31 the Sadr al-Shari'a32 
and the Mukhtasar. 
33 Through the quality of his teaching 
and his moving sermons he gained fame and reputation. 
Afterwards, he was appointed preacher in the Sultan Sel m 
Mosque, where he succeeded Birgiwi-zäde Fadl Allä. h Ef. 
30. Balance, p. 132; Mizän, p. 121; cf. also Fadhlaka, 
II, p. 64. 
31. A work of al-Jämi (d. 898/1492); see Brockelmann, 
GAL, II, pp. 266-7. It is a work on Arabic language. 
32. A work of Mahmüd ibn Sadr al-Shari'a, Wiggyat al- 
riwäya fi nasäil al-hidäya; see GAL, I, p. 376 
S, I, p. 646, Hanafite law. 
33. A1-Mukhtasar is a work of Muhammad al-Qudüri of Baghdad 
(d. 1037); see GAL, I, p. 175; KZ, II, p. 1631 on 
Hanafite law. 
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(d. 1032/1622), 34 and after spending some time there, he 
was promoted to the Fätih. Mosque around 1038/1628. hätib 
Celebi one day happened to hear a sermon which he was 
giving, and this influenced him to become his pupil for 
the study of the religious-sciences. Later, in 1032/ 
1622-3, K. tib Celebi returned to him for further study and 
read such classical works, as Ihyä' 'ulüm al-Din, 
35 
a 
commentary on al-Mawägif, 
36 Durar37 and Tarigat. 38 He 
does not mention where this study was conducted, though 
it was probably again in the Fätih Mosque. 
In 1032/l622-3, 'Q9idi-zäde Mehmed was transferred to 
Sultän Bäyazid Mosque, where he succeeded Shaykh Fadl 
A11äh*Ef. 39 for the second time. He stayed there until 
he was given the Süleymäniye Mosque where he replaced 
34. 'Atä'i, p. 675. 
35. The well-known work of al-Ghazill. 
36. A work of 'Adud al-Din 'Abd al-RahmSn ibn Ahmad al-Iji 
(d. 1355); it is on theology. 
37. A work of Molla Khusraw, a commentary on his other 
work Ghurär, see IT, p. 229; GAL, S, II, p. 316 on 
law. 
38. Birgiwi's famous work al-Tarigat al-Tluhammadiyya. 
39. 'Atg'i, op. cit. 
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Shaykh Mustafä 3f. (d. 1041/1631) in Jam. II 1041/August 
1631.40 Here he stayed until the death in 1041 of Shaykh 
Mehned Ef. 41 known as BUyUk Qäd3-z9de, the wä. ̀ iz of the 
Ayasofya Mosque, provided the opportunity for "KU ük" 
Qad3-zäde to replace him there. 
In 1045/1635 he accompanied the Sultän for the Rewän 
campaign, but on reaching Konya he became ill and returned 
to Istanbul where he died on 26 Rab' II 1045/9 October 1635. he 
His burial prayer was performed in the Fätih Mosque and was 
buried outside Yenikapi, in the manner which he had wanted, 
without dhikr and tahlil. 
42 
The chronogram of his death is: 
43 (1045) 0 
1.9 
45. )1 -11 ° 
U'. 'Y-11 
40. 'Atä'i, pp. 764-5. 
41. 'Ata'i, p. 765. 
42. Na'imä, III, p. 261; Fadhlaka, II, p. 182. 
43. Fadhlaka, II0 p. 182. 
Dhikr is the repeated utterance of certain religious 
formulae, of which tahlil refers specifically to the 
formula lä iläha i11ä 'l1äh. Qädi-zäde's attitude to 
dhikr is set out in his risäla Dhikr-i Jahr! (see 
below, p. 1s9 ). He was against such utterances 
being made in a loud voice. Qädi-zäde and his 
successors ÜstUwäni and Wän3 specifically denounced 
the practice of loud dhikr during funeral processions. 
See Qädi-zäde, Dhikr-i Jahr!, fol. 5a. 
Ustüwäni, Kitäb-i Ustüwdni, fol. 109b-110a. 
Wan3, Muhyi'al-sunna wa mumit, fol. 22a-b. 
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b. Qaqi-zäde's Personal Qualities and Attitudes 
The information available about Qddi-zäde's 
personality and character is very scant and sometimes 
contradictory, but we may nevertheless glean some idea 
as to what sort of man he was. 
According to Kätib Celebi, Qddi-zäde Meh. Med was 
both zarif (quick-witted) and 'ärif (knowing, wise) and 
in order to gain reputation acted on the principle of 
"oppose, and win fame". He revived the old disputes 
between the 'ulamä' and the Süfis. 
44 His protracted 
arguments with the Süfis of his day brought him to the 
attention of Sultan Muräd IV through whose friendship and 
support he became notable among his contemporaries. K.. tib 
Celebi accuses Qädi-zäde of insincerity in his opinions, 
suggesting that he used such polemics as a trap for the 
unwary. 
45 Having been his pupil, Kätib Celebi may be 
right to some extent, but Qäd3-z9: de's works would 
contradict his assessment. Had Qädi-zäde not been sincere 
in his beliefs, he would not have succeeded in composing 
well-argued scholarly works in support of his position, 
nor would he have convinced'a Sultan like Sultan Muräd IV. 46 
Qädi-zäde had a powerful memory and was capable of 
supporting his arguments with opposite quotations from the 
44. Mizän, p. 112. 
45. Balance, p. 137. 
46. See below, pp. 171- 3 
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acknowledged authorities on any occasion. He was also 
swift of reply in argument and clever in discomfiting an 
opponent. Moreover, Qädi-zäde appears to have been an 
effective teacher and preacher. Indeed, his fame and 
reputation were originally due to his success in these 
activities. He used his sermons in order to pursue his 
dispute with Siwäsi and other Safi shaykhs of the time. 
47 
As a teacher, he employed his deep knowledge of the 
Islamic sciences not only against his opponents but also 
for the people in general. He therefore not only preached 
but he also taught in the mosques of Istanbul. His teaching 
was based on faith in its simplest expression. He did not 
enter into philosophical considerations, on which, in fact, 
he was not well informed. During his teaching, when he 
came across any kind of philosophical statement he used to 
recite these verses: 
"Who'd give a farthing for philosophy? 
Before it what shrewd banter bows the-knee? " 
and 
"Who sheds a tear if a logician dies? "48 
These verses epitomise the attitude held by Qädi-zäde and 
his followers towards the rational sciences. 
As a scholar, he was practical rather than academic in 
dealing with the problems of his own time. His works are 
47. Balance, p. 136; Fadhlaka, loc. cit. 
48. Balance, loc. cit. 
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mainly on. -the subjects on which his opinions differed 
from the Süfis. These were basically matters which he 
regarded as innovations and departures from orthodoxy. 
Although a confidant of the Sultän, he did not hesitate 
to speak, out on those aspects of society which he found 
objectionable, and in particular, the corruption and 
bribery which were then prevalent. In his risälas he 
shows the influence of Ibn Taymiyya, Ibn Qayyim al-Jawzi 
and Birgiwi. 
The Works of Qädi-zäde 
1. Irshäd al-`Hqül al-mustagima-i1ä '1-usül al-gawima 
bi-ibtäl al-bid'a al-sagima. 
49 This work was written in 
Arabic and has no date of completion. It should be 
considered as one of the major works of Qadi-zgde, in which 
he classified his views on certain controversial issues 
arising between the `ulamä' and the Süfis. 
The work is divided into four chapters (bäb), in each 
of which the author discusses a problem and explains what 
he regards as the view which accords with the shari'a. 
He quotes extensively from the earlier `ulamä' in support 
of his position. 
The four chapters are: 
a) Radd al-risäla. This is an attempt to refute views of 
Shäykh al-Islam `Ähi Celebi (Zenbilli) (d. 1526) on the 
49. See Brockelmann, GAL, II, p. 574. 
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permissibility of sann' and rags. 
50 Qadi-zäde collects 
here all the evidence from the writings of earlier `ulamä' 
and tries to prove that rags and sama' are not permitted in 
Islän. Indeed, this issue had been a matter of dispute 
since its first appearance in Islam. 
b) Fi wujüb al-ittibä' Tß. '1-ihtiräz 'ani 'l-ibtidg'. 
This deals with bid'a (innovation) and the danger such 
innovations hold for Islam. 
c) Fi mudhammat al-mubtadi`in al-fujjär wa'1-ragqasin 
al-Ishräz. This is very similar to the first chapter. 
d) Fi wujüb al-tagwä wa tafsirihä wa majärihä. This 
deals with taqwa (piety), its sources, interpretation 
and importance. The risäla demonstrates how well- 
informed the author was on the subject and his talent 
for organizing his arguments methodically. 
51 
50. `Ali Celebi composed two risälas, Risäla f3 al-dhikr 
al-jahr! wa'1 dawarän, Süleymaniye Library, IS. 
Hasan F! üsnü Pasa, no. 771/3, if. 54-7; idem, 
Risä. la fi istihbab dawaran al-Süfiyya, Millet 
Library, MS. A/135 if. 28b-36a. 
51. Qädi-zäde, Irshäd al-`uqül, Stileymaniye Library, 
MS Fatih, 5407/2. Brockelmann mentions only two 
copies of this work; see GAL, II, p. 574; ZDMG, 
91 (1937), 382. The Süleymaniye copy was found by 
me. 
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2. Qämi'at al-bid'a näsirat al-sunna dämighat al- 
mubtada'a. This is also in Arabic and likewise without 
a date of compilation. In fact, it is a continuation of 
Qddi-zäde's first risäla on bid'a. Here he deals with, 
the innovation of performing nawdfil prayers in 
congregation on certain days of some months, such as 
the first Friday of Rajab, the fifteenth of Sha'bän and 
the twenty-seventh of Ramadan, Laylat al-qadr. The 
author argues that it is not permitted to pray the nawäfil 
in congregation on particular days but this is allowable 
for the targwih in Ramadan. 
52 
3. Tdj al-r. asä' il wa m. inhä j al--vdasä' il. This was written 
in Turkish and presented to Sultän N; uräd IV. The risäla 
is in four parts. The first is an introduction to the 
translation of Ibn Taymiyya's work, al-Siyäsat al-. shar`iyya 
fi isläh al-rg'i wa 'l-ra'iyya. The second is the 
translation of Ibn'Taymiyya's work. The third part 
contains Qadi-zäde's own observations on 'ibadät, 
mu'ämalRt and `uqübät. After explaining these terms very 
briefly, he discusses the position of non-Muslim subjects 
and their rights in an Islamic society, giving examples 
from early Islamic history. He next treats kharäj and 
jizyä and then passes to the nature of the bayt al-mal 
and its sources of revenue. As for the fourth part, it 
deals with a work by Aristotle on the arts of war and 
52. Qädi-zäde, Qämi`at al-bid'a, Süleymaniye Library, 
MS. Birint Serez, 3876. 
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methods of fighting ý __' 
[, 9 ] . _- ! )1 
). This 
risäla has an important place among Qädi-zäde's works, 
because in presenting it to the Sultan himself the 
author's intention was clearly to point out to him that 
the country should be ruled in accordance with the Qur'än 
and sunna. The solution to the problems of Ottoman 
society, according to Qädi-zäde, lay in a return to the 
shari`a and the abolition of all innovations and non- 
Islamic practices. 
53 
4. Qasida. Apart from his risäla, Qd -zäde also 
composed. poems in Turkish and Arabic. Of these, only one 
complete example has come down to us, a gasida which, 
according to `Ali Emir!, was presented to Sultan Muräd IV 
around 1040/1630. It describes the situation of the state 
and what the people were suffering as a result of 
corruption, bribery and favouritism, and suggests 
solutions to the problems and difficulties which the 
Ottoman administration and society were facing at that 
time. `Ali Emir! suggests that the gas3da impressed the 
53. Qädi-zäde, Täj al-Rasä'i1 Süleymaniye Library, 
MS. Haci Mahmud Ef. no. 1926. A. S. Levend, in his 
article "Siyäset-nämeler", wrongly attributes this 
work to Qädi-zäde Ilmi Mehmed Ef. (d. 1045/1635); 
see, Türk Dili Arastirmalari Yilligi Belleten 
(1962/63), P. 179. 
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Sultan and influenced him to launch the Rewän campaign. 
54 
It is of some historical importance in that it presents 
a real description of the seventeenth-century Ottoman 
state and its society and demonstrates that Qä -zäde, 
as an intellectual of his age, was well aware of the 
problems facing the state and that he attempted to 
publicise them. 
55 
5. Kitäb al-magbül fi häl al-khuyü156 Qädl-zäde's work 
on horses and their treatment was presented to Sultan 
`Othmän II (reigned 1618-1622). The work is divided 
into four chapters, with an introduction and conclusion. 
54. The author by describing the conditions of re`ayä 
in the eastern Anatolia might have urged the Sultan 
to launch the campaign. . I, - 
55. A. Emir!, `Othmänli Tärikh we Edebiyyät Mejmü'asi, II 
(Istanbul, 1335) 14, pp. 278-82" 'All Emir! states 
that the author of the gasida was the Qäd3-zäde Mehmed 
who had the pen-name "'I1mi". In fact, Q4 -zäde 
Mehmed `Ilmi Ef. never came to the capital; see OM, I, 
p. 153, and cf. n. 53 above. 
A full discussion on the gasida is 
in the section on Qädi-zäde's proposals for reforms. 
56. KiZ, II, p. 1461 and OM, I, p. 401 gives the title of 
the work as above, but the copy in the British Museum 
(MS. Add. 7901) has the title Kitäb-i Magbül der Hal-i 
Khu -1. "SeeCRieu, Catalogue of the Turkish Manuscripts 
in the British Museum (London, 1888), p. 127. 
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a) Introduction. Here the author speaks about his 
interest in the science of horsemanship and his experience 
of good and bad horses. 
Chapter I deals with the Qur'änic verses and the 
traditions (ahadith) on horses and their importance. 
Chapter II deals with the signs of good and bad 
horses. 
Chapter. III discusses the management of horses. 
Chapter IV deals with the teeth and age of horses. 
In the conclusion (khätima) the author treats the 
properties of the various parts of the horse. 
Although the subject. of this work seems at first 
glance somewhat surprising for an author such as Qädi-zäde, 
it is almost certain that he did indeed write it. 
57 By 
the fact that it was presented to Sultgn `Othmän II, it is 
clearly an early work. Perhaps Qädi-zäde wrote it to gain 
favour from this young Sultän, who was known to be keen 
on reforming Ottoman society and returning to the days of 
Süleymä, n the Magnificent. Thereafter, Qädi-zgde might have 
been able to impose his new ideas for reform on the young 
Sultan. This idea, however, even if it was indeed the 
motive for the composition of this work, was destined to 
57. The only MS. which I have been able to, find (British 
Museum, Add. 7901) incorporates Qäd3-zäde's name, as 
the author, in the introduction. 
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founder because of the premature death of Sultän `Othman 
11.58 
In addition to the works discussed above, Qädi-zäde 
Mehmed wrote some short Turkish risälas in which he 
discussed imän,: isläm, millet, salät and other similar 
topics. Few of these have specific titles, as may be 
seen from the following list: 
a) Risäla-i Qädi-zäde or Kitäb-i Qädi-zäde [on salät]59 
b) Risäla fi 'l-salät al-ngfila [on supererogatory 
prayers]60 
c) Risäla fi '1-nawägis al-wudü` [on ablution]61 
d) Risäla fi bayän al-imän al-tafsili [on imän]62 
e) Risäla Qadi-zäde [on in, isläm, din, millet] 
63 
f) Risäla-i Qadi-zäde*[on naw fil]64 
58. Bursali Mehmed Tahir, like `Ali Emir!, confused Qldi- 
zäde Mehmed and 'Jim! Mehmed Ef. (d. 1635), and 
wrongly attributed this work to the latter (OTT, I, 
p. 153). 
59" Istanbul University Library, no. Tyz. 1534. Many 
copies can be found in the Süleymaniye and in other 
libraries. There are two in my possession. 
60. The MS. is in very poor condition: Nuruosnaniye 
Library, no. 4441/7/5005. 
61. SUleymaniye Library, MS. Es ad Ef. 951/14. 
62. Nuruosnaniye Library, MS. 1742/3/2155. 
63. Süleymaniye Library, MS. Atif Ef. 1728/1. 
64. Edinburgh University Library, Turkish MSS. no. 100- 
119. 
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g) Risdia fi 'l-Iman wa '1-salät65 
h) Risäla-i adi-zade 
66 Q- [on salät) 
i) Risäla-i Qädi-zäde [on dhikr-i jahr and dhikr-i khafi367 
Ismä`il Pasha in his H'A attributes one more work to 
Qädi-zäde, entitled, Nasr al-ahbäb wa'l-ashäb wa qahr 
al-kildb al-siyäb fi radd al-räfida wa ghayr dh9lik. 
63 
65. Süleymaniye Library, MS. Halet 3f. 827/24. 
66. In my possession. 
67. In my possession. 
68. H'A, II, p. 277. 
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Qädi-zäde's Proposals for Reform 
The particular character of the reforms urged by 
Qädi-zäde, his insistence on fundamentals rather than the 
adventitious, owes much to Ibn Taymiyya and Birgiwi. The 
former re-defined Islamic orthodoxy, while the latter was 
the first Ottoman mUderris to speak out against religious 
deviations across a broad range of issues. It was this 
Ottoman thinker who set'the example and provided the 
arguments for the reformers of later ages, sö much so 
that his countryman Qädi-zäde, in his personal life as 
well as in his teachings, can almost be seen as a latter- 
day Birgiwi. His early teachers had been Birgiwis pupils 
and when he, in turn, became a teacher, he expounded 
al-Tarigat al-Muhammadiyya to his students alongside the 
classical texts of Islam. His own followers elevated this 
book almost to the status of rsvealed scripture, and 
scholars who ventured to criticise it on points such as 
its use of weak. traditions were savagely attacked. 
69 
The notion of a secular society in which certain 
activities lie outside the concerns of religion is alien 
to Islam, for society itself is seen as no more than a 
means for realizing the purposes of the faith. What may 
today seem narrow-mindedness and bigotry in the Qädi-zädelis 
was, in fact, a sincere effort to assert this principle in 
a situation where evidence of corruption was visible on 
all sides; and if so many of the movement's adherents 
69. Cf. below, chapter V. 
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lacked the intellectual qualities of its founder and 
were reduced to a mere reiteration of his arguments, 
this must in no way be taken as invalidating the correct- 
ness of their position in the light of the Islamic view 
of the good society. To those who held such a belief it 
was necessary to have a text which could be followed 
without question, where might be found the answer to such 
problems as were constantly besetting the Ottoman state; 
such a work was al-Tariqat al-Muhammadiyya. 
The urge to return to the primitive purity of Islam - 
the religion as it was revealed by God through the Prophet 
Muhammad - had always been present among Muslim peoples, 
who found themselves drawn into contradictory attitudes 
by the political divisions which had arisen amongst them 
ever since the caliphate of `Ali. Too often, it was felt 
that the principles of the faith were being sacrificed to 
practical expediency; but how to define and identify these- 
aberrations remained a perplexing problem. It was the 
responsibility of every Muslim to obey the command implicit 
in al-amr bi-al-ma'raf wa'l-nahy 'an ol-munkar, 
70 but 
how to do this in the context of an unstable society was 
not readily apparent, each community interpreting the 
injunction in the light of its own concerns. Hence, there 
arose from time to time voices of reform, preaching a 
70. For a'full discussion of this subject see M. Sälih, 
The Political Thought of Ibn Taymiyya, unpublished 
Ph. D., thesis, Edinburgh, 1980, pp. 6-16,225-28. 
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return to a fundamentalist version of the religion,. 
purified of such accretions and distortions as it was 
felt to have undergone; a return, in. fact, to a universal 
conception of Islam. In this respect the movement 
originated by Qädi-zäde is not without historical 
precedent, and, given the wide expanse of the Ottoman 
state, has implicit within it this conception of 
universality. 
The secular power held the responsibility for 
assuring that its government was in accordance with the 
Divine law, and those defects visible in the one arose 
necessarily from a failure to adhere strictly to the 
precepts of the other. This explains the dual nature of 
the Qädi-zäde movement, and why its founder thought it so 
important to win the Sultan over to his viewpoint as a 
preliminary to the more deep-rooted moral change at which 
he ultimately aimed. 
It cannot be claimed that Qädi-zäde offered a radical 
or well-organized programme of reform, but at the core of 
all his arguments was an insistence on a return to the 
basic values; and in the capacity of public preacher, he 
was able to inspire in the people an attitude of self- 
appraisal through which they might examine all other 
aspects of the way in which they were practising the 
faith. 
The role of the preacher in Islamic society - and 
especially in the Ottoman capital in the seventeenth 
century - was of particular importance in that it was the 
most direct means of persuading the people into a certain 
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mode of behaviour, rather than coercing this compliance 
by edict. For this reason, the men chosen for this 
position in the great mosques were usually distinguished 
figures from one or other of the dervish orders, who had 
gained a popular reputation for holiness. 
71 The official 
`ulamä', who regarded themselves as a superior social 
class, had lost that contact with the people that would 
permit them to gain their confidence; they were regarded 
as a part of the ruling establishment - as in fact they 
were - and whatever they might advocate would be interpreted 
as coming from the secular authority. 
72 The shaykhs, on 
the other hand, had behind them a long tradition of 
independence of spirit and non-conformity, and this they 
could employ in swaying the minds of an audience, even 
though, when acting as official preachers, they were in 
fact as much employees of the state as were the `ulamä'. 
73 
Their message of resignation (ganä`at) and their exhortations 
to prepare for the life after death would have induced an 
attitude of compliance, well-suited to an administration 
that would offer them little in the way of a more prosperous 
life. In this respect, the preacher was an instrument for 
sublimating social discontent, and insuring against popular 
71. See above, chapter II, p. 62 
72. B. Lewis, Istanbul, pp. 151-3. 
73. According to the defter in the Topkopi Palace 
archive, preachers in the Sultan's mosque used to 
get daily allowance from the treasury, see W 'izlerin 
Yewmiyeleri Defteri,. Topkapi Palace, no. D, 5123. 
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insurrection; and in this light, too, must be seen the 
favour such shaykhs received from the Palace. 
74 
Qldl-zäde exploited this privileged position to go 
beyond what was normally the practice of the preachers; 
and, while he did not advocate revolution, it was the 
reform, rather than the acceptance, of the status quo 
that formed the theme of his homilies. His attacks upon 
the Süfis can be seen as a sincere attempt to stem one 
of the sources of the. laxity that had crept into-religion. 
Qädi-zade's comments apply to the state of the Safi orders 
in his own time and not to Sufism in general. 
75 
The interrelation between the political and the 
religious life in an Islamic society affords a dual 
approach to the reformer, who may seek changes in the one 
by dwelling on. the defects of the other. The fact that 
the Qädi-zgde movement was able to attract wide popular 
support must be taken as indicative of the social dis- 
content prevalent at the time, when the. common people, 
who can be presumed to have had only the most superficial 
knowledge of the religious issues being argued, were 
prepared to rally around anyone who gave a voice to their 
feeling of protest. The fact, too, that this voice was 
74. E. g. the relationship between Muräd I1 and Hajji 
Bayrä. m, -(see chapter III, Mehmed II and Agshanls al-Din 
and Ahmad I and `Abd al-`A zi z Hüdäyi. 
75. Wädi-zäde, Irshäd al-`Uqül, if. 62-84. 
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speaking in the name of true Islam would have lent. a 
justification to the spirit of revolt they felt within 
themselves, and a sense of rectitude to their activities. 
As'pointed out by Bernard Lewis, the social, political 
and economic problems and crises of the late sixteenth and 
early seventeenth centuries were responsible for the 
emergence of several politico-ethical tracts (läyiha), in 
which Ottoman statesmen, scholars and intellectuals 
attempted to draw the attention of the rulers to a decline 
in the Ottoman institutions. These läyihajis not only 
pointed out the weaknesses, but they also suggested some 
remedies to rectify the situation and to save the state 
from collapse. 
76 Among such works are the Äsäfnäme of 
Lütfi Pasha (d. 1563)77 the anonymous Kitäb-i Müstetäb, 
73 
Qoci Beg's risäla79 and some othersPO -Apart from these 
76. B. Lewis, "Ottoman observers of Ottoman decline" in 
IS, I (1962), pp. 71-87; idem, "Some reflections on 
the decline of the Ottoman Empire" in SI, IX (1958), 
pp. 112-27. 
77. R. Figlali.. (ed. ) " Asäfname (Ankara, 1977). 
78. Y. Yticel (ed. ), Kitäb-i MUstetäb (Ankara, 1974). 
79. Z. Dani man (ed. ) Koji Bey Risälesi (Ankara, 1972). 
80. T. Gökbilgin, "XVII Asirda Osmanli devletinde islahat 
ihtiyac ve temayülleri ve Kätip 9elebi" in Kätib 
Celebi : hayati ve eserleri (Ankara, 1957), pp. 197- 
218. 
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risälas, Qädi-zäde Mehmed Ef. also composed one, the 
Täj al-rasä'il wa-minhäj al-wasäi1,81 in which he, 
unlike the other authors, concentrated on the religious 
issues and laid special emphasis on the shari`a and its 
application in the conduct of government. The other 
läyihajis were, for the most part, very superficial in 
their analysis of the troubles besetting the state, 
looking back nostalgically to the age of Ottoman expansion 
and prosperity and trying to detect the differences 
between then and their own times. In a certain sense, 
their view of history was as static as that of the 
religious reformers, conceiving of an ideal situation in 
the past which could again be restored by correcting 
certain corruptions and deviations. For Qäd! -zäde, however, 
this ideal situation was not the Ottoman'heyday, but rather 
the Islamic purity of the period of the first four caliphs. 
In addition to these risälas there are a number of 
gasidas which deal with the same subject, describing the 
problems, crises and sufferings of the people and the 
corruption and injustice in the administration. The 
earliest of these is attributed to Shaykh `Abd al-TMajid 
Siwäs3 (d. 1639). In the gasida which he is said to have 
presented to Sultan A1mad I (d. 1617) he described the 
injustice, corruption, bribery and other illegal practices 
I 
81. See the works of Qädi-zäde, above, p. 154-5. 
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in Ottoman society. 
82 A second gasida was composed by 
the famous prose writer ; Nays! (d. 1628)., Gibb writes on. 
Waysi's gasida as follows: 
"In this work for the first time in Turkish 
poetry we get an absolutely truthful picture of 
society as it actually was; the gloss of con- 
ventionality and lying flattery is away, and 
the poet tells us what he really saw, not what 
he desired the great men of his day to believe 
he was content to see. "83 
Qädi-zäde's gasida, 
84 
probably written a few years 
later than that of Waysi, forms a third example of this 
genre. 
It will be seen, then, that two of Qädi-zäde's works 
are concerned not only with religious but also with social 
or political reform. Both these works deserve particular 
attention, not only for the analysis they present of a 
deteriorating social and political situation, but also 
for the light they shed on the circumstances, both social 
and religious, that produced the QE41-zi-Rde movement itself. 
In the introduction to Täj al-rasä'il wa minhäj al- 
wasä'il, Qädi-zäde presents certain general considerations 
of religion and politics. He distinguishes two kinds of 
82. See Z. Hayran (trs. ) Kaza ve Kader Risälesi (Sivas, 
n. d. ), p. 7. 
83. E. J. W. Gibb, A History of Ottoman Poetry, III (London, 
1904), pp. 208-12. 
84. See the works of Qädi-zäde, above, p. 155-6. 
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statesmen: prophets and kings. The former are sent by 
God to make known His commandments and establish justice,. 
protecting people against unjust rulers. Kings, on the', 
other hand, are responsible for the implementation of 
these Divine commandments delivered through the prophets; 
when they behave rightly, that is, when they strictly 
apply the sharl'a to the conduct of affairs, their people 
(the urma) will be happy and prosperous; if they fall 
short in this, there can be no enduring contentment in 
society. 
85 
After listing the names of the Muslim states since 
the time of the four Rightly Guided Caliphs, Qädi-zäde 
considers the fluctuations of Islamic history as a 
manifestation of the wisdom (hikma) of God, and cites the 
following verse: 
"Lo: Allah changeth not the condition of 
a folk until they (first) change that which is 
in their hearts... " (13/11) 
Following the verse, Qädi-zäde asserts that Allah punishes 
unjust rulers by sending the infidels upon them. 
86 
"Chingiz Khan and Timür were both visitations of God 
on people lax in their faith, the one an unbeliever and 
the other a tyrant. 
87 
Qädi-zäde then comes to `Othmän Ghäzi and the 
85. Qädi-zäde, Taj al-rasä'il, fol. 4b. 
86. Idem, fol. 6a. 
87. Ideen, op. and loc. cit. 
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establishment of the ottoman state. Here he praises the 
early days of the state during which the rulers applied 
the shari'a, practised justice and respected the 'ulamä'. 
As a result, they were successful in their expansion. So 
long as they followed the Divine Law they knew only success 
and prosperity. 
83 In the following quotation, Qädi-zäde 
expresses his view of the good old days of the Ottomans. 
"Within the Divinely protected [Ottoman] 
dominions, the ottoman Sultäns made the 
propagation of what is right and the assistance 
of the distressed their business, 
89 firm 
adherence'to the shari'a their habit and 
justice their sign. They came to know that 
the continuance of religion comes about 
through. the Ihari'a, the continuance of the 
Shari'a comes about through learning (`ilm) 
and the continuance of learning comes about 
through the `ulamä'. "90 
Q4 -zäde goes on to say that, in the light of the 
maxims al-näs 'alä din mulükihim, "the people will 
fashion their behaviour on that of their rulers, " and, 
al-'abd min tinat , mawla-hu, 
"the servant is from the 
same mould as his master, " ministers and officers will 
base their behaviour on the rulers. 
91 When this leads 
88. Idem, fol. 5a. 
89. The text has 
scribal error. 
90. Fol. 7a. 
Jý9, cý the (, 9) must be a 
91. Fol. 8b. 
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to neglect of the Divine Law, the misery which results 
will not be relieved until there is a change in the 
behaviour of the ruler. 
The main part of the Täj al-rasä'i1 is a translation 
of Ibn Taymiyya's work al-Siydsat al-`shar`iyya f3 isläh 
al-ra'i wa al-ra`iyya. 
92 Ibn Taymiyya, it seems, 
prepared this work at the request of the MamIuk ruler 
Abü 'l-Fath Muhammad b. Qalä. 'ün b. `Abd Allah al-Salihi 
(684-741/1284-1340), in order to offer solutions to 
certain problems which his government was facing. Hence, 
the purpose of the work was intended to be practical rather 
than theoretical. It deals mainly with the rules of 
administration and the mutual duties of the ruler and 
the subjects. 
93 
One might speculate about the reasons why Qädi-zäde 
chose Ibn Taymiyya's work to translate and present to the 
Sultän, rather than a better known treatise on political 
philosophy such as, for instance, al-Ghazäli's TJasihat 
92. The translation begins in fol. 18a. 
93. U. M. 
Sälih, 
The Political Thought of Ibn Taymiyya, 
unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Edinburgh, 1980, pp. 119- 
65,181-7. 
E. J. Rosenthal, Political Thought in Medieval Islam 




or Nizäm al-Mulk's Siyäsatnä, me95 One 
attractive feature of Ibn Taymiyya's work for Qädi-zäde 
has been Ibn Taymiyya's conception of*the Islamic ruler. 
Because of his dread of social disorder, Ibn Taymiyya was 
prepared to compromise to the extent that he does not 
demand that the ruler himself be a man of high morality 
quality, so long as he governs justly in accordance with 
the Qur'an and sunna. 
96 
Sultan Muräd IV is known to have been a heavy drinker. 
This-fact must have been well known to Qäd3-z9de, who would, 
of course, have had the strongest objections to this unlawful 
practice. However, since there was no question of removing 
Muräd and replacing someone else on the throne, Q4 -zäde 
had no alternative but to attempt to achieve the reforms 
he desired through this sultan. In fact, Murad had many 
other qualities such as firmness, courage, intelligence 
and energy which well fitted him to carry out these tasks. 
97 
94. This work has been translated into English by 
C. Darke -, under the title of Counsel for Kings 
(London 1964). 
95. This work has been translated by H. Barke, under the 
title, The Book of Government or Rules for Kings 
(London, 1978). 
96. M. Sälih, op. cit., PP- 128-47. 
97. C. Baysun, "Murad IV" in IA, VIII, p. 646. 
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In Qädi-zäde's view these positive qualities must have 
outweighed the Sultan's reprehensible indulgence in 
alcohol. 
Ibn Taymiyya's al-Siyäsat al-Shar'iyya would there- 
fore have seemed to Qädi-zgde to be as applicable to the 
conditions of the Ottoman state in his own time as it had 
been to that of thirteenth-century Mamluk Egypt. Even 
the fact that Ibn Taymiyya was of a different madhhäb 
(Hanball) from the Ottomans (who were Hanafi) did not, 
A_ A- 
in Q9d1-zEde's eyes detract from the appropriateness of 
translating his work. 
Qädi-zäde's gasida is also addressed to the Sultan, 
Muräd'IV, and deals with the various problems which had 
arisen in the Ottoman state and its institutions. The 
problems may be studied under three main groups: 
1) governmental, 2) socio-economic and 3) moral. 
The first group includes the responsibilities and 
duties of the Sultan, the judicial system and the army. 
The author's main object is in fact to remind the Sultgn 
of his duties towards God and his responsibilities to his 
people. The author outspokenly draws the Sultan's 
attention to the situation in his dominions, and asks him 
to be vigilant, otherwise even the throne will be lost. 
He even ventures to warn him by saying that in the case of 
his failure to fulfil his responsibilities he will be 
questioned and held responsible on the Day of Judgement: 
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"You are the possessor of the sword of bravery 
and the servant of the Shari`a; 
The Glorified One requests from you justice 
for his servants; take note 
The khutbe has been recited and money has 
been coined in your name; 
You will certainly be held responsible for 
the justice due from a Sultän; take note. " 
Qädi-zäde not only warns the Sultan concerning his 
responsibilities, but also suggests what measures he 
should take. These include being watchful and well - 
informed about the people and their condition, and 
finding expert, pious officers to help him to execute 
his authority. 
"My king, if you want to get rid of all this 
injustice, 
Check the people responsible for it day and 
night, and be firmly vigilant; take note. " 
The author, like other writers of läyihas, makes a 
comparison between the time of Sultan rlurdd IV and that 
of his predecessors, 
98 
when the people had enjoyed 
comfort and stability. 
98. Although Qädi-zäde does not mention any of the 
earlier sultäns by name, he is presumably referring, 
like the other läyihajis, to the sultans of the 
"golden age", from Mehmed II to SUleymän I. 
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"We had been comfortable under the good 
administration of your great ancestor, 
Now for a particular reason this age has 
changed; take note. " 
The army was one of the fundamental institutions of 
Ottoman society, perhaps the most important one. So long 
as the army is strong and powerful, the state will be 
victorious and strong. In order to achieve this, two 
qualities are essential; discipline and training. When 
these two elements are lacking, the defeat of such an army 
is inevitable. The degeneration of an army. may appear in 
various ways, either by the taking of unskilled and un- 
trained people into its ranks or by the soldiers indulging 
in trade and business which will affect their training and 
discipline. 
"The rich members of the military have become 
shopkeeprs; 
They certainly do not want the officially fixed 
price; the measure has been tampered with; 
take note. " 
Naturally, when the seeds of corruption creep, into 
the institution of the Sultanate, this will affect the 
other institutions, such as the judiciary. Qädi-zide is 
very-much concerned with law and order and justice: 
"All the affairs of the $har5'a have been 
corrupted by bribery; 
The foreigner has become free from questions 
and the fundamental principles have sunk 
out of sight; take note. " 
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"If the world remains one, two or three years 
with such injustice, 
The favours of the Merciful One will not come 
down to earth from heaven; take note. " 
The worst kind of corruption was apparently bribery. 
This social evil is discussed in every ris. la and gasida 
concerned with reform. Qädi-zäde is very direct in his 
complaint. 
"The appointment of a person to office does not 
happen through the proper channels; 
All the people have gathered and shown insubordination; 
take note. " 
Qäd3-zäde does not fail to point out the source of 
anarchy and rebellion. In his view, the anarchy originates 
from the state officials who have obtained their posts 
either through purchase or by other illegal means. 
"It has always been from among your governors 
that jalälilik has first appeared; 
They have all been dismissed and left without 
posts; take note. " 
When the social order breaks down, there is no 
security and stability, so people even leave their homes 
and move to the comparative security of remote places. 
Qaai-zäde draws attention to this phenomenon as follows: 
"There is no house left in the provinces where 
before there was prosperity; 
They have fled to inaccessible mountains, and 
the wilderness has filled up [with people], 
take note. " 
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In pointing out the moral and religious problems 
of Ottoman Muslim society, Qädi-zäde draws attention to 
the people whom he regards as the chief offenders. 
"Wine-drinking and sodomy have spread widely 
in the world; 
Most of those who commit these acts are leading 
figures and notables; take note. " 
Being a preacher, Qädi-zäde must have had firsthand 
knowledge of the people who held important religious posts 
such as those of preacher and gadi. On this occasion he 
does not miss his opportunity to attack these groups: 
"All the mischief-makers and liars have become 
preachers; 
They are transmitting lies and slanders fron the 
pupils; take note. 
The gädis understand but do not practise, the 
khatTbs do not understand; 
I am afraid the Qur'an will rise up to the sky 
one day; take note. " 
As we have mentioned, Qädi-zäde also makes some 
suggestions to solve these problems. These too are 
directed to the Sultan himself, who had absolute power 
in his hands. Qädi-zäde urges the Sultan to seek out 
devout, pious people, cxhl-i furgän (of whom, according to 
the author, there are few in the whole land), and appoint 
them to the positions of authority. 
"The acts which every one commits are going 
unpunished 
0 Sultan, give the post to the person worthy of 
it, without money; take note. " 
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"There is not to be found one man in a thousand 
who is both honest and pious 
In every region the ehl-i furgän are extremely 
few; take note. 11 
Finally, the author states his reason for composing 
the gasida, which was to seek the approval of God: 
"This your humble servant has written words of 
truth in order to please God , 
In no way does he expect high position or title 
from the people; take note. " 
It is his stress on religion that distinguished 
Qädi-zäde from the other lgyiha writers; whereas they 
sought remedies for the defects which were allowing a 
once-splendid edifice to collapse in ad hoc adjustments 
to the existing order, Qädi-zä. de's approach was fundamentally 
directed to the moral basis of society itself, which-if not 
improved, would make all other attempts at reform valueless. 
Other champions of reform, who drew attention only in 
written treatises to the corruptions which had crept into 
the structure of the state, could not expect to stimulate 
the same response among a largely illiterate population 
and in a society which offered no forum for public 
discussion. 
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`Abd al-Majid Siwäsi99 
Siwäsits Life 
A1-Shaykh `Abd al-Majid b. Muharran b. Abi '1-Barakät 
Muhammad b. `Arif Majdal-Din bü 'l-Khayr al-Siwäsi, 
commonly known as Siwäsi Efendi, or Shaykhi, was born in 
971/1563 in Zile, near Tokat, where his father, Muharram 
Ef. (d. 1000/1591), 100 was shaykh of the Khalwati dervish 
order. Unfortunately, no more information is available 
about his origins. 
Having come from a learned family, `Abd al-Majid had 
his early education at home from his father. According to 
`Ushägi-zäde and Nazmi Mehmed, he was-able to read the 
Qur'än at a very early age, completing the memorization 
of the whole work by the time he was seven. Having reached 
the age of puberty, he began the study of Arabic grammar 
under his father, showing remarkable ability and talent. 
He continued his studies under the supervision of his uncle, 
101 
the famous Khalwati Shaykh Shams al-Din Siwäsi (d. 1006/1597), 
99. The sources of biographical information on `Abd al- 
Majld Ef. are: 
'azmi Mehmed, Hadiyyat al-Ikhwän, Istanbul University 
Library MS. Ty no. 1124 (Fols. 45a-58a); 'Ushägi-zäde, 
pp. 49-55; Ismä`i1 Pasha, H`A, I, p. 620; ON, I, 120; 
SO, III, p. 400; Kätib Celebi, Mizän, p. 107; 
`O. R. Kahhäla, Mu `jam al-Nuallifin, (Beirut, n. d. ) 
VI, p. 170. 
100. 0M, II, p. 21. 
101. Ibid., I, p. 95. 
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from whom he received instruction in fiqh, tafsir and 
hadith. When he had obtained his certificates of 
competence (ijäzatnä. ma) in these subjects, and with the 
permission of his uncle, he began to lecture on the 
Kashshäf. 102 
When Shams al-Din was convinced that 'Abd al-Majid 
had gained the required knowledge concerning the Shari'a, 
he advised him to apply himself to the 'Ilm al-bätin. 
'Abd al-T'Iajid had therefore to enter a tariqa, because 
it was necessary for anyone who desired to be a perfect 
guide (miirshid) first to study the Qur'än and sunna and 
then to enter a tariga where he would strive for spiritual 
perfection through the study of the 'Ilm al-bätin. Through 
the influence of his uncle and master he became his mürid 
in the Khalwati " order. 
It is possible to establish a terminus post quem for 
'Abd al-Majid's affiliation with the tariga. According to 
Nazmi, he was over thirty when he came to know with 
certainty that he had the capacity to undertake esoteric 
studies under his uncle's supervision. This places the 
event after 1001/1591.103 Nazm3 narrates also a story 
102. The famous Cur'än interpretation of Abü '1-Qäsin 
Mahmüd b. `Umar al-Zamakhshari (1075-1144). 
103. Nazmi, op. cit., fol. 46a. `Ushägi-zäde, however, 
omits Siwäsi's age in his account (op. cit., pp. 49- 
50). 
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revealing `Abd al-Majid's interest in this tariga and 
his being attracted to some of its practices, such as 
dawarän and samä`. 
104 He applied himself wholeheartedly 
the to the Süfi way of life and study of the esoteric 
sciences, so that in a short time he was the khalifa to 
Shams al-Din Siwäsi. 
`Abd al-Najid subsequently became the shaykh of ý. _, 
Siwäs of the ttariga succeeding Rajab ^f. (Rajah b. Shaykh 
105'at 
which time he moved to Ibrähim Jamäl al-Din Siwäsi), 
Siw5. s, where he settled in the tekke called Shams! Khängäh. 
Through his discourses and teachings, his fame spread all 
over Anatolia and even reached the ears of Sultan Mehmed III 
(reigned 1595-1603), who had taken Shams al-Din Siwäsi with 
him on the 3gri campaign in 1005/1596.106 The Sultan sent 
a fermän to `Abd al-Majid in which he expressed his 
admiration for his uncle Shams al-Din and asked `Abd al- 
Majid to come to Istanbul. (The sources do not give any 
date for this ferm9n107) In accordance with the Qur'änic 
verse, "0 ye who believe! Obey Allah, and obey the 
messenger and those of you who are in authority... "(5/59), 
'Abd al-Majid set out for Istanbul. 
104. Nazmi, op and loc. cit. 
105.014, I, p. 75. 
106. M. Gbkbilgin, "Egr3 Seferi" in IA, IV, pp. 196-8. 
107. The full text of the form n can be found in Nazmi, 
fol. 47; `Ushäq! -zäde, 51; and Uzuncarsili, OT, III, 
part I, p. 357. 
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On his arrival in the capital, Shaykh `Abd al-Majid 
stayed for a while in a place close to the . Ayasofya Mosque, 
where a few days later he was requested by Sultan Nehmed 
III to deliver a sermon which was attended by the Sultan 
himself, the Shaykh al-Islam, the high-ranking `ulamä' and 
officials and a very large congregation from amongst the 
people. `Abd al-Majid remained attached to the Ayasofya 
until he was given the Nehned 3f. zäwiye (tekke) which 
had been built in 993/1585.108 He succeeded Vishne Shaykh 
Mehmed Bf. (d. 1010/1601) as the third shaykh in this 
zäwiye. 
109 T-thile he was occupying this position, the 
Shaykh al-Isläm of the time, gun`tllläh Ef. (d. 1021/1612), 
110 
who held him in respect and admiration, requested that he 
deliver the Friday sermons (wa'z) in his mosque (Sun' Ulläh 
Masjid). 111 After a few months he was offered the same 
position in the Sheh-zäde Mosque, and in order that he 
might retain the two, he changed the day of his sermon in 
108. M. S. B. Ismä`i1, Istanbuldaki Tekkelerin Tärikhleri 
ve Bä. nileri, Istanbul, Belediye Library, MS. no. 
K. 75, fol 22b; `Ushagi-zäde, 51; I. Aywansarayi, 
Hadigat al-Jawämi' (Istanbul, 1281), I, pp. 197-9. 
109. Ismä'il, op. cit. fol. 22b. 
110. Danismend, Kronoloj i, V, p. 121. 
111. 'UsMgi-zäde, p. 51. 
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the masjid from Friday to Saturday. 
112 After three 
years in the Mehred Lf. zäwiye, he was given the Shaykh 
Yawsi tekke (otherwise known as the Siwäsi tekke). 
113 
After preaching two years in the Sheh-zäde Mosque, 
`Abd a1-Majid ^f. was transferred to the Sultän Selim 
Mosque, 114 where he remained until the Sultan Ahmad 
Mosque was completed in 1026/1617.115 'tbd al-Majid 
Siwäsi and another famous shaykh of the age, `Aziz 
Nahsüd Hüdäyi 3f. (d. 1032/1628), were present at the 
opening ceremony of the mosque. 
116 'Abd al-Majid Ef. 
was appointed its Friday wä'iz and Mahmüd Ef. was appointed 
for Mcnday. 117 Thereupon 'Abd al-TM: ajid Bf., at the 
request of Sultän Ahmad I (reigned 1603-17), left the 
Sultan Selin Mosque for the. Sultan Ahmed, where he 
remained until his death in Jam. II 1049/September 1639.118 
His funeral prayers were conducted by his son-in-law and 
successor, Shaykh `Abd al-Ahad Nüri Ef. (d. 1650), and he 
112. Nazn3, op. cit., fol. 47b. 
113. Ayvansarayi, op. cit., I, pp. 121-2. 
114. Nazmi, fol. 47b. 
115. Aywansarayi, Hadigat al-Jawami`, I, pp. 18-19. 
116. F. N. Tansel, "Seyyid `Aziz Mahmüd Hudayi" in tFD, XV 
(1967), pp. 1-42. 
117. Nazmi., p. 489. t. Angarawi, Silsile-i Tarigi Jalwatiyya, 
(Istanbul, 1291), P. 39. 
118. Ushagi-zäde, p. 51. 
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was buried near the Nishänji Jämi` in Eyyüb. 
119 
Two chronograns are given for his death: 
12 0vV.. rvý' <. s-, 1T i c3 ,. ).. ý 
121 f 
(: i 4 S-&:: -- 
The Works of Siw si 
The works and achievements of `Abd al-Najid Ef. 
reflect his character and personality to such a degree 
that the one cannot be fully understood apart from the 
other. Even though personal information is only scantily 
given in the sources, one may still glean therefrom some 
insights into the quality of this distinguished religious 
figure of the seventeenth century. The fact that he was 
able to gain respect in every level of society, both as a 
dervish shaykh and a popular preacher, must be attributed 
to his ability to communicate his wide learning*in a form 
capable of being understood by all who hear him, and this 
in turn could only have arisen from an awarenes, of the 
nature of his audiences and their spiritual concerns. 
Though a scholar of wide reputation and an implacable 
119. `Ushagi-zide, op. cit., pp. 51-2. 
120. CM, I, p. 120. 
121. 'Ushagi-zäde, op. and loc. cit. 
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polemicist, he realized that the ultimate purpose of all 
this learning and disputation was to make the truths of 
religion, as he saw them, accessible to the people, and 
consequently he did not, as so many of his contemporaries 
did, regard his education as a personal distinction which 
set him apart from other men. 
The author of over twenty works, mainly in Turkish, 
on the Shari`a and tasawwuf, `Abd al-Majid was also a 
poet, employing the makhlas "shaykhi', 
122 
and his diwän 
still survives. A large number of works are attributed 
to `Abd. al-Majid Siwgs3. Five of these (nos. 1-5 in the 
list below) will be described in some detail because of 
their relevance to the controversy between Qädi-zäde and 
Siwäsl. 
1. Durar al-'agä'id wa ghurar kuli sä, 'iq wa gä'id. 
1? 3 
2. Kitä. b bidä 'at al-wä. 'iziIn. 
124 
3. Durrat al-'agä'id. 
125 
4. Hadarät-: khansa. 126 
122. CM, I, p. 120; Mizän, p. 107. 
123. SUleymaniye Library, MS. Läteli, 2408/1. 
Millet Library, MS. `Ali Emir! Ser`iyye, 281. The 
author's own copy. 
124. Süleynaniye Library, MS. KilicalllPasa, 1032-2. 
125. SUleynaniye Library, MS. Mihrisah Sultan, 300/1. 
126. Süleyianiye Library, MS, Mihrisah Sultan, 300/5. 
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5" Risälat al-qada wa'1-gadar. 
127 
6. Tafsiii sure-i Fätiha. 
128 
7. Di. fdn-i Shaykh. 
129 
8. Luqhat-i rlathnawi Sharif. 130 
9. Mi`yär al-tariq. 
131 
10. Shari-i ghazal-i mimiyye li-mawlanä Jaläl al-Din 
-ai. 132 
11. Tarjuma-i risälaä - -_ ahaylch al-akbär. 
133 134 
127. Translated from Arabic into Turkish by Z. Hayran, 
see below. 
123. Süleymaniye Library, MS. LIihrisah Sultan, 300/2. 
129. SUleymaniye Library, MS. Lala Ismail Ef. 453/1 " 
130. SUleymaniye Library, ITS, Mustafa Asir Ef. 385. 
131. SUleynaniye Library, MS. PUihrisah Sultan, 30013- 
132. SUleynaniye Library, MS. Mihrisah Sultan, 300/4. 
133. SUleymaniye Library, MS. Fatih, 5355/7. 
134. All-of the above works are listed in H'A, p. 602; 
OM, I, p. 120; `Ushag3-zäde, p. 52 and Hadiyyat al- 
Ikhwän, fol. 48. These sources also mention a 
number of other works of which I have not been able 
to trace any manuscripts. 
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1. Durar a1-`agä'id wa ghurar kull sä'iq wa gä'id. 
135 
This work,. which is in Turkish, was completed in 
1024/1615. In it Siwäsi deals with such matters as imän, 
isles and fard, basing his views on those of Abü Mansur 
al-M turidi (d. 333/944)136 and Abü '1-Hasan al-'Ash'ari 
(d" 324/935). 137 In addition, he discusses certain terms 
of Sufism such as karä. m t, mu'jizat and istidräj. 
Siwäsi explains his purpose in composing this work 
at the beginning. He says that in his oim time, when 
corruption and immorality are widespread, the laymen 
choose what they want. They are therefore inclined to 
follow irreligious people or atheists who deceive the 
common man through their attractive language. Therefore, 
in order to demonstrate the truth (haqq) and destroy 
falsehood (bätll), this book is compiled in Turkish for 
the common benefit, from books of tafsir, fatäwä and 
theology. 138 
The book is divided into sixty matlab, under which 
the author collects and discusses the views of. the two 
135. `Ali Eniri, Seriyye, 281. This is the author's own 
copy. 
136. D. B. Macdonald, "Maturidi" in EI1, III, pp. 414-15. 
137. W. Montgomery Watt, "al-Ash'arl, Abu '1-Masan" in 
3I2, I, pp. 694-5. 
138. Durar, fol. 5. 
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aforementicned imäms, along with Quränic verses and 
traditions (hadith) relevant to each subject. In 
additicn, he narrates some stories about the early Süfis 
to support his ideas. In fact, his approach is, as might 
be expected, typical of a man from a S1fi background. 
However, he does not fail to consult Islamic theological 
books of such classical status as Mawägif, Magäsid, 
139 
Fä. 1ä1,140 Sharh `agd'id Taftazäni, 14' Figh Akbar. 
142 
Although the Durar has the appearance of a compilation, 
the author does also express his own views on some issues 
which were the causes of dispute between himself and Qädi- 
zäde, like al-amr bill-ma'rüf wa'1-nahy `an. al-munkar and 
du'ä'-ii 'l-amwät (prayers to/for the dead). The work will 
be referred to often in chapter VIII, in discussion of the 
problems disputed between Siwäsi and Qäd3-zäde, but the 
breadth of its range may be indicated here by mentioning 
just a few of the subjects which it covers: the mi`räj, 
intercession (shafg`a), the children of polytheists 
(mushrikin), the descent of Jesus. 
139. A work of Sa'd al-Din Mas'üd b. 'Umar al-Taftazäni 
(1322-89) a manual of kaläm. 
140. A work of Abü Bakr Ahmäd b. `Ali b. Khätib 
al-Baghdädi (d. 1071), see GAL, I, pp. 400,428. 
141. Taftazäni's commentary on the al-Nasafi's work on 
the creed of Islam, see E. E. Elder, A Commentary 
on the Creed of Islam (New York, 1950). 
142.. A work of Abü Hanifa, see A. J. Wensinck, The Muslim 
Creed (London, 1979). 
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2. Kitäb bidä 'at al-wä'izin. 
Originally written in Arabic, this work was translated 
into Turkish by the author himself. Its date of completion 
is not known. The work is a rare example of homilies in 
Turkish, in which the author describes the qualities 
desirable in a preacher, on the basis of his experiences. 
He does not miss the opportunity to criticize certain 
unnamed preachers of his own time, whose mode of life was 
in contradiction to their sermons. 
The book is divided into fifty matlab, in each of 
which the author usually cites Qur'änic'verses and 
traditions in support of his views. In addition, he 
quotes from the Companions of the Prophet and certain 
early pUfis. Being a man of the tarigat, his views reflect 
a Süfi position, and insistence on moral values is very 
obvious. 
The work begins with the Qur'änic verse, "Call unto 
the way of thy Lord with wisdom and fair exhortation, and 
reason with them in the better way... " (16/125). After 
this, SiiAsi describes the Prophet's qualities and 
attributes, both as a human being and as a preacher of 
Islam, presenting him as the best example for every Muslim 
to follow. Next, he deals with wisdom (hikna) and its 
divisions. This is followed by other topics, such as 
akhläq hasana, sabr wa istighfär, tawä, ddu, faläh; 
al-dawarän li '1-Süfiyya and `alänät ahl Allah. 
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3. Durrat al-`agä'id. 
This work, written in Turkish, mentions no date of 
completion. It deals with three important issues in 
Islam, imän, i'tigäd and 'ibäda... 
143 It is very likely 
that the bock was prepared to serve as a guide for the 
common people generally, and new converts to a tariga in 
particular, in order to show them the way to conduct their 
daily life in accordance with the Qur'an and sunna, and 
with the practices-of the Companions of the Prophet and 
certain early Süfls. 
As in most of his other works, Siwäsi arranged this 
book under matlabs, in which he summarises very concisely 
the life pattern of the Süf3 and its principles. The work 
begins with a discussion of the responsibilities of man as 
the choicest of God's creation on earth, the author finding 
in the sunna of the Prophet the perfect model for this 
fulfilment. The Qur'dnic verse, "Say, (0 Muhammad, to 
mankind) If ye love Allah, follow me; Allah will love 
you and forgive your sins. Allah is forgiving and 
merciful" (3/31) is quoted in support of this prescription. 
In another matlab 
144 the mürid is urged to read the 
143. See A. S. Levend, "Divan Edebiyatimizin Baslica Ürünleri", 
in TUrk Dili Arýtlrmalari Yilligi Belleten (1972), p. 25. 
144. Durrat al-`agäid, fol. 17b. 
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inspiring literature of the Safi masters, such as the 
Tadhkirat al-awliyg145 the Asrärname 
146 
and the 
Mathnawi. 147 Other chapters deal with Sfifi concepts such 
as dhikr, bagä' and tariga, mainly on the basis of 
orthodox interpretations. The reader gains the strong 
impression that Siwäs3 was influenced by Muhyi 11-Din 
ibn al-`Arabi 
4. Hadarät .. khamsa. 
This work is written in Turkish and mentions no date 
of completion. It deals clearly and succinctly with five 
important issues of tasawwuf. These are: 
a) 'Alam-i ghayb-i nutlaq 
b) 'Alam-i arwäh 
c) Khiyäl [wa] mutlaq 
d) 'Alam-i hulk wa shahäda 
e) Insän-i kamil. 
145, 
146. Tadhkirat al-Awliyä' and Asrärname are works by 
Fand al-Din 'Attar (d. 1220 or 1230); see A. J. 
Arberry, Muslim Saints and Mystics (London, 1979), 
Pe 1. 
147. The famous work of Jalal al-Din Ram! (d. 1273), 
edited and translated by R. A. Nicolson, The Mathnawi 
of Jaläl u'd-Din Rümi, 6 vols (London, 1925-1940). 
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5. Risälat al-gadä' wa'l-gadar. 
148 
This was written in Arabic, and the only known 
manuscript was apparently copied in 1050/1640 by `Umar 
b. al-Hajj Ilyäs al-Siwä, si. The author deals briefly 
with two important theological concepts over which there 
had been dispute for centuries, gadä' and qadar. After 
the introduction and a brief account of tawhid, the 
author defines these two issues according to the standard 
theological works, dwelling on certain points of detail, 
and finally touches upon briefly the madhhabs, which he 
regards as being four in number. 
a) Qadariyya 
b) Jahriyya 
c) NTu `tazila 
d) Ahl al-Sunna 
148. Z. Hayran (trans. ) Raza ve Kader Risalesi (Sivas, n. d. ). 
This modern Turkish translation appeared in 1976. No 
location is given for the manuscript upon which it is 
based. The work was previously unknown, and I have 
not come across any manuscripts myself. 
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The Dispute between Q4 -zäde and Siwäs! 
In the history of Na`img, the movement inaugurated 
by Qad3-z6de is presented as but another phase in the 
unending dispute between the representatives of the 
medrese and the Süfis, the one representing established 
orthodoxy and the other popular religion. Under the 
events of the year 1066/1656, many years after the death 
of both Qädi-zäde and Siwäsi, the author deals with the 
bitter conflict into which their argument had developed, 
introducing his narrative with a brief general survey of 
the controversy between these two groups throughout 
Islamic history: 
"Let it be known that the dispute and quarrel 
between the members of the dervish orders who 
follow the Süf3 path and the orthodox 'ulamä' 
('ulamä'-i zähir)149 is very ancient. It is 
recorded in the history books that since the 
time of the first Caliphs, in the state 
preceding [ours] and in Baghdad, Cairo and 
other cities, their controversies and disputes 
have on many occasions reached a level conducive 
to war and bloodshed. Those who investigated 
the implications of the claims of these two 
groups raised them to [the level of] a verbal 
dispute, and reconciled their statements 
[with one another]. However, a permanent 
resolution has never been reached, and in every 
age certain people, in order to gain fame and 
reputation, have appeared under the pretext of 
149. Those who concern themselves with the outward 
meaning of the texts. 
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'al-amr [bi'l] ma'rüf wa'I-naht' 'an. al-munkar' 
taken up various issues and well-known innovations 
and stirred up the old quarrels again. Finally, 
Qgdl-zgde Tßehmed Efendi emerged, from amongst 
the shaykhs of Ram; because of the difference 
of temperament between him and Siwäsi Efendi' 
one of the Safi shaykhs, [the two of them] they 
opposed each other and laid out the premises 
of dispute and strife in order to renew the 
ancient quarrel. "'150 
To some extent Na'inä is right in his presentation 
oI' the dispute between Qädi-zäde and Siwäsi as a 
continuation of the endless disagreement between the 
representatives of the medrese and the tekke. ' On the 
other hand, to present the controversy exclusively as 
the rivalry of two shaykhs wishing to gain fame and 
recognition would be to underestimate its value and 
importance from a social and religious viewpoint, when 
one considers the aims and objectives of the dispute, 
the importance of the participants and finally its 
consequences for seventeenth-century Ottoman society. 
The-movement may actually be viewed from two main 
aspects, which are difficult to separate clearly. The 
first aspect, as expressed by Na'imä and Kätib Celebi, 151 
who were contemporaries of the movement, is that it was a 
revival of the historical disagreement between the members 
of the 'ilmiyye and the Süfis, which manifested itself in 
150. Na'imä,, VI, p. 218. 
151. Kätib Celebi, Balance, pp. 132-4. 
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the form of a competition between two leading preachers 
of the age for fame and recognition. The second aspect 
of the movement, which was not seen by the above- 
mentioned two authors, was that it was an isläh (reform) 
movement motivated by religious duty and inspired by 
previous 'ulamä' such as Aunad Ibn Hanbal, Ibn Tayrniyya 
and Mehried Birglwi. 
152 The interpretation of the Qadi- 
zäde movement as an isläh movement is well justified when 
one takes into consideration the motives behind the move- 
ment, the aims and objectives of its adherents153 and, 
most importantly, Qädi-zade's own concern with the political 
corruption and socio-economic problems of Ottoman society 
in his time, as reflected in his gasida. The. scanty 
information provided by the sources does not allow us 
to assume that he dealt in his sermons with the issues 
raised in the gasida. To speak about such inflammatory 
152. It is possible to observe a pattern in the emergence 
of religious reform movements in the Islamic world. 
They. have tended to occur at periods of political 
discontent and social and economic crisis. See 
D. Hopwood, "A pattern of revival movements in Islam? " 
in IQ, 15 (1971), pp. 149-158. 
153. Perhaps the clearest statement of the aims of the 
movement is to be found in the demands made of 
Mehmed IV in 1656. See chapter V, below. 
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matters as injustice and bribery from the pulpit would 
probably have been tantamount to committing political 
suicide. 
If the movement, as suggested by Na`imä and Kätib 
Celebi, had been only a rivalry between two shaykhs, it 
would not have continued beyond the lifetime of the two 
men involved; 
154 
nor would it have penetrated outside 
the religious classes to include other groups in society. 
155 
Moreover, it would not have encouraged a certain group of 
people to resort to violence in order to convince their 
opponents. Finally, during a period of social crises, 
religious laxity and widespread immorality one would not 
imagine two distinguished and well-established preachers 
attacking each other on very trivial issues in order to 
attain fame and reputation. They were already well-known 
and recognized enough. 
Generally speaking, the members of the medreses, as 
a class, were regarded as the custodians of orthodoxy, 
serving also the interests of secular authority by 
ensuring a conformity of belief and practice in the 
population. Their education placed them apart from the 
illiterate masses and entitled them to a degree of respect 
which they jealously guarded, resenting any encroachments 
thereon by rivals from outside their class. This led them 
154. Cf. the dispute between Abu '1-Su'üd and Birgiwi; 
See Balance, chapter XX, pp. 128-131. 
155. See below, pp. 211-12. 
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to adopt a rigidly conservative attitude to matters 
affecting religion, for the maintenance of their own 
authority in society depended on the unchallengeable 
integrity of the religion they existed to protect. 
The Süfis, on the other hand, expressed an individual 
rather than a social concept of the religious life, seeing 
spiritual development in personal activity rather than in 
conforming to prescribed forms. They directed their main 
effort to the spiritual development of the individual; 
paying more attention to ma'rifa than to `ilm. 
156 As 
their attitude towards religious matters was generally 
tolerant and flexible, their main concern being man's 
inner purity rather than his outward observances, it was 
natural that they should allow the introduction of new 
beliefs and uncanonical practices into the Muslim community, 
practices and beliefs which were not based on the teachings 
of the Qur'an and sunna. For this reason, many members of 
the nedrese viewed the Süfls with suspicion and criticised 
157 their beliefs-and practices. And yet it was not 
156. For more discussion on this question see F. Rahnan, 
Islam (Chicago, 1979), pp. 128-373; Arberry, Sufism 
(London, 1950), pp. 74-83; 14Q-«Gibb, Islam3 (Oxford, 
1973), p. 93; Qushayri, Risäla (Cairo, 1340), pp. 140- 
3; F. Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant (Leiden, 1970), 
pp. 35-40. 
157. E. g. in the sixteenth century, Ibrahim al-Ha1ab3, 
Ciwi-zäde, Ibn Kenä1 and Abu '1-Su'üd. 
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uncommon for members of the `ulamä' to associate themselves 
with one of the tarigas, finding therein the spirituality 
which was lacking in the formal teaching of the medrese in 
which they had been trained. Government officials, too, 
were to be found in the orders, and it was due to their 
influence that shaykhs were accorded ceremonial privileges 
alongside the `ulamg'. It would be wrong, therefore, to 
assume that the hostility between the two institutions 
was implacable and inevitable. When friction did develop 
between them there were usually external factors. leading 
to a confrontation. 
It is no accident that the public polemic in the 
seventeenth century should centre on such apparently 
trivial matters as the case of coffee and tobacco; for 
these were visible symbols of innovations in the community, 
capable of affecting some of its members and, to some 
extent, encouraging a spirit of indifference to traditional 
practices and usages. The Sufis, with their known willing- 
ness to accept innovations, appeared as the champions of 
change; and whether or not they all drank coffee and 
smoked tobacco, it can be assumed that, in any case, they 
would have had no objections to these "vices". 
Qädi-zäde, as we have seen above, was himself a 
religious instructor who intended to provide solutions to 
the problems of his society, in accordance with his own 
religious point of-view, and could only hope to achieve 
this by using the means available to him as*a preacher. 
On the other hand Siwäsi, as might be expected, was 
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attempting to defend and protect the tarigas, some of 
their practices and their members from the attacks and 
abuse which were directed at him personally by virtue of 
his esteemed position among the Süfis of Istanbul. 
15$ 
In order to bring about changes in seventeenth- 
century Ottoman society and government, Qädi-zlde required 
a knowledge of contemporary political realities and some 
access to those who held the reins of power. He also 
felt the need for a basis of support among the common 
people. It must have been apparent to Qädi-zäde, that, 
in the Ottoman state, any direct attempt to change the 
structure of society and the system of government would 
inevitably be crushed by the state. 
159 He therefore had 
two possible approaches open to him, in order to achieve 
his aim and introduce the necessary changes. The first 
was to make his ideas known to the common people and to 
win their support in his struggle. A second way was to 
try to convince the ruler of the necessity of implementing 
changes. This latter course of action naturally 
necessitated the establishment of a good relationship 
with the Sultan and his government. This promised to 
be the more effective way. In fact, Qädi-zäde chose to 
act in both these directions at the same time. 
As will be shown later, the issues which were under 
158. Balance, p. 132. 
159. Such a fate had befallen movements like those of 
Shaykh Badr al-Din and the Jalälis. 
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discussion, however unimportant they may initially have 
seemed-to the common people, were of great moment to 
those who appreciated their connection with Islamic law 
and theology. Qddi-zäde and Siwäsi could, like their 
predecessors, have propagated their arguments exclusively 
through their risälas or books, without involving the 
common people. But Qädi-zäde chose not to submerge his 
ideas in works of scholarship, for he saw himself as a 
man with a mission, which could be best realized by a 
direct appeal to the masses. In the-cause against the 
Sufis, Qädi-zäde also had the advantage over his 
predecessors, Ibn Taymiyya and Birgiwi, in that he could 
observe the shortcomings of their strategy. While they 
had chosen to continue their strife through intellectual 
debate among the educated dlite, and consequently failed 
to attract much support, Qädi-zäde realized that a 
popular following would offer a greater possibility of 
success. Qädi-zäde eagerly grasped this opportunity, 
and, using his position as a preacher, gathered around 
him a group of zealots who eagerly took up his call for 
the extirpation of all innovations (bid'a) and uncanonical 
practices. 
Qädi-zgde was able to identify the Safi orders as 
the group in society to whom the major portion of the 
blame for laxity in religious practices could be attributed. 
It is quite reasonable to speculate that he made the Süfis 
scapegoats, not only for the decline in religious standards 
but also for the socio-economic and political evils from 
which the people were suffering. This would, of course, 
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greatly strengthen the aspect of his message to the 
populace at large. Through his sermons, therefore, he. 
launched a campaign against the Süfls. in general and 
the Vlawlawls, the Khalwatis and the Bektäshis160 in 
particular, and seized every opportunity to make them 
an object of attacks and insult. 
The very fact that Qädi-zäde addressed himself to 
the common people as well as to his peers was in itself 
enough to cause disgust in this exclusive social group, 
as the tone in which he argued and the language of abuse 
to which he stooped were, no doubt, ofýensive to the 
courtesies of debate to which it was accustomed. In his 
recurrent attacks on the Süfis, Kdtib Celebi tells us, 
Qädl-zgde "resuscitated the ancient objection to dancing 
and gyrating and won the enmity of the entire Khalwati 
and Nawlaw! orders as well as of the cemetery caretakers. 
3very single one of his sermons contained some jibe or 
sneer, like '0 you holy ones who kick the floor-boards 
and blow the whistle; come Toqlu Dede, come Boqlu Dede. "'t" 
As far as the subject-matter of the controversy is 
concerned, it seems to follow the pattern of the classical 
disagreement between the Süfls and the fugahä'. In this 
sense, the effort which was made by Qädi-zä. de and Siwäsi 
was a "renewal" of the old quarrel on certain specific 
issues which constituted the heart of the whole controversy 
160. Balance, p. 136; Bycaut, op. cit., p. 149. 
161. Balance, pp. 136-7. 
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during their lifetime. These issues are the following: 
a) Rags/dawarwn 
ö) The faith of the parents of the Prophet 
Invoking blessings on the prophets and Companions 
The supererogatory prayers on the nights of Raghä'ib, 
Barät and 15 Sha`bän. 
162 
When Qädi-zäde launched his attacks on-the Süfis, his 
concentration on certain SUfi orders, such as the IvIawlawls 
or Khalwatis, did not only spring from his hostility 
towards their beliefs or practices, such as rags, dawardn 
and music. Another consideration would certainly have 
been that these orders represented particular sectional 
interests in society. The Mawlawis represented a cultural 
dlite who were responsible for much of the Ottoman cultural 
effort in that they comprised musicians and poets, mystics 
and thinkers. The Khalwatis were connected at this period 
with the ruling elite as is pointed out by Kissling: 
"It cannot possibly be an accident that important 
key positions of that period were occupied by 
relatives of Halvetiyya sheikhs or at least by 
"i63 H alvetiyya sympathizers. 
The Bektashis, as is well-known, were connected with the 
Janissaries. In attacking these groups, Qaai-zäde was able 
to mobilize the resentment of the lower orders of society 
162. Balance, p. 136; Fadhlaka, II, p. 183. 
163. Kissling, Role, p. 31. 
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against their cultural and political superiors. Thus, 
by using the pulpit as a platform to attack the Safis, 
Qad! -zäde avoided a direct confrontation with the 
government, and yet was able to build up a following 
while criticising, albeit indirectly, elements which 
represented the political and cultural establishment. 
164 
As well as his approaches towards the common people, 
as we have seen previously, 
165 Qädi-zäde was careful to 
establish a good relationship with the Sultan, to whom he 
presented his translation of Ibn Taymiyya's work al-Siyäsat 
al-Shari'a and also his gasida, in which he identified the 
establishment as the source of public corruption. Moreover, 
in his gasida, he looked at the problem in three ways: he 
identified immoral practices, attributed them to a group 
in society, and at the same time offered a solution in 
the acceptance of fundamentalist morality. 
Qädi-zäde succeeded in winning the support of the 
Sultan for some of his ideas of reform. How this was 
achieved and at what point they recognized a common aim is 
not known, but one. can identify certain shared points of 
interest. Qädi-zäde saw the necessity of sweeping reforms 
in the established bureaucracy, in both the civil and the 
religious administration. This he would achieve by 
abolishing what he considered innovations, among which 
164. See Qädi-zäde's Qasida,. pp. 125-271adoic. 
165. See above, ýý"_. %5O- 2i 
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were included tobacco and coffee. The Sultän, on the 
other hand, seemed to recognize the evil of the coffee- 
houses, wherein were consumed both of these innovations. 
Certainly he was not so much concerned with the innovatory 
nature of these stimulants as with the social ambience 
in which they were consumed. The coffee-houses presented 
a meeting-place for the people and were potential forums 
for discussion and the exchange of ideas. 
166 As such, 
they could be the fermenting-pot of discontent and a 
possible threat to the Sultän's, position. Muräd IV 
therefore closed them down, and in this act we may observe 
a point of common interest with Qädi-zäde. One may, 
therefore, suggest that it may have been this that brought 
them together. In this connection, Na'im. gives the 
following account: 
"His Majesty Sultan Mund Khan had demolished 
the coffee-houses in order to control and instruct 
the people, and issued a strict prohibition, for 
the purpose of preventing the consumption of 
tobacco and removing its existence entirely. 
He threatened those who were careless with violent 
punishment and death. At about that time Qädi- 
zäde Hf., in order to obtain recognition from the 
exalted sovereign, expounded the matter of the 
illegality of tobacco, according to his own false 
opinion, using independent reasoning and rational 
and traditional proofs. He raised his voice to 
the vault of heaven, uttering immeasurable 
fallacies. 167 
166. Arendonk, "Kahwa", in EI2, V, pp. 451-2. 
167. Na`imä, VI, pp. 219-20. 
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Thus we see Sultan Muräd deriving some religious 
sanction for particularly motivated actions, and Qädi- 
zäde receiving in exchange the support of the Sultan and 
immunity from attacks on his person. However, it was not 
merely the question of coffee-drinking and smoking that 
brought Qädi-zäde and the Sultan together. The Sultan 
had good reason to be fearful of the tarigas, which 
represented many establishment values and therefore 
would resist any changes imposed from above. Hence Qädi- 
zäde's struggle against the Süfis could be exploited by 
the Sultan, who was, however, also aware of the danger of 
Qädi-zäde's popular movement. He could, and indeed there 
is much evidence that he did, play off these two parties, 
by supporting each on various occasions. Sometimes Qädi- 
zade would receive the favour of the Sultan's approval, 
and on other occasions this would be bestowed on Siwäsi. 
168 
Thus the Sultan hoped to keep both groups in check ensuring 
that neither acquired complete ascendancy over the other. 
On the other hand, the Süfis, in order to defend and 
protect their practices and beliefs from abuse and attack 
naturally felt the necessity and importance of taking a 
stand against Qädi-zäde and his followers. They too used 
the pulpit as a platform where they would apply a similar 
method, which was merely to expose their ideas and beliefs 
through their sermons under the leadership of Siwäsi 
Efendi. Siwäs3, because of his position as a leader of 
168. Na`imä, VI, pp. 219-20. 
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the Khalwatis and, at the sane time, a shaykh much 
revered by all the Sifis in the capital, took the 
responsibility of defending Süfi practices and beliefs 
against their opponents. 
Since Qd -zäde began his attacks on the Süfis 
from the mosque, and since both sides in the controversy 
were preachers, the mosque soon became the forum for 
arguments and mutual abuse. Siwäsi and Ismä`il Dede 
(d. 1630) in turn abused Q di-zäde and accused him of 
being a heretic and infidel on the basis of his denial 
of the Sufis and saints. 
169 On at least two occasions, 
the proponents of the two opposing views were brought 
face to face, by command of the Sultän, and invited to 
argue their cases before him. 
On one'of these occasions (12 Rabi' 1 1043/18 August 
1633), a debate on the celebration of the Prophet's 
birthday took place in the Sultan Ahmed Mosque, in the 
presence of the Sultan, the official `ulamä', high state 
official and the common people. The first to address 
the congregation was Siwäs3, who in a very successful and 
eloquent sermon attacked Qädi-zäde and won the heart of 
the audience. He then was follpwed by Qädi-zäde, who 
started his sermon with an interpretation of the verse: 
"Lo: Allah commandeth you that ye restore deposits to 
their owners, and, if ye judge between mankind, that, ye. 
judge justly. Lo! comely is this which Allah admonisheth 
169. Balance, p. 137. 
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you. Lo. Allah is ever Hearer, Seer. " (4/58). He then 
stressed the duty to enjoin what is right and forbid what 
is wrong. His eloquence and his skilful persuasion won 
the heart of the Sultan and congregation. Finally, Qddi- 
zEde completed his sermon by narrating a story from the 
famous sage of Turkish folklore, Nasr al-Din Khwgja: 
One day, when the ghawaja was ploughing his field with 
two oxen, one old, the other young, he took to beating 
the older ox when it was obvious that the younger was not 
pulling its weight. When asked by passers-by the reason 
for this seemingly perverse behaviour, he replied, "The 
young one will not move unless the old one does. "'170 
Presumably the point of the story is that the health and 
well-being of society are the responsibility of its 
leaders, who are expected to set a good example. Uhile 
the Sultan seemed to favour Qädi-zgde on this occasion, 
the officials and the `ulama' expressed their disapproval 
of him. 
Ergin narrates another dispute which took place 
between Qädi-zgde and Siwäsi, before the Sultan, at which 
the QEdi-`asker and the Shaykh al-Islam were also present 
in order to adjudicate between the two sides. What follows 
is a translation of the text as presented by Ergin. 171 
170. Na`img, III, p. 164. 
171. Maarif Tarihi, i, pp. 199-200. Ergin was unable to 
give the location of the MS., apparently a majmü'a, 




Sultan Muräd asked Siwäsi whether things (ashyä') 
praise Allah through words (qäl) or through their state 
of being (kiäl). 
Siwäsi replied: "It is through words, praise be to 
God; some of our dervishes have heard it. " 
Sultan Muräd then sent for-Qäd1-zade and said: 
"Qädi-zäde, I asked Siwäsi about the manner in which things 
praise Allah. He said 'It is through words, and some of 
our dervishes have heard it'; is it so? " 
"No, my lord, " said Qädi-zäde, and continued: "Since 
God the Exalted One has said in the ur'än 'There is not 
a thing but celebrates His praise; and yet ye understand 
not how they declare His glory' [17/44] (that is to say, 
all things praise Allah, yet you cannot understand or 
hear their praises), for Siwäsi Efendi to say 'We under- 
stand and hear it' is a denial of the verse of the Qur'an, 
it is blasphemy, the act of an infidel. " 
The Sultan sent for Siwäsi and said: "Qäd1-z6de 
says of you that you have denied the Qur'änic verse and 
have become an infidel. What do you say? " 
Siwäsi said: "0 my lord, this fellow is an ignorant 
stubborn person who is unaware of the interpretation of 
the Qur'an. However successfully I argue he will not be 
convinced. So, be so kind as to invite the Shaykh al- 
Islam and the Qädi-'askers, so that we may have our case 
judged in their presence. " 
The Shaykh al-Islam and the Qädi-`askers were 
summoned and the situation was explained to them. 
Shaykh al-Islam Yahye. said: "My lord, it is possible 
that Qädi-zade thinks we are prejudiced against him. 
Your imam in the Palace, K1]ar, dja Hüseyn Efendi of Damascus, 
is a learned and virtuous person. Appoint him as arbitrator; 
let him decide between them, and let us ratify the decision. " 
Hüseyn Efendi was sent for and appointed as arbitrator. 
Addressing Siwasi Efendi, he asked: -"What is your claim? " 
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Siwäsl replied: "The manner in which things praise 
God is through words; the mystics to whom God has given 
special knowledge hear it. " 
[yAseyn Bf. ], addressing Qä. -zäde, said: "What do 
you say? " 
Qädi-zäde replied: "We say that, since Allah has 
said in the Qur'an 'You cannot hear things praising Allah, ' 
for these people to say 'We hear it' is an opinion 
contradicting the Qur'änic text, the act of an infidel. " 
Siwäsi said: "It has become clear that you are 
unaware of the interpretation of the urän, because this 
verse is addressed to infidels; even if it is general, it 
is the negation that is general; the whole of it is not a 
negation. 
172 In other words, from the fact that all do 
not hear and understand, it does not necessarily follow 
that some of them do not understand. Have you not even 
studied logic? The opposite of a total negative is a 
partial affirmative. 'All of you do not understand' 
means 'some of you hear and understand. ' Such verses are 
many in the Qur'an; for instance, the orthodox `ulamä' 
(ahl-al-Sunna)173 believe in the vision of Allah in 
accordance with the following verse and hadith: 'And 
some faces, that Day will be sad and dismal' [75/22] 
'You will see your lord as you see the moon on a. full moon 
172. The reasoning here is somewhat hard to follow. The 
text has: "MalUm oldu ki'kur'anin tefsirinden bihaber 
imissin; zira bu äyeti kerimede hitap kefereyedir; 
äm oldugu takdirde dahi selbi umumdur; umuni. selp 
degildir; yani ciimlenin isidip anlamadigindan 
bazllarini. n isidip anlamamalari läzimgeimez; urantik 
dahi okumadin mi.? Salibei külliyenin nakizi mucibiei 
cüziyedir; cwnleniz anlamaz; baziniz anlayip isidir 
demektir. " 
1731w. M. Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic Thought 
(Edinburgh, 1973), p. 268. 
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night. ' However, in the Qur'an God has said: 'No 
vision can grasp Him, but His grasp is over. ' [6/103] 
That is to say 'Not all eyes will see, ' means 'Some of 
them will see. ", 
In reply to this, Mseyn Ef. recited the following 
verses: "... he said: '0 ye people we have been taught 
the speech of birds.... ' [27/16] and I... one of the 
ants said: '0 ye ants, get into your habitations.... ' 
[27/18] Then he said: 'This verse174 is proof that the 
manner in which things praise God is through words, 
because [in any case] all the prophets and saints have 
known and heard the praise which is through state of 
being (h61); that would not be of benefit [to them] in 
the place of trial. 
175 My lord, Siw9s3 Efendi is a 
learned and virtuous man and all his statements are true; 
in particular ....;, '176 
The Shaykh al-Isläm and the two Qädi-`askers also 
confirmed and corroborated this by saying: "What H"useyn 
Efendi said is true. " 
Sultan Muräd Khan reproved and reprimanded [Qädi- 
zäde] severely saying "Shamed again, Qädi-zäde? " 
Siwäsi said: "0 my Sultan, according to the tradition 
(hadith) which Imam Muslim related on the authority of Ibn 
'Abd Allah b. -'Umar, 'The 
[imputation of] unbelief must 
174. Presumably the latter of the two verses just quoted. 
175. The "place of trial" is the world. 
176. The text here is clearly corrupt. It looks as if 
the general meaning to be drawn is that Siwäsi's 
interpretation of the verses quoted was in conformity 
with those of all the commentators. 
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rebound on himself [Qgdi-zäde] he in his turn, must renew 
his faith-in your presence. "' 
The Shaykh al-Islam said: "The jurists also have 
acted in accordance with the hadith and followed the 
course of considering [the accuser] an infidel. " 
Addressing Siwäsi Efendi, the gracious Sultan said: 
"Make Qädi-zä. de renew his faith" 
Siwäsi Efendi, for his part, recited [to Qädi-zäde] 
the declaration of faith and made him repeat it. 
177 
This story is important and has several implications 
in regard to the intellectual levels of Siwäs! and 
zäde, and, at the same time, the attitude of the 'ulamä' 
towards them both. The story reveals that this was not 
the first defeat for Qädi-zäde against Siwäsi: Perhaps 
it had occurred several times before. This demonstrates 
that Qädi-zäde was not particularly successful in dis- 
cussing issues which involved logic. In this respect, 
his opponent Siwäsi was superior. As will be seen in 
the next chapter, the Süfis generally showed an intellectual 
superiority over the Qädi-zädelis. However, the defeats 
of Qädl-zäde, it appears, did not change his position in 
the sight either of the SultEn or of his own followers, 
who apparently were not much affected by complicated 
logical or metaphysical arguments. It is clear from the 
other debate described above (pp. 20 6) Qädi-zäde was quite 
successful in making himself understood by the masses by 
using a popular anecdote relating directly to everyday 
life. 
177. Ergin, op. cit., pp. 199-200. 
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On the other hand Siwasi was very intelligent and 
clever in his arguments and deductions, using logic to 
prove the inapplicability of the verse quoted by Qädi- 
zäde and the unsoundness of Qädl-zgde's understanding of 
it. His ovm quotations from the Qurän and hadith well 
supported this purpose. However, his final success in 
fact came through the help of Hüseyn Efendi, who quoted 
two more verses more directly supporting Siwäsi's own 
position. 
One important point which emerges is that the `ulamä' 
were not on good terms with Qädi-zgde, as is seen in both 
these debates. The `ulamä' and the established Safi 
orders were traditional allies, and Qädi-zLde's virulent 
attacks on both groups merely served to draw them closer 
together in opposition to him. 
One can deduce from these two examples that the 
controversy between the two shaykhs was carried out on 
two levels. On the public level Qgdi-zäde seems to have 
been more successful, while on the intellectual level the 
Sufis were more successful. In both cases, neither Qädi- 
zäde nor Siwäsi failed to retain the favour which they 
enjoyed from the Sultän. 
The controversy between the two shaykhs was exploited 
by several parties, of which Q4 -zäde and Siwäsi had the 
most to gain in terms of'power, prestige and the material 
benefits that are obtained therefrom. But neither side 
of the controversy appears to have recognized that the 
ruling establishment (represented by the Sultän and the 
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high `ulamä'). which they were seeking to influence was 
actually being given greater power over each of them by 
being implicitly accepted as the ultimate arbiter; and 
in the future it would exercise its power to keep one or 
the other in check by supporting its opponent. The Süfis, 
meanwhile, were forced to defend their position in order 
to maintain their influence, and although they had little 
to gain, 
178 they were aware that they. had much to, lose 
at the hands of Qädi-zäde and his followers. 
It must perhaps be emphasized here that, as far as 
the `ilmiyye was concerned, not every member of the 
official 'ularnä. ', nor, in fact, its most prominent 
individuals, participated in the controversy, except in 
some cases, as arbiters. While it was in the nature of 
the class as a whole to adopt a negative attitude towards 
anything new and unfamiliar, once an innovation had found 
popular acceptance it could be, and was, tolerated on the 
principle of maslaha (the common good). 
179 Thus while 
Birgiwi, Qädi-zäde and their successors, by their 
education and training, could be considered as belonging 
to the `ilmiyye, they were, in fact, quite unrepresentative 
in the ardour with which they argued their points and the 
178. For the favoured position which the Süfis enjoyed at 
court in the early 17th century, see above, pp. jo1--1l. 
179. N. Berkes, "Isläh" in EI2, V, p. 168. E. g. coffee- 
drinking and smoking of tobacco. 
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intolerance they showed to their opponents, often to the 
embarrassment of the `ilmiyye establishment. They 
therefore may be regarded as independent scholars with 
a strict commitment to the Qur'än and sunna [as well as 
followers of the Salafi school of thought, hence the 
representatives of this school in the Ottoman society 
until the emergence of Wath ! movement in the following 
century]. However, contemporary observers realized that 
it was unlikely that any benefit would emerge from this 
debate. K tib Celebi was to sum up this feeling: 
"In most of the controversies I have mentioned 
in this book, Qädi-zäde took one side and Siwdsi 
took the other, both going to extremes, and the 
followers of both used to quarrel and dispute, 
one against the other. For many years this 
situation continued, with disputation raging 
between the'two parties, and out of the futile 
quarrelling a mighty hatred and hostility arose 
between them. The majority of sheykhs took one 
side or the other, though the intelligent ones 
kept out of it, saying, 'This is a profitless 
quarrel, born of fanaticism. We are all members 
of the community of Muhammad, brothers in faith. 
We have no warrant from S1v9si, no diploma from 
Qädl-zäde. They are simply a couple of reverent 
sheykhs who have won fame by opposing one another; 
their fame has even reached the ear of the Sultan. 
Thus they have secured their own advantage and 
basked in the sunshine of the world. Why should 
we be so foolish as to fight battles for them? 
We shall get no joy out of it. "180 
180. Balance, p. 133. 
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As pointed out earlier, Kätib Celebi, like other 
Ottoman historians, considers the dispute between Siwgsi 
and Q di-zäde as merely a struggle between two shaykhs 
for power, fame and recognition. It is true that both 
shaykhs received recognition and prestige as a result of 
this dispute but the matter was not as simple as this. 
The observations of the historians of this period 
indicate that they did not fully appreciate Qädi-zäde's 
aims and his concerns with socio-economic problems and 
religious laxity. They also fail to note that Qädi-zäde 
used these polemics in order to gain the support of the 
masses and not to come into direct confrontation with the 
government. [No doubt any controversy in which the public 
was involved would have some extremism and fanaticism, but 
this fanaticism was carried out not because of ignorance 
but because of their firmness and their stand. ] It should 
be added here that the Süfis were forced by their opponents 
to enter into the controversy. Both shaykhs differed 
greatly -in their approaches to the issues discussed in 
their arguments. If this controversy was just trumped-up 
in order to acquire fame and recognition, how can one 
explain the continuity of the dispute for three decades in 
Ottoman society? 
CHAPTER V 
THE QADI-ZADE MOVEMENT : TIE SECOND PHASE 
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The Second Phase of the Movement 
As. has been pointed out in chapter one, following 
the death of Sultän Murdd IV in 1640, the decline of the 
state became more marked and there were even more compelling 
reasons to search for remedies to cure the widespread 
malaise and corruption. According to Na`imä, the followers 
of Qädi-zäde who were regarded as being against corruption, 
bribery and other illegalities had made the situation worse 
by involving themselves in the very corruption they sought 
to eradicate (see below, pp. 252-254). 
In 1640, Sultän Ibrahim succeeded Muräd IV. He was 
mentally unfit to rule and devoted himself to the women 
of the harem. With his extravagant life-style he 
completely squandered what wealth had been so painstakingly 
saved by his predecessor. 
' 
When Qad5-zäde Mehmed departed from this world in 
1045/1635 he left behind several students and followers 
who could maintain his struggle and uphold his ideas. These 
students were, like him, preachers in the mosques of the 
capital. Although many movements are called after the name 
of their founder, the disciples and followers of Qädi-zäde 
identified themselves as "Fagihler" (jurisconsults ). The 
sources refer to the adherents of the Qäd3-zä. de movement 
sometimes as the Qädi-zädeliler and sometimes, using a 
popular corruption of fagTh, "Fagilar". 
1. Uzun9ar ili, OT, III, part i, pp. 228-31; A. Refiq, 
Samür Dewri, 1049-1059. (Istanbul, 1927). 
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The term Qgdi-zädelis (Qädi-zädeliler) seems to have been 
an appellation applied to the movement by its adversaries. 
By giving them a special, new title, their opponents were 
perhaps trying to create the impression that they were a 
new group, different from the fugahä'. 
The sources are relatively silent concerning the 
period which extends from the death of Qädi-zäde to the 41 
leadership of Üstüwäni Nehmed. However, it seems there 
was no im mediate successor to the leadership of the Qädi- 
zädelis. It would be natural to assume that the remaining 
members of the Q4 -zäde movement carried out their 
discussions and struggle against the Süfis individually 
rather'than as a joint group under a particular leader. 
Yet, they were successful in continuing to build on the 
relationship begun by Qädi-zgde between their movement as 
a whole and the Palace. 
As pointed out previously, during the lifetime of 
Qädi-zäde Mehmed there was a good relationship between the 
throne and Qädi-zäde. This vital link between the members 
of the group and the Palace was continued after the 
accession of Ibrdhim in 1640. The Qädi-zgdeli preachers 
exercised a great influence on the people, even on the men 
of the Palace, and in particular on lowly Palace servants. 
2 
This popularity made the Qädi-zädelis feel confident and 
they became even more intolerant and hostile than their 
master, Qäd! -zäde Mehmed, towards the tarigas such as the 
2. Na`imä, VI, pp. 236-9; Uzunsarsili, OT, 111, I, 367. 
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Mawlawis and the Khalwatis, who performed samä', dawarän 
and dhikr spoken out loud. The supporters of the Qädi- 
zädelis threatened those whose views differed from theirs, 
so much so that the Mawlawis and the Khalwatis no longer 
3 
would perform these practices in their tekkes. Moreover, 
this growing self-confidence and influence, as pointed 
out by Na`imä, made the Qädi-zädelis bold enough to 
declare publicly certain things to be haräm, although 
there was no clear evidence for such prohibitions, and 
they had no right to make such statements at all. 
4 
It was during this period of transition for the 
Qädi-zäde movement that Üstüwäni, who was to become its 
second leader, appeared in Istanbul. Although the sources 
make no mention of this event, it is very likely that he 
came to Istanbul towards the end of Ibrähim's reign. It 
may be assumed that Üstüw9n3 must have spent at least one 
or two years, perhaps even longer, before he was accepted 
as leader, and we know from Na`imä4a that this had 
happened by 1650. It was ofen difficult for an 'älim who 
came from the Arab provinces of the Ottoman state to enter 
into the academic circles of the capital and make himself 
. accepted. 
5 
3. Na`imä, VI, pp. 236-7. 
4. Ibid. 
4a. See below, note 38. 
5. A. Green, The Tunisian Ulama (Leiden, 1978), p. 11; 
E. Burke, "The Moroccan ulama, 1860-1912 : An 
introduction" in Keddie (ed. ), op. cit., p. 102. 
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His arrival is significant from several points of 
view. Üstü 's leadership marks the beginning of the 
second phase in the movement, because, before his arrival, 
the followers of Qädi-zäde were not united as a group. 
UstUwäni's efforts brought the Qädi-zädeli preachers 
together and inspired them with a new spirit against the 
Sufis. By doing this, he naturally revived the controversy. 
Another important aspect of the Qädi-zäde movement under 
Ustüwäni's leadership was the changed approach of the 
Qä43-zädelis towards their opponents. During the time-of 
Qäd5-zäde, the bid'a controversies which had unfolded had 
not gone beyond verbal and written discussions, but during 
Üstüwäni's leadership these controversies became more 
dangerous, more immoderate and aggressive. If Na'imä. 's 
account is to be believed, the Qädi-zäde movement also 
changed in another way under UsjUwäni's leadership. Under 
his guidance and influence in the Palace, the movement 
became.. implicated in the very corruption it sought to 
remove. 
6 
Although the mantle of Safi leadership had passed to 
'Abd al-Ahad Nüri, after the death of Siwasi in 1049/1640,6a 
we do not see a change of attitude and method in their 
struggle against the Qädi-zädelis. As was always the case 
with the Süfis, they preferred a peaceful, innocuous 
approach rather than recourse to aggression. The 
personalities of these two leaders, Üstüwäni and 'Abd al- 
6. Na'imä, op. and loc. cit. 
64 Sea pf. 2,51-1,1, do. J. 
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Ahad Nüri, played a significant role in the continuing 
controversy and in the attitudes of their followers 
during a delicate and crucial period. Their biographies 
will be given below, together with a description of 
their works. 
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Üsttiwäni Mehmed Efendi (1017/16 4" ©7Z fý66f 
Üstüwäni's Life 
Mehmed b. Ahmad b. Htlseyn b. Süleymän, known as 
ÜstUwäni Mehmed, was born on 17 Muh. 1017/4 May 1608 
in Damascus. We have no information concerning his 
family and his early life.? 
He probably received his early education locally and 
afterwards continued his studies under various `ulamä' 
in the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus. Muhibbi mentions some 
of the teachers under whom he studied. He read Shäfi'r 
law with al-Shams al-Maydäni and al-Najm al-GhAzi, Arabic 
language and logic with al-Shaykh 'Abd al-Rahmän al-'Imädi, 
al-Shaykh 'Abd al-Lätif al-Caligi, al-Shaykh 'urrar al-Qär! 
and Imä. m Yüsuf-b. Abü '1-Fath, and hadith'with Abü '1- 
`Abbäs al-Makrz,, who was in Damascus at that time. 
In order to complete his studies he travelled to 
Cairo, where he studied under scholars of great reputation 
and fame, such as Burhän al-Lagän3, al-Mir 'All al-Halab3, 
al-Shaykh 'Abd al-Rahmän al-Yamani and alLShams al-Bäbili. 
He remained there until 1039/1629, when he returned to 
Damascus. Here he carried on his studies until an 
7. Biographical information on UMsttiwän3 can be found in 
Muhibbi, Khuläsat al-Athar (Cairo, 1284), III, 
Pp* 386-89; H'A, II, p. 289; 'Ushägi-zäde, Pp. 552- 
3; M. Thurayya, SO, IV, p. 173. 
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argument broke out between him and Shaykh Najm al-Ghgzi 
on some unspecified matter, as a result of which8 he left 
his native city and set out for Istanbul by sea. On his 
way he was captured by the French and held prisoner for 
a short time. After his release, he succeeded in reaching 
Istanbul, where he was well received. He later married 
and settled down, changing his madhhab to the Hanafi. 
(In his early life he had been a follower of the salafiyya- 
Hanbaliyya; 9 he had subsequently become a 3h9fi'i and 
studied $hafi'i law. ) After finally adopting the Hanafi 
madhhab, he was to adhere to it throughout the rest of his 
life. 
According to 'Ushäg3-zäde, ÜstUwä. ni's first employment 
was to hold study circles in Ayasofya Mosque, where he used 
to teach at the base of the Semägi column (sütün-i Semägi) 
whence he received the laqab Üstüwäni. Through his teaching 
he achieved renown in Istanbul and was appointed preacher 
S. An alternative account is given by 'Ushägi-zäde, 
quoting from the lost history of Shärih al-Manär- 
zäde, who mentions that he left Damascus because he 
had killed someone and was fearful of retaliation. 
See'Usb T-zade, op. cit., p. 552; Na'imä also quotes 
the same story (VI, p. 57). 
9. Since Ibn Taymiyya there had always been a salaf! 
school of thought in Damascus; see J. Voll, "The 
non-wahhäbi Hanbalis of eighteenth century Syria" in 
Der Islam 49 (1972), pp. 277-91. 
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in the Sultan Ahmad Mosque. On the other hand Muhibbi 
states that his first appointment was to the Sultan Ahmäd 
Mosque as imam and makes no mention of his teaching in 
the Aya. sofya. In the year 1063/1652 he left Istanbul to 
perform the Hajj. On his return to Istanbul he was 
appointed preacher in the Fätih Mosque, where in 1065/ 
1654 he succeeded Well Ef., who had died that year. His 
eloquent and moving sermons had a great influence on the 
masses, and he revived the argument between the followers 
of Qädi-zäde (d. 1635) and Siwäsi (d. 1639). 
Üstüwän! 
mainly took his discourses along the well-worn paths of 
dispute in Islamic society, and concentrated on those 
matters which, although not of great importance in themselves, 
were able to attract large congregations and mobilise the 
masses. As it happened, instances of the latter had been 
a common source of dispute between the followers of Qädi- 
zäde and Siwdsi in the reign of Muräd IV. Among Üstüwäni's 
more influential followers were bostäncilar (gardeners)10 
baltacilar (wood-cutters)11 and helvacilar (sweet-makers)12 
from the Palace. Through them Üstüwäni was to obtain an 
introduction to the court, where he later came under the 
protection of Reyhän Agha, the tutor to the Sultän. 
13 Owing 
10. Gibb-Bowen, t p. 350; Uzuncars3. l3., "Bostandjilar' in EI2. 
11. Idem, I, p. 86,359-60. 
12. Idem, I, pp. 348,357,359. 
13. Na'imä, V, p. 54. 
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to this sponsorship, the fame of Ustüwäni spread and he 
became known as "Pädishäh sheykhi". His prestige then 
attracted an even wider following among the people, and 
his preaching became more rigidly orthodox than ever. In 
relating this, Na`im emphasises that he himself hesitates 
to use the strong language of his source. Instead, he 
says he will content himself with "a milder summary": 
"But because he was excessively respectful of 
the outward rules of the "harl'a, capable of 
establishing and communicating his virtue and 
ability, and a bold orator, he encouraged the 
helwacis and the bostgnc. s and even the literate 
element among the servants of the Enderlin-i 
Hümäyün14 to read. The reputation of his virtue 
having spread to the ghilman-i khässa and aghayän-i 
Där al-Sa`äda, 
15 they too became devoted to him 
and a unity came into existence between them [them 
and him]. In particular, becauseKhwäja Reyhän 
Agha, who was tutor to the Sultan, had some share 
14. Enderlin: the inner part (third and fourth courts) of 
the Palace, as opposed to the Baran, the outer part of 
the Pala ce. ý"GndcrüN ". i. + !, o, 
The ghilmän-i khässa were the pages (igoglanlarl). 
serving in tJae u ans Privy Chamber ý ass a); 
see I. H. Uzuncarsiii, Osmanli Devletinin Säray Teskiläti, 
le 
(Ankara, 19453, p. 331. In te singu ar, e 
expression Där al-Sa ada Aghasi usually denotes the 
chief black eunuc o the a ace, who was in charge of 
the Harem (see Gibb-Bowen, I, 76; tnalcik, Empire, 86). 
Here, However, the use of the plural form agi layan suggests 
that the reference is to the Enderlin (or arem aghas 
in general. 
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in the knowledge of particular. sciences, such as 
jurisprudence, Arabic studies, Qun recitation 
and literary composition, and was a determined 
agha, and since he was naturally eager for the 
stream of fanaticism, he showed affection towards 
ÜstUwäni and, through the giving of gifts and the 
showing of honour, caused him to be popular and 
renowned in the-Lnderün and the Birün. This 
reached such a point that eventually he [Üstüwä. n3] 
was admitted to the Khäss Oda where, contrary to 
the gänün,. a pulpit (kürsi) was set up and he began 
delivering sermons. They [those who heared him] 
caused a tumult in the city,, saying 'He is the 
shaykh of the Padishah. ' Those who, whether 
genuinely or falsely, were inclined to the way of 
fanaticism and the display of piety assembled in 
the circle of the above-mentioned shaykh and became 
his devoted servants (mürid). n16 
By 1065/1654, Üstüwäni and other preachers, such as 
Turk Alimad, Diwane Mustafa and Cawush-zgde, through their 
provocative sermons had brought their supporters to a pitch 
of fanaticism that was to make conflict between them and 
their opponents inevitable. The first incident occurred 
one Friday in 1066/1656 in the Fätih Mosque when a group 
of Qädi-zädelis and their opponents, the Süfis, confronted 
one another and bloodshed was only narrowly averted. 
17 
Following'this event, the Grand Vizier K6prUll Mehmed Pasha 
held an immediate investigation to discover what had caused 
it, as a result of which Üstüwgni and his two friends, TUrk 
Ahmad and Diwane Mustafa, were exiled to Cyprus. Shortly 
afterwards, in 1067/1656, Üsttiwän! was commanded to return 
to his native town, Damascus, where he spent the remainder 
of his life. l8 
Here he engaged in teaching Qur'änic reading and 
16. Na'imä, V, p. 54. 
17. See below pp. 18. 'Ushä. gi-zade, p. 553. 
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preaching in the Umayyad Mosque. His sermons attracted a 
vast audience who had not yet heard such topics discussed 
as those which he treated. Muhibb! records some verses 
in praise of him composed by al-Emir. al-Manjiki. 
4-1I ci-- 
19 
After a while he was transferred from the Umayyad 
Mosque to the Salimiysa medrese, and later, also, appointed 
mutawalli of the Bimäristän, in which latter employment 
he acquired great wealth. When Shaykh Su`üd al-Ghaz! 
was dismissed from the post of mUfti in the Umayyad Mosque, 
Ustüwän3 and a certain Shaykh Mahäsini were applicants 
for the appointment; the position was given-to his rival, 
and Üstüwäni was so upset that he fell ill and died of 
fever on 16 Muh. 1072/11 September 1661). 
20 He was buried 
in the Farädis cemetery. Shaykh 'Abd al-Ghan! al-Näbulsi 
wrote a chronogram on his death? ' 
C-v 
(1072) 
19. Muhibbi, op. cit., p. 387. 
20. Muhibbi, ' op. cit., P. -383.; 
`Ushä. gi-zäde, p. 553. 
21. Muhibb3, ibid. 
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The Works of Üstüwäni 
Although 'st-Mn! Mehmed Efa is described as having a 
_profound 
knowledge of Islam, he did not produce any books 
or risälas. 
22 He spent his whole life teaching and preaching 
to the masses who were influenced by his great eloquence. 
Indeed, his qualities as a preacher are described in all 
the sources which deal with his life, and one may suppose 
that he regarded this as his true vocation and consequently 
did not devote much time to study and writing. He applied 
himself in all his efforts to a rigorous defence of the 
3hari`a and the sunna, identifying and condemning innovations 
and what he saw as non-Islamic practices. 
23 In this he was 
to achieve certain successes, but unfortunately his enthusiasm 
inspired some of his followers to bigotry and fanaticism. 
In spite of his own lack of literary output, it is 
possible to form an idea of Üstüwäni's character and 
thought, through a risäla written by one of-his students, 
in which some of his sermons and teachings are recorded. 
This book is called Kitäb-i Üstüwäni or Üstüwän3 risälesi24 
22. Ism-i'31 Pasha mentions a risäla by him on salät in 
H'A, II9 p. 289.. 
23. 'Ushäg3-zäde narrates some incidents to show his 
sensitivity on this issue; see op. cit., p. 553. 
24. H. Yurdaydin, "Üstüvani Risälesi" in IFD, X (1963), 
pp. 71-8. The . M$S. (; s4e, J under 
ÜsfüvJ 
. ion p 421,6elowi 
care, all copes et l1i same- ri'sd 1Q desf, 4c, 4I, c4e d; Sfeeeni . Ales. 
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Written in a simple and clear Turkish, it deals with the 
basic beliefs of Islam and the problems which a Muslim 
may face in his daily application of these beliefs. 
The book or risäla is divided into various sections 
numbering about sixty, each being devoted to a special 
topic. The author is systematic in his presentation, 
giving for each subject a brief and informative introduction 
before dealing in detail with the questions and problems 
relating thereto. 
25 
Üstüwani, as might be expected, is strictly orthodox 
in his approach to these subjects, but he has the ability to 
convey his teaching in a simple form that can be generally 
understood. Frequently, and indeed as a matter of practice, 
he supports his explanations by reference to a respectable 
authority, demonstrating that the position he is advocating 
is consistent with the learned traditions of Islam, as 
well as showing his own familiarity with the classical texts. 
While Üstiiwäni may not be considered a typical Islamic 
scholar, having left no book of his own authorship, he was 
apparently as assiduous a compiler of sources as any of the 
more conventional `ulamä'. Among the works which he is 
shown as quoting are such well-known texts as: 
Tafsir al-Kashshäf, Multagä, al-Tarigat al-Muhammadiyya, 
25. In the article by H. Yurdaydin, the author gives the 
full contents of the risdla as well as some analysis 
of Üstüwän3's approach to the issues which were 
treated in the risäla. 
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Hiddye, Qudüri and so on. He also uses some of the 
fatwä collections, such as Fatäwa Bazzäziyya Jämi' al- 
Fatwä and Jawähir al-Fatäwä. 
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'Abd al-Ahad Nu- r! (4oo3/I594 - ýýGI1'160 
When 'Abd al-Majid Siwäsi died in 1049/1639, 'Abd 
al-Ahad Nur! succeeded him as leader. of the Sufis in 
their struggle against the Qädi-zädelis. He was to lead 
the Sufis in the second phase of the Qddi-zdde controversy, 
a phase during which the Sufis came under actual physical 
attack from their opponents. 
`Abd al-Ahad Nüri led the Süfis at a very delicate 
period. This leadership was accompanied by deep scholar- 
ship and a large literary output. He produced a book 
or risdla on every single issue which was in dispute with 
the Qädi-zädelis. In view of his obvious importance, his 
life and works will be discussed below. 
His Life. 26 
A1-Shaykh Ewhad al-Din `Abd al-Ahad Nüri b. Muslih 
al-Din Mustafä Safäyi b. Isnä'i1 b. Abi '1-Barakät al- 
Siwäsi, usually known as `Abd al-Ahad Nür3 Efendi, was 
born in 1003/159427 in Siwds, where his father 
26. The sources of biographical information on 'Abd al- 
Ahad are: `Ushäci-zäde, pp. 539-41; ON, I, pp. 121-2; 
H`A, I, p. 493; S0, III, p. 294; Muhibbi, Bhuläsat 
al-Athar, II, p. 269; A. Hilmi, Ziyärat-i Awliyl', 
(Istanbul, 1325), pp. 8$-90. 
27. On the date of his birth, A. Hilmi gives the date as 
1013, which is wrong; op. cit., p. 88. 
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held the office of gädi. His father's profound knowledge 
of religion and pious personality made him well-known and 
respected in the province. His mother was the sister of 
the famous shaykh 'Abd al-Majid Siwäsi (d. 1049/1639). 
Having come from a learned family, 'Abd al-Ahad 
naturally had his first education at home and afterwards 
he was left in the hands of his maternal uncle, 'Abd al- 
Majid Siwäsi, who at that time was considered a master in 
'ilm-i zähir and 'ilm-i bätin and was leader of the 
Khalwatiyya order of dervishes in Siwäs. As might be 
expected, under the supervision of his uncle 'Abd al- 
Ahad must have received a good education as well as Safi 
training. This education came to an end when his master 
'Abd ai-Majid was invited to go to Istanbul by Sultan 
Muräd III, around the year 1010 or 1011/1601 or 1602.28 
It was fortunate for 'Abd al-Ahad that his master took 
him to Istanbul with him. 
Here he studied under. the distinguished 'ulamä' of the 
age and completed his studies in 'ilm-i zähir. At the 
same time, 'Abd al-Ahad continued to study 'ilm-i batin 
and to receive training in the Safi way of life under the 
instruction of his uncle. 
29 
28. Cf. Life and Works of Siwäsl, pp. '180-81 . 
29. 'Ushägi-zäde writes as follows: 
"'Ulamd'-i 'asr ve fudalä'-i dehirden tahsil-i 'ulUm-i 
zähir ve kendülerinden [Siwäsi] tekmil-i ädäb-i 
tarigat itmekle irtifä'-i merätib-i batina eyledikten 
sonra..... " op. cit., p. 541. 
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His first appointment was on the island of Mytilene 
where he was a preacher and represented the Khalwati 
order of dervishes. It is not known when he left for 
this island and how long he stayed there, but it is 
stated in the sources that he returned to Istanbul in 
1033/1623, and was given the leadership of Mehmed Agha 
Tekke. 30 There he spent several years as a teacher and 
preacher, as a result of which he became well-known and 
was promoted to the Fätih Mosque, where he succeeded 
'0thmän Ef. of Bosnä (d. 1074/1663)31 in 1041/1631. Here 
he stayed for a period of nearly ten years before being 
transferred to the Bäyazid Mosque, where he replaced Silk! 
'Othman Ef. in 1051/1640.32 After spending an unspecified 
period there he was finally promoted to the Ayasofya Mosque, 
where he succeeded Awliyä'Dämädi Mehmed Ef. He remained in 
this post for the rest of his life. He-died on the first 
Friday of Safar 1061/29 January 1650.33 His departure 
from this world was a shock to all Süfis and to the people 
. 
of Istanbul, who loved and respected him. He was buried 
next to his father-in-law, Shaykh 'Abd al-Majid Siwäs3, 
in'Eyyüb. The following chronogram was written for him. 
34 
(1061) 
30. A. Hilmi, op. cit., p. 89; 'Ushägi-zäde, op. cit., p. 540. 
31. 'Ushägi-zäde, op. cit., p. 551. 
32. Ibid. 
33. 'Ushagi-zäde, op. cit., p. 540. 
34. Ibid.; OM, I, p. 121. 
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The Works of 'Abd al-Ah. ad Nür3 
In spite of the troubled and eventfa period in 
which `Abd al-Ahad Nüri was leader of the Süfis, he 
managed an output of around thirty risälas and books. 
He also encouraged his followers to improve their own 
scholarship and defeat their opponents through the 
written word. 
Although not all of his works are extant, those 
that have survived reveal a profound knowledge of the 
sharl'a and tasawwuf and a well-balanced scholarly 
approach. In his works, he predictably defends the 
practices and beliefs of the Sufis, and the corpus of 
his books are a valuable guide to an understanding of 
the Süfi position vis-ä-vis the Qädi-zädelis. 
Three of his works are of special relevance in this 
study: 
1. Ta'dib al-mutamarridin. The work is in Turkish and 
deals with the faith of the parents of the Prophet. The 
author divides his work into three parts with an introduction 
and conclusion. The first bäb is devoted to the Qur'gnic 
verses and prophetic traditions which indicate the faith of 
the parents of the Prophet and their association with the 
Millet-i Hanifa (5a-10b). The second bäb discusses opposing 
views on this issue and the author tries to prove that the 
upholders of the view opposite to his are in error. The 
, third bäb concentrates on the purity of the Prophet's 
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dynasty and the obvious proofs of his prophethood. 
35 
2. Maw'iza hasana. This work is in Arabic and is a 
collection of his sermons on several issues concerning 
the religious life in this world and the life in the next. 
The author divides the book into twenty-five majiis 
(assembly), under each of which he explains several 
issues and interprets Qur'änic verses. 
36 
3. Fi haqq al-dawarän a1-Süfiyya. This is in Turkish 
and Arabic and is devoted to a defence of the Safi 
practice of dawargn against its opponents. The author 
first makes a differentiation between dawarän and rags 
Later on he quotes earlier Süfi sources to substantiate 
his arguments. 
37 
35. A. Nürl, Tadib al-mutanarridin, Istanbul University 
Library, MS, Tyz. 1738. 
36. A. Nilrl, Mawiza hasana (Istanbul, 1309). 
37. This risäla is included in a collection published, 
presumably in Istanbul, in Arabic script without any 
title or date. 
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The Attacks on the Süfis by the Qäd5-zädelis 
[1058/1648 - 1087/16561 
With Üstuwgni increasing in power and influence in 
the Palace and among the Palace servants, his followers 
gained confidence and superiority over their rivals and 
their virulent campaign against the Süfis entered a new 
phase. 
Under the leadership of Üstüwänl, the Qädi-zädelis, 
around the year 1061/1650,3$ mounted their campaign from 
two directions, the first being the pulpits and the second 
the Palace, "where they influenced appointments and 
promotions. 
08a Amongst the famous preachers who supported 
Ustüwänl were Shaykh Well (d. 1065/1654), 
39 
who was 
notorious for his predilection for worldly goods, Cawush- 
zäde (Cawush Oghlu), 
40 
who was considered to be a narrow- 
minded extremist, Köse Mehmed, Ma'jünju Hamza, Shaykh 
'Othm n, who was imam of the is oghlanlar in the Palace 
and preacher in the SUleymäniye Mosque, Celebi Shaykh, 
whose father was Shaykh of Erdebill Tekke and finally 
HUseyn Efendi, the preacher of Orta Jä. mi'i. 
41 
38. Na`imä first mentions Üstüwäni among the events of 
1061/1650; see Na`imä, V, pp. 53-7. 
38a. Na`imä, VI, p. 223. 
39. Sh. Well was a student of Qädi-zäde himself. and became 
a preacher in Istanbul, where he succeeded 'Abd al-Ahad 
Nür3 in the Fätih Mosque in 1640. See `Ushägi-zäde, 
P. 544. 
40. Na ̀ imä, V, p. 54. 
41. Ibid. 
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These preachers presented a united front to campaign 
against the Süfis. They did not restrict their attacks 
to the Sufis and their practices, but had even denounced 
as an infidel the highest religious authority in the state, 
who was probably connected with the Süfls, namely the 
Shaykh al-Islän Yahyg Ef. (d. 1054/1644); 
42 this was 
clearly an act of fanaticism that would outrage the 
sensibility of all men of understanding. This incident 
had occurred several years before Üstüwäni's appearance 
on the scene, when one of the preachers, Cawush-zäde, was 
delivering a sermon in the Fätih Mosque and referred to 
the following beyt from the diwän of Shaykh al-Islam 
Yahyä. 
"In the mosque let hypocrites indulge in their 
hypocrisy 
Come you to the tavern where you'll-neither sham 
nor shammer see. "43 
In this connection Cawush-zäde declared: 
"0 people of Muhammad, anyone who recites this line 
is an infidel, because this is clear infidelity. ""44 
42. G. Akyürek, XVII. YUzy3.1 Osmanli ýeyhül tslämlari, 
Istanbul University graduation dissertaticn, no. 3225, 
pp. 9-12,1963; Danipend, Kronoloji, V, pp. 122,123. 
43. Translated by J. R. Walsh, The Penguin Book of Turkish' 
Verse, ed. N. Menemenciog1u (London, 1978), p. 100. 
44. Na`imä, V, p. 55. 
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According-to Na'imä, among his audience people who had the 
slightest knowledge of poetry said "What fearlessness, 
what is the meaning of declaring the mUfti of the time 
an infidel? "and in anger and aversion they left the mosque. 
TYts event probably took -place in'his last period in the 
office of the Shaykh al-Islam which ended with his death 
in 1644.45 
There is some evidence that this anti-Sufi propaganda 
had an effect on the common people. According to Na'img, 
the Qädi-zgdelis created a feeling of suspicion and 
hostility amongst the masses against the Mawlawl and 
Khalwati orders. The Qädi-zädelis-even suggested that 
the very act of entering a tekke was the act of an 
infidel (küfr). 
46 
As for the Süfis, it can only be assumed, since the 
sources are silent on this matter, that they pursued their 
usual policy of remaining in their tekkes and refraining 
45. Na'imä, loc. cit., M. Kemal, Diwan-i Yahyä (Istanbul, 1334) 
p. 46. We are told-that Yahyä Ef. did not want to 
punish this preacher, whose remarks he considered as 
the barking of a, dog, and said the following lines: 
Se. e M. Kemä1, op. and loc. cit 
46. Na'imä, pp. 54-5. 
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from confrontation with their opponents. They may well 
have been preparing themselves at this stage for their 
intellectual offensive against the Qädi-zgdelis. 
47 
Na'3mä suggests that there was an identifiable group 
of individuals who deliberately inflamed the controversy 
by attending the meetings of both parties and reporting 
exaggerated versions of the positions held by each camp. 
He des not, however, attribute a motive to such people 
but identifies them as Kdghid Emini HUseyn, Zingirji 
Süleymän, 'Arab 'Abd al-Rahmän and others, who he suggests 
enjoyed observing the quarrels and rivalry of the two groups. 
48 
One may speculate that this group consisted of men who 
placed their own interests above all else and, by playing 
up to the Qädi-zgdelis especially, hoped to acquire 
promotion and influence. This was, after all, the period 
when the power and influence of the Qädi-zädelis in the 
Palace had reached its zenith. 
Aware of support from the Palace and from some of the 
common people, the Qädi-zädelis for the first time resorted 
to violent means in order to overcome their opponents. 
Seeking a pretext for violence against the Süfis, the Qädi- 
zädelis attacked a fatwä of Shaykh al-Islä. m Bah,! -'! Efendi 
in favour of smoking, an issue much exploited by the Qädi- 
zädelis in their sermons and discussions. 49 In 1650, they 
47. Cf. below, pp. 245_8. 
48. Na'imä, loc. cit. 
49. Cf. the discussion on tobacco, p. 327 below. 
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began holding secret meetings in which. they decided to 
promote hostile propaganda against the Shaykh al-Islam. 
Through the help of their followers in the Palace they 
succeeded in acquiring a fermän from the Grand Vizier 
Melek Ahmed Pasha, who held the office from August 1650 to 
August 1651,50 ordering the demolition of some Süf3 tekkes. 
When the fermän was delivered, the Qäd3-zgdelis themselves 
immediately began implementing it with the help of soldiers, 
and launched their first attack on the Khaiwati tekke in 
Demur Qapu, where not only did they destroy the building 
but they also physically attacked those who were in the 
tekke. 51 They then proceeded to the other tekkes, 
beginning with the Ekmel Tekkesi, 
52 
another Khalwat! 
tekke in the Atmeydäni. But the news of their plans 
reached the ear of the Samsuncu Bashi, 
53 Omer Agha 
(d. 1063/1652), 54 a follower of Shaykh 'Ömer Efendi 
(d. 1069/1658), 55 the shaykh of the tekke in question. 
50. Danigmend, Kronoloji, V, p. 38. 
51. Na`imä, V, p. 57. 
52. H. Göktürk, "Ekmel Tekkesi" in Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, 
(Istanbul, 1968), IX, pp. 498-9. 
53. The Sarnsuncis (mastiff-keepers)'were the 71st orta of 
the Janissaries; their commander, the Samsunci Bashi, 
was one of the leading officers of the corps. See 
t. H. Uzuncarsili, Osmanli Devleti Teskilätindan 
Kapukulu Ocaklari, I (Ankara, 1943), pp. 202-3; 
Gibb-Bowen, I, pp. 314-15. 
54. S0, III, p. 586. 
55. `Ushägi-zäde, p. 549. 
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He extended his protection to this tekke and posted 
fifteen soldiers for its defence while he himself 
participated in the dhikr on. the evening when the attack 
was scheduled to occur. The attack did not take place. 
Having recognized that armed confrontation could only 
lead to bloodshed, the leader of the Qul Ketkhüddsi, 
56 
Celebi Ketkhüdä Beg, who was an admirer of Shaykh `Ömer Ef., 
immediately went to the Grand Vizier and persuaded him 
to issue another fermän by which it was forbidden to 
attack tekkes or to interfere in their rituals. The 
contents of the new fern n and the invalidity of the 
previous one was made known to the Qädi-zädelis. This 
new decree brought an end to the attacks of the Qädi- 
zädelis against the Süfis for some time. 
57 
As pointed out by Kaydu, the soldiers also took part 
in these attacks and acts of destruction: 
"The government troops attacked the Süfi houses- 
with drawn swords. The dancing and the rituals 
of the dervishes were suppressed and the dervishes 
were beaten up. "58 
56. The Qul Ketkhüdäsi'was the second-in-co=and of the 
Janissary corps; see t. H. Uzuncarsili, op. cit., 
pp. 195-9. 
57. Na'imä, V, p. 56. 
58. E. Kaydu, Die Institution des Scheyh ul-Islamat im 
Osmanischen Staat, Nurnberg, 1971, pp. 97-8. 
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This lull in the struggle was not to last long, 
because the Qädi-zädelis became agitated and restless as 
a reaction to the frustration of their'plans. In order 
to renew their attacks they held a secret meeting at 
the home of Potur Hasan, one of their members. 
Subsequently they agreed to seek a fatwä from the Shaykh 
al-Isläm Bahä' i Ef. on the illegality of dawardn and 
samg', in order to justify their actions. They were 
successful in obtaining one. They then sent letters of 
warning to the Süf3 leaders. Among these was the following 
letter signed by Üstüwän3 Mehmed and sent as a warning to 
the Shaykh `Abd al-Karin Celebi (d. 1106/1694). 
59 
"It has become an obligation to stop you. 
Since you have been performing rags and dawarän, 
we will raid your tekke, murder you and your 
followers, dig up the foundations of your tekke 
to the depth of a few arshin and pour its earth 
into the sea. So long as this degree of care is 
not shown, it will not be lawful to perform the 
alt in that place. ""60 
On receipt of this letter, Shaykh `Abd al-Karin paid 
a visit at once to the Shaykh al-Is1äm, Bahä'i Ef., who 
was enraged by the contents of this letter and reacted 
by sending a brief note61 to Üstttwäni Mehmed, demanding 
59. 'Ushägi-zäde, pp. 694-703. 
60. Na'imä, V, p. 57. 
61. "Sen-hi UstüwänTsin, [bu] waraqa wusUlfande gelesün, 
mukhälefet idersen Barar cekmen mugarrerdür. " ibid. 
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him to account for his actions. The leader of the Qädi- 
zädelis was terrified by this note and assured the 
messenger that he would go to the Shaykh al-Islän. 
However, he realized that he had committed a grave 
tactical error, which he attempted to put right by 
visiting the Grand Vizier to obtain his intercession. 
At the request of the other officials and Palace servants, 
the Grand Vizier asked the 'remis Ul-küttä. b at the time, 
Mewqüfät3 Mehmed Efendi, 62 to mediate. The re' is iil- 
kUttäb went to the Shaykh al-Isläm and conveyed the Grand 
Vizier's selä. ms and best wishes. Then, on behalf of the 
Grand Vizier, he asked the Shaykh al-Isläm to pardon 
Usttiwäni. The Shaykh al-Islam, Bahä'I Ef., who seems to 
have anticipated this move, expressed his concern at the 
situation, which he felt was. a result of the activities 
of the Qädi-z delis. He is reported as saying: 
"Look, Efendi, while in the [Ottoman] state 
bribes are still being taken, positions are being 
sold to the highest bidder . and so many reprehensible 
affairs from the category of disapproved and 
shameful acts are being perpetuated, why has it 
been considered necessary to protect such mischief- 
makers as these, who ought to be hanged? This 
dawarän of the Sflfis and [its] denial by the fugahä' 
is old story and a long-standing, ancient issue. 
I therefore, for my part, in issuing a fatwä 
declaring the illegality of rags in accordance 
with the clear indication of the shari'a, have 
62. Danipmend, Kronoloji, V, p. 332. Na`ima, V, p. 64. 
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acted in conformity and agreement with [my] 
predecessors. 
63 But this [much] is certain: 
that [although] there were many great Sultans 
and so many strong Viziers before your master, 
and muftis who were more learned and wise than 
me, and although fatwäs were issued in order to 
preserve the state and to respect the clear 
tenor of the 'harl_a, yet nobody went so far 
as to strike, kill, or stop the Sufis. Why has 
it become important that a group of wicked- 
spirited mischief-seekers have surrounded the 
ten-year-old, innocent, pure Sultan of Islam 
and exposed him to the curse of the fugarä' 
[the Süf1s]? 64 For certain, whether Üstüwäni 
is punished or not, I will shave off his beard 
and put him in the galleys., 
65 
Having said this, Bahä'i Efendi showed Üstüwä. ni's letter 
to the reis ül-küttäb, who now being acquainted with the 
real nature of the situation offered his apologies and 
63. Kaydu (op. cit., p. 95) says that Bahä'i Efendi did 
not issue a fatwä against ragq and dawarän. It would 
appear that he disregarded this statement by Bahä'i Bf. 
64. This apparently puzzling question posed by the Shaykh 
al-Islam can, it seems to me, only be understood as a 
heavily ironical reference to the position taken by 
the Grand Vizier in this affair. 
65. Naimä, V, p. 57. 
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left the office in chagrin. The Shaykh al-Islam then 
summoned the Qädi of Istanbul, Es'ad Ef. (d. 1066/1656)66 
to his office and ordered him to call the Qädi-zädelis one 
by one and forbid each to speak against the Süfls and their 
practices. Es'ad Ef. 's action had the required effect 
upon the Qädi-zädelis and they once again ceased their 
attacks for an unspecified period. 
66a 
As may be expected, this temporary truce came to an 
end through the activities of the Qädi-zädelis, who broke 
this silence in order to provoke their opponents. It was 
6awush-z9de who opened the next chapter in this controversy 
by once again denouncing the Süfis from the pulpit as 
innovators who included whirling in their ritual, and 
indulged in the paradox of chanting the words of the 
shahäda in a manner held by the Qädi-zädelis to be un- 
Islamic. For this he denounced them as infidels. The 
Sufis, who were represented at this point by Dhäkir-zäde 
.. 
(1068/1657), 67 a follower of `Aziz Mahmüd Hüdäyi, and the 
preacher in the Fätih Mosque, replied as follows: 
v 
"A shameless fellow by the name of Cawush- 
oghli has said a nonsensical thing. People of 
piety and spiritual guidance who have been the 
great men of the religion of Islä. m have recommended 
dawarän and dhikr as being among the principles of 
the tariga. 6S Those who unjustly declare the people 
66. 'Ushägi-zäde, p. 210. 
66a. Na'imä, op. and loc. cit. 
67. 'Ushägi-zäde, pp. 544-5. 
68. Here it refers to the Süfi way of life in general. 
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who proclaim God's unity to be infidels are 
[themselves] infidels. "69 
This statement seems to have been sufficient to silence 
the Qädi-zädelis, who once again ceased their attacks. 
This was indeed a clear victory for the Süfis. 
v 
Cawush-zäde's father-in-law, the famous preacher 
Erdebili-zäde (d. 1080/1669)70 returned from the Hajj at 
this point, and when he was informed of the challenges 
issued by his son-in-law, harshly rebuked him because of 
his attitudes towards the Süfis and then issued a challenge 
to the Q941-zddelis stating that anyone who had a complaint 
against the Süfis should direct it to himself, as he had 
answers for them. The Qäd3-zädelis, perhaps having 
realized their situation, did not respond. 
Üstüwän3 was 
to comment-on this as follows: 
A 
"Since he is an ehl-i häl [someone who has 
attained an inner knowledge of God] and is 
saintly, we do not have anything to say against 
him. [Our objection] is to those who are 
unaware of hal and are frivolous. "71 A 
As we have already seen from the beginning of the 
attacks, the Sufis never defended themselves by resorting 
to violence as did their opponents. As usual, they always 
tried to use peaceful means in the face of violence. Their 
69. Na'imä, V, pp. 58-9. 
70. 'Ushägi-zäde, p. 555. 
71. Na'imä, V, p. 59. 
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approach was intellectual. The Qädi-zddelis responded by 
altering their tactics and abandoned the appeal to reason 
and increasingly favoured direct confrontation, reducing 
the debate to a match of strength. 
The Sufis also realized the intellectual advantage- 
they held, and counter-attacked by criticising Birgiwi's 
al-Tarigat al-Muhammadiyya, which was regarded as a guide 
and source of inspiration for the Qädi-zädelis. The 
leader of the Sufis, `Abd al- 
Ahad Nüri (d. 1061/1650), encouraged all his followers to 
approach this work from different points of view. The 
first to respond to this appeal was Kürd Mehmed (d. 1084/ 
1673)72 who wrote a*commentary on al-Tariqat al- 
Muhammadiyya, entitled "Sharh `alä '. 1-Tarigat al-Muhammadiyya'; 
in which he defended some of the Safi practices condemned by 
Birgiwi. His attack was made under the guise of an 
investigation into the authenticity of the traditions 
(ahädith) cited in the Tariga . His commentary was 
well received'by the Süfis, who disseminated it among their 
members.. When the Qädi-zadelis obtained a copy of his 
work, they subjected it to a thorough investigation for 
possible heresy or mistakes. Not surprisingly, they 
succeeded in identifying certain errors and deviations 
from orthodoxy. They proclaimed the author of the 
commentary an infidel, and therefore an apostate, who by 
law should be executed. Accordingly, they appealed to 
72. M. Ayni, Turk Ahlakcilari, p. 116; OPI, II, p. S. 
Na'3nä, V, pp. 265-6. 
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the Shaykh al-Is1äm and advanced their arguments. At 
the same time they had their supporters in the Palace, 
men such as Rey1 n Agha, to lobby the Grand Vizier of 
the time, and to put pressure on the Shaykh al-Isläm to 
support the Qädi-zädelis. 
73 The Shaykh al-Is17am, Bahr ! 
Ef., having noted the zeal and strength of the mood of the 
Qädi-zadelis, attempted to placate their anger by offering 
to punish Kürd Mehmed. 'Meanwhile, Kürd Mehred, having 
witnessed the reaction of the Qädi-zädelis to his work, 
and the resultant developments, took his work to Bahg'i 
Ef. and explained his position, defending his views thus, 
as reported by Na`imä: 
"My lord, the interpretation of the verses 
which are under discussion is taken from the 
works of accepted authorities, like Fakhr al- 
Din Räzi, al-Ghazäli. and Rdghib al-Isfahän3. "74 
Bahä'3 Ef., realizing the situation and the realities 
underlying the controversy, advised Hürd Mehmed not to 
demonstrate every truth of which he was aware, and then 
requested him to distance himself from the city for a 
period of time. gird Mehmed realized that his position 
was hopeless, gave up his job and quit the capital. He 
went to Bursa, where he died in 1084/1673.75 
Of course, the Qädi-zädelis interpreted this develop- 
73. Na'imä, V, p. 266. 
74. Na'imä, V, p. 267. 
75. Ayni, op. cit., p., 116. 
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ment as a victory for themselves and this temporarily 
discouraged the Süfis. It seems, however, that the 
Sufis were determined in their struggle, and therefore, 
after a short interval, another member of their group, 
the imam of Mehmed Agha'Mosque, known as Tatar Imam 
(`Ali 
_b. 
Hasan b. Sadaqa), 76 a man respected in scholarly 
circles, formulated an attack on the Qädi-zädelis in a 
work entitled - Idräk al-hagiqa fi takhrij ahädith 
al-Tariga . 
77 This he presented to the Shaykh al-Islam 
Ebü Said Ef. (d. 1073/1662). 
78 At this particular time, 
Birgiwi's grandson, 'Ismeti Ef. (d. 1076/1665), 
79 by 
chance happened to be visiting the'Shaykh al-Islä. m, who 
gave the work to him so that he could assess its contents. 
He quickly surveyed Tatar Imäm's commentary. This sufficed 
to indicate its controversial nature, and 'Ismen Ef. 
returned the work to the Shaykh al-Islam, indicating his 
tacit approval. 
80 It was not long before the Qädi- 
zädelis found out about the existence of this work. With 
a confidence born of their recent victory over Kürd Mehmed, 
76. Ayni, op. cit., p. in. 
77. Jd 
78. 'Ushägi-zade, pp. 258-63. 
79. 'Ushäg1-zäde, pp. 287-90. 
80. In fact, 'Ismeti Efendi himself translated Birgiwi's 
Tariga into Turkish (see Ayni, op. cit., p. 113). 
Being well-acquainted with its contents, therefore, 
he was easily able to detect the intention behind 
Tatar Imam's work; see also Na' imä, V, pp. 265-6. 
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they approached the Shaykh al-Isläm and demanded the 
death of Tatar Imäm, seeking a public condemnation of 
the commentary. The Shaykh al-Isläm placated these 
zealots and innocently requested to have the work brought 
.. 
to him for his perusal, at the same time summoning its 
author. Tatar Imäm, having been advised of this develop- 
ment, came directly to the Shaykh al-Islam and declared: 
"The Qädi-zädelis disturbed my lord. If, as 
they wish, my death becomes necessary, the order 
belongs only to God. I remind you, however, 
that I am not a man like Kürd Mehhmed to leave 
the city through fear of them. "B 
Having made this point, he challenged the Qädi-zadelis to 
"a 
public. discussion in the Fätih Mosque. The following 
day he brought all his sources to the mosque and awaited 
them, but, as one might expect, the Qädi-zädelis did not 
respond to this sort of challenge, and they did not turn 
up. This is-not-to suggest that the Qgdi-zädelis were 
backing away from a confrontation. They merely avoided 
a forum in which the advantage lay with the better 
educated and more intellectually versatile contender. 
Rather they reacted by mounting a campaign of invective 
against Tatar Imam. They appealed to their supporters 
in the Palace who argued that for Tatar Imäm to challenge 
the authority of a past scholar such as Birgiwi was gross 
impudence and impiety. 
82 They attributed Tatar Imä. m's 
81. Na`imä, V, p. 268. 
82. Ibid. 
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actions to the inspiration of Satan, and warned the 
Sultan of the consequences of allowing such a man to 
wander free in society, reminding the Sultan of his duty 
as guardian of the Holy Law and society in-general. 
33 
This strategy worked, and the young Sultgn ordered 
the Shaykh al-Islam, now Bahä'i Ef. once again, to 
summon the 'ulama' to a meeting which was to be held on 
13 Safar 1063/14 January 1653. In this assembly the 
`ulamä', presided over by the Shaykh al-Islam, discussed 
the case in detail and reached the conclusion formulated 
in the following summary: 
"The commentaries [including those of KUrd 
Mehmed and Tatar Imäm] on al-Tarlgat al- 
Muhammadiyya are unacceptable and are to be 
renounced. Furthermore, the works of previous 
`ulamä' must also be protected from every sort 
of criticism which may discredit the reputation 
of the author as well as the work itself. "84 
In addition to this, they issued a warning to Tatar Imäm 
not to indulge in this kind of activity, although they 
themselves could not face him in public discussion. 
Throughout the account of this controversy, based as 
it is mainly on Na`imä, one is struck by the lack of 
integrity in the arguments proposed by the Qädl-zädelis. 
They very rightly recognised the weakness of their own argu- 
ments and consequently chose to resort to demagogy and Palace 
83. Na'imä, V, p. 268. 
84. I1a'im2i, V, p. 269. 
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intrigues. This. is not to condemn their intellectual 
position, which within the framework of Islamic thought 
did possess a certain amount of validity, but rather to 
demonstrate that their tactics were opportunist and 
violated the unwritten rules of propriety within the 
Ottoman state. 
The behaviour of the Süfis during this period 
provides a sharp contrast. Their dignity and restraint 
must have impressed both intellectuals and the populace 
in general. 
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The Palace and the Qäd3-zädells 
The good relationship between the Palace and Qädi- 
zädelKwas significant in that it helped recruitment of 
followers from among some employees of the Palace, such 
as bostäncilar (gardeners) and kapicilar 
(gate men), most 
of whom had no formal religious' training and were therefore 
easily swayed by the eloquent sermons of Qädi-zäde and 
his disciples. These Palace servants played a crucial 
role in the development of the relationship between the 
Qadi-zädelis and the court following the death of Sultan 
Muräd IV (1640). Sultan Ibrahim, who succeeded Muräd IV, 
was not able to maintain the authority which he had 
inherited, and the reins of real power passed therefore 
into the hands of the Wälide Sultan and aghas who were 
in direct daily contact with the Palace servants. Through 
these Palace supporters of theirs, the Qädi-zädelis 
became an important group in the Palace, where they were 
able to take advantage of the weakness of the central 
authority in the realization of their aims. 
85 
The period which begins with the death of Sultan 
85. Na`imä, IV, pp. 35-7,243-4,290-2; Uzunsarsili, 
op. cit., pp. 228,231; Shaw, Empire, pp. 200-5; 
also A. Refiq, Samar Dewri (1049-1059) (Istanbul, 
1927); idem, Osmanli Devrinde Hoca NUfuzu, (istanbul, 
1933) and Qadinlar saltanati (1049-1059) (Istanbul, 
1927), 3 vols. 
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Muräd in 1049/1640 and continued down until the early 
years of the reign of Mehmed IV (1648-1687) may be 
considered as the period which marks the zenith of 
success for the Qädi-zädelis, who at this time acquired 
power and the material advantages that go with it. In 
sharp contrast to the Süf! s' ethic of spirituality and 
asceticism, the Qädi-zädelis acquired and enjoyed influence 
and worldly prestige. Na`imd summed up this contrast thus: 
The Qäd3-zädelis acquired fame in the early 
days of His Majesty Sultän Mehmed Khan, when 
the reins of management were in the hands of 
partners of the Sultanate. The reason for this 
was that the majority of the shaykhs of the 
dervish orders were not greedy for worldly 
goods and survived on the bare subsistence 
diet of gana'at (contentment with one's lot) 
and did not know the necessary tricks and frauds 
for acquiring wealth. But the Qadi-zädelis made 
[the practice of]-appearing in the guise of 
asceticism and piety a snare of falsification- 
for the acquisition of worldly wealth. They 
gained control of t ned wicked usurers, the stock- 
piling charterers 
an hypocritical and un- 
trustworthy-members of the trading community. 
They accomplished any business that they had 
with the Pashas and Qädls through the intercession 
[of intermediaries]. They devised tricks which 
would advance their desire of bringing to a 
successful conclusion their affairs concerning 
endowments (e wgäf) and [private] , property. They 
would enter into agreements with contemptible 
rich people and employ those beasts in matters 
of clothes and furnishings, grains and other 
provisions. 
86 
86. Na'lmä, VI, pp. 222-3. 
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If Nairn, as the only extant source which gives 
information on this period of the movement, is to be 
believed, it is very. significant to note that the Qgdi- 
zädelis, who were considered to be against bribery 
(rüshwet) as well as other uncanonical practices, had 
begun to compromise themselves. They had become involved 
in rUshwet gained illegal wealth and done business with 
people who were regarded as "beasts". 
The coming of a new leader, Üstüwän3 Mehmed, gave a 
new spirit, direction and unity to the whole movement. 
The Qgdi-zädelis became more militant, aggressive and 
intolerant towards their opponents. Üstüwäni's relation- 
ship with the Palace and his patronage by important-people 
there played a significant role in the subsequent develop- 
ment of the Qäd! -zädeli movement. 
Through his influence over the Wälide Sultän and the 
aghas of the Harem, Üstüwäni Mehmed Efendi became powerful 
and influential in the Palace. According to Na`imä, he 
was able to avail himself of the help of those who were 
close to, the sovereign and thus came to have a hand in 
appointments and promotions. As a matter of fact, he 
and his supporters in the Palace or in the government 
controlled almost all appointments and dismissals in 
government posts. 
87 It may be assumed that 
those who did not want to lose their position collaborated 
with the Qgdi-zädelis and held a tolerant and flexible 
87. Na`imä, VI, p. 223. 
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attitude towards them. Because they were in charge of 
appointments, the Qädi-zädelis became very rich since 
they used to offer offices to the highest bidder and to 
people who would support them. Moreover, through secret 
communications with court favourites, Ustüwäni Mehmed 
offered advice on all measures of a governmental or 
religious nature. He would pronounce on whether a measure 
was or was not in the interest of religion and the state, 
and his opinions were usually accepted. 
88 He'therefore 
became so powerful and influential that no one would dare 
to stand against him. This kind of influence was apparently 
enjoyed by UstUwäni for a number of years. It is clear 
from his account that Na'imä is fierce in his condemnation 
of the pursuit and abuse of power by UstUwäni and the 
Qädl-zädelis and he misses no opportunity to point out the 
corruption practised by this group. 
89 
However, this period of influence, power and wealth 
enjoyed by the Qädi-zädelis received its first setback 
when theCinar waq'asi(Ci. nar event) took place on*8 Jam. 
1.1066 /4 March 1656. On this occasion, the Janissaries 
and si ähis jointly demanded the heads of thirty court 
and government officials; 
whom they accused of corruption and 
in particular of debasing the coinage to such an extent 
that it was no longer accepted by the merchants of the 
83. Na 'imä, V. pp. 57-8. 
89. Na 'imä, V2, pp. 223-4; V, pp. 57=8. 
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city. This upheaval continued for five. days, during which 
most of those who were on the list were hanged, each one 
from a plane tree in front of the Sultän Ahmad Mosque. 
The shopkeepers closed their shops and stayed at home in 
support of the soldiers. 
90 
As a result of this event it appears that the Qädi- 
zMdelis lost most of their protectors and close friends 
in the Palace. Although their influence and power in the 
Palace and among the government officials was much reduced, 
they still held some control over the designation of posts 
and offices. 
91 The main objective of the Cinar waq'asi was 
to prevent a particular group of people from using state 
funds-for the benefit of themselves or their close friends 
and relatives. It is useful to glance at the names of 
those who were hanged at that time; these included the 
Agha of Där al-Sa'äda, BehrMm; the tutor of the Sultän, 
Biläl Agha; the chief Agha of the Khäss Oda and the Defterdär 
(treasurer), as well as certain officials in the department of 
92 
customs and ports. As pointed out previously, the Qädi-zädelis 
90. This event is very important in that it shows the 
weakness of the Palace and the power of the soldiers. 
Details in Na'imä, VI, pp. 148-54; M. Nür3, 
Netäyij al-Wuqü`ät (tstanbul, 1327), II9 pp. 66-7; 
Danigmend, Kronoloji, III, pp. 420-1. 
91. Cf. the comment by the new Grand Vizier on this 
question, quoted on the next page. 
92. For more detail see M. Nüri, op. cit., p. 67; 
Uzun? arils, OT, p. 299. 
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were influential with these people 
the same time they were closely asp 
officials who were responsible for 
it is not too fanciful to draw the 
revolt had been primarily directed 
of the Qädl-zädelis in the Palace, 
at the Qädi-zädelis themselves. 
in the Palace, and at 
3ociated with those 
customs and ports. So 
conclusion that the . 
against the supporters 
and indirectly therefore 
Another important event which contributed to the 
Qäd3-zädelis'loss of power in the court was the appoint- 
ment of a new Grand Vizier, Boym Yarali (Yassi) Mehmed 
Pasha, on 26 Rajab 1066/26 April 1656.93 The new Grand 
Vizier was a tough man by nature, and he seemed determined 
to re-establish law and order. Having realized the 
internal politics in the Palace, his first move was to 
take all power into his hands. He is reported by Na'imä 
to have said: 
"What is the use of consulting the 'ulamä' 
and the shaykhs about appointments and promotions? " 
Na`imä goes on to say that the new Grand Vizier began 
receiving bribes instead. 94 
Of course, as might be expected, the Qädi -z delis 
became frustrated at this set-back. They did not accept 
easily their loss of power and influence in the Palace, 
and they embarked upon a vigorous but futile campaign 
against the Grand Vizier, whon they accused of bribery and 
93. Danismend, op. cit., V, p. 42. 
94. Na `ima, op. and loc. cit. 
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corruption as well as protecting the Süfis. 
95 
It is interesting to note that the nature of the 
movement had undergone a fundamental change by this 
time. Under Qädi-zäde the Qädi-zädelis had denounced 
all corruption and looked for a complete and general 
reformation of ethical attitudes. Under Ustüwani the 
movement became a mere interest group vying for power 
and ready to exploit it for whatever material gain it 
could bring. 
The relationship between the Qädi-zädelis and the 
-Palace and the trading classes is well described by 
Na`imä, who quotes a statement by a certain Hanafi Ef., 
who supported the Sufis and was against the Qädi-zädelis, 
at a meeting where several prominent `ulamä' were present 
like Mustafä Efendi of Bolu and Mingari-zäde. Hanafi 
Efendi compared the Qädi-zädelis to a great shady tree 
with branches everywhere. One branch was the bostäncis 
in the Palace, one branch reached from the bal aces all 
the way to the Imperial Palace, and the third and greatest 
branch was the people of trades in the bazaar. Na'3mä 
reports Hanafi Efendi to have continued thus: 
"They do not listen to good advice and do 
not understand kind treatment; how are we 
going to get rid of them? " 
Mustafg Efendi of Bolu joined in the 
conversation and said: "Friends, among the 
men of God the 'sword of the hidden' is well- 




Ghafür Efendi, who was listening to the 
conversation, raised his head and said: 
"My lord, we say that it should be sufficient 
for us to-order what is obvious; otherwise, 
if it is left to the ahwäl-i bätiniyya, God 
the Overpowering, Glorified and Exalted is 
the great Avenger; " and completed his talk 
by quoting the Qur'gnic verse: 
"And fear tumult or oppression, which 
affecteth notinparticular [only] those 
of you who. do wrong: 
And know that God is strict in punishment. " 
96 (8/25) 
This quotation appears to describe very aptly the 
Qädi-zädelis and their area of influence at this stage 
of the movement. 
As well as stressing the stranglehold of the Qädi- 
zädelis on the Palace at that time, this account by 
Na'imä is very revealing in its obvious insistence on the 
feelings of disapproval held by some of the 'ulamä' at 
least towards the Qädi-zäde movement. 
Although göprülü Mehmed Pasha brought an end to the 
influence and power of the Q 4i-zädelis in the Palace in 
1656, the movement was to be revived, as will be seen in 
the next chapter, by Wäni Mehmed. 
96. Na'imä, VI, p. 230. 
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The End of the Second Phase of the Qädi-zäde Movement 
The most dangerous threat to the Qädi-zädelis lay in 
a reversal of their influence in the Palace, and with the 
appointment of Poyru Yarali Mehmed Pasha as Grand Vizier 
(1066/1656)97 this dreaded possibility was realized. The 
Qddl-zädelis were not long in assessing the danger of 
their own position. They immediately embarked upon a 
campaign to discredit the new Grand Vizier. Again they 
used the pulpit as a forum for their attacks, but-on this 
occasion their target was not the Süfls but the Grand 
Vizier himself. 9$ This action must have been considered 
a gross violation of political propriety, for the Ottoman 
government was traditionally held to be immune from 
criticism. Opposition of this kind was tantamount to 
open rebellion. We can only presume that the Qadi-zädelis 
were encouraged in their attacks by the residual strength 
of their support in the Palace. 
Ottoman military reverses in the naval war with 
Venice provided the Qädi-zädelis with an opportunity to 
level serious criticism against the Vizier. The Venetians 
captured the Bozcaada (trenedos) and Linni (Limnos) 
just outside the Dardanelles in 1656.99 Later in the 
97. Danismend, Kronoloji, III, p. 421. 
93. Uzuncars ill, OT, 1fl , pa'Lr, 372 Na'Imä, VI, p. 224. 
99. Dani; mend, op. and loc. cit. 
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same year they even blocked the Dardanelles, a move which. 
threatened the position of the capital. This created 
panic and fear in Istanbul-100 Following this incident, 
The Qädi-zädelis exploited the situation for their own 
ends by blaming the administration, whom they held 
responsible for the defeat. In their sermons against 
the government, the 041-zädelis presented themselves as 
the champions of religion, the implication being that true 
religion rendered the state strong against the enemy. Now, 
as during the time of Qädi-zäde, their attacks focussed 
on the corruption, bribery and immorality of government 
officials, who, they claimed, patronised the Süfis. They 
struggled to create the impression that they were the only 
group interested in the defence-of the Sharl'a and its 
principles. - Na'imä su=arises the 
argument they presented: 
"Unjust and bribe-taking men are abundant, 
the noble Shari`a is not being applied, the 
Muslim countries have become full of innovations. 
The Vizierl0l and the müfti [Shaykh al-Isläm] 
are protecting the Safi innovators. ""102 
It is apparent that the Qädi-zgdelis were using the 
Safis as a scapegoat in their criticisms of the administration 
100. Bunt, op. cit., p. 20. 
101. This almost certainly refers to the Grand Vizier of 
the time. 
102. Na'3m5, VI, p. 224. 
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and the government. In doing this they had two aims: 
the first was to criticize the government indirectly, 
the second to discredit the Süfis and present them as 
being responsible for all the troubles and problems. 
The government situation worsened when the Grand 
Vizier showed himself unable to handle the affairs of 
the state. The Sultän's confidence in his minister was 
shaken and as a result of the exorbitant demands of the 
Grand Vizier at a council meeting held in September 1656, 
the Sultan decided to dismiss him from his office. On 
the recommendation of the Wälide Tuj3shän Sultan, the 
Sultan eventually appointed Köprülü Mehmed Pasha to the 
Grand Vizierate on 26 DhiIga'de 1065/15 September 1656.103 
This new appointment, it appears, pleased the Qädi- 
zädelis, who must have assumed that they could now carry on 
their activities as usual and attain their previous power 
and influence. But the events which followed did not 
favour the Qädi-zädelis. They resumed their activities 
eight days after the appointment of Köprttlü Mehmed Pasha 
on FridaY3 Dh. ft-hijja 1066/22 September 1656. During the 
Friday prayer in the mosque of Mehmed Fatih, a group of 
103. Kunt, op. cit:, pp. 50-61; idem, "Na'imi, KöprU1« 
and the Grand Vezirate" in Bogazi#i Universitesi 
Dergisi, (Istanbul, 1973), I, pp. 57-64; 
Danismend, Kronoloji, V, 42; Na'imä, VI, pp. 213-4. 
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Qädi-zädelis openly objected to the mü'edhdhins chanting 
with taghanni the salät wa saläm (blessing and peace 
upon the Prophet), and demanded that this practice should 
be forbidden. However, an opposition group attempted to 
stop the Qadi-zädelis from interfering with the mü'edhdhins' 
performance. The ensuing struggle almost ended in bloodshed. 
Naturally the Qädi-zädelis were angered by the 
opposition which their actions had provoked and determined 
on a renewal of their campaign against the Süfis. After 
the prayer, they openly proposed a final campaign against' 
the Sufis in which they envisaged the demolition of all 
the tekkes throughout Ottoman territory. The debris of 
these tekkes should then be cast into the sea. They 
therefore made an appeal to arms, inviting a violent take- 
over of the dervish lodges. Accordingly they made a 
public announcement saying: 
"Anyone who is a member of the umma of 
Muhammad, take up your tools and instruments 
of war in order to make 'al-amr bi'l-ma'rüf 
wa' I -naht' 'an:. al-munkar', and gather at the 
courtyard of the above-mentioned mosque 
tomorrow. "104 
Na'3mä represents the Qadi-zädelis as having, at 
this point three principal aims: 
1. To go to the Sultän to obtain his permission to 
abolish all the bid'as (innovations) which had appeared 
since the time of the Prophet. 
104. Na ̀ 3nä, VI, p. 225. 
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2. To demolish all tekkes, to call upon the-dervishes 
in the streets of Istanbul to renew their faith and to 
kill them if they refused. 
3. To demolish all the minarets of the Sullins' mosques 
save one. tos 
This was nothing less than a call for a complete 
reform of religious attitudes within the ottoman state. 
It is difficult to assess exactly what motives lay behind 
this manifesto. The Süfis are obviously under attack here, 
as their tekkes are specifically mentioned. The Qgdi- 
zädelis may also, however, have been aiming their attacks 
at the Ottoman state itself, although they themselves may 
not at this time have been aware of all the implications 
of a policy which rejected all bid'as since the time of 
the Prophet. 
The night of the Qädi-zädelis' proclamation was marked 
by unease and restlessness associated with the gathering 
storms about to unleash their fury on the 'city. Na'3mä 
describes the night as follows: 
"That night this clamour spread throughout 
the city of Istanbul. [On the one hand] the 
medrese students, with stout sticks and 
Kurdish war knives, and [on the other hand] 
the henchmen of H 9j1 Mandl and Pagi Dongel, 
members of the class of stock-piling hypocritical 
traders and craftsmen, girding weapons on to 
who were their apprentices 
and slaves, gathered in groups and began assembling 
105. Idem, VI, p. 225. 
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in the Sultan Mehmed [Fätih] Mosque under-the 
rallying cry (lit. ' in the form cf ') ' Let us go 
[and fight ]for the cause of the faith! 106 
The Qädi-zädelis assembled at the mosque at the 
appointed time. The Grand Vizier of the time, Köprülü 
Mehmed Pasha, who had been in the office for eight days, 
was informed of the situation, immediately took the 
initiative and advised them at first to avoid a violent 
incident and to withdraw their proclamation. The Qädi- 
zädelis did not, however, heed his warning. They must 
have realized that this was a crucial opportunity to 
achieve their mission, and therefore, predictably, they 
refused to abandon their attack. The Grand Vizier, 
Köprülü Mehmed Pasha, thereupon summoned the 'ulamä' and 
asked their opinion on the subject. The 'ulamä' agreed 
on the illegitimacy of the Qädi-zädelis action, and also 
stated that the claims of the Q9d3-zädelis were false. 
It was held that their action would only result in civil 
strife. It was therefore decided that-those who incited 
fitna must be punished in accordance with the Shari'a. 
After this fatwä from the 'ulamä', Köprülü informed the 
Sultän; he ordered the Grand Vizier to have the guilty 
parties killed. The leaders of the Qädi-zädelis were 
however saved from execution by the Grand Vizier, who 
pleaded for their exile. Accordingly, the leader and 
instigator Üstüwäni Mehmed., and also two other famous. 
preachers, TUrk Ahmad and Dlwäne Mustafa, were taken 
106. Na`imä, VI, p. 226. 
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from their houses and exiled to Cyprus (1656). 
107 This 
action deprived the Qädi-zäde movement of leadership, and 
as a result the Qädi-zädelis were unable to influence 
affairs of state until the arrival of Wäni Mehmed Ef. 
in Istanbul from Erzurum around the year 1662. 
107. Na`imä, VI, p. 226; Shaw, Empire, p. 209; Thomas, 
op. cit., p. 108; dim ek, op. cit., p. 61. 
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The Third Phase of the Movement 
It appears that the exile of the three prominent 
leaders of the Qä. -zädelis to Cyprus by order of 
Köprülü Nehned Pasha, who was the Grand Vizier in 1656, 
as a result of their preparation for a final assault 
upon the Süfis, has been considered by some scholars as 
the annihilation of the Q4 -zäde movement. 
1 In fact, 
the period immediately preceding this event marked the 
heyday of 'the Qädi-zädelis but the exile was only the 
end of the second phase in the development of the 
movement. It was not, however, the end of the story. 
It is rather unfortunate that there is little 
information on the activities of the Qadi-zädelis after 
the exile of their leaders, nor are any facts known about 
those who were exiled. It is very unlikely that Köprülü 
was satisfied with the exile of those three and-the 
confiscation of the properties of the Qädi-zädelis. 
2 He 
may well have taken more tough action against the Q9d1- 
zädelis and their supporters in Istanbul in order to 
avoid further conflicts and disorder. It is certain that 
K3prülü Mehmed Pasha, in order to destroy the roots of 
disorder and rebellions, was ready to take any course of 
action, which would include the Qädi-zädelis and their 
supporters in the government and at the court. When 
1. Authors like Inalcik, Shaw and Uzuncarsili. 
2. Shaw, op. cit., p. 209. 
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four thousand persons, including several influential 
Süfis, were executed by the order of K3prülü, it is not 
impossible that there were some amongst them from the 
ranks of the Qadi-zädelis. 
3 
Concerning the three leaders, Üstüwgni, TUrk Ahmad 
and Diwam Mustafä, we only know that Üstüwän3, after 
staying a while in Cyprus, was ordered to return to his 
home town, Damascus. He went back there and continued 
his struggle against religious innovations until his 
death. 4 But nothing is known about the other two. Did 
they stay in Cyprus or return? If they stayed did they 
carry on their struggle against the Süfis or not? If 
they had the chance to return to the capital, what happened 
to them after that? These and other'similar questions 
cannot be answered in our present state of knowledge. 
The reason for the quiescence of the Qäd! -zädelis 
may well be found in the action of the Grand Vizier against 
the Süfis. It appears from the sources that Köprülü 
Mehmed in fact did not treat the SüfIs differently from 
the Q54 -zädelis. Perhaps he did not want to give any 
chance to the Süfis to_feel the victory over their 
opponents, whilst at the same time he wished to create 
the impression that the Grand Vizier would not tolerate 
3. Hasluck, Christianity and Islam under the Sultans 
(Oxford, 1929), II, p. 421. 
4. Cf. pp. 224-5; alsoCUsha-qi-zäde, 
P. 553. 
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any group who-were involved in disorder. So he suppressed 
both parties. It has already been pointed out that he 
killed several Süf3s but he also particularly prohibited 
the ceremonies and rituals of dervish orders, such as the 
Khalwatiyya, Mawlawiyya and Shamsiyya. 
5 T. Smith, an 
English traveller who was visiting Istanbul at that time, 
after describing KbprUlü's tough measures against disorder 
and rebellions, makes the following observation concerning 
the Süfis. 
"This man [referring to Köprülü] also forbade 
the dervishes to dance in a ring and turn round, 
which before was their solemn practice at set 
times before the people. "6 
It is possible that, because the Qäd3-zädelis 
witnessed these prohibitions and the executions of the 
Sufis by the state, they did not want to make themselves 
conspicuous for a while. K prülü's tough policy against 
anarchy and revolt from whatever source was felt through- 
out the state and continued until his death.? It was his 
merciless and harsh actions which caused him to be called 
bloodthirsty by some of the Ottoman historians. 
8 
5. Ubicini, Letters, I, z03 . -,,; 
Hasluck, op. cit., p. 422. 
6. T. Smith in J. Ray's A Collection of Curious Travels 
and Voyages (London, 1738), 2nd edition, II, p. 384. 
7. Hasluck, op. cit., p. 422. 
8. T. Gökbilgin -R. C. Repp, "Köprülüler" in EI2, V, p. 258. 
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Following his death in 1661, his son Köprülü Fädil 
succeeded him in the office. His policies were no 
different from his father's. In this respect Hasluck 
writes as follows: 
"In the vizirate of the younger Kuprulu, 
AY ad, who followed his father's policy, 
[there] appeared an important ally in Van! 
Efendi, a persuasive preacher of the strictest 
Sunni principles, who obtained a great influence 
over the orthodox Sultän. As a member of the 
Ulama party, Van! was the determined foe of the 
dervish orders, always suspected of heresy by 
the stricter Musulmans. His activity, which 
seems to date from 1664, was the religious 
counterpart of the political measures of the 
Kuprulus; he opposed lawlessness in religion 
as they in politics. A strict Puritan, he 
made a strong stand against the mystic Safi 
doctrines professed by many members of the 
upper classes and the cult of saints and other 
superstitions in vogue among the lower. " 
9 
After an interval of eight years the Q4 -zädelis 
in the court and city met another preacher, Wäni Mehmed 
Efendi, who after establishing himself in Istanbul 
became the advocator of the ideas which were defended 
by the Qädi-zädelis. As a matter of fact Wäni's arrival 
in Istanbul marked the beginning of the third phase in 
the movement of the Qädi-zädelis. 
In the third phase of the movement the Qädi-zädelis 
maintained some of their struggle against the Süf1s 
9" Hasluck, op. cit., II, pp. 422-3. 
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through the government. Wgni, as will be seen below, 
was clever enough to take the Sultan and the Grand 
Vizier into his hands and employ their power and influence 
in the cause of the Qädi-zädelis. Against his growing 
power and influence the Süfis could not resist, except 
a militant like Niyäzi al-Misri, who outspokenly defended 
Süfi practices and beliefs though spending most of his 
life in exile or prison. 
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Wan! I'Iehmed Efendi (? _ log6) 1685) 
Wn 's Life 
Al-Shaykh Mehmed al-Want b. Shaykh Bist9m Ef., 
commonly known as Wäni Mehmed Ef., was born in Hashäb, 
a small town in the wiläyet of Wan (Van). Unfortunately, 
we have no information available to us regarding his 
date of birth and family. 
10 
According to `Ushägi-zäde, he received his early 
education at home from his father and then, in order to 
advance his studies, he travelled to the city of Wan 
where he read several Islamic'sciences under different 
tutors. Having finished his studies there, Mehmed Ef. 
set out for Tabriz. It is recorded that when he arrived 
there he did not want to remain because of the existence 
there of certain non-Islamic communities, such as the 
10. The biographical sources on his life are: 'Ushägi- 
zäde, pp. 563-9; OM, II, p. 50; Sh. Sämi, Qamüs al- 
A'läm (tstanbul, 1336), VI, pp. 461-2; t. H. Danipmend, 
TUrklUk Meseleleri (tstanbul, 1966), pp. 67-93; 
"t. Parmaksizoglu, "Mehmed Ef. Väni-zäde" in TUrk 
Ansiklopedisi (Ankara, 1976), XXIII, pp. 407-8. 
Parmaksizoglu, contrary to `Ushägi-zäde and OM, 
states that Ustüwäni was born in the city of Wan; he 
gives no source for this information. 
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Rafidis, Manichees and Zoroastrians. He therefore 
proceeded to Qarabägh where he. spent ten years under the 
guidance of a certain Nolla Nür al-Din about whom we 
have no information. Presumably it was during this period 
that he acquired an interest in Sufism and engaged himself 
sometimes in its practices and in the study of some of 
the accepted classical works on the subject. 
ll 
Having completed his studies, Wän! Ef. came to 
Erzurun, where he settled down. Here he began preaching 
in the mosques and presiding over study circles in order 
to "guide people to the right path. " Through teaching 
and preaching he gained fame and reputation. 
While K6prUlU Fädi1 Ahmad, Pasha was resident in 
Erzurum in 1069/1658, he heard of the fame and reputation 
of Mehmed Ef. and arranged a meeting with him, as a 
result of which there arose a relationship between the 
preacher and the future Grand Vizier. When Fädil Ahmad 
12 
Pasha left Erzurum for the governorship of Damascus in 
1070/1659, this friendship continued. Thus, when Mehmed 
Ef. encountered some opposition to his teaching from the 
11. In his risäla, Muhyi'l-sunna (fol. 3b), he mentions 
that until he reached middle age, he engaged in Süf3 
practices and studied the following books: IhyR' 'Ulüm 
of al-Ghazäli, 'Awärif al-Ma'ärif of Suhrawardi and 
Rashahgt-i 'Ayn al-Hayät of VUseyn Wä'iz Safl. 
12. T. Gökbilgin, "Köprülüler, Fädil Ahmet Pasha" in 
tA, VI, p. 898. 
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local shaykhs in Erzurum, he naturally sought the help of 
his friend and future. patron Fädil Ahmad Pasha, on whose 
suggestion he was invited to the capital by the Grand 
Vizier K6prülü Mehmed Pasha. But it appears that Wan! 
Mehmed, because of his engagements with teaching and 
preaching, could not make the journey until Fädsl Ahmad 
Pasha succeeded his father as Grand Vizier. On the other 
hand, Mustafd Lutfi suggests that from Erzurum he came to 
Bursa, where he stayed for some time. From there he went 
to Istanbul in 1074/1663.13 According to 'Ushägi-zäde, 
on Wäni's arrival Fädil Ahmad Pasha was in Edirne, perhaps 
busy with preparations for the campaign against the Hapsburgs. 
Parmaksizoglu suggests also that he was appointed as a 
preacher in the Yeni Jämi' in 1075/1664.14 It seems that 
Wän3 Mehmed Ef. began delivering sermons in various mosques 
in Istanbul. According to the sources, his speech was 
eloquent and effective, and it is not surprising, therefore, 
that in a short time he acquired an enviable reputation 
and impressed Sultan Mehmed IV, who once listened to one of 
his Friday sermons in the Sultan Mehmed (FAtih) Mosque. 
15 
According to 'Ushagi-zade, his first appointment in 
13. M. Lutfi, Tuhfe& al-'Asr! fi Menägib al-Misr! 
(Bursa, 1309), pp. 34- 5. 
14. 'Ushagi-zäde, p. 566; I. Parmaks lzoglu, op. cit., 
p. 408. 
15. 'Ushägi-zäde, p. 567. 
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Istanbul was as a preacher in the Sultän Sellm Mosque, 
where he addressed a large congregation twice a week. 
No doubt his moving sermons won the admiration not only 
of the people but also of the Sultan. The fact that his 
patron, 'Fä. dil Ahmad Pasha, was Grand Vizier helped 
to advance Wäni Mehmed in his career. 
16 
The Sultän, who is credited by his biographers with 
an innocent, simple faith and great respect for religion 
and for religious matters, 
17 
showed his admiration for Win! 
by visiting him in his house on 17 Rajab 1077/13 July 1666. is 
This rare event no doubt helped to promote the prestige 
of this preacher and henceforth he was known as Pädishdh 
sheykhi (the shaykh of the Sultan) and invited to deliver 
sermons twice a week in the Palace. Moreover, according to 
Rashid, he was requested to hold study circles in the 
16. C. Baysun suggests in his article on Mehmed IV in 
iA, X, p. 556, that the Sultän was surrounded by 
the Qädi-zgdelis and this certainly also helped to 
advance the career of Wäni Mehmed. Lf. 
17. M. Khalifa, Tärikh i shilmani (Istanbul, 1340), p. 96. 
18. M. Rashid, Tärikh-i Rashid, (Istanbul, 1282 ), I, 
pp. 134-5. 
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Palace with his students. In order to accommodate the 
students three tents were pitched, and two meals a day 
were given to them from the Palace kitchen. 
19 During 
this period the death of the Sultän's tutor, Emin 
Celebi, 20 
occurred. This was an important post in the Palace and in 
the `ilmiyye hierarchy, and it was now filled by Wäni 
Mehmed Ef. According to Parmaksizoglu, he was also 
appointed tutor to the Sulldn's sons. 
21 
The post provided a position from which he could 
influence the Sultgn directly. He therefore began showing 
his disapproval of certain Safi practices, like sama' and 
dawarän and the visitation of tombs. These were forbidden 
by the. Sultan, the former in 1077/1666 and the latter in 
1078/1667.22 
Wäni Mehmed began to lose his popularity and influence 
after the death of his patron, the Grand Vizier Köprülü, 
in 1087/1676, but nevertheless he maintained a fair degree 
of influence and had become wealthy. " He was appointed as 
19. Ibid., p. 161. 
20. Harmer (trs. 'All! ' Bey) (Istanbul, 1947), XI, p. 229. 
21. t. Parmaksizoglu, op. cit., p. 408. 
22. Thägib Dede, Sef! ne-i Mawlawiyya (Istanbul, 1282), I, 
p. 180; M. Rashid,, Tarikh, I, pp. 139-40; 
A. G6lpinarli, Mevlänadan Sonra Mevlevilik (Istanbul, 
1953), p. 167. 
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army preacher for 
Following the Otte 
from his post and 
where he died two 
October 1685.23 
the Vienna campaign-in 1095/1683. 
Oman failure at Vienna, he was dismissed 
sent to his farm in Kestel, near Bursa, 
years later on 13 Dhi'l-ga`de 1096/12 
0' 
23. Räshid, op. and loc. cit; `Ushägi-zäde, p. 569. 
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" Personal Qualities of S-Tän! 
Wäni Mehmed was to become the last leader of the 
Qädi-zädelis in their struggle with the Süffs. His 
arrival was to mark the beginning of a new phase in their 
continuing dispute, and his contribution in this area 
cannot be underestimated. His personal motives for 
renewing and encouraging the dispute are not known, but 
it would not be unjustified to presume that, like his 
predecessors, he was motivated by an appetite for fame and- 
reputation in a society where he had no social standing. 
In this respect, indeed, he deserves particular attention 
in regard to his controversial character and personality, 
24 
for he had a basis of influence at the Ottoman court and 
among the officials of its administration. 
Although tdän3 Mehmed played an important role in the 
Ottoman state for about two decades, it is unfortunate that 
information concerning his character is very scant and 
contradictory. Accordingly it is difficult to form a 
clear picture of this important personality. 
25 One 
cannot doubt that he was a successful, effective and 
eloquent speaker, as this was the means by which he 
received important posts, as well as prestige, wealth and 
24. M. Kara, Tekkeler, p. 76. 
25. While Na 'Imä narrates some stories concerning Wan! 
and suggests that he was a hypocrite (VI, p. 229), 
`Ushägi-zäde has much praise for him. 
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influence. In this respect he was in the mould of his 
predecessors. The patronage of Sultän McYmed IV and 
the Grand Vizier Köprülü F3dil Ahmad Pasha gave him 
enormous power and influence, while it discouraged his 
opponents. 
The English traveller J. Covel, who saw Wan! and 
described him as "the great preacher amongst the Turks, " 
made the following observations: 
"He is an old huncht-back man, very grey, 
a crabbed countenance, yet his shrivelled 
flesh is clear, not black or swarthy, but 
pale; and Nature hath marked him in the face, 
for his right eye is less than his left, as 
if it were shrunk. "26 
According to 'Ushägi-zäde he was a pious and 
knowledgeable man, while Na`"imä presents him as a 
hypocrite and narrates some notorious stories. 
27 More- 
over, ýemseddin Sämi and Bursali Tähir are agreed that, 
he was a fanatic. - Danismend considers Wäni Mehmed 
an important figure among the nationalists, who not only 
opposed Ottoman cultural policies but composed a 
Qur'ä. nic commentary in order to defend the Turkish nation 
against some of the attacks of other commentators. 
28 
26. Extracts from the Diaries of Dr. John Covel (1670- 
1679) in Early Voyages and Travels in the Levant, 
ed. T. Bent (London 1893), pp. 268-9. 
27. Na'imä, Tdrikh, VI, pp. 229-30. 
28. I. H. Danismend, Türkltik Meseleleri, p. 68; 
Gölpinarli reports that the Süfis do not go to 
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The Works of gni 
W. n5 Mehned produced a few works in Arabic and 
Turkish; the important ones are: 
1. `Arä'is al-Qur'än wa nafä'is al-Furgän. This is 
a commentary on the Qur'gn written in Arabic in two 
volumes. Danigmend points out that the author takes the 
opportunity of advancing the position of the Turks against 
the defamation by the great commentators, such as Qadi 
Baydäwi ( 1286 ) who postulated that "the Gog and Magog 
(people were Turks). "29 
2. Muhyi'1-sunna wa nunit a1-bid'a. 
30 This is written 
in Arabic, Turkish and Persian and is his most important 
work, in which he presents his views on several issues 
which were controversial. It deals with the innovations 
which were practised among the Süfis in his own time. The 
author begins the work by warning his religious brothers 
Vanikby a village which was restored by Wan! Ef:, 
because of his hostility towards the Süfis; see 
t'Ievlanadan Sonra Mevlevilik (Istanbul, 1953), p. 168 
29. Wan! Mehmed, `Arä'is al-Qur'än, Beyazit Library, MS. 
no. 67; SUleymaniye Library, MS. Es'ad Ef. 2319; 
30. Istanbul University Library, MS. Tyz. 6273. There 
are several other copies of this work, some of them 
under different names; see Bibliography. 
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against some Süfi practices which he considers as 
novelties and uncanonical. He then mentions the books 
of the Sufis and the. fugahä' and relates how he 
personally attained the right path after mistakenly 
practising these innovations for some time. 
31 The work 
is divided into five small chapters, in each of which 
the author discusses common innovations from his own 
viewpoint. In order to strengthen his position, he does 
not fail to quote from respected authorities such as Ibn 
Qayyim al-Jawzi, Baydäwi, Turtushi, and also the famous 
fatwä collections, like Tatarkhäniyya, Bezzäziyya and 
Qädikhän. 
The chapters in the work are as follows: 
a) Bayän mä yadhkuru fi karähata'l-dhikr jahran. 
b) Fi hurumat al-daff wa'1 rags. 
c) Bayän karahatu al-salat al-raghä'ib wa'1-bar'a 
wa'1-qadr. 
d) Bayä. n karahatu al-dhikr fi nashi. 
e) Bay-in karahatu al-musafäha f3 ba`d al-awgät wa'l- 
mu`änaga wa'l-nazar ilä'l-amr. Finally he 
mentions the use of tobacco which he considers 
unlawful. 
3" Kashf al-matälib, in Arabic. 
32 
31. Muhyi' 1-sunna wa mumit al-bid'a, fol. 3a. 
32. Millet Library, MS. `Arabi, no. 2754. 
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4. Risäla mabda' al-ma'dd. 
33 
5. A`mäl al- yawm wa'l-Layl. 
34 
6. I. Iünshe 'ät-i Wäni. This is. a collection of the 
letters by WRni to some of the government officials, 
e. g. the Grand Vizier, the Shaykh al-Islä. m. 
35 
33, 
34" These two works are mentioned in 014, II, p. 50, but 
I was unable to trace them in MS. form. 
35. Istanbul University Library, MS. F. 2114. 
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Wäni's Renewal of the Dispute 
Wäni Mehmed Ef. arrived in Istanbul several years 
after the clash between the Qädi-zadelis and their 
opponents in the Fätih Mosque in 1656.36 Böprülü Mehmed 
Pasha, the Grand Vizier, as already mentioned above, had 
exiled the leaders of the Qädi-zädelis, who had provoked 
the masses against the Süfis, to Cyprus. At the same time, 
he also did not fail to punish the Sufis and he therefore 
destroyed some Süfi orders, such as the Mawlawis, the 
ghalwatis and the Shamsis , and settled the dispute which 
had flared up between the two most important religious 
groups of the time. 
37 
'On! Mehmed, who enjoyed the protection of the new 
Grand Vizier, K6prUlü Pädil Ahmad Pasha, had a good 
reception when he arrived in the capital from Bursa in 
1074/1663.38 Kdprülü was an admirer and good friend of 
W ni and it is clear that this friendship helped Wan! in 
his career and enabled him to attract the attention of 
Sultan Mehmed IV, who even visited Wan! in his house. 
39 
There then followed his appointment as preacher to the 
Palace and later as tutor to the Sultan and the Sultan's 
36. Wan! arrived in the capital in 1074/1663. See 
M. Lütfi, op. cit., p. 35- 
37. Cf. chapter V. 
36. M. Lütfi, op. cit., p. 34. 
39. See p. 274, above. 
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sons. These signs of royal favour gave Wan! the opportunity 
to enjoy great influence and power in the Palace and among 
the `ulamä'. 40 . 
Wäni's rise to power may be attributed to 
his great talents and to the high regard in which the 
Grand Vizier cane to hold him. In this respect Hasluck 
writes as follows: 
"In the vizirate of the younger Kuprulu, Ahmed, 
who followed his father's policy, appeared an 
important ally in Van! fendi, a persuasive 
preacher of the strictest Sunni principles, who 
obtained a great influence over the orthodox 
Sultan. As a member of the ulama party, Vani 
was a determined foe of the dervish orders, 
always suspected of heresy by the stricter 
Mussulmans. "41 
The young Sultgn 's attitude to Wäni was one of affectionate 
admiration. The Sultgn is described by his biographers as 
a man of simple faith, good-hearted and sensitive in 
religious matters. He was soon won over by the experienced 
Wäni. It is said that the Sultän even used to take Wäni 
with him wherever he went. 
42 
Certain specific activities added to Wäni's growing 
prestige and influence and are worthy of further analysis 
40. Ibid. 
41. Hasluck, Christianity and Islam Under the Sultans, 
(Oxford, 1929), II, p. 422. 
42. Baysun, op. cit., p. 556. 
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here. Firstly, Wäni was concerned with trying to convert 
some of the ottoman Jews to Isl-im. More especially, when 
Sabbatai Savi agreed to be a Muslim and adopted a Muslim 
name, the credit for this was given to Wgni. 
43 Sabbatai 
Savi (1626-1676) claimed to be the Jewish Messiah and 
tried to win over the Ottoman Jews in general and. the 
Jews of Izmir and Salonik in particular. In fact he 
even attempted to incite them to rebel against the 
Ottomans. He was opposed, however, by some of the Jews 
themselves, who complained to the authorities, and he was 
arrested. He became aware of the fact that he was likely 
to receive the death penalty. As the only alternative 
open to him, he declared his allegiance to Islam in the 
presence of the Shaykh al-Islgm and Wan! on 24 Dhi'1-ga`de 
1077/24 September 1666 in Edirne. 44 
According to Hammer, it was an! Mehmed who also 
played the major role in the prohibition of alcohol and 
the destruction of taverns in the capital and other cities 
on I Rabi' 1081/19 July 1670. 
43. Ubicini, op_ cit., II, pp. 347-50. 
44. Ibid. See also G. Scholen, Sabbataa Sevi, 
The Mystical Messiah (1626-1676), (London, 1973); 
Kämil Pasha, Tärikh-i siyäsi-yi dewlet-i äliye-i 
`Othmäniyye (Istanbul, 1327), II, p. 103; Gibb- 
Bowen, ii, pp. 241-2. 
On another occasion Wäni held a discussion with 
Panayoti, who was a Greek by origin and acted'as a 
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Wäni took full advantage of his growing power to 
begin an attack45 on the Süfis and their practices. 
Having been a Safi for some time in his early life, he 
knew the Süfis and their practices well. 
46 He therefore 
first turned his disapproving eye on the SUI performance 
of sama' and dawarän. In his view, the Süfis were the 
worst kind of infidels, and such practices as these were 
sinful innovations and even harä. m. Deriving full benefit 
JL- 
from his influence over the Sultän, Wan! succeeded in 
persuading him of the illegality of performances of samä` 
and dawarän conducted by the Mawlawis and the Khalwatis. 
translator to the Diwgn. The discussion took place in 
1669 in the presence of. the Grand Vizier KöprU1ü and 
other prominent `ulamä'. Wan! Mehmed could not, 
however, produce convincing enough arguments for 
Panayoti, but he was at least seen to be active in 
matters of conversion. See Ubicini, II, pp. 52-3; 
Hammer, XI, p. 287. 
45. Hammer, XI, p. 230; Rashid, I, p. 250; Mehmed Agha, 
Silahdär Tärikhi, I, p. 57; R. E. Kocu, Osmanli 
Tarihinde Yasaklar (Istanbul, 1950), pp. 17-23; 
mil Pasha, op. cit., II, p. 104; Hasluck, op. cit., 
p. 423. 
46. Cf. above, p. 272. 
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Accordingly, these Safi practices were forbidden for the 
first time by a fermän of the Sultän in 1076/1666.47 
This prohibition was a decisive moral victory 
for the Qädi-zädelis over the Süfis, and it represents 
the high point of the Qadi-zäde movement. For the 
first time, their hostility to the Süfis had resulted 
in official support for their view from the Sultän 
himself. Not surprisingly, the prohibition grieved 
the Süfis. If Thägib Dede is to be believed, thousands 
of Mawlawis died of sorrow and grief or left for other 
places. 
48 It would appear that the implications of- 
the fermän affected other Süfi practices, including 
dhikr. jahri and performing tahlil and tasbih while 
carrying the coffin of a dead Muslim. On occasion, 
this prohibition was even carried out by force. When 
the authorities saw or heard people carrying the coffin 
performing dhikr and tahlil, they did not hesitate to ' 
stop the procession. 
49 In addition to these activities, 
47. Thagib Dede, op. cit., It p. 180. The dervishes 
called this prohibition "Yasag-i bed" 1077. 
This prohibition was lifted one year before the 
death of Wan! in 1684. See Gölpinarli, Mevlevilik, 
p. 168. 
48. Thägib Dede, op. and loc. cit. 
49. A Safi manuscript by Shaykh 'Abd al-Latif b. M. Es'ad 
writing about the life and miracles of his grandfather 
al-Shaykh Ahmad al-Ghazzi who lived in Bursa during 
the reign of Mehmed IV and met with Wän! after his 
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Hasluck adds that "He banished the Khalwati dervish 
Sheikh Misri of Bursa and the Kadri Karabash Ali of 
Skutari, and condemned the mystic poets of his time. "50 
It is difficult to assess the efficacy of this 
prohibition. It is known that certain Süfi leaders, such 
as Ashräf-zäde Seyyid Sharaf al-Din Khalwati and Niyäzi 
al-Misri in Bursa and a Qädiri Shaykh in Edirne did not 
abide by the ferman. 
51 
Following this prohibition, in fact, the Süfis' 
reaction found its full expression in the activities of 
the famous, militant Hhalwati Safi, Niyäzi al-Misr! 
(1617-1694), who had already held some discussions with 
tSstüwä. ni Mehmed Ef. on tobacco-smoking and coffee-drinking 
before the arrival of Wäni Mehmed. 
52 He distinguished 
himself by a militant devotion to Shiite beliefs and he 
even went as far as claiming the prophethood of the 
dismissal. The MS. is dated 1297. I specially thank 
Shaykh Muzaffar Ozak for his kindness and generosity. 
50. Hasluck, op. cit., II, p. 423. 
51. M. Lütfi, Tuhfat al-'Asri fi Mendgib al-Misr3 (Bursa, 
1309), pp. 34-5. 
52. I. Glock, Niyäzi al-Misr3, unpublished Ph. D. thesis, 
Bonn, 1951, pp. 30-34; A. Gölpinarli, "Niyäzi-iMisri" 
in Sarkiyat Mecmuasi, VII (Istanbul, 1972), pp. 163- 
229. 
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grandsorsof the Prophet, Hasan and Hüseyn. Furthermore, 
he declared himself to be a prophet and the Mahd1.53 
In his writings and sermons Niydzi expressed his 
objections to the negative attitude of the Ottoman 
government and its officials towards the Süfis. This 
he blamed to a large extent on the influence of Wäni. 
Accordingly, he declared the Ottoman Sultgns and officials 
as well as Wdni to be Hamzawis54 whom he hated and 
criticised severely. It is reported that in one of his 
sermons he said: "In making dhikr do not be like W-qn3.,, 
55 
The year after the prohibition of samä' and dawarLn 
(i. e. 1077/1667), natural disasters struck various parts 
of the. Ottoman state. Plague broke out in Istanbul and 
cost the lives of many scholars. Such events appear to 
have given WV ni the opportunity to strike a strong blow 
53. Gölpinarli, op. and loc. cit. 
54. Hamzawis: those who followed the path of Shaykh 
Hamza Bosnawi, who was *executed in the sixteenth 
century, cf. chapter III. Thereafter they did not 
follow any particular shaykh, nor did they have their 
own special rituals like other dervish orders; see 
Gölpinarli, Melämilik, pp. 45,69,72; T. Okics, 
"Hamzavilere ait vesikalar" in Precedings of 
International Congress of the Orientalists, ( Istanbul, 
1952). 
55. M. Lutfi, op. cit., p. 34. 
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against the Süfis. He presented-these disasters as the 
manifestation of Divine displeasure at the unorthodox 
practices which were widespread in Ottoman society. 
56 
Such practices included the visitation and veneration 
of the tomb of a certain Qanber Baba, 
57 
who, according to 
Gölpinarli, was considered a saint and visited'by the 
masses near Edirne at Baba 'Atiq. 
58 According to Hasluck, 
the tekke of Qanbur (sic) Dede was evidently an important 
place of pilgrimage in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. 
59 Manii suggested that seeking the intercession 
of saints was tantamount to the sin 'of shirk, and requested 
the demolition of the tomb. The governor of Edirne was 
" forced to obey an imperial edict on 14 Rebi' II 1078/ 
3 September 1667.60 By a further decree of Sultän Mehmed IV, 
the visitation of tombs, apparently for the first time in 
in Ottoman history, was officially forbidden. 
61 This 
56. Gölpinarli, Mevievilik, p. 167. 
57. Rashid, op. cit., I, pp. 139-40. 
58. Hasluck, Christianity and Islam Under the Sultans 
(Oxford, 1929), I, p. 55. 
59. Ibid; Hasluck uses the title Dede rather than Baba. 
In Rashid it is given as Baba. It is not uncommon 
for Bektäshis to use these terms in the same sense. 
60. Ibid; also see vol. II, pp. 422-4. 
61. Rashid, op. and loc. cit. 
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represents the peak of w9n3's influence over the 
Sultan and the government alike. 
It appears that Wäni did not stop his anti-Safi 
activities even after his dismissal from office after the 
siege of Vienna in 1633. The following episode is a strong 
indication of Wäni's continuing determination to pursue his 
anti-Süf3 activities. It is reported only by the author of 
the life and miracles of Shaykh Ahmad al-Ghazzi. 
62 
After 
Wan! had been dismissed, he went to his farm in Kestel, 
near Bursa. 
63 In spite of his withdrawal from public 
life, he was still regarded as the governor and owner of 
Bursa. 64 At that time Shaykh Ahmad al-Ghazzi had a large 
following in the city. Sometime between 1683 and his death 
two years later Wäni made some complaints to the capital 
about the Shaykh and his beliefs. According to Wäni, 
al-Ghazzi approved of Niyäzi al-Misri's false ideas, such 
as the prophethood of the imäms Hasan and Hüsayn. Ideas 
such as these would lead people astray and corrupt their 
faith. 65 
Following the complaint, an order was sent to the Qäd! 
of Bursa to set up a court and examine the validity of the 
allegations made by Win!. So, Shaykh al-Ghazzi, Wan! and 
62. See note 49, above. 
63. Evliya celebi, Seyahatname (tstanbul, 1935), IX, 10. 
64. 'Abd al-Latif, op. cit., fol. 117a. 
65. Ibid. 
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other available `ulamä' in Bursa-were invited to the 
court. The reason for this court being convened was made known 
by reading out the order which had come fmrn Istanbul. It was 
demanded therein that the beliefs of Shaykh al-Ghazz3 should 
conform to the shari'a and to orthodoxy and that they 
should not lead the people astray. If the shaykh was 
perverting the minds of the people, he must be stopped 
by the authorities. 
66 Having heard the order and the 
allegations, Shaykh al-Ghazzi turned to the judge and said: 
"There are nearly ninety `älirrs in this court- 
room, most of whom have been my students or 
students of my disciples. Ask them about my 
belief and its consistency or inconsistency with 
the s'hari `a. "67 
Having heard the shaykh, the judge consulted the 
'ulamä' in the room on the request. All of them said: 
"Everything that has been said is nothing 
but slander. We studied under his supervision 
and attended his study circles and we have not 
heard from him anything which is contradictory 
to the Shari`a. We all of us studied orthodox' 
belief from him. We all bear witness to his 
sound belief, not only in this world but also 
in the hereafter., 68 
Having heard the declaration of the 'ulamä', al-Ghazz! 
66. Fol. 118. 
67. Fol. 119. 
68. Fol. 120. 
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left the court-room. at once. Sometime after this event 
a group of soldiers, whom the author describes as mad 
(deli), sympathetic to the Shaykh al-Ghazzi, raided the 
house of Win! in Kestel, and murdered the people there. 
69 
They did not find Wäni himself, who was away from home 
at a place called Qara Bikär. The soldiers finally 
captured him-there and tied his hands behind his back. 
Later, they decided to take him to Edirne, to have their 
case settled in the imperial court. On their way to 
Edirne, they realized that the Sultän and Grand Vizier 
were friends of Wäni and would no doubt save hire from 
their hands. So they decided to kill him then and there. 
This they did. Wän3's murderers were never brought to 
justice. 70 
It is difficult to know how much reliance may be placed 
on the information-in the work by Shaykh `Abd al-Latif, on 
which the above account is entirely based. The narrative 
clearly demonstrates, however, the level of hostility 
69. Fol. 121. 
70. Fols. 122-123a. The other sources do not mention 
this event at all. 'Abd al-Latif's motive in 
narrating this story here is in fact to present 
Wäni's death as one of his shaykh's "overpowering 
miracles" (keramät-i qahire). Neither 'Ushagi-zäde, 
nor OM and also, Parmaksizoglu speak about this 
event. 
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between the Süfi. s and the"Qäd1-zädelis during the life- 
time of Wgni. Of course, this enmity did not come to an 
end with his death. His death only ended yet another 
phase in the protracted struggle between the two major 
religious groups in Islamic society. 
Through his influence and activities, Wäni Mehmed 
renewed the dispute which had been temporarily suppressed 
by the banishment of the Qädi-zädeli leaders in 1656. 
Wäni's motivation in reviving the old hostilities is 
difficult to discern. No doubt a genuine desire to stamp 
out innovations drove him to attack the Süfis, but his own 
ambitions are also clearly visible. The very fact, however, 
that he appears to have continued in his long fight against 
the Süfis, even in political retirement, is a strong 
indication of his firm dedication to the Qäd3-zädelis' 
cause. 
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The Influence of the Qädi-zäde Movement 
Although the last leader of the Qädi-zädelis, Wäni 
Mehmed, died in 1685, it appears that the ideas of the 
movement continued to survive and manifest themselves in 
different parts of the Ottoman state. 
Since the sources are silent in regard to the Qgdi- 
zädelis' position in Istanbul after the dismissal of 
Wan! from his post, it is possible that they maintained 
their existence without showing any activity, that in 
time they lost their enthusiasm and eventually adopted a 
more tolerant attitude towards innovations. Alternatively, 
it is possible that they continued their struggle but not 
as an organised group and without applying the pressure 
and violence of the past. 
On the other hand, an event which took place in Bursa 
eight years after the death of W5n3 Nehmed, in 1104/1692, is 
an indication of the survival of the ideas of the Qädi-zädelis 
and of continuing hatred between them and the Süfis. 
According to Abd al-Latif, on Laylat al-gadr in the month 
of Ramadän, in the great mosque of Bursa, when the 
congregation had completed the performance of the taräwih 
prayer, 
73- the chief mü'edhdhin informed the jamä'a that 
they were going to offer twelve additional rek'ats for the 
Lay]at al-qadr (salät-i Laylat al-gadr) . All together they 
71. A special supererogatory prayer offered in 
congregation during the month of Ramadän. 
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began to pray. However, the. fanatics (Muta`assibän), who 
considered this prayer unlawful, had already decided to 
prevent the Süfis from performing it. Under the leader- 
-I. ' 
ship of a preacher they had made the necessary preparations, 
by bring weapons, such as knives, skewers (shish) and 
sticks into the mosque to use against the Süfis. When 
the congregation began the prayer, the fanatics tried to 
, 
attract their attention. On failing to do this, they 
decided to launch their attack upon the imäm, Dervish 
SUleymän. A certain Dervish .! hmad, who was behind the 
imäm, tried to protect the imdm'from being attacked, and 
he himself became the target. The attackers stabbed him 
with the skewers and knives and he soon died of the wounds 
they inflicted on him. The imam's life was saved, however. 
72 
According to Shaykh Lutfi, the imam also was killed in 
this incident. 73 
Abd al-Latif gives an account from Sufi-zäde al-Häjj 
Ahmad, who was next to Dervish Ahmad when he fell dead on 
the floor. Süfi-zäde narrates: 
"I was close to dervish Ahmad. A sükhte 
stepped on Dervish Ahmad's chest, pressed 
upon the hilt of the knife and pushed it 
further with his foot. In the meantime he 
was shouting 'You perform namäz-i Qadr in 
this way, now you have had your punishment. ' 
Having witnessed this event, a Süfi 
72. `Abd al-Latif, op. cit., This. 105a-106 
73. M. Lutfi, Tuhfat al-'Asri fi Mendglb al-Misri, p. 34. 
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sympathizer threw a stone at this fanatic and 
killed him by breaking his head into pieces. 
The fight spread and intensified, some of the 
people left the mosque but the remaining group 
continued until the arrival of the city governor 
and chief judge, who on hearing the news immediately 
came to the mosque. The authorities closed the 
three doors of the mosque and besieged the 
building. Finally, the authorities without 
making any descrimination, kept the people 
inside the mosque, for nearly three days, until 
the night of the-festival of Ramaddn. " 
(`Id al- 
Fitr). That night the authorities reached the 
decision that all the fanatics who were in the 
mosque should be killed. 
later on, when Shaykh Ahmad al-Ghazzi was 
consulted on the incident, he disapproved of 
the killing of the fanatics and suggested that 
their leader should be dismissed and sent into 
exile and the others should be punished according 
to their crime. So, finally, the preacher and 
ten of his followers who pleaded guilty were 
exiled from the city. "74 
This event is significant in that it shows the level 
of hostility between the two factions of the community. 
Furthermore, it demonstrates the narrow-mindedness of the 
attackers, who no doubt were influenced by the Qädi-zädelis. 
'Abd al-Latif does not link these fanatical attackers with 
the Qädi-zade movement directly but sees the 
influence of Wan! in their activities. When one takes 
into consideration the fact that Wan! spent two years near 
74. `Abd al-Lallf, fols. 107-8. 
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Bursa and, as we have. already seen, 
75 
maintained his 
struggle against the Süfis in the city for two years, 
it is very likely that the preacher who acted as the 
leader of the fanatics in this incident had a connection 
with Wan! in one way or another. The author describes 
the group as muta`assibän (fanatics) and sükhte, which are 
epithets generally used by the Süfis'for their opponents. 
The striking point here is that the fanatics were prepared 
to kill the Süfis in order to stop their practices and 
punish them. Their resorting to violence in this way may 
well have been prompted by the realisation that peaceful 
means of persuasion just had not worked and that this was 
their-only recourse left. At certain stages in the 
development of the Qädi-zäde movement there had been 
violent manifestations and plots to kill opponents, but 
the authorities had stepped in to impose control in time. 
75a 
A second significant event happened in Cairo at the 
beginning of the eighteenth century, but this time in a 
less violent situation. In her article entitled "Die Vor- 
wahhabitische Fitna im Osmanischen Kairo 1711", 
76 
B. Flemming deals with the activity of a Turkish preacher 
and the upheaval which he caused when he objected to and 
rejected sharply some of the Süfi practices and beliefs. 
75. Cf. pp. 290-292, above. 
75a. See above, pp. 237-241. 
76. B. Flemming, "Die Vorwahhabitische Fitna im Osmanischen 
Kairo 1711" in zsmail Hakki Uzuncarsili Armagani 
(Ankara, 1976), pp. 55-67. 
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The preacher, according to the chronicles, had originally 
came from Rüm to Cairo, where he assembled followers, mostly 
from amongst Turks. Cairo at that time was a centre for 
Süfis, where their orders were welcomed and flourished. 
More especially, there were in Cairo branches of some 
of the dervish orders which in origin were Turkish, such 
as the Bektäshiyya, the Mawlawiyya and the Gülshaniyya. 
77 
The preacher, who is described as sükhte and called 
Rümi by the sources, came to the courtyard of the Mu'ayyad. 
Mosque, where he began reading a risäla of Birgiwi Mehmed Ef. 
(d. 1573), most probably his Wasiyyät-näm6, to the Turkish 
students and in time attracted a large audience. Later 
on, the sühte took his place in the mosque pulpit and 
delivered an eloquent and effective sermon, which was 
followed by a large audience. In his sermon, as reported 
by the historians, the sükhte concentrated on six 
important points, which were the following: 
i) The miracles of saints end with their death. The 
miracles which appear after the death of saints are 
invalid and powerless. 
78 
ii) No one has access to al- Lawh al-Mahfüz. Of the 
prophets and saints no one had access to it, not even 
the Prophet Muhammad . 
iii) The veneration of the tombs of saints is an act of 
unbelief (kufr). - 
77. Trimingham, op. cit., pp76f 233 ; J. M. Rogers, "al- 
Kähira" in EII IV, p. 437. 
78. The tablet kept in heaven; cf. Wensinck, "Lawh" 
in EIl, III, pp. 19-20. 
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iv) The Süfi tekkes should be transformed into medreses. 
v) The practice of visiting the graves of Imam Shäfi'i 
and others, and conducting public prayers there, is 
forbidden by law. 
vi) loud (noisy) dhikr at the Zuwayla Gate is forbidden. 
79 
The immediate effect of the sermon was that it incited 
the preacher's followers to drive the rest of the crowd 
away from the Zuwayla Gate with knotted sticks. 
80 
The claims and the views of the preacher were 
secretly relayed to the shaykhs of al-Azhar, who expressed 
their opinions on these issues in a fatwä in which they 
conveyed their disapproval of the preacher's stand on 
three of the questions. In this fatwä the shaykhs did not, 
however, make any comment or interpretation at all on the 
other ideas included in the sermon of the preacher. 
81 
When this fatwg was delivered to the preacher, he 
first made sure of the strength of his followers and then 
demanded a public debate with the two shaykhs who had 
signed the fatwä. He applied for this to the chief gädi, 
who expressed his willingness that this should take place 
79. B. Flemming, op. cit. , pp. 59-60. 
80. Ideen, pp. 61-62. 
81. So it was apparent that they wanted to avoid a 
specific discussion of certain issues on which 
the preacher laid stress, i. e. nos. iii, v, and vi. 
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on the following day. But he refused, on a very flimsy 
pretext, to issue a written judgement on the fatwä of the 
Azhar, which he declared orally to be invalid. The crowd 
attacked the interpreter and compelled the deputy (nä'ib) 
of the chief gädi to issue a written confirmation. 
82 
The next day the crowd were seething with discontent 
because the preacher had disappeared. They suspected the 
involvement of the chief gädi, and went and forced him 
to come with them to the governor. Here, too, the crowd 
prevailed, and the governor wrote out an order obliging the 
two Azhar shaykhs to appear. The debate was due to take 
place the next day. However, the Ottoman governor, by 
accusing the Mamllzk city authorities of plotting this 
disturbance, spurred them into taking steps to suppress it. 
As a result of this the leader of the Janissaries was 
called and he had the Mu'ayyad Mosque searched; the 
preacher went into hiding, some of his supporters escaped 
and the others were punished. 
83 
A few days later it became known that the preacher 
had secretly been put on board a ship in Buläq bound for 
Syria. 84 This incident is noteworthy in that the preacher 
involved was a Turk, and that he was inspired by the works 
82. Idem, p. 62. 
83. Ideen, pp. 62-63. 
84. Idem, p. 63" 
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and thoughts of Birgiwi (4 1573)" It is therefore probable, 
as suggested by the author of the article, 'that this 
preacher may have been a member of the Rädi-zäde group. 
Although the preacher failed in his attempt to reform 
the religious situation in Egypt, he was at least courageous 
enough to raise his voice in a community where innovations 
and uncanonical practices and beliefs were welcomed, even 
by the scholars of al-Azhar. By doing this the preacher 
was in fact planting the seeds of reforms which were going 
to be achieved thirty years after him in Arabia, by 
`Abd al-Wahhäb, whose influence would be felt in the 
Azhar twoh. ndred years later. 
85 
The fate of the preacher in Cairo in 1711 shows that 
the Ottoman/Egyptian religious and ruling establishment 
was clearly not prepared to countenance any reaction or 
protest against the existing order. This hard line would 
inevitably discourage others from making a similar open 
expression of fundamentalist beliefs. 
Another indication of the survival of the ideas of 
the Qädi-zädelis, even one hundred years after Qädi-zäde 
himself, is an anonymous Turkish work written against 
innovations and Süfi practices. The book is entitled 
al-Risäla tuhfat ahl al-sunna. 
86 It is in a simple 
85. B. Flemming, op. cit., p. 65. 
86. There is no information in the bibliographical sources 
concerning this work. The MS. used here, which is in 
my possession, was copied in 1163/1749. 
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Turkish and is mainly devoted to innovations, uncanonical 
practices and heresies which were observed by the author 
in his society. The author divides his risala into seventy- 
six equal sections (matlab), under each of 
which he deals with what he considers to be innovations 
and heresies. The author declares his intention in 
composing this work as follows: 
"In order to learn the sharl'a and the 
principles of religion, there are many books 
in Arabic and Persian. It was therefore felt' 
necessary to compose a risäla in Turkish to 
teach all people the religion of Islam and the 
right madhhab (math -i kiagq). , ßa7 
The author begins with the definition of bid'a and 
divides it into two groups, the first being the bid'a-i 
hasene (praiseworthy) and the second bid'a-i gabiha 
(blameworthy), which is regarded by the author as very 
dangerous since it leads people 
of harm to the umma. 
88 When he 
innovations the author mentions 
to protect his brethren from in: 
of fact, the author is under the 
astray and causes a lot 
discusses blameworthy 
Birgiwi and his efforts 
novations. 
89 As a matter 
influence of Birgiwi in 
his attitude towards innovations and Safi practices such as 
raqý and associating oneself with a mürshid. Among the 
other titles of chapters, the following are a few examples: 
87. Fol. 3a. 
88. Fol. 5a. 
89. Fol. 5b. 
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ri ahwas al-kufriyyät wa min atbä' hawal (24a) 
Ahl al-sunna wa '1-jamä'a (31b) 
Fl `a1. mat al-nu'nin al-sädiq (55b) 
F3 khäriq al-`äda (76a) 
The author regards every group or tarigat as a deviation 
from the right path and in error. He therefore counts 
tarigats such as Guishani, Bektäshi and all others as 
unorthodox. 
90 His approach to the issues is very orthodox, 
and he sees the ahl al-sunna as the only group which is 
on the straight path and it is they who should be followed. 
He bases his argument on a tradition in which the Prophet 
said that the Jews were *divided into seventy-one groups, 
the Christians seventy-two and his umma would be seventy- 
three, out of which one would be on the right path and the 
rest would be misguided. According to the author, the 
ahl al-sunna wa al-jamd'a are "those Muslims who accept 
what Allah and his Prophet have described as haläl and 
har5m in the Qur'än and in the ahädith (traditions), and 
have never suspected or denied them; their belief (imän) 
is sound and their faith pure (päk) and strong. "91 
In, the author's view, Ibn `Arabi (Muhyi '1-Din) and 
Ibn Sab'In are the people who have caused corruption in 
" the faith of the people through their theory of wahdat al- 
90. Fol. 89a. 
91. Fol. 81a. 
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wujüd. 
92 The author's hostility throughout the work is 
very obvious. On every occasion he attacks innovatory 
people who adopted blameworthy innovations, not the 
praiseworthy ones. It is noteworthy that the Prophet, in 
his traditions, does not make any distinctions between 
innovations, such as praiseworthy and blameworthy. In 
the Prophet's view, any innovation is error and every 
error leads to hell. It was the common practice of the 
majority of the Muslim scholars, however, to classify 
innovations in this way. 
It is very likely that a closer investigation of the 
Turkish sources which date from the period after the 
Qädi-zäde controversy -will produce more information and 
examples which demonstrate the continuity of these 
puritanical ideas among.. the Turks. If Qädi-zäde had 
composed his-two important risälas on bid'a in Turkish, 
they would have attracted the same attention as the risäla 
or Wasiyyat-näme of Birgiwi. For instance, the work 
entitled Kitäb-i Üstüwdni seems to have been very 
popular judging by the existence of many copies in both 
public and private libraries. Thus, it can be seen that 
the Qä. di-zdde movement continued to exert some influence 
on succeeding generations. But it is noteworthy that its 
influence was not greater. As has been already observed, 
the Qädi-zädelis did not have a clear or well-defined 
programme of reform. With the exception of the leaders of 
92. Fol. 85. 
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the movement, Qädi-zäde, ÜstUwäni and Wan!, the rest 
of its adherents did not have a profound knowledge of 
the ideals of the movement. Even during the lifetime of 
these three leaders, their followers behaved in a 
fanatical way, and this tendency became even more marked 
as time went on. 
As has been observed, although the Qädi-zädelis for 
a considerable period had access to the throne and 
government officials, it appears they did not make full 
use of these opportunities. Their mistake was that they 
established a good relationship with the illiterate 
servants of the Palace and of the state rather than with 
the members of the 'ilmiyye. Had th@ydeveloped a close 
friendship with the 'ulamä' in general, and also taken 
positions in the 'ilmiyye, they could have laid down a 
sound foundation for their reforms for the future. They 
did not attempt to do this and, moreover, they lost the 
support of the 'ulamä' by challenging their authority and 
position. Furthermore, their harsh and ruthless treatment 
of the Suffs played an undeniable role in their losing the 
support of the general public, up. on whom the Sufis had 
enormous influence. The result of the Qädi-zädelis' 
intransigence was that the people were more sympathetic 





The Controversial Issues 
It is difficult to isolate the exact number and 
nature of the issues which formed the substance of the 
protracted dispute both between Qgdi-zgde and Siwäsi 
and, after their deaths, among their successors. There 
is also no precise information about the extent to which 
the issues were discussed by the public. There would 
appear to be two approaches to this problem, both of which 
together should shed light on this little-known controversy. 
The first would be a detailed search through the extant 
writings of the Qädi-zgdelis and the Süfis of the time. 
From such readings it should be possible to pinpoint those 
issues which preoccupied their minds and formed the basis 
of their arguments with the opposing group. The second 
approach, to supplement and analyse the first, would be to 
consult those historical works which were composed by 
historians who wrote either at the time or shortly after- 
wards. 
When the actual writings of the participants in the 
controversy are discussed, certain general points emerge. 
Firstly, some of the discussions on both sides concentrate 
on classical theological or legal questions which had been 
already discussed on many occasions in the past. It is 
therefore difficult to isolate from the wide variety of 
the subjects treated those issues which were especially 
controversial. 
The situation is further complicated in that the 
authors who composed books or risälas on the issues usually 
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do not make their intentions clear. In some'cases, the 
authors write, ostensibly at least, in order to refute the 
claims of an author in a previous century. For instance, 
when Qädi-zäde discusses the question of ragc and dawargn 
in his Irshäd al-'uqül, 
1 he in fact directs his objections 
against the Shaykh al-Isl5m 'Ali Je. mäli (d. 1526), who had 
defended the legality of raqs and dawardn in the early 
part of the sixteenth century, although Qädi-zäde may well 
have been prompted to write in this way by the controversy 
in his own time. 
A more fruitful approach is to discover, from a study 
of contemporary or near-contemporary historical works, 
which issues were those hotly disputed by the two sides in 
the controversy. In this respect the crucial work is 
Kätib Celebi's Mizän al-, Hagq fi ikhtiyar al-ahagq. 
Kätib Celebi (1609-1659)2 was a student of Qädi-zade. 
He knew well both Qädl-zäde himself and his followers. 
Katib Celebi witnessed many important events and discussions, 
and as a noted intellectual of this period made valuable 
observations on the protagonists on both sides of the 
controversy. Although he was clearly against the Q4- 
zädelis, he tried to be fair and objective and was certainly 
more balanced in his assessment of them than Na`imä. 
V Kätib Celebi completed his work Dr zän in November 
1. Qädi-zäde, Irshäd, fol. 2a. 
2. 0. Gökyay, "Kätib Celebi" in IA. 
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1656; almost two months after the clash in the Fätih 
Mosque between the Qädi-zädelis and their opponents in 
September 1656. The author explains his reason for 
composing the book as follows: 
"Since the beginning of creation it has been 
acknowledged among the wise that intelligence 
and tradition are like a pair of twins, while 
the reporters of intelligence and tradition are 
like two race-horses, and that logical proof is 
a staircase and a ladder to the heights of 
certainty, so that in matters of inquiry and 
speculation it is the basis of all men's speech 
and the referee of all things. Some men there 
are who, seduced by the Slinking Whisperer, 
have laid aside proof and through ignorance and 
folly have deliberately set up surmise and 
conjecture as a rival to proof. In more questions 
than one they have fallen victim to the diseases 
of contention and vain bigotry. Like the 
fanatical wars in olden times, the futile 
wrangling of these stupid people has well-nigh 
led to bloodshed. For this reason these few 
lines have been drafted in order to demonstrate 
the method of proof in the questions at issue, 
and the name Mizän al-Haqq f3 ikhtiyär al-Ahaqq 
('The Balance of Truth in choosing the Most True') 
3" Idem (ed. ), MizänU l-Hakk f3 ihtiyäri'l-Ahakk (Istanbul, 
1972), p. IV; the work is translated into English 
by G. Lewis, The'Balance of Truth (London, 1957). 
The translation contains many mistakes; for 
corrections, see J. R. Walsh, "K tib Chelebi, Mizänü'l- 
Hak" in IQ, (London, 1959), 1-2, pp. 63-79. 
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has been given to them, so that ordinary people 
may know what the matters of strife and dispute 
are, and what manner of fruit they yield. "4 
Thus Kä. tib Celebi claims that he will produce a 
balanced, reasoned book based on proven facts rather 
than hypothesis. 
However, the response accorded the book by the 
society of the time was confused and negative. There 
were doubts cast on the author's intentions, but these 
were apparently allayed by the Shaykh al-Islä of this 
period, a certain `Abd al-Rahim Ef. (d. 1656), a close 
friend of Kätib 
Celebi, who declared his approval of the 
book in a fatwä. 
5 
The work presents valuable firsthand information, 
especially since it is written by a man who claims at 
least to be presenting moderate views and arguments. 
KRtib Celebi advises his readers to be flexible and 
tolerant of people who have a different approach to the 
problems of religion or"society. 
6 
The work is divided into twenty-one chapters, together 
with an introduction and conclusion. Each chapter deals 
with a question which has provoked discussion and dispute 
over the centuries between the fugahä' and the Sufis. Indeed, 
most of these issues were discussed in every part of the Muslim 
4. Lewis, Balance, pp. 21-2. 
5. Gökyay, Mizanit'l-Hakk, p. VII. 
6. Ibid. 
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world. There are, however, three chapters in the work 
which are particularly relevant to Ottoman society, namely those 
on tobacco, coffee-drinking and the controversy between 
Shaykh al-Islän Abu '1-Su'üd and Birgiwi Mehmed in the 
sixteenth century. Above all, the final chapter of the 
book is devoted to the controversy between Siwäsi and 
Qddi-zäde. In this part, after giving a brief account of 
both shaykhs, Kätib 
Celebi states that, in most of the 
issues which have been discussed in the book, Q 4i-zäde 
upheld one side and Siwäsi the other. Both sides became 
more extreme in their views and their followers only 
inflamed the dispute even further.? When Kätib Celebi 
writes about himself and his education, he mentions 
explicitly certain issis which were discussed between 
the two shaykhs in the controversy. These are as follows: 
a) Rags/dawarän 
b) The faith of the parents of the Prophet 
c) The invoking of blessings on prophets and the Companions. 
d) The supererogatory prayers. 
In addition to this, the author, in his other work, Fadlaka, 
where he writes about Qädi-zäde, adds tvo more issues to 
the above list: 
i) The cursing of Yazld 
ii) The life of the prophet Khidr 
8 
7. Balance, p. 133- 






So according to Kätib Celebi the number of polemical 
issues/discussed by Qä. di-zgde. and Siwäsi was only six 
or seven. To these K tib Celebi added other issues which 
had long been the subject of controversy between the 
fugahg' and the Süfis. Furthermore, he also included 
certain issues of especial relevance to his own time, such 
as tobacco and coffee. 
In his work, Kätib Celebi first provides the historical 
background to each issue and then makes reference to important 
classical works. It seems that his aim in referring to 
accepted authorities is not only to support his ideas but 
also to present an authority which will be acceptable to 
both sides. 
9 Throughout the work he urges the reader and 
also members of both sides of the controversy not to go to 
extremes and, as a result, to fall into the stream of 
fanaticism and bigotry which is a source of disunity and 
division among the members of the community. His main 
concern is to present reason and knowledge as the ultimate 
and only guide. He therefore appeals to both parties to 
make their arguments in the light of reason and knowledge, 
which will prevent them from going into the stream of 
fanaticism. He has a secular approach in his discussions 
of certain issues concerning religious affairs and society, 
and is very near to the thinking of Ibn Khaldün in this 
respect. 
10 
9. Gökyay, op. cit., p. V. 
10. Ulken , op. cit., p. 180; Adivar, op. cit., pp. 110- 
142. 
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A second important work which will-help us to 
pinpoint the number of the issues involved in the Q di- 
zäde controversy is Na`im. 's history. We have already 
made it clear that Na'imä bases his account of the Qädi- 
z. 1delis on the lost history of Shdrih al-Manär-zdde and 
Kätib CelebijO In fact, Na `imä. copies the life-story of 
both shaykhs, Qädi-zäde and Siwasi, from Kdtib Celebi. 
ll 
He gives the number of polemical issues as sixteen, which 
must probably have been drawn from Sharih al-Tßanär-zäde. 
According to Na'imä, the following issues were 
controversial: 
1. The study of rational sciences and mathematics 
2. The life of the prophet Khidr 
3. Singing (taghann! ) 
4. Rags and dawarän 
5. Smoking and drinking coffee 
6. The invoking of blessings on the Prophet and the 
Companions. 
7" The faith of the parents of the Prophet 
S. The faith of Pharaoh 
9" The controversy concerning Shaykh Muhyi '1-Din Ibn 
`Arabi 
10. The cursing of Yazid 
11. Innovations (bid'a) 
12. Visitation of graves 
13. Supererogatory prayers in congregation 
ßd7. see 3 
11. Na'imä, VI, p. 218. 
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14. Kissing hands, embracing one another, ' bowing 
15. Al-amr bi'1-ma'rüf wa'1. -nahy `an al-munkar 
16. Bribery12 
In selecting the issues, Mizän and Na'imä's history 
will be taken as guides in order to provide historical 
background as well as to decide on the number of the 
Q Výq 
issues. Since there is note-much difference between the 
accounts of Na`imä and bätib Celebi, the number of the 
issues for our study will be accepted as sixteen as 
presented by Na`imä. 
13 The discussion will, however, 
depend also on what is available from the first-hand 
writings of both groups. 
The issues can be divided into four groups: 
a) Those discussed by both sides in their writings, 
like rags and sa. mä ̀ . 
b) Those discussed only by the Qädi-zädelis, like 
bid'a, bribery. 
c) Questions argued only by the Süfis, such as the 
faith of the parents of the Prophet. 
d) Questions which were not discussed at all by either 
side but which are mentioned in Na`3mä and Kätib 
v 
Celebi. It is possible that the Qädi-zädelis and 
the Süfis expressed their views either in their 
12. Na'3mä, VI, p. 220. 
13. Na'imä groups together as one certain of the issues 
treated separately by Kätib Celebi. 
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preachings or in lost works on these other issues 
which are the following: 
i) Studying rational sciences 
ii) The life of the prophet Khidrl4 
iii) Cursing of Yazid 
iv) Coffee-drinking 
(iu"A%us i, ii I'll; 
V%A%Pt beten ' 0-' iFtd fnowk {M. t. p. ýest+tf s. 
One point must be clearly understood concerning this 
controversy. Disagreements between the 'ulamä' as the 
representatives of the medrese and the Sufis as the 
representatives of the tekke were not uncommon in Muslim 
societies. They had, for example, taken place in Mamluk 
times, as well as in Ottoman society in the century before 
the Qädi-zäde dispute. But those controversies were 
usually limited to the circles of the intellectual dlite 
and the Sufis of the society, and hardly included the 
ordinary publicýso they did not create any visible 
divisions among the members of the community. The Qädi- 
zäde controversy, on the other hand, involved ordinary 
people and created distinct and mutually hostile factions. 
The reason for this can be found in the social, 
political and economic , situation of the state as well 
as in the nature of the controversy and the aims of its 
leaders. The controversy between Q9d3-z9de and Siwäsi 
took place during a crucial and delicate period of 
14. Among the works of 'Abd al-Ahad I"Itiri there . tea: ! P, wren1ly Q 
risgia on this issue, but . 
i; has not ' urv. Ved.. see M1 
ýýýºýý 
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Ottoman history. It should not be considered merely a 
dispute for the sake of controversy between two prominent 
preachers of the time. While no doubt it was a culmination 
of the sixteenth-century controversy, it also had other 
aims which were those of an isläh movement designed to 
make fundamental changes in Ottoman society in accordance 
with the Qur'än and sunna. In order not to come into 
direct confrontation with the state, the Qä -zädelis 
tried to achieve their aims through attacking the Süfls, 
who were not only influential among government officials, 
but also favoured the appearance of innovations in 
religious practices. 
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Bid `a . 
The word bid'a literally means innovation, novelty 
or recentness. But in the law it is, in general, used 
to define any belief or practice which has rio roots in 
the Qur'än and sunna or in the authority of the Companions. 
The 'concept of bid'a evolved gradually and from the second 
century A. H. had been an important issue amongst Muslim 
scholars. Two main groups emerged; those who opposed 
bid'a completely, such as the Hanbalites, and those who 
tolerated it to varying degrees 
15 
This subject once again became an object of discussion 
in seventeenth-century ottoman society between the Qädi- 
zädelis and the Süfis. As might be expected, the former 
were against all sorts of bid'as, whilst the latter did 
not object to them. Moreover, it would appear that they 
held a tolerant and flexible attitude towards them. 
lt would not be an overestimation to state that the 
whole controversy between the Qädi-zädelis and the Süfis 
hinged on their difference of view about this issue. The 
15. Goldziher, Muslim Studies, II, pp. 33-37. 
M. al-Shatibi, Al- I. 'tisäm (Beirut, n. d. )2 vols. 
B. al-Turtushi, Kitäb al-Hawädith wa'1-Bid'a, ed. 
M. Talbi (Tunis, 1959); A. Mahfüz, Al-lbdä' fl 
Madärral-Mubtadl, (Cairo, 1956); B. Lewis, "The 
significance of heresy in Islam" in SI, I (1953), 
pp. 43-63, reprinted in Islam in History (London, 
1973), pp. 217-36. 
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whole Qaai-zäde movement may, indeed, be seen as a 
reaction by a group of preachers in the seventeenth 
century against the religious laxity which they saw around 
then. The main focus of their attack was existing practices 
which they regarded as innovations. In their writings the 
Qädi-zädelis subjected this issue to a thorough investigation 
in accordance with the Qur'an and sunna. Although Üstüwäni 
and Wäni did not write in detail on this subject, Qädi- 
zäde himself devoted one of his most important risälas to 
this issue. Furthermore, he composed a long chapter on 
this question in his important work Irshäd al-'Uqül. This 
may be seen as an indication of the significance which he 
attached to this particular problem. 
In his risäla, Qämi`at al-bid`a nNsirat al-sunna, 
Jämighät al-niubtad'; a16 and under the title of "Fi wujüb 
al-itýiibctal-sunna Sayyid al-imrsslin (p. b. u. h. ) wa fi 
mudhammat al-Tubtada 17 , 
in the second chapter of the 
Irshäd, Qädi-zäde deals with this question in a very 
methodical manner. Firstly he cites the verses which 
order Muslims to obey and follow the Prophet. Amongst 
these verses is 
"Say (0 Muhammad, to mankind): If ye love 
Allah, follow me; Allah will love you and 
forgive your sins. Allah is Forgiving and 
Merciful. " (3/31) 
16. QIdi-zäde, Qämi `at al-Bid'a, Stileymaniye Library, 
MS. Birinci Serez, no. 3876, fol. I. 
17. Idern, Irshäd al-`Uqüi, ch. II, fol. 124a 
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Another verse which he quotes is: 
"That which Allah giveth as spoil unto His 
messenger from the people of the townships, it 
is for Allah and His messenger and for the 
near of kin and the orphans and the needy and 
the wayfarer, that it became not a commodity 
between the rich among you. And whatsoever 
the messenger giveth you take it. And whatso- 
ever he forbiddeth, abstain (from it). And 
keep your duty to Allah. Lo: Allah is stern 
in reprisal. " (59/7) 18 
In order to support his argument, Qädi-zdde quotes 
many more verses and then cites the traditions which are 
against any sort of innovations. Amongst such traditions 
is the following: 
"It is reported in Abü. Däwüd that al-'Irbgz 
b. SäriyA (May God be pleased with him) related; 
. -'One 
day we offered the prayer with the 
Prophet (p. b. u. h. ) and he then began preaching, 
which was very impressive and effective and 
moved hearts and brought tears into the eyes. 
And one of us said "0 messenger of Allah., you 
are talking as if you are going toleave us: 
what is your advice to us? "; he replied "Fear 
Allah, be pious and obey whomsoever is in 
command, even if he be a slave from Abyssinia.. 
Those amongst you who are going to live a long 
time will witness a lot of disagreement and 
controversies. When they occur, follow my 
sunna and the sunna of the rightly guided four 
caliphs. Hold fast to these sunnas and try hard 
to keep them. Abstain from novel things which 
18. Irshdd, 124a-125b. 
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have appeared recently, because surely every 
new thing is an innovation and every innovation 
is a straying from the truth [or right path] 
and every error leads to hell. " 
19111 
Qädi-zäde in this respect exploits all the books of 
traditions and goes on to quote nearly all the traditions 
which condemn innovations as well as those who were 
responsible for their appearance and those who helped 
their spread, either by tolerating the people who 
practised them or by failing to oppose actively their 
existence and dissemination. The extent of Q9di-z9de's 
hostility{ and hatred of bid `a and the ahl vl--bid `a can be 
seen in his thorough treatment of this subject. 
20 
However, Na`imä narrates a story about TUrk Ahmad, who 
was one of three leaders of the Qädi-zädelis who were 
exiled to Cyprus. The story shows Turk Ah=ad's concept 
of bid'a. Someone who knew Türk Ahmad one day asked him, 
"If you are going to abolish bid'a-1 hasene 
and bid'a what about trousers (cagshir) 
and underclothes (Von)? To wear them is also 
bid'a; are you going to abolish them too? " 
TUrk Ahmad replied, "Yes, we will forbid 
them, they can cover themselves with a waist- 
wrapper (iz7r) or large towel ( pesI nia l ). 
The questioner asked again, "What about using 
a spoon, it is also bid'a, what are you going to 
do about it? " 
19" 16: d4 fol. 126a. 
20. See QRdl-zä. de, Qämi'at al-Bid'a, fol. 7a-9b. 
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TUrk Ahmad replied, "It will be abolished 
too, they can use their hands for eating, it 
is not zifir. What is the harm if the meal 
sticks to their hands? " 
The questioner was astonished and then 
said, "Look Efendi, you want to undress all 
the people and make them look like naked 
desert Arabs. " 21 
Creoo 
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21. Na`imä, VI, p. 226. 
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Tobacco 
One of the most important and controversial issues 
between the Q di-zädelis and the Süfis was the question 
of the legality or illegality of smoking tobacco. This 
was the first time that such an issue was raised in a 
Muslim society and it is interesting to observe the 
attitudes of the ottoman religious authorities, the 
government and people at large towards this novelty which 
appeared in their society. 
After the discovery of America; tobacco (ttttiin or 
dukhän) was introduced into Europe by the late fifteenth 
and early sixteenth centuries. 
22 Its use spread from 
Europe to other parts of the world and tobacco became 
known in the Muslim world by the late sixteenth century, 
or the beginning of the seventeenth century. Its 
introduction into the Muslim world, as the sources suggest, 
was through Turkish sailors who most likely learned about 
it from British sailors in the Mediterranean. 23 
However,, Turkish historians are at variance concerning 
the exact date of its first appearance in Ottoman society, 
although they are all agreed that it was sometime in the 
seventeenth century. 
24 On the other hand, the traveller, 
22. Encyclopaedia Britannica (15th ed. 1976), 18, pp. 464-5. 
23. ý. UluFay, "IV Muräd ve tütUn yasagi" in Tarih Dünyasi. 
35 (Istanbul, 1954, pp. 420-31. 
24. The dates; Pecewi 1009/1600 , K. Celebi 1010/1601 
Na'imä 1014/1605 " 
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Thomas Dallan, visited Turkey as early as 1599 and 
mentioned in his diary that when their ship approached 
the Dardanelles the admiral of the Turkish fleet which 
was anchored there was given some presents by them. Then 
the captain of the galley which came to search Thomas's 
ship asked for some 
told that there was 
tobacco and tobacco 
Most probably, the 
historians refer to 
current amongst the 
presents for himself. When he was 
nothing to give him he demanded some 
pipes; these were handed over later. 
25 
dates which are given by the Turkish 
the period when its consumption became 
people. 
The effects and defects of tobacco are well described 
by the historian Pecewi as follows: 
"The English infidels brought it in the year 1009 
(1600-1), and sold it as a remedy for certain 
diseases of humidity. Some companions from among 
the pleasure-seekers and sensualists said: 'Here 
is an occasion for pleasure' and they became 
addicted. Soon those who were not mere pleasure- 
seekers also began to use it. Many even of the 
great ulama and mighty fell into this addiction. 
From the ceaseless smoking of the coffee-house 
riff-raff the coffee-houses were filled with blue 
smoke, to such a point that those who were in them 
could not see one another. In the markets and 
bazaars too their pipes never left their hands. 
Puff-puffing in each other's faces and eyes, they 
made the streets and markets stink. In its honour 
25. T. 'Dallam, "Diary" in Early Voyages and Travels in 
the Levant, T. Bent (ed. ) (London, 1893), pp. 48-9. 
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they composed silly verses, and declaimed them 
without occasion. 
Sometimes I had arguments with friends about 
it. I said: 'Its abominable smell taints a 
man's beard and turban, the garment 'on his back 
and the room where it is used; sometimes it sets 
fire to carpets and felts and bedding, and soils 
them from end to end with ash and cinders; after 
sleep its evil vapour rises to the brain; and, 
not content with this, its ceaseless use withholds 
men from toil and gain and keeps hand from work. 
In view of this and other similar harmful and 
abominable effects, what pleasure or profit can 
be there in it? ' 
To this the only answer they could give was: 
'It is an amusement, and moreover a pleasure of 
aesthetic taste. ' But there is no possibility 
of spiritual pleasure from this, which could 
pertain to matters of aesthetic taste. This 
answer is no answer. It is pure pretension. 
Apart from all this, it has several times 
been the cause of great fires in the high God- 
guarded city of Constantinople. Several hundred 
thousand people suffered from those fires. Only 
this much is conceded, that it is of use for the 
guarding of galley-slaves, as the guards on the 
ships can to some extent ward off sleep by using 
it, and that, by guarding against humidity, it 
induces dryness. But it is not permissible, 
according to reason or tradition, to perpetuate 
such great damage for such small benefit. By the 
beginning of the year 1045 (1635-6), its spread 
" and fame were such that they could not be written 
or expressed., 
26 
26. Quoted in Lewis, Istanbul, pp. 133-4. 
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So, it appears that the people as a whole were 
fascinated by this new means of enjoyment and that in 
a short period of time tobacco spread and became very 
popular. The existence of coffee-houses, no doubt 
contributed to the frequency of smoking. Now, in these 
places people would spend their time drinking coffee, 
smoking tobacco and playing games like backgammon and 
chess. 
27 At the same time they would discuss the 
politics of the day. 
Unlike the case of coffee-drinking, it seems that 
neither the official religious authorities nor the 
government showed any immediate reaction to this novelty, 
either in favour or against. So, for a considerable time 
it is likely that people enjoyed the opportunity to smoke. 
These two novelties, coffee-drinking and tobacco-smoking, 
prevented some of the people from going to work, and made 
them waste their time in the coffee houses? 
S 
The first reaction against tobacco from the government 
can be traced back to the reign of Sultän Ahmad I)who 
27. Uluyay, 
28. That)of course would lead to some problems like 
unemployment, wastefulness, corruption and so on. 
But on the other hand it helped the development of a 
new branch of small business which was the production 
of tobacco pipes, cases, boxes to keep tobacco in. 
See UluFay, op. cit., p. 420. 
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issued a decree in 1018/1612 forbidding smoking and the 
trade of tobacco. The fermän describes what tobacco is 
and how it is consumed, its place of origin and the over- 
whelming response of the public towards it, finally adding: 
"The `ulamä', the shaykhs 
take tobacco day and night. 
them have shown the signs of 
some of them have even died. 
order that from now on this 
cultivated, bought, sold 'mr. 
and the common people 
As a result many of 
illnesses and diseases, 
It is therefore my 
tobacco must not be 
smoked. 1129 
The fermdn, however, produced little effect. Similar 
ferm ns with the same content and prohibitions were 
repeated several times during the years that followed. 
For example, there was another fermän issued in the year 
1023/1614. Whereas the first fermän had concentrated on 
the health reasons for the prohibition of tobacco, the 
second was issued, as R. Baykara suggests, for mainly 
economic reasons. 
30 
When Sultän `Othmän II (d. 1622) came to the throne 
(1618). he adopted the same policy against tobacco. 
Basing himself on the previous fermäns, he issued in 
29. C. Ulucay, "TUtUn ve kahveye dair" in Gediz Dergisi, 
45 (Manisa, 1941), p. 11. 
30. R. Baykara, "Osmanli. Devletinde ilk tütün icme yasaat 
ve iktisädi sebebi" in Tarih DUnyasi 23 (Istanbul, 
1954, pp. 993-4. 
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1027/1618 a'new'fermän with similar wording, but-this 
time there was also the threat of punishment to those 
who d, isobdyed the fermän. 31 
A more effective and tough line was taken against the 
use of tobacco in the period of Sultan Muräd IVJ who was 
determined to reimpose order and control in the capital. 
His first target was the coffee-houses. As his first 
attempt in this direction, he issued a fermän in 1040/1630. 
This was couched in strong language and prohibited the 
cultivation, consumption and trade of tobacco. The 
fermän also stressed that the officials and custom 
officers should be very careful and make thorough 
inspections. In the case of failure, the punishment for 
disobedient people and officers would be severe and 
heavy. 32 It would appear that the Sultan did not 
achieve the expected result, namely the cessation of 
smoking. 
In this context the Sultan even sent a khatt-i hträyün 
(imperial decree) to the Grand Vizier ordering him to 
close down all the coffee-houses and prohibiting smoking. 
The-Grand Vizier of the time was probably Tabani Yassi 
Mehmed Pasha. Having received the decree, the Vizier, 
who had a clearer idea of the attitudes of the soldiers, 
government officials and the people, ventured to reply 
to the Sultan's decree. He composed a letter in which he 
31. Uluyay, op. . ýr10. 
32. Ulucay, op. cit., p. 14. 
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very briefly described the situation mentioning the 
following points. 
"My Sultan, this social disease is widely 
spread among the people in general and%anissaries 
and sipähis in particular, all of whom are addicted 
to it. Even killing - half of the population 
will not stop them from smoking. Particularly, 
the soldiers are very fond of it. Since most 
of the smokers are soldiers in the coffee-houses 
the owner cannot dare to. stop them or even warn 
them against the prohibition. The owners of the 
coffee-houses therefore can do nothing against 
the smoking soldiers. Hence, the time is not 
appropriate to take a tough coursefaction against 
the smokers; itcculd create reaction and disorder. 
However, in the course of time the right action 
can be taken,,, 
33 
Sultan Muräd played a waiting game. Finally, on 
27 Safar 1043/2 September 1633 a big fire broke out and 
destroyed one fifth of Istanbul. It was not in fact 
caused by careless smokers but had begun in a shipyard 
where caulking was carried out. 
34 
On 12 Rabi' I 1043/ 
16 September 1633, fifteen days afterwards, Sultan Muräd 
issued his famous fermän in which he prohibited both 
coffee and tobacco on pain of the death penalty. In this 
context Na`imä makes the following observation: 
"The humble one [Naima] may state that the 
fact that the late Sultan IMurad[IV] was so severe, 
and that he threatened to patrol the streets and 
33. Topkapi Sarayi, E 7039. 
34. Daninend, Kronoloji, III, pp. 356-7; K. Celebi, 
Balance, p. 59. 
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to put men to death as part of his abolition of 
coffee-houses and of smoking, was not merely a 
wanton prohibition or simply arbitrariness. 
Rather, it is plain that this was a pretext for 
the purpose of controlling the riffraff and for 
frightening the common people in the interests 
of the state. Now experienced, responsible men 
who themselves investigate the behind-the-scenes 
facts concerning the rebels [of Sultan Murad IV's 
day] and who realize the difficulties and troubles 
which that proud padishah experienced from these 
riffraff - all matters which have been fully set 
forth above - take into consideration the wholly 
good intention and the general-benefit which were 
present underneath this severity and rigor. They 
perceive that at that time it was absolutely 
indispensable to terrify the general populace with 
the well-tempered sword if those who had forsaken 
the path of obedience and who were opposing the 
imperial will were to be brought back to the 
right way and made of use [to the state]. " 
35 
Thereafter, a number of coffee-drinkers and smokers were 
executed. All the coffee-houses were closed down and the 
Sultän is said to have personally watched over the execution 
of his orders and to have strictly punished transgressions 
with executions on the spot. His orders were not only 
carried out in the capital but in the provinces as well. 
Again Na`imä writes as follows: 
"Because he himself knew this to be the case, 
Ithe sultan] prohibited [coffee and tobacco]. 
He himself would go through the city, patrol it 
day and night, arrest and put to death those 
35. L. Thomas, A Study of Naima, pp. 94-5. 
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riffraff and rebels and tobacco-parties whom he 
found by day, and make the carefree night-owls 
drink the cup'of death. The fear of the padishah's 
sword so pervaded humble and great that no man 
could say a word about the padishah, not even in 
his own home. So, following the saying, "The 
walls have ears, " they let example be the wise 
man's conscience. " 36 
As Kätib Celebi mentions, when the Sultän heard that 
some coffee-houses in Edirne were active, he immediately 
sent a fermän to the Bostänji-bashi, ordering him to close 
down the coffee-house and to kill the owner and the people 
inside. This kind of measure did not, however, stop 
people from smoking. 37 According to Kätib Celebi: 
"During the rigorous prohibition enforced , 
under the late Ghazi Sulldn Muräd, many people 
not daring to smoke tobacco in pipes used to 
repel the craving by crushing the leaf and 
sniffing it up their noses, but subsequently 
they have abandoned this foolishness, for 
smoking without fear became possible. "38 
It is obvious from the sources that all these attempts 
and ruthless measures which were taken against tobacco 
still could not make people give it up. There is another. 
fermän of Sultän Muräd IVdated 1049/1639, towards the 
end of his life. In this fermän the Sultan mentions that 
36. Thomas, op. cit., p. 95. 
37. Na`imä, III, pp. 160-4; K. Celebi, Fadhlaka, II, 
p. 155. 
38, K. Celebi, Balance, p. 58. 
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although he had issued several rules for the prohibition 
of coffee-houses and tobacco, it was still being 
cultivated, sold and consumed in secrecy. Accordingly, 
anyone who caught such people or who could give inform- 
ation about them would be rewarded. Those who were 
caught while dealing inrsale and cultivation, or siW-3 4% 
coffee-houses must be punished. 
39 
During the reign of his successor Sultän Ibrahim, 
as Na`imä reported, coffee-houses began operating outside 
the capital and in the following decade the prohibition lost 
40 
its importance. During periods of crisis, however, the 
coffee-houses were again shut down, as for example in 
1067/1656 by the Grand. Vizier Kbpr[ilü. Subsequently in 
1099//687 the government put a tax on tobacco and in 
this way it became legal. 
41 
In the above pages the introduction of tobacco into 
Ottoman society has been discussed on the political and 
social level. The reaction of the religious authorities 
will now be analysed in more detail. 
It was an important, indeed obligatory duty of the 
`ulamä' to pass judgement on those issues which were not 
mentioned either in the Qur'gn or in the sunna, in 
accordance with giyäs (analogy) or ijtihad (personal 
44 W_ discussed ktow, , 
the 
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40. Na`3mä, op. cit., p. 164. 
41. !.! (ujtaij, op. cit., p. 11. 
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Ottoman 'ulam , 
A. -- t an al-lslän, publicly expressed a 
fatwd on coffee-drinking as early as cev+: 
u'j- 
In the case of tobacco, however, there was no 
expressed opinion by the highest religious authority, 
the Shaykh al-Islam, until the mid-seventeenth century. 
This absence of a public pronouncement-on tobacco does 
not mean that the legality or illegality of tobacco was 
not the subject of several discussions and quarrels in 
religious circles. In this connection Kdtib Celebi's 
account is very interesting and valuable: 
"From its first appearance in Turkey, which 
was about the year 1010/1601, to the present day, 
various preachers have spoken against it 
individually, and many of the 'ulema have 
written tracts concerning it, some claiming 
that it is a thing forbidden, some that it is 
disapproved. Its addicts have replied to the 
effect that it is permissible. After some 
time had elapsed, the eminent surgeon Ibrähim 
Efe. ndi 
42 devoted much care and attention to 
the matter, conducting great debates in the 
Abode of the Sultanate, that is, in the city 
of Islambol, giving warning talks at a special 
public meeting in the mosque of Sultan Mehmed, 
42. The translator, it seems, misunderstood the phrase, 
Jarrah Shaykhi, which can be translated, The Shaykh 
of Cerräh. He was a preacher, not a surgeon. See 
K. Celebi, Fadhlaka, II, p. 153; J. R. Walsh, a 
review of Lewis's translation, in IQ (1959), p. 69. 
t 
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and sticking copies of (etwas onto walls. He 
troubled himself to no purpose. The more he 
spoke, the more people persisted in smoking. "43 
The attitude of Qädi-zäde concerning this issue is 
well-described by Na`imä, when he discusses the Qädi- 
zäde movement. When Sultan Muräd IV prohibited smoking 
and coffee-drinking as well as coffee-houses, Qädl-zade, 
it appears, did not fail to take advantage of this 
situation. No doubt it was a sinful innovation in his 
view and he is said to have persuaded the Sultan of the 
truth of his opinion, and to have "declared it illegal". 
As Na`imä says: 
"According to his own false opinion, using 
independent reasoning and rational and traditional 
proofs, he raised his voice to the vault of 
Heaven with immeasurable fallacies. ', 
44 
When it was apparently pointed out to Qädi-zäde that 
there was no divine interdiction concerning tobacco, he 
replied thus: 
"When the people of authority ( ülu 
', l-amr) 
forbid, it is necessary to obey the order; it becomes 
necessary to kill (qatl wäjib) whoever does not 
follow this prohibition. " 
43. Balance, p. 51. Several anonymous risälas were 
composed on the subject. Risäla{al-Dukhäniyya, Risäla 
fi tahrzm al-dukhdn, Siileymaniye Library, MS. Ibrahim 
Ef. 854/7; also see Simsek, op. cit., pp. 168-190. 
44. Na`imä, VI, pp. 219-20. For more discussion see 
K. Celebi, Mizän, pp. 33-8. 
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The support given to this fatwä by Sultgn Muräd caused 
rightly or wrongly the death of several people. 
45 
On the other hand, the Shaykh al-Islam of this 
period, Yahyä Erendi who was a more obvious person for 
Sultan Muräd to consult on such natters, did not issue a 
fatwä concerning the question of tobacco but he expressed 
his feelings in poetry which demonstrates his approval 
of smoking 
46 
The reason for his refraining from issuing 
a fatwä was a probable desire on his part to avoid 
contradicting the Sultan's decree. He could easily have 
45. - K. 
Celebi, radhlaka, II, p. 145; Na'imä, III, p. 169; 
C. Baysun, "Muräd IV" in IA, VIII, p. 451. 
46. 
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been. put to death by a ruthless Sultan for such a stand. 
The official prohibition continued on and off during 
the reigns of Sultan Muräd's successors, Sultan Ibrahim 
(1640-48) and Sultan Mehmed IV (1648-87). The religious 
legality of tobacco was finally granted by a fatwä of 
Shaykh al-Isläm Bahä'i Ef. in 1651. In his fatwä he 
pronounced as follows: 
"So long as there is no definite proof 
concerning its illegality it is legal, because 
the essence of the thing is ibäha: ' 47 
He also challenged the opponents of tobacco, the 
Qädi-zädelis, to put forward their textual proof which 
would make tobacco-smoking haräm. The Qädi-zädelis could 
not respond to this challenge of the Shaykh al-Islam Bahä'! 
Efendi. -.. 4415 . 
fatwä was a sign of victory for the Süfis, who 
had remained silent on this issue, over the Q9-d3-zädelis. 
As might be expected, the Qädi-zädelis did not want 
to accept defeat easily and they then began a campaign 
against Bahä'i yfendi. They were influential among the 
aghas at the Palace and other important officers who did 
not smoke, and joining forces with these groups they did 
everything in their power to cause the dismissal of Bahä. 'i 
Efendi from his high office. Their efforts proved successful 
and the Shaykh al-Isläm Bahä'i Efendi was dismissed from 
47. Na'imä, V, pp. 61-63. 
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his position on 11 Jam I 1061/2 May 1656.48 
It appears that even this official fatwä did not 
bring an end to the controversy and the Qädl-zädelis 
maintained. their struggle to prohibit tobacco. The third 
leader of the Qädi-zädelis, , Van! Mehmed., quotes a fatwä 
which was issued by a certain Imam Shaykh-zäde. This 
fatwa firstly describes what dukhän is and asks what is 
the position of those people who not only smoke it but 
also claim that it is lawful. In his attempt to put the 
view of the Qädi-zädelis, Imam Shaykh-zäde, according to 
Id an! Mehmed, does not produce any textual evidence to 
prove the illegality of tobacco smoking. He attacks the 
problem merely from the point of view of obeying the 
ruler, and says: 
"It is agreed by the im of the four 
madhhabs that the rules which are issued by 
the ltän should be obeyed (wäjib), as long 
as they are in accordance with the sharl'a. 
Since there is a strong prohibition of the 
Sultän, those people who have claimed its 
legality are in error and mistaken. " 
The author'then cites the Qur'änic verse which urges the 
Muslims to obey Allah, His messenger and those who are in 
authority (V/58). He also cites some traditions (ahädith) 
in support of this verse. 
49 
48. Bayrak, op. cit., pp. 23-6. 
49. Wan!, Muhyi 'l-sunna wa mumit al-bid'a, fol. 24a-b. 
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This fatwä of Imam Shaykh-zgde fails in fact to 
produce a fully satisfactory argument against the 
legality of smoking. First of all, the. prohibition of 
Sultan NIuräd had not been based on religious grounds. It 
was political and it had been issued at a time when the 
highest authority in religious matters, the Shaykh al- 
Isläm, did not actually approve of the illegality of 
tobacco. So the Sultan, in order to bolster up his own 
position and policy, took the view of Qädl-zäde, rather 
than the officially appointed fatwä authority. ti9A 
Whilst there is no reference by the Süfis in their 
works to the issue of tobacco, it is clear from the 
historical sources that they welcomed smoking and even 
offered refuge to smokers. 
50Their 
silence in this respect 
45q see- a Lov c, f lp. 2d2-3y 
50. B. G. Martin, A short history of the Khalwati order 
of dervishes 
u 
in Keddie (ed. ) 
r op. cit., p. 
288. 
Na`imä narrates a story which describes the Sultgn's 
determination against the use of tobacco. 
"In fact His Excellency Sivasizade told me that 
the late padishah [Murad IV] much of the time went 
about in disguise, spying out what the men of the 
time were-up to. On one occasion the ýeyh Efendi 
(Sivasizade) and certain holy confreres had gone 
Lon a picnic] to the Mirahor kiosk at Kaglthane. 
While they were amusing themselves there with learned 
intercourse, intellectual companionship, and Sufi 
discussion, His Majesty Sultan Murad Han approached 
unobserved in his boat. He had it pulled in to the 
shore and sent a man to bring him the books of the (s-. c. ) 
men present there, and also o±'"the things which they 
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is not-surprising., To express overtly a view in 
opposition to that of the Sultän would have been 
detrimental to the continued support by the Sultan of 
their orders. Perhaps, like their opponents, the Süfis 
were all too aware that there was no evidence in the 
Qur'än or the sunna to support the view of either side. 
had with them at their gathering. As he was looking 
these over, a copy of Yahya Efendi's Divan caught 
his eye and he exclaimed, 'Why! This is my efendi's 
Divan. ' After he had inspected the other books as 
well, he said, 'I have nothing to say against, and I 
do not interfere with ulema who take their books and 
go on a picnic, or against dervishes who go with their 
rosaries and prayer-rugs and shawls, or yet against 
scribes with their pen-cases and pens and their writing 
materials. Let these men at once go back to their 
own pleasures! ' And he departed. The aforesaid Aziz 
[Sivasizadej received high distinction in the reign 
of the late padishah [Murad IV], was frequently in 
conversation'and companionship with him, and went to 
His Royal Majesty confidentially on a number of 
matters. It will be good if, God exalted willing, the 
particulars be heard from his own noble tongue and 
inserted into this history. " 
Thomas, op. and loc. cit. 
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Coffee-Drirnkirig 
The question of drinking coffee was one of the 
issues on which the Sufis and the Qädi-zädelis apparently 
expressed conflicting opinions according to Kätib Celebi 
and Na`imä., although there are no extant works on this 
from either group. The question of the legality or 
illegality of coffee drinking according to the Lair of 
Islam was a new problem to the ottoman 'ulamä', yet they 
were obliged to make a pronouncement on it. 
It is generally believed that coffee-beans (qahwa) 
originally came from Abyssinia and were introduced to the 
Muslim world through the Yemen or Arabia during the 
fifteenth century. There are several dates for its 
51 
first appearance in the Ottoman capital; the earliest one 
52 
is around 1517 after Sultan Salim's campaign to Egypt. 
It appears, however, that the practice of coffee-drinking 
became widespread during the reign of Süleymän the 
Magnificent (1520-1566). The popularity and spread of 
coffee-drinking was enhanced by the opening of the first 
51. K. Celebi, Jihan-hum. ' (Istanbul, 1732), pp. 535-6; 
C. V. Arendonk, "Kahwa" in EI1-2, IV, pp. 449. 
52. S. Ünver, "Tiirkiye'de kahvenin 400 UncU yildbnUmW' 
in Tarih DUnyasi (Istanbul, 1950), pp. 419=23; 
Dani7mend, Kronoloji, II, p. 300; NIizän, pp. 39-42. 
Cf. a later discussion on p. 343. 
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coffee-house (kahvekhäne) in Istanbul. The effects of 
this event are recorded by the historian Pecewi: 
"Until the year 962/1555, in the high, 
God-guarded capital city of Constantinople, 
as well as in the Ottoman lands, generally, 
coffee and coffee-houses did not exist. About 
that year, a fellow called Hakam from Aleppo, 
and a wag called Shams from Damascus came to 
the city; they each opened a large shop in the 
district called Tahtakale, and began to purvey 
coffee. The shops became meeting places of a 
circle of pleasure-seekers and idlers, and also 
of some wits among the men of letters and literati, 
and they used to meet in groups of about twenty 
or thirty. Some read books and fine writings, 
some were busy with backgammon and chess, some 
brought new poems and talked of literature. 
Those who used to spend a good deal of money on 
giving dinners for the sake-of convivial entertain- 
ment, found that they could, attain the joys of 
conviviality merely by spending an asper or two 
on the price of coffee. " 
53 
People, it seems, were fascinated with this new 
means of enjoyment and as a result they came from every 
level of society to the coffee-house. There was also a 
rapid increase in the number of the coffee-houses which 
became the meeting-place for poets and scholars and the 
coffee-houses soon acquired the nickname r* kteb-i 'srfän 
(school of knowledge). These new places became so popular 
53. Quoted in B. Lewis, Istanbul,, pp. 132-3; Pecewi, I1ý 
p. 363. 
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that people began to neglect their religious duties and 
were late for prayers. This angered religious circles 
who considered that the coffee-houses were prejudicial to 
the mosques. Some 'ulamä' were vigorous in their con- 
demnation of the coffee-houses, saying: 
"It is the house of evil deeds; it is better 
to go to the tavern than there. "54 
The preachers in particular made great efforts to 
forbid coffee-drinking. As a result of their growing 
disapproval, the highest religious authority of the state 
felt compelled to pass judgement in regard to its 
consumption. The leader of the 'ulamä' and one of the 
most famous Shaykh al-Isläms of the Ottomans, Shaykh al- 
Isläm Abü 'l-Su'üd, declared his legal opinion in a fatwä 
in which he argued that anything which was roasted to the 
point of carbonization, i. e. which became charcoal, was 
unlawful, hence forbidden. Moreover he ordered ships 
laden with coffee to be pierced and sunk. 55 
This prohibition in fact had very little effect upon 
the people; on the contrary, it seemed to enhance the 
popularity of coffee1 which now acquired the attraction of 
54. B. Lewis, op. and loc. cit. 
55. R. E. Ko? u, Osmanli Tarihinde yasaklar, (fstanbul, 1950) 
pp. 11-16; Arendonk, op. and loc cit. For the 
fatw3 itself, M. Ya'qüb, Kitäb Rawdat al-Akhyär al- 
Muntalib min Rabbal-Abrdr, MS:,. Atif Ef. no. 1540, 
fol. la. 
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the forbidden. Some time later, the chief physician of 
Sultän Süleynän the Magnificent, Badr al-Din al-Qusüni, 
put forward a medical opinion which was in favour of 
coffee in his risäla entitled. Al-(awl al-finis way 1- 
durr al-naffs `ald manzümat al-shaykh al-r3'is. 56 
The Sulldn also began drinking coffee. This development 
naturally softened the extent of prohibition and hastened 
the widespread consumption of coffee among the rich as 
well. Thereafter, at the court and among the servants 
of the rich there were? certain people called gahvej5: bashes 
(head coffee-makers) whose only task was to prepare and 
serve the coffee 
?a 
But the official prohibition against coffee was not 
lifted until the last decade of the sixteenth century. 
The reason behind this continuing prohibition can be found 
in the importance and the effect of the coffee-houses on 
the society at that time. The real reason, as might be 
expected, was political, because people who gathered in 
these coffee-houses discussed and criticised current 
politics, the government, its acts and policies. This 
kind of activity attracted the attention and disapproval 
of the government. As a result the official prohibition 
was renewed during the early years of the reign of Sultän 
Murad III (982/1574-1003/1595). 58c' 
56. S. Unver, op. cit., p. 420. 
57. Gibb-Bowen, I, appendix B, p. 344. 
58. Arendonk, op. cit., p. 451. 
50. I d, d 
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Coffee-drinking was officially declared lawful by-a 
fatw-a of Shaykh al-Islam BDstän-zäde Mehmed Ef., who held 
the office twice, from 1589 to 1592 and 1593 to 1593. The 
detailed fatwä was written in verse and mentions the 
lawfulness as well as the benefits of coffee, especially 
for the digestion, for curing some illnesses and also for 
cleaning the throat, removing phlegm and so on. The 
date of this fatwä is not given but it seems that it must 
have been after the year 1595, since that was the year when 
who 60"1 ý ký 142d cc)(, eE-ýd it j2 d; mod g, u(TCtrt 6ý 
This lifting of the prchibition gave relief to the 
people and they adopted a very much more relaxed way of 
v 
life, as is narrated by Kdtib Celebi: 
I 
"They(the coffee-houses) were opened everywhere; 
freely on every street corner a coffee-house 
appeared. 
Story-tellers and musicians diverted the people 
from their employments, and working for one's 
living fell into disfavour. Moreover, the people, 
from prince to beggar, amused themselves - with 
knifing one another. 11 60 
There warcother official prohibitions of coffee- 
drinking during the early seventeenth century, first in 
the reign of Ahmad 1 (1603-1617) and then later during 
that of Sultän Nuräd IV. These were in fact directed at 
59. For the fat British Museum MS. 
Add. 7828. 
60. Balance, p. 61. 
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coffee-houses rather than coffee-drinking and, were again 
motivated by political considerations. People in those 
places were not only drinking coffee, playing games and 
wasting time, but they were also smoking and invariably 
discussing current political issues and criticising the 
government. That, of course, attracted the government's 
attention and suspicion, and Sultan Nuräd IV in order to 
stop people from indulging in this sort of conversation 
issued a fermän to close down all the coffee houses and 
to prohibit smoking. Amongst his reasons was the fear of 
fire which might be caused by smokers 61 
It was during Sultan Muräd IV's reign that Ottoman 
society,, according to the contemporary historian Kätib 
v 
Celebij, witnessed a controversy on coffee-drinking and 
smoking between some of-the preachers of that time, led 
by Q di-zgde Mehmed and the Süfls., who were led by Siwäsi. 62 
It appears that coffee-drinking may have been 
introduced into Ottoman society by Hajjis who travelled 
to the Arabian peninsula tö perform the Hajj. While they 
were there they found coffee pleasant and they took some 
back home with them. Another theory argues that coffee 
came to Turkey through Süfi circles, in particular the 
Sh'Mdhiliyya dervishes from Egypt) who considered coffee a 
61. Balance, Inc. c: ý,; Arendonk, op. and loc. cit. 
62. H. Kissling, "Aus der Geschichte der Cha1., vetij--e- 
Ordens" in ZD14G, IVIL(1953), p. 270. 
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splendid stimulant which helped them in their nightly 
prayers. 
63 Some Sufis consumed the coffee-beans by 
eating them raw, others drank coffee made from ground 
beans. They realized that they had found in that a 
splendid aid to asceticism and the meditative life, 
because of the inherent characteristics of caffeine which 
facilitated certain exercises by keeping 
them awake. 
64 
The Khalwatiyya order of dervishes who regarded 
coffee as useful and helpful for their nightly devotions 
and during their stay in the klhalwaIin order to prevent 
sleeping, immediately adopted this new drink. Other 
Süfi orders quickly followed suit. 
The sources are silent in regard to the people who 
first used coffee in Istanbul and to the way in which it 
became so popular that it was brought there by ship. It 
is noteworthy that, although coffee was declared lawful 
by the highest religious authority in the state sometime 
after 1595, it appears the controversy about its legality 
or illegality continued during the seventeenth century. 
The origin of the controversy concerning coffee- 
drinking between the two famous preachers of the time,... 
63. A1-Ansäri, "'Umdat al-Safwa fi hall al-gahwa, in 
Silvestre de Sacy, Chrestomathie Arabe (Paris, 1826), 
pp. 138-169, trs. 412-483. 
64. Kissling, op. and be. cit. 
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Qädi-zäde and Siwäsi, who had already had- major. differences 
on other issues, is difficult to explain since there is no 
reference by either side to this question in their writings. 
Yet one may speculate on the reasons behind this dispute. 
First of all, the nature of the controversy was at this 
stage not religious but political and legal. In this 
case the position of Qädi-zäde may be postulated as 
follows: he may have opposed coffee-drinking in order to 
support the Sultan's policy against coffee-drinking as well 
as smoking in the coffee-houses where people held dis- 
cussions on current issues. In turn he could thereby 
attain the Suitän's recognition and attention which would 
help him in his discussions against Siwasit and the Süfis. 
In any case, he doubtless considered coffee-drinking as a 
bid'a (innovation) and he therefore objected to it and did 
not want to see its consumption among the Süfisý who 
considered themselves as a religious group. Moreover, his 
opponent Siwäsi, his order and followers were those who 
drank coffee and smoked tobacco. So it was natural for 
Q941-zäde to discredit and weaken the position of the 
Khalwatis and in particular, their leader Siwäsi, in the 
sight of the Sultan and the people, by declaring coffee- 
drinking illegal or bid'a. As a result, the Süfi. s were 
drawn into the controversy by their opponents. 
But the campaign of Q511-zäde and his followers did 
not have the desired effect on the people. Indeed, 
because of their flexible and tolerant attitude towards 
coffee-drinking as well as snokingjand their continuing 
use of these commodities, the Süfis won the sympathy of 
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the people in general, and-, of the users of tobacco and 
coffee in particular. This attitude brought them popular 
support and even a rapid increase in the number of their 
adherents, 
65 
who could drink coffee and smoke under the 
shelter of the tekke. 
According to Na`imä, the tough course of action 
taken by Sultan Muräd IV against coffee-houses was 
relaxed during the reign of his successor, Sultan Ibrahim 
66 
(1640-48) outside the capital. This was not the end 
of the controversy, however. After a short interval it 
appears that the subject was discussed again by Üstüwäni 
Mehmed, the second leader of the Qäd1-zdde movements and 
by his opponent Niyäzi"al-Misr% until the fatwä of the 
Shaykh al-Islam Bahr 1. Mehmed., who . pronounced in favour 
of the lawfulness of coffee-drinking as well as smoking in 
1062/1651. This fatwä was considered to be the primary 
cause of his dismissal from the office on 11 Jam I 1062/ 
2 May 16 51.6 
7 
65. B" G. Martin, " A Short History of the Khalwati u 
in Keddie (ed. ) op. cit., p. 288. 
66. Na'imä, III, p. 160. 
67. Martin, op. cit., p. 289. Bernard Lewis is mistaken 
when he gives the date of the fatwä of Bahd'i Mehmed 
and his dismissal from the office of Shaykh al-Isläm 
as 1634, because Bahä'i at that time was qä of 
Aleppo, and he was dismissed from that job in that 
year and exiled to Cyprus. The cause of his dismissal 
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The prohibition of-the coffee-houses was, however, 
renewed during the Köprülü period for political reasons 
while the drinking of coffee at home, the smoking of 
tobacco and trading in these two commodities were made 
legal. 68 
from Aleppo was smoking, but he did not issue the 
fatirä at that time. There was a disagreement between 
the governor of Aleppo and Bahä'i himself so the 
governor made a complaint about Bahä'i saying 
"he is a very heavy smoker. " For details, see 
M. Bayrak, Bahä'. i Mehmed Efendi, Istanbul University 
graduation dissertation 1960-1, no. 33, pp. 8-9, 
Istanbul University Library. 
68. Arendonk, op. and loc. cit. 
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Samä` or Ragq 
The dispute in Islän between the jurists and the 
Sufis on the question of the legality or illegality of 
rags or samä' was a long-standing one. From the eleventh 
century onwards, this controvefl was discussed and renewed 
in many parts of the Islamic world. As far as the Ottoman 
state is concerned, the dispute began only in the sixteenth 
century. It seems that at this point in Ottoman society 
. 
for the first time it was possible to see the development 
of anti-Sufi trends among prominent jurists, scholars and 
Shaykh al-Islgms, despite the encouraging attitude of the 
rulers. towards the Sufis. Several risälas and fatwäs were 
composed in the sixteenth century either in order to 
encourage and legalize samä' and ragq or to prove their 
illegality on the basis of religious sources. Wriler^s 
on the issue may be divided into two groups: 
a) Those who were in favour of sama` and raqs. 
Shaykh al-Islam 'A13 Jamäli (d. 1526)69 Qinali-zäde 
'All (d. 1570) 
70 
and Shaykh Sinän (d. 1529) 
?l 
69. A. Jamäli, Devrän-i Süfiyyenin cevazina dir risäla, 
Süleymaniye Library, MS. M. Arif 212/2, idem, Risäla 
fi'1-dhikr al-jahr! wa'1-dawarän, SUleymaniye Library, 
MS. Es`ad Ef. 1761/6. 
f, ,., 7p" is. ä ci i cýQ 9C C4ºý to 
Sü ý, ý ̀ tMQ v 
irýitsýn Museum, MS. 'Dv: gg3So 
111, ýk. 2a b- 30 , 
71. R-'sä IA qiqý 7ý4 
S:; Ie! )vuci H. tye. 
L. &"wr'y 
j MS. 
%ms ew4 9.1491/j, 
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b) Those who were against it: 
72 
Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Kemal (d. 1536), Ibrahim al- 
Halabi (d. 1539)73 and Shaykh al-Islam Abt'1-Su'üd 
(d. 1574). 74 
The seventeenth century witnessed a controversy 
unprecedented in the Ottoman state between the two 
groups who renewed the argument in a more hostile and 
emotional manner than hitherto. Indeed, power and force 
were employed rather than persuasive arguments. Not all 
those involved in the dispute were, however, ready to 
resort to such methods. A number of risälas and books 
on the issue were written from the beginning of the 
century onwards. These include the works of the famous 
kke - 
shaykh of/Jalwatiyya, 'Aziz Mahmüd HüdEyi (d. 1619)'and 
72. Ibn Kemal, Risäla fi tahgiq, 'al-Haq wa ibtäl 
rc'y, al-Süfiyya fi '1-rags, Süleymaniye Library, 
MS. Hiisrev Pasa, 98. 
73" I. al-Halabi, al-Rahs wa'1-wags li-mustahill al-rags-, 
SUleymaniye Library, MS. Es'ad Ef. if. 222-232. 
74. See E. Düzdag , Seyhulisläm Ebussuud Efendi 
Fetvalari Isiginda 16. asir TUrk Hayati (Istanbul, 
1972)p P. 13. 
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involved the Sufis themselves who took an active part in 
the controversy. 'Abd al-Ahad Nüri (d. 1661), Ismä'il 
Rusükhi (d. 1630) and Siwäsi composed risälas which were 
intended to serve two purposes; to providea stimulus to 
the followers of the Safi path and to respond to opponents 
who completely rejected this practice and its existence 
within Islamic teaching. 
According to the Süfis, sanä` - or- raqý ! -ils, not a kind 
of pleasure or pastime or a source of enjoyment, as their 
opponents claim. On the contrary it was considered to 
be an act of worship and performed as such by early leaders 
of the Süfis, such as Junayd (d. 910), 
75 
Shibl! (d. 846) 
76 
77.78 
and Nürl (d. 908). It is therefore not forbidden, 
75. A. Abdel Kader, The Life and Personality of al-Junayd 
(London, 1962), p. 2. Al-Junayd defines same' in the 
sense of listening to the recitation of the Gur'gn. 
See Qushayri, Risäla, pp. 153,156; al-Sarräj, 
al-Lumä. `, p. 272. 
-: 76. Al-Sulämi, Kitä, b Tabagät al-Süfiya, AT. Pedersen,,, 
-(Leiden, 1960), p. 340. Shibli also regards sam9' as 
listening to the recitation of the Qur'än. 
Al-Luma p. 272; Qushayri, Risäla, p. 155. 
77. A1-Sulämi, op. cit., pp. 151-56. Nür3 also means 
listening to the Qur'än. See al-Lump. `, p. 289; 
Qushayr3, p. 127. 
78. Rusükh3, Hujjat al-Sam! ' (Istanbul, 1256), p. 3. 
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in fact it is permissible'(mub4). 79 
The Süfis were naturally very sensitive about their 
practice; they therefore tried to make a distinction 
between the kind of sama' and rags which they performed 
and the other usages of these two words which were 
comL'only known among the ordinary members of society. 
As a matter of fact, contemporary authors used different 
words to denote the same thing. For instance 'Abd al- 
Ahad Nüri used dawarän instead of rsgs. According to 
him "raqs" in the dictionary means a sort of measured 
motion with the intention of play or dance. In common 
parlance it has the meaning of playing or dancing to the 
80 
accompaniment of musical instruments. Therefore using 
the word rags in order to define the Safi way of dancing 
is wrong. Moreover, it is an error to compare these two. 
On the other hand, Rus7akh3 Ef. accepts the word rags in 
order to define this action . 
P1 
According to the Süfis, samä', rags or dawardn is 
not haräm; in fact, on the contrary, there is clear 
evidence of this from the sharl'a. In this connection 
they cite the tradition concerning the play of the 
79. -., p. 4. 
go. `Abd al-Ahad Nüri, Iisäla fi Hagq al-Dawarän al- 
Süfiyya (Istanbul, n. d. ), p. 93. 
S1. Rusnkh3, op. cit., p. 4. In fact he uses the words 
samd', rags and dawarän interchangeably. 
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Abyssinians which the Prophet watched with his wife 
82 
`Ä'isha. 
"If it was forbidden, the Prophet would not 
have watched and nor would he have let his wife 
watch. Therefore it is not harem. If their 
rags is not haräm,, why should the raqs of the 
Mawlawls and the Sufis in general be considered 
unlawfult Hence, not every rags is illegal, but 
the ragq which is performed with the intention of 
pastime and play is illegitimate. Otherwise the 
Ashäb would not have performed it when they were 
joyful as happened in the case of the daughter 
of Hamza. " 
83 
Moreover, even the Prophet David used to dance or perform 
rags when he was happy. There is abundant evidence for 
this. 84 
According to the Süf! s, samä' is also permitted and 
there are several proofs in favour of it. Rusükh3, 
quoting from Abü Tälib al-Makki (d. 996)85 claims that 
amongst the Ashäb, 'Abd&llah b. Ja'far performed sanä' 
82. A. Nüri, p. 94; Rusükhi, p. 5. 
83. 
See D. B. Macdonald, "Emotional religion in Islam as 
affected by music and singing" in JRAS (1901), pp. 195- 
252,705-48. 
84. A. Nüri, op. cit., p. 94; Rusükh3, op. cit., p. 7. 
85. Muhamed Shukri, The Mystical Doctrine of Abü Tälib 
al-Makki as found in his book 0. t al-Qulüb, unpublished 
Ph. D. thesis, Edinburgh (1976), p. 26. 
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and some others did too. 86 Therefore, those who deny 
the permissibility of samä' are in error. The Süfis 
even assert that there are verses in the Qur'än in 
support of samä', like the verse "He multiplieth in 
creation what He will. Allah is able to do all things" (35/1)and' 
"Say, who hath forbidden the adornment of God which he 
hath provided for his creatures, and agreeable things of 
, 
sustenance. " (7/32,31/6,39/18) 
The Sü. fis assert that their opponents cannot produce 
any sort of evidence which would forbid samä' and rags. 
They cannot produce any convincing argument, based on 
sound sources and proofs. In the absence of such proofs, 
they claim that there is an ijmg' which makes the issue 
illegal. 87 
86. Rusükhi, p. 16. The author does not explain what 
sort of samä' they did perform. In fact, he is riis- 
presenting the opinion of 'al-Makk% who treated the 
subject like an authority on hadith and divided samä' 
into three categories. 
87. The Süfis are very suspicious and wary about the 
existence of ijmä-`. In the case of its presence 
they study it (ijmä`) very carefully and divide it 
therefore into several categories like, "Ijmä`-i 
Qät± , Ijm-a`-1 Tewfftur, etc. " 
Nüri, p. 96; Rusükhi, p. 15. 
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Furthermore, the Süfis, having realized their strong 
position and convincing proofs, even attempt to examine 
the validity and the authenticity of the objections which 
were brought forward by their opponents. So, they state 
that "since there is neither nass nor giyäs (analogy) on LA. 
samä' and rags it is indisputable that the claims of 
our opponents are false and baseless. Accordingly, this 
practice, like all other permissible practices, remains 
legitimate (mubäh). "88 Moreover, 'Abd al-Ahäd Mar! 
.L0 
asserts that "in the case of the emergence of innovations 
or new trends among the members of the Islamic society, 
the `ulamä' hold a firm and rigid attitude and moreover 
find reasons against these things in order to'prevent 
them from spreading and becoming customary, but in spite 
of their efforts and hard attitude, if these innovations 
and new trends become widespread and customary among the 
members of the society, the `ulamä' then try very hard 
to introduce a new interpretation and excuses concerning 
these practices in order to present them as permissible 
and lawful. In fact, this is the origin of the fatwä. 
This is, also, the reason behind the contradictory 
statements, fatwasand risälas, concerning samä` and rags. "89 
On the other hand, as might be expected, the Qädi- 
zädelis put forward their opinions which naturally present 
a sharp contrast with the Süfis, in regard to the issue 
88. Nüri, p. 98; Rusükhi, p. 24. 
89. Nüri, p. 101. 
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under discussion. -Three famous leaders of the Qadi- 
zädelis expounded their opinions in their works on this 
subject. 
90 
They start their objection with a definition 
of rags., which-is "a sort of movement or activity which 
has no use or purpose either in regard to religion or 
to the material world. Therefore the dictionaries do 
not make any distinction between rags and pastime, 
'g Since accordin to the amusement, enjoyment. " 
91 
fugahä'Iit is considered as a pastime and amusement, 
therefore it should not exist in Islam. 
According to Qädi-zäde, the rags which is performed 
by the Sufis has no place in Islam, because of its being 
a pastime and amusement. In this connection Qädi-zäde 
draws the reader's attention to his own time and describes 
the performance of ragQ by the Süfis as follows: 
"When you look at the performance of the 
rags of the Süfls in mosques and in tekkes 
where the Süfis assemble with ignorant people, 
innovators and young boys, who do not even 
know what cleanliness, imän, isläm, haläl and 
harm are, they perform ragq with them to the 
90. Qäd3-zäde, Irshad dl-'Uqül, chapter II, if. 22a-67b; 
Kitäb-i Ustüwän3, bäb" beyän-i dawarän 
wa'1-rags, fols. 13a-20a; 
Wäni, Muhyi'1-sunna wa mumit al-bid'a, section 
fi hurmat daffwa'1-rags, Pols lla-14b. 
91. Qädi-zäde, fol. 22b; 6.63m!, fol. 13a. 
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accompaniment of music, songs and poems, ' shouting 
and crying/which resembles praying; they change 
thus the works of God in their . dhikr and utter 
nonsense and deliriun. " 
92 
Then the author cites the following verse in order to 
describe them: 
"0 ye who believe: Choose not for friends 
such of those who received the Scripture before 
you, and of the disbelievers, as make a jest 
and sport of your religion. But keep your duty 
to Allah if ye are true believers. " (5/57) 
In this connection he cites another verse: 
"Turn not thy cheek in scorn toward folk, 
nor walk with pertness in the land. Lo: Allah 
loveth not each braggart boaster. " (31/18) 
Then he cites a tradition in favour of his statement, 
the gist of which is that one belongs to those whom one 
imitates. 93 Qädi-zäde even ventures to claim that 
rags was originally invented by al-Sämiri, who lived at 
the time of the prophet Moses-94 
In order to make their claim strong and their 
argument convincing the Qadi-zgdelis appeal after the 
Our'än to the traditions of the Prophets and in this 
connection they cite several of them which they claim are 
against rags and sari- The first tradition which they 
92. Qädi-zäde, fol. 24a. 
93. Qädi-zäde, op. and loc. cit. 
94. Qädi-zäde, fol. 26a; of. also Üstüwäni, fol. 112a 
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quote is one forbidding every sort of game or play except 
three, which are: one's play with one's wife, with one's 
W'iI 95 horse, andfbows and arrows. 
Qädi-zäde and and Ustüwani quote especially from Ibn Taymiyya 97 
an? /Qayyim. In fact, the attitude which was held by 
the Qädi-zädelis is demonstrably very much under the 
influence of these two scholars5as well as that of famous 
95. «äni, fol. 13b; Qädi-zäde, fol. 24a. The tradition 
is reported in different versions and it is not 
considered authentic by Shawkgn3, Nayl al-Awt'. r, III, 
p. 86. 
96. Wän3, This. 19a-b. 
97. Ibn Taymiyya, Kitäb al-Samä' wa'1-Rags in M41m4h1 
(Cairo, 1966), II, pp. 295-330. 
98. Ibn Qayyim, Ighäthat al-Lahfän, (Cairo, 1961), I, 
pp. 242-284. 
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Ottoman scholars, like- Ibn Kemäl, diwi -zäde', 'Birgiw3 
and Halabi. 
According to the Qädi-zädelis, raqý and sam9' are 
innovations. Qädi-zädequoting from Imäm al-Qurtubi7 
makes the following statement: 
"Surely music, beating drums and rags are 
harä. m according to the ijmä` of Imäm Malik, 
Abt. Hanifa, al-Safi` and Ahmad [ibn Hanbal]. " 
99 
In this connection Üstüw ni refers to the wo- k. -; of 
Ibrghim Halabilwho devoted a risäla proving the illegitimacy 
100 
of rags.. Therefore, it is permissible to listen'to the 
recitation of the Qur'än and sermons in the mosque, but 
if listening to music is involved it is haräm. Indeed it 
is the unanimous decision of the 'ulamä' that it is haräm 
101 
Üstüwäni, quoting from Kitäb-i Maw"A 
asserts that samä' which he defines as to sing songs and 
to listen to them, and rags, which is performed by the 
Sufis of the day, are harm. " 102 
0 L- 
99. Qädi-zäde, fol. 25b; concerning the four imäms' view 
of music, samä. ' and rags, there are contradictory 
reports; see J. Robson, Tracts on Listening to Music 
(London, 1937), p. 2; S. Uludag, pp. 150-230; 
ÜstUwäni, Pols. 113a-114a. 
100. I. Halabi, al-Rahs wa' 1-waqs li-mustdhiil. dl-'raq$ , 
Siileymaniye Library, MS. 
101. ? rani, fol. 17a. 
102. Üstüwäni, fol. 112a. 
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On the other hand, the Qädi-zädelis-concede-the " 
permissibility of singing, dancing and beating the 
tambourine and drum, on the occasion of a marriage, 
festivals, war and other cases which occurred at the 
time of the Prophet. 
103 
Above all, the Qädi-zädelis make an important 
distinction between the early Süfis and their attitude 
towards the Qur'an and the sunnaand the Süfis of their 
own age whom they oppose strongly. They even question the 
origin of Sufism. Moreover, Wan! in this connection 
gives the following statement as a"tradition: 
"The Prophet said, 'The day of judgement 
will not take place unless from among any 
followers there emerges a group which call 
themselves Sufis and their signs will be the 
making of d Lkr loudly. They will consider 
themselves as being in the path of piety, 
whereas their shaykhs are misguided more than 
the kuffär. Their actions will be similar to 
these of Dajjäl'and their practices will resemble 
these of Satan. Moreover, they will argue with 
the `ulamä'. They will have no faith [belief] 
and will like music (ghinä) and ragq, they will 
listen and find ecstacy and they will beat the 
tambourine with their hands. All of these factions) 
are harem, and are inherited from the Jähiliyya. 
Allah said in the Qur'än, 'I created the jinn 
and human kind only so that they might worship 
Me. it, 104 
103. The attitude of the Qädl-zgdelis is identical with 
that of Ibn Taymiyya. 
104. Wäni, fol. 19b. This tradition cannot be traced and 
its style and language are unusual for a tradition. 
It is very likely that it is a fabrication. 
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Again, on this issue Üstüwäni quotes from al- 
Tartushiýwho was asked about the Süf1s, to which he 
replied, "Their way is false (bätil) and (comes from) 
105 
ignorance and error. " Through comparing the practice 
and performance of the Süfis of their own time and the 
early Süfls it seems that the Qädi-zädelis felt the 
necessity of making a differentiation between these two. 
It appears that they consider the early generation as 
Zuhhäd rather than Safis. In order to show his approval 
of the early practices of the Süfis, Qädi-zäde makes 
frequent reference to the early Süf! s and quotes from 
such men as Abt. Yazid al-Bistämi (d. 874), who spent 
many years attempting to control his nafs06 al-Junayd 
(d. 910), Nüri (d. 908) 107 and Imäm al-Qushayri 108. 
To sum up, this investigation into the attitude 
of the Süf! s and the Qädi-zädelis in regard to the 
question of the legality or illegality of samä` and rags 
reveals an unbridgeable gulf between the two groups. 
105. Ustüwäni, fol. 112a. 
106. A , -Se,, -+-y, Muslim Saints and Mystics, p. 4,00. 
107.041-zäde, fols. 77a-b. 
108. Idern, 80a. 
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When one examines the Süfis3approach to the issue- 
it is clear that, in order to give the impression that 
they held the upper hand, they resorted to the use of 
unauthentic traditions to bolster up their arguments. 
Moreover, Süfi authors sometimes deliberately simplify 
issues which are much more complicated in earlier writers 
X09 
As for the Qädi-zädelis, they treated the sources'in 
much the same way as the Süfis did. This is particularly 
so of Wan! Mehmed who cited three fabricated statements 
which were treated as traditions by him. In order to 
show his enmity towards the Süfis, he declared the Süf1s 
to be worse than the käfirs. 
It is important to stress that the Qädi-zädelis were 
attacking the Süfis in their own time and society. In 
fact, in order to make a clear presentation of what they 
considered to be Sufism, they made a comparison between 
the Sufis of their own day and those of earlier generations. 
This can be taken as an indication that the Qädi-zädelis 
were not, in fact, against Süfismlwhich they considered to 
be within the framework of Islam and in accordance with 
the Qur'än and the sunna. However, they objected to the 
Sufism which existed in their own time since it was spoilt 
by the presence of innovations. 
109. When Rusükhi quotes from al-Makki through al-Ghazäli, 
he does not specify the samä` which al-Makki mentions, 
but implies that his own interpretation is the same 
as that of al-Makki. 
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Taghanni 
One of the most prolonged controversies between the 
Qädi-zädelis and the Süfis concerns the question of 
whether listening to music is lawful or forbidden, 
according to the precepts of Islam. On this issue alone, 
many books and tracts were composed by Muslim scholars 
who supported both viewpoints from the ninth century 
onwards. 
110 
In the seventeenth century, this question also was 
one of the hotly disputed issues. Concerning this 
problem the Qädi-zädelis expressed their opinion in their 
writings. Üstüwäni and Wän3, without discussing 
111 
the question in detail declared it as haräm, where as 
Qd -zade treated the subject in detail. 
112 
110. Ibn Abi ' . 1-Dunyä, Dhanm al-Malähi 
(ed. tr. ) by 
J. Robson, (London, 1938); M. T. al-Ghazäli, 
Baw2. riq al-Ilma' (ed. tr. ) J. Robson (London, 1933); 
S. Uludag, Isläm Acisindan Müsiki ve semä'(Istanbul, 
1976); I. Rusükhi, Iiujjat al-Samä' (Istanbul, 1256); 
A. Rabbihi, Kitäb al-'Iqd al-Farid (trs. by Farmer, 
Music Priceless Jewel) (Scotland, 1942). 
111. Üstüwäni, Kitäb-i Üstüwäni, fol. llla-112b; 
Wäni, Muhyi'l-senna wa mumit al-bid'a, fol. 14a-b. 
112. Qädi-zäde, Irshäd al-'Uqül, fols. 55-78,157,169- 
172. 
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Qddl-zäde considers the-issue-an-important subject. 
and says that some people regarded it as haräm, some 
declared it permissible. He then goes on to define the 
word, its usages and relations with lahn. 113 
In Qädf-zäde's view there are two sorts of ghinä; 
that which is lawful and that which is not. The former 
includes singing to remove boredom and to provide 
114 
recreation. Singing and beating drums during the 
marriage ceremony are also permitted. 
115 
He even 
considers ghinä is permitted in the recitation of the 
Qur'än so long as it does not change the pronunciation 
of the words. He says: 
"As for ghinä'which means a good or lovely' 
voice, then it is recommended; someone said 
in the Tatär. häniyya that the recitation of 
the Qur'an with ghinä' is recommended ( 
if it does not change the words or distort 
them but simply, improves their sounds and 
pronunciation in reading in prayer or other- 
wise. But if singing changes the words then 116 
this damages the prayer and this is forbidden. " 
On the other hand, the author considers ghinä, 
singing for fun or listening for fun ( V-e) to be 
forbidden. Beating drums, tambourines or similar 
113. Idem, Irshäd, fol. 171b. 
114. Idem, fol. 171a. 
115. Idem, fol. 157a. 
116. Idem, fol. 171a. 
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instruments is prohibited and is regarded as disobedience, 
in accordance with the Prophet's saying "Casual fun 
() is disobedience and sitting with those who are ýsx 
practising it is wickedness () and enjoying such 
practices is kufr. "117 In this attitude Qädi-zäde has 
the same attitude as Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn Qayyim. 
118 
The Süfis defended the legality of ghinä'in their 
writing. 'A. 'Ahad Nüri and Ismä'il Angarawi are two 
main proponents of the Süfi viewpoint in the seventeenth 
century. 
According to Angarawi to listen to a beautiful 
voice is not unlawful. 
or the sound of a bird, 
makes no difference, so 
119 
good. In order to s 
quotes'many traditions. 
statement: 
If the voice is that of a man, 
or of a drum or tambourine, it 
long as the sound is fine and 
trengthen his argument the author 
He then makes the following 
"Ghinä'arouses good feelings and emotions 
in the heart, as in the case of two singing 
girls in the Prophet's house on the day of 
a festival and also when the Prophet arrived 
117. Idem, 172b. 
118. 
_ See J. N. Bell, Love Theory in 
later Hanbalite Islam (Albany, 1979), pp. 11,17,24, 
36,124. 
119. I. Angarawi, Hujjat al-Samä`, p. 18. 
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at Medina for the first time people greeted 
him by singing. " 120 
In order to prove the legality of'ghinä'`A. A. Nüri 
questions the statements in Tatärkhäniyya, Qädi Khan and 
tl 
Khuläsat al-Fatäwä. He then says : In the tradition 
which says to hear fun is disobedience and 
to sit there is fisq and to enjoy it is kufr, in fact 
there is warning and exaggeration. Otherwise the 
ii 121 
prohibition of fun ( (V >) is not certain. The 
author also states that this particular tradition is not 
a strong one and it cannot be accepted with certainty. 
He also states that not every kind of fun is prohibited 
122 
and in this connection he gives some examples. 
In this discussion, the two parties adopt a 
predictable stand on this issue. The Qäai-zädelis, with 
the exception of Qädi-zäde, consider every sort of ghinäj 
(music) as, hargm while the Sufis regard all fine and good 
music which arouses good and holy feelings in the heart 
as permissible. 
120. Idem, p. 22. 
121. 'A. A. Nür3, Risäla fl haqq... P. 98. 
122. Idem, p. 98. 
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Visiting Tombs 
The issue of visiting tombs and graves was one of 
the important controversial questions between the Qädi- 
zädelis and the Sufis in the seventeenth century. 
In the previous century, Birgiwi Mehmed (d. 1572).,, 
probably for the first time in Ottoman society, brought up 
the problem, discussed its importance and implications 
and explained the correct form of its performance. He 
therefore composed a risäla which is entitled "Ziygrät al- 
qubür". 
123 
As a matter of fact he merely quoted the 
risäla of Ibn Qayyim word for word in his book Ighäthat 
al-Lahfgn 
124 
Birgiwi also in his books al-Tarigat al- 
Muhammadiyya and Wasiyyatnäme, briefly touches upon the 
same problem. 
The appearance of a non-Islamic mode of visitation 
which involved solely the veneration of the tombs of the 
saints or holy men can be traced back to the development 
of Sufism in the Muslim world. As is pointed out by 
Goldziher, "the belief in the sanctity of the saints' 
graves reaches its peak in the idea of the merit of 
pilgrimage to them (ziyära), 'or even that the ziyära to 
the graves of saints could replace the ha j. " 
125 
123. Birgiwi, Ziyärät al-qubür (Riyäd, n. d. ) 
124. Ibn Qayyim, Ighäthat al-Lahfän min masäyid al-shaytän 
(Cairo, 1961), I, pp. 205-41 
125. Goldziher, Muslim Studies, II, p. 287. 
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The widespread-practice of-. uncanonical"visitation 
of graves alarmed the fugah7a'who as the official guardians 
of the Shari'a felt the necessity of protecting Muslim 
communities from this harmful innovation. In this field 
the well-known Hanball jurists Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn 
Qayyim objected firmly to these practices and proved 
their illegality according to the Quran and sunna. The 
former in his book entitled al-Tawassul wa'l-wasila and 
his fatäwäs explains the Islamic mode of visitation of 
tombs while very firmly rejecting the non-Islamic practices. 
The latter, in his above mentioned work, maintains the 
same argument as Ibn Taymiyya. His view was taken over 
by Birgiw3 and later by Qädi-zäde himself and his 
followers. 
t 
The is' approach to the question is explained and 
put forward by Siwäsi in his work Durar al-'agä'id. 
However, his successor 'Abd al-Ahad Nüri, also dealt with 
the problem in detail and devoted a separate risäla to it 
which, unfortunately, has not survived. But his views can 
be obtained from his other work Maw'iza-i Hasana. 
126 
Siwäsi treats the issue under the section of 
"f3 nef'i Du'ä lil Emwät", 
127 
and begins the discussion 
126. A. Nüri, Risäle fi nef'i mesä'i al-Ehyä-u-1i1-Emwät, 
ON, i, p. 122; Maw'iza-i Hasana, (lstasul1309), 
pp. 228-33. 
127. Siwäsi, Durar al-'agä'id, fol. 58b. 
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by referring to the benefit which can-be obtained byl - _. 
visiting graves, and offering prayers for the deceased. 
According to the author, the act of visiting graves is' 
beneficial to both the visited and the visitor. If a 
pious (sälih) man visits the grave of a rebel ('as! 
) and 
offers prayers and gives charity for him, it is possible 
(Wiz) for the deceased to be forgiven. If the case is 
reversed and a pious man is visited, it is also possible 
(jä'iz) for the visitor to gain abundance (fayd) and light 
(nür). Following this statement Siwäs3 cites a tradition 
"When you have difficulties in your affairs, seek help 
from the inhabitants of graves. " 
128 He then mentions a 
saying of the famous Ottoman Shaykh al-Isläm, Ibn Kemäl 
(d. 1636), who stated that "in visiting graves of the 
saints (awliyä') there is great benefit. ". 
Then he discusses the attitude of Ibn Taymiyya towards 
the visitation of graves. He mentions Ibn Taymiyya's 
denial of the benefit of the visitation of graves and his 
subsequently being considered as käfir by the scholars of 
Egypt. In order to support his case, Siwgsi cites a 
fatwä which is as follows: "If Zeyd denies the benefit 
which will be obtained by visiting the graves of 'alim 
mutlaq, awliyä' and 'ulamä' sälih what should be done to 
him? " The reply was that "It is necessary for him to ask 
forgiveness. " 129 
128. The tradition cannot be traced in the authentic 
books of traditions. 
, 
129. Durar al-`agä'id, fol. 59a. 
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Furthermore, the author claims that despite the 
benefit of the visitation of graves, the 'ulanä' of-the 
H school of thought in general and Ibn Taymiyya in anbali 
particular, denied this a benefit. According to Siwäsi, 
Ibn Taymiyya, by denouncing this practice as non-Islamic, 
in fact went astray and therefore his book on the subject 
was refuted by the `ulamä' of his own time. After careful 
investigation, the `ulamä' of the time reached the 
conclusion that Ibn Taymiyya must be killed and they 
issued a fatwä, but Ibn Taymiyya by asking for forgiveness 
and repentance, and by admitting his ignorance just 
130 
managed to escape with his life. 
According to Siwäsi, Qurtubi mentions that some saints 
(awliyä) who attained spiritual light and power had access 
thereby to knowledge of what their relatives and children 
were doing. If they found them happy, they were too; if 
they found them distressed, they shared the same feelings. 
He cites an example from Ibn `Arabi, whose influence upon 
131 the author was great. Siwäsi has no doubt that it is 
possible to obtain abundance through the graves of respected 
people (kibär)' and he admits having received this. I{ibär 
130. The author unfortunately does not make any reference 
to any source. It seems he heard something about 
Ibn Taymiyya, but it was not true. 
131. Nazmi Mehmed, Hadiyyät al-Ikhwän, fol. 48b. 
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are those whom the urän mentions (16/97). "Whoever 
works righteousness, man or woman, and has faith, verily 
to him will we give a new life, a life that is good and 
pure, and we will bestow on such their reward according 
to the best of their actions. " According to Siwäsi, such 
people are the ones who have reached the stage (magam) of 
Bagä billah and have eternal life. These are the people 
who can attain the highest stages (maggms). According to 
Siwäsi, however, any individual who does not have this 
sort of experience in his life, surely, could refut. it, 
which is not unusual. Believing in this kind of experience 
is the result of a light (nür) which is given by Allah, 
as it is pointed out in the Qur'an. "...... And he for 
whom Allah hath not appointed light, for him there is no 
light. " (24/40) "Hence those who had not received this 
light, naturally may not attain this knowledge. " 
132 
The view of the Qndi-zädelis is expressed in the works 
of both Qädi-zäde and Üstüwäni. 
In his work Irshäd al-'Uqal, Qädi-zäde discusses the 
question of the veneration of the Süfi tombs, by summarising 
the work of Ibn Qayyim, Ighäthät al-Lahfän133After 
explaining the nature of the problem, Qädi-zäde mentions 
132. Siwäsi, Durar al-`agä'id, fols. 59a-b. 
133. Irshäd al`Uqül, fol. 173a; cf. Ibn Qayyim, Ighäthat 
al-Zähfän, I, p. 208. 
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the Prophet's rejection of the idea of considering the - ._ 
tombs of holy. and pious people and `ulamä' as masjid and 
he cites certain hadith relevant to this issue, 'including 
the following hadith from the Prophet: 
"0 my Allah do not make my grave a place 
of worship and prayer, Allah's anger (gha4ab) 
will be strong upon the people who take the 
graves of their prophets as a place of worship. " 
The author considers this sort of practice as the practice 
of infidels and compares it with pre-Islamic Arab customs. 
Qädi-zäde then turns to the question of building 
tombs over the graves where people might offer prayers, 
light candles and sacrifice animals. He rejects this 
practice on the basis of a tradition which is reported by 
Muslim. In Qädi-zäde's view these practices are the 
practices of idolators, not Muslims. 
134 
Qädi-zäde then gives examples from the practice of 
the Companions which illustrate their careful observance 
of the sunna of the Prophet. He bemoans the fact that the 
people of his own time have strayed far from the sunna and 
Shari'a and indulged in bid'a, uncanonical practices and 
beliefs. He attributes this lapse to the people's ignorance 
of the concept of Tawhid. In this connection, he refers to 
the tradition "When you are in difficulty in your affairs 
seek help from the people of the grave. " Qädf-zäde 
continues, "This is an example of their fabricated 
traditions and it is contrary to the Qur'an and sound 
134. Fol. 174a. 
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traditions. - Allah, in His open book, " teaches us 'They 
do we worship, and thine aid we seek' so, how should 
we seek help from anyone other than Him? " 
135 
Üstüwäni Mehmed Ef. also expressed his opinion on 
this issue in his book Kitäb-i Üstüwäni, which is a 
collection of his discourses. He treats the issue under 
the section shirk, which is subdivided into six types 
of which the third type is entitled "Shirk-i Tagrib3". 
The author begins the section by describing the shirk of 
the people of Noah and the Quraysh. According to him, 
those people believed that Allah is a supreme being, 
while human beings in comparison to this high and supreme 
being have a lowly position which presents them from 
addressing God-directly. They therefore felt the necessity 
and the importance of having intermediaries through whose 
intercession they could pray to Allah. Hence, instead of 
praying directly to God, they offered prayers and their 
requests to those people whom they considered to be the 
friends of God (awliyä'), assuming that praying to His 
friends was the equivalent of praying to God himself. 
This kind of belief led men to seek help from trees, 
graves, stones, tombs and the like. Furthermore, in 
order to have children, cures for their diseases and 
illnesses, they offered prayers, sacrifices and gifts. 
These are nothing but an act of shirk. True believers 
135. Fol. 176a. 
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must avoid performing this kind of non-Islamic practice. 
136 
As can be seen fron the discussion above, both 
sides, the Qädi-zädelis and the Süfls, have a completely 
different approach to the issue of the visitation of 
graves and they cannot be reconciled. 
The Qgdl-zädelis view is similar to that of previous 
`ulamä'. Particularly, Üsttiwäni's treatment of the 
problem gives the impression that he is very much under 
137 
the influence of Ibn Taymiyya. He is, therefore, very 
direct and uncompromising. 
On the other hand, Siwäsi, as the leader of the 
opposition, presents the Süfi view, but in an ambiguous 
manner. He bases his opinions on traditions which do 
not seem authentic at all or at least do not appear in 
the authentic collections of hadith. 
136. M. Üstüwä. n3, Kitäb-i UstUwäni, fols. 76a-b. 
137. Compare Üstüwäni's views with Ibn Taymiyya's 
al-Tawassul wa'1-wasila, pp. 23-4. 
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Shaking-Hands Mutual Embrace-and Bowing138 -" 
Although neither the Süfis nor the Qädi-zädelis were 
against shaking hands in principle, there was a dis- 
agreement between these two groups about bowing, and 
when this should be performed. 
Concerning the issue, there is, as mar as the 
available sources are concerned, no reference to this 
topic by the Süfls. On the other hand, the fullest 
treatment of this topic is provided by Wäni. A section of 
his work on this subject is therefore translated below. 
Wdni discusses this issue under the heading "EI 
bayän karähät al-musafäha fi ba`O 'al-awgät wa'. 1- 
mu`änagat wa'.. 1-nahar i19 al-amr5d. 
139 
He begins the 
discussion by giving examples from the practices and 
sayings of the Prophet, and he mentions the following 
tradition: 
"When two Muslims meet and shake hands with 
one another, their sins will be dropped like the 
dry leaves of a tree drop from the tree. 11 140 
In his commentary on Sahib Muslim, Nawawi. (d. "1287)141 
138. Balance, pp. 47-49. 
139. There is nothing by Qädi-zäde and UstüwR. ni; Wan! 
Muhyi'l-sunna wa mumit al-bid'a, fol, 22a-24b. 
140. Wani, op. and loa cit. 
141. Many more traditions can be found in al-Nawawi's 
al-Adhkär (Beirut, 1971),. pp. 206-39; J. Robson, 
Mishkäb al-Masäbih, III, pp. 980-2. 
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states that shaking hands with people after-morning 
prayer (fajr) and afternoon prayer ('asr) has no basis 
in Islamic practice. And the kissing of the hands of an 
'älim and a just ruler [is permitted] since it is reported 
that the Companions of the Prophet (may Allah be pleased 
with them) in fact kissed the limbs of the Prophet (peace 
be upon him) (aträfi rasül Alläh). And, also, Abü Bakr 
kissed the Prophet's forehead when he departed from this 
world. Abü Yüsuf (d. 793) regarded kissing and embracing 
between men according to the following tradition that 
when Ja'far returned from the land of Abyssinia the 
Prophet (peace be upon him) kissed him on his forehead 
142 
It is not permitted to embrace someone who is not dressed; 
it is agreed that there is no karäha about it. In the 
case of kissing on cheeks without passion (shahwa) this is 
also permitted. There is no basis for the practice of 
some ignorant people who when two of them meet, they kiss 
their own hands rather than the others'. The practice of 
kissing the ground before an 'dlim is haräm. As Sadr 
al-Shähid mentions "He who performs this prostration 
cannot be considered as an infidel (käfir),. because 
surely he wants to salute the 'älim. But, on the other 
hand, al-Sarakhsi (d. 109o) making prostration for 
individual other than Allah in order to exalt him is an 
action of kufr. 
142. Nishkät, III, p. 182; but this hadith, is considered 
weak by N. al-Bäni, see Mishkät al-Masäbih, 
(Damascus, 1961), II, p. 549. 
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Ibn Malak. in, his 
. 
Kitäb al-Khutr. wa 11-ibäha. .. 
reports that MuhyP'1-Din suggested, "Surely shaking 
hands is a requisite sunna, but the practice of shaking 
hands which is usual with people after morning and 
afternoon prayers has no foundation in the Shari'a: for 
that reason, to leave it is better than to practise it. 
W5n1 goes on to say that, "The time for shaking hands is 
the time of meeting, as is clearly defined in the hadith. 
tt 
Anas said, we asked, "0 Prophet of God, when a man meets 
his brother (friend) should he bow to him? " He replied, 
"No"; he asked whether he should embrace and kiss him, 
and he replied, "No. " He asked again whether he should 
take his hand and shake it, and he replied, "Yes. "143 
In the Durar-Ghurar it is mentioned that there is 
no harm in performing it (kissing or embracing), because 
basically shaking hands is a sunna, and the fact that 
sometimes it is observed but often-overdone does not 
exclude it from being part of shaking hands whose origin 
is in the law. ̀  Wäni continues we have already explained 
the various types of innovations (bid'a) in the first part 
of Kitäb al-I'. tisäm144in detail. Shaking hands with a 
handsome unbearded young boy must be refrained from. As 
143. Robson, op. cit., p. 549. 
144. In fact no source mentions that the author has a 
work under this title. Kitäb al-I`ti. im is a work 
of Imäm al-Shätibi. 
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a matter of fact, to look at him-is not permitted (harem),, 
just as we explained in the Kitäb al-Nikäh. Our friends 
mention that everything which is not permitted to look 
at is not permitted to touch either. In fact, touching 
is worse than looking. Because surely, to look at a 
candidate for marriage is permitted, as also in the case 
of buying and selling. But there is no permission for 
touching. In this connection Tib! (d. 1243), 
145 in his 
chapter on shaking hands and embracing, said, "It is not 
allowed for men to look at boys with passion; if it is 
without desire, there is no objection to it. " It is 
therefore ordered that veils should be worn. In the 
Multagät, al-Na-sir3 mentions "As for greeting and looking 
at boys when it is without desire, there is no objection 
to it. " A1-Sha'bf mentions in his Kifäya on istihsän that 
"One of the 'ulamä' died and he was seen [by a friend] in 
a dream with his face darkened. When he was asked the 
reason for this, the man replied, 'I saw a young boy 
(ghuläm) in a certain place and I looked at him; therefore 
my face has been burnt in the fire. " Again, it is reported 
that one of the 'äbid was seen in a dream and asked, 
"What has Allah done to you? " He replied, "I asked for 
forgiveness for every sin and I was granted this, except 
for one sin for which I was shy to ask for forgiveness,, 
and I was punished. " When he was asked what this sin was, 
145. Abü ' Al! M. Sharaf al-Din al-H. b. 'All b. M. al- 
Tibl. GAL, S, II, p. 67. 
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he replied, "I looked at a young boy with desire. " 
Qadi said "I heard im-im saying, "For every woman there 
are two Satans, and with young boys (ghuläm) there are 
eighteen. " It is stated in the Tatgrkhäniye, in the 
chapter on karäha, that, "If a young boy is handsome and 
wants to go out in order to seek knowledge, his parents 
may prevent him from going out. "146 
In order to give an idea about the Safi practice 
one can go to the works on the relationship between the 
Süfi shaykh and the mürid. The following quotation may 
help to understand the Süfi practice: 
"Companionship with the master (ustädh) is 
by obedience, so it is not really companionship 
but service. Complete obedience and respect 
toward the master are required. The master in 
the midst of his followers is like the prophet 
in the midst of his community. Junayd once 
answered a question of one of his disciples and 
the latter expressed objection to the answer; 
Junayd then said, 'If you do not believe in my 
words, dissociate yourselves from me. He should 
behave toward the shaykh like the Companions with 
the Prophet in following the ethics of the Qur'an 
(Qur'än 49/1,49/2 and 24/63)" 147 
146. Wäni, op. cit., fol. 24a. 
147. A1-Suhrawardi, KitMb Adäb al-Muridin; tr M. Nilson, 
A Sufi Rule for Novices (Cambridge, 1975), pp. 46-7. 
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The Supererogatory Prayers of Raghä'ib, 
148 
Bart and Laylat al-gadr 
The question of whether performing supererogatory 
prayers in congregation on the nights of Raghd'ib, Bart 
and Laylat al-qadris lawful or unlawful was a controversial 
issue between the Qgdi-zädelis and the Süfis. Concerning 
the issue we have only the Qädi-z5delis'view, which is 
expressed by Qgdi-zäde himself in his two risälas and by 
Ustüwäniý49 There are no extant writings of 
the Süfis, on this issue. It is known, however, that 
148. Raghä' ib : the eve. of the first Friday of the month of 
Rajab, which is believed to be the night on which the 
Prophet was conceived. 
Bart: Mid Sha'ban night. Prayers offered on that 
night are believed to be certain of acceptance. 
Qadr: the 27th night of the month of Ramadän is 
generally known as Laylat al-qadr. It is believed 
that on this night the Qur. än was revealed to the 
Prophet Muhammad. 
149. Qädi-zäde, Risäla q ädi-zäde, Edinburgh University 
Library no. 20/1, fol. 104-5; idea, Qdmi`a al-bid`a; 
Qgdi-zdde, Risalä gädi-zäde, Edinburgh University 
Library no. 100-119; Ustüwäni, Kitäb-i Ustüwänl, 
fol. 108a considers as makrüh. 
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`Abd al-Ahad Nüri composed an independent risäla on the 
legality of performing supererogatory prayers in con- 
gregation. 150 
It seems that the problem originated from the question 
of whether any particular sort of prayer was dictated by 
the ihari'a or not. Otherwise, as will be seen, both 
sides agreed on the lawfulness of performing supererogatory 
prayers in congregation without confining them to a special 
day or night. 
The following is a translation of the relevant section 
of Qädi-zäde's work on supererogatory prayers. Qgdi-zdde 
starts his risäla by mentioning the question of al-nafl 
bi'1-fama a on the first Friday night of Rajab and on the 
night of mid-Sha'bän. He points out that DIfffti 'Abd al- 
Karim Siwäsi issued a fatwä. on this, declaring the legality 
of performing prayers in congregation during the afore- 
151 
mentioned nights. Following this, Qäd3-z9de first 
discusses the possibility of praying in congregation in 
general and narrates the views of sever 'ulamä'. Finally, 
he accepts the performance of nafl (voluntary or super- 
erogatory prayer) in congregation in accordance with a 
tradition which was narrated by Ibn `Abbäs. 152 
150.4A. Ahad Nüri, Risäla fl jawaz ada'i al-nawafil bi'l- 
jamä`a,. see ON, I, p. 122. 
151. Qädi-zäde, Qämat al-bid'a, fol. 48a-b. 
152. Idem, fol. 49b. 
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The author then presents a long discussion on the 
definition of bid'a (innovation) and its rejection by 
the Prophet and his Companions, and states the following: 
"The point behind this is that by the prescribed 
acts of worship which are repeated regularly, 
Allah Almighty decreed what is sufficient for 
people; he completed His religion and was 
pleased with it. If a gathering in addition 
to that is innovation (bid`a , it will be against 
what Allah has decreed; and any addition to what 
is already perfect is a defect, a lack of 
balance, and involves a corruption which the 
intelligent person will understand without a 
reminder. 
If you ask whether abhorrence of voluntary 
naf I in congregation (ýl výý) is 
prohibitory or our answer 
is that it is prohibitory 
153 
In his other risäla, Qädi-zäde writes: 
"They (the innovators) have introduced prayers 
like alt al-raghd'ib, salat al-bdrä't and 
salat al-qadr. The 'ulamä', however, reject 
these prayers and have raised objections in 
other parts of the Muslim world. " 
154 
The author goes on to state clearly that to single 
out a day or a certain time for performing certain prayers 
is not permissible: 
"The selection of special times (takhsis) 
for fasting or praying shows that evil (fasäd) 
153. Fol. 50a-b. 
154, Risäla gadi-zäde, fol. 104. 
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springs from takhsis. 
If Friday is preferable 
for prayer, supplication, reciting the Qur'än, 
learning, teaching and so on, which are not 
required on other days, this has caused the 
misconception that fasting on Friday is better 
than on the other days, which is not the case. " 
155 
Qädi-zäde is completely against devoting any particular 
day or night or time for certain prayers, since in his view 
such a practice would later on acquire the status of. a 
legitimate act of worship in the public view. 
156 
The author finally questions the origin of prayer on 
the night of aid-Sha'bän and says: 
"Some of the jurists say that they are certain 
that the Prophet (peace be upon him) and his 
Companions and all the umma never mentioned any 
merits of this day and night nor are there any 
sound reports about this. Others say that there 
are traditions mentioning its merits, but they 
do not mention any merits in fasting particularly 
at that time, in spending the night in devotion, 
prayers (L). As for the traditions which 
some ignorant preachers mention (and which they 
have copied from unimportant sources), they are 
unauthentic according to people who are knowledge- 
able in tradition. It (this prayer) appeared in 
Islam in the year 448 1056), when a man from 
Nablus went to Quds (Jerusalem) and began praying 
on the night of mid-Sha`bän; another joined him, 
then the others followed and by the time he [the 
man) had finished his prayer there were many 
behind him. Hence it spread and was adopted 
as a sunna until today. As for the Raghä'ib 
155. Fol. 58a. 
156. Fol. 58b. 
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prayer on the first Friday of Rajab, it 
appeared in the Bayt al-Maqdis in Jerusalem, 
in the year 480 (1037]. " 157 
It is very clear from Qädi-zade's treatment of this 
problem that he regards such a practice as a bid'a 
(innovation), and its roots cannot be traced back to the 
sunna of the Prophet nor the practices of the Companions. 
As it is a bid'a, it must be rejected. 
To redress the balance, there exist insights into 
contemporary Süf3 practice of all these prayers from the 
Shalwatl source, the manuscript of Al-Shaykh mad al- 
Ghazzi-zäde Sayyid 'Abd al-Latif ibn Muhammad ys'ad, who, 
when writing about his grandfather. Shaykh al-Ghazzi, 
mentions the following: 
Al-Shaykh al-Ghazzi and his followers, on 
the first Friday night in Rajab used to perform 
twelve rak'at as Raghä'ib prayers; on the twenty- 
seventh of Rajab which is the night of ni'raj 
(they also performed) four rak'at Tasbih prayers. 
Moreover in mid Sha'bdn, on the night of Barät 
(they used to perform) twelve rak'at Bart 
prayers. And on the twenty-seventh night of 
Ranadän, after the taräwzh (a supererogatory 
prayer for Ramadän) they performed in congregation 
varying from eight to twenty), twelve rak'at, 
prayers for Lay]at al-gadr. 11 158 
157. Fol. 59a-b. 
158. `R. L. 2f f, op. cit., p. 56. 
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The Parents of the Prophet 
One of the disputed issues between the Q9d! -zädelis 
and the Süfis concerns the question of whether the parents 
of the Prophet died as believers or not. According to 
K tib Celebi 
159 the question had been the subject of 
controversy since the time of AbU Hanifa (d. 767) who 
stated in his work Fiqh al-Akbar that the parents of the 
were unbelievers when they died. 
160 Since then the 
question had been discussed by several other authors. 161 
The issue was apparently discussed in Ottoman society 
in the sixteenth century. In particular by Ibrahim al- 
F. alabi (d. 1549) who composed a risäla in which he reached 
the same conclusion as the majority of earlier 'ulamä' who 
162 
believed that the parents of the Prophet died as unbelievers. 
159. KAtib Celebi, Balance, pp. 65-72. 
1L0J 
. 1ensinck, The Muslim Creed (London, 1979), pp" 239-40. 
161. Kätib Celebi, Balance, pp. 68-72, gives the names of 
authors who dealt with the subject, i. e. J. Suyuti`, 
al-Rasä'i1 al-tis`a (India, 1961), pp. 49-61. 
162. Al-N. alabi, Risä. la fl Sharafj Nabiyyinä, SUleymaniye 
Library, MS. Yazma Bagislar, no. 2061/2. 
Ibn Kenä1, Risäla f3 abawayn al-nabi, Millet Library, 
MS. 'Arabi, 4309/7, ff. 87-91. 
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v 
In his work Nizän al-Haqq Kätib Celebi treats this 
issue in a detailed and systematic way. He tries to be 
objective and gives the views of both sides, arguing 
about them, "in the light of reason and knowledge. , 
163 
The issue must also have been discussed by the 
Qädi-zädelis and the Süfis in the seventeenth century 
during their controversy. According to the available 
sources, there is no extant work by the Qädi-zädelis on 
this subject. They may well have expressed their opinions 
in their sermons rather than in their writings. Perhaps 
in order not to provoke the general public they just 
left this especially sensitive issue untouched. Had 
they put forward their opinions, these would not have 
differed-from those of al-F. alabi. 
The Süfi view on the other hand was expounded by the 
famous 'Abd al-Ahad Nari, who devoted a risäla, entitled, 
Ta'dib al-A: utamarridin to this subject. The author as 
pointed out earlier, discusses the issue in three parts. 
Firstly he gives the opinions of scholars who accept the 
parents of the Prophet as believers, secondly he refutes 
any contradiction of this view and thirdly he provides a 
family tree for the Prophet stretching back as far as 
Abraham. 'Abd al-Ahad's arguments are in fact based on 
the risäla of al-Suyüti and on. the well-known tafsir, 
Mafätih al-Ghayb of Fakhr al-Din al-Räzi. al-Räzi in his 
163. Balance, op. and loc. cit. 
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interpretation of certain versesl64 asserted that the 11 
the parents of the Prophet were nuwahhidin (those who 
believed in the oneness of God). 
165 'Abd al-Ahad also 
mentions a work by the muhaddith Bayhaqi, entitled 
Kit. ib Dal il al-Nubüvra, where the author cites a 
tradition from the Prophet who mentions his parents as 
believers. 166 
Following this Abd al-Ahad discusses two traditions 
cited in Bukhäri and Muslim, which state that the Prophet's 
parents were not believers and that they are in hell 
(al-när). The first tradition is as follows: 
"Anas (Play Allah be pleased with him) narrated 
from the messenger of God that one day a Bedouin 
came to the Prophet and asked about the fate of 
his father and the Prophet replied that he was 
in hell. The man became very sad and when he was 
leaving, the Prophet having realized his situation 
said tb him: 
'Indeed my father and your father are in the 
fire. ,, 167 
In the second tradition the Prophet one day mentions to 
his Companions that he had asked for forgivenessfor his 
mother. He had not been granted it but was permitted to 
visit her grave. These two hadrths are used by scholars 
164. Baqara, p. 137; Abraham, p. 36. 
165. 'Abd al-Ahad, Ta'dib al-Mutamarridin, Istanbul 
University Library, MS. Tyz. no. 1735 fol. 5a-b. 
166. 'Abd al-Ahad, idem. 
167. 'Abd al-Ahad, idem, fol. 10b. 
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to assert that the parents of the Prophet were not 
believers. 
`Abd al-Ahad questions the authenticity of these 
He then traditions and argues that they are weak 
168 
asserts that those people who died during the period of 
fatra (the absence of a prophet or guidance) will receive 
different treatment on the day of judgement. Thus he 
argues that the Prophet's parents died before the mission 
of the Prophet*himself. 
169 The author cites many verses 
and opinions of al-Suyüti in order to strengthen his 
170 
arguments. 
He then discusses the work of Abu Hanifa, Figh al- 
Akbar, on the basis of which most of the 'ulamä'171 said 
that the Prophet's parents were unbelievers. 'Abd al-Ahad 
questions the attribution of the book to Abü Hanifa and 
argues that Abü Hanifa did not hold this view. In his 
view there were two books with the same title; the first 
belonged to Abü Hanifa himself 
172 
and the second one was 
a commentary on the first one under the same name by 
Abü Hanifa Nu`män b. M. al-Misr! who added an article to 
the original work about the faith of the parents of the 
168. Iden, fol. lOa-12a. 
169. Idem, fol. 12b. 
170. Idem, fol. 12b-13b. 
v 
171. See Kätib Celebi, op. and loc. cit. 
172. Wensinck, op. cit., pp. 102-3; J. Schacht, "Abü 
Hanifa" in EI2, I, pp. 123-4. 
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Prophet and considered them as unbelievers. So, people 
by mistake attributed this work to the famous Abü Hanifa 
himself 
173 
According to `Abd al-Ahad Nüri, Abü Hanifa 
did not say anything on this subject. But if Abü Hanifa 
had considered the parents of the Prophet to be unbelievers, 
`Abd al-Ahad Nüri argues that he would have meant küfr" 
hiäxni not küfr hagiq. 
174 
Therefore he argues that 
there is no evidence to prove that the parents of the 
Prophet were unbelievers. 
The author later on cites the views of Ibn `Arabi, 
Inäm Sha`rani and TashköprU-zade who consider the interval 
between Jesus (May Allah's peace be upon him) and the 
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him) as the period of 
fatra. Therefore it cannot be said that those who died 
in this interval are destined to go to hell. 
175 
173. Idem, fol. 14a; Mizän, p. 50. 
174. Ibid. 
175. Idem, fol. 14b. 
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The Invoking of Blessings on Prophets and Companions 
176 
Although this title may give the impression that the 
controversy between the Sufis and the Qaai-zädelis on 
this issue focussed on the legality of the invoking of 
blessings on prophets and companions, their dispute was 
in fact completely different in nature. Kätib Celebi 
who witnessed the disputes makes the following observation: 
"By this is meant the use of such expressions 
as 'God Almighty bless him', or 'God bless 
Muhammad', when any of the honoured prophets 
is mentioned, or 'God be pleased with him', when 
any of the honoured Companions of the Prophet 
is mentioned. 
It has been handed down on the authority of 
the chosen one of the Imams of the Faith - God's 
approval be on them all - that it is a religious 
duty to say 'Blessings on the Prophet' once in 
a lifetime. According to the rest, it is only 
canonically laudable to do s-o. But some people 
say that the tradition makes use of the formula 
compulsory after every mention of the Prophet. 
There is certainly no unanimity on this point. 
Now for the vexed question of the Muezzins' 
crying in unison 'God bless him and God be 
pleased with him' during the Khutba. "177 
176. On the subject, al-Nawawi, A1-Adhkär (Beirut, 1971), 
Pp. 45-55; al-Shawkäni, Tuhfä. t al-Dhäkirin (3gypt, 
1955), pp. 29-38; al-Nabhäni, Sa'ädat al-Dar ayn 
fi '1-Saidt 'a1ä Sayyid al-Kawnayn, (Beirut, 1316); 
Ö. N. Bilmen, Ashab-i Kiram Hakkinda Müslümanlarin 
Nez1h I'tikadlari (Istanbul, n. d. ) 
177. Balance, p. 47. 
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So, the issue of disagreement between the Süfis and 
rather 
the Q di-zädelis was 
/the 
manner in. which the Müedhdhins 
pronounced the blessings upon the Prophet or on his 
Companions. It has already been mentioned that the 
Qädi-zädelis were against taghanni. They were also not 
in favour of pronouncing blessings in a way or in a tune 
which undermined the original form and turned it into a 
form of a song or recitation of a poem or gasida. In 
such a situation the people would pay more attention to 
the fine voice of the reciter and reflect less on the 
meaning and importance of the words. 
On this disputed issue, there'is only 'Abd al-`Ahad 
Nür3's article 
178 
in which he concentrates on the necessity 
of invoking blessings on prophets and companions in 
accordance-with the Qur'änic verses and traditions. As 
he never mentions the time and way of pronouncing the 
formula, but since they were in favour of taghanni and 
samä`, it may be assumed that he did not oppose the 
common practice. 
On the other hand, the Q. di-zädelis openly expressed 
their concern on this question. In order to explain their 
viewpoint a translation of the relevant part of Qädi- 
zäde's work Irshäd al-'Uqül is now given: 
"What the müedhdhins have become accustomed 
to in our time and have regarded as sunna or 
178. 'Abd al-AhLaA NUH, Maw'iza-i Hasana, (Istanbul, 1309), 
pp. 18-26. 
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even as an obligation(wäjib) is the invoking 
of blessings on prophets and companions while 
delivering the LFridayJ sermon (khutba). This 
is not supported by the Qur'an, sunna or the 
sayings of jurists; indeed, they regarded this 
as loathsome, even prohibited. The Qur'an says: 
'And when the Qur'an is recited, give ear 
to it and pay heed, that ye may obtain mercy. ' (7/204) 
The 'ulamä' hold that this verse is revaled in 
preaching (khutba). Imam al-Baghaw" said in 
Mu'alim al-Tanzil that opinions differ about 
the reason for the revelation of this verse, 
one group held that it concerns reading in 
prayer, another group said it was revealed to 
forbid loud reading after the Imam. Sid b. 
Jubayr, and 'Ala and Mujahid said that the verse 
was revealed in connection with the khutba. 
People are ordered to listen to the khätib when 
he preaches during'the Friday prayer. Others 
said it was for listening to the two Eids, al- 
fitr and adha, and Friday sermons. 'Umar b. 'Abd 
al-'Aziz said it was to order listening to any 
preacher (wä'iz). The first is the correct one; 
all agree that listening is commanded during the 
preaching (sermon) of the Imam. Al-Suyüti said 
in his Mukhtasar tafsir al-tanzil, that the verse 
was revealed to forbid talking during preaching 
(the delivering of a sermon), and he mentioned 
the ur'ä. n because it implies it. See how they 
agree that listening is. commanded and no dis- 
agreement is reported. In the Tafsir al-shaykh, 
after reporting different views for the reasons 
of revelations, (the author) says 
'That they used to talk during the Friday 
preaching (sermon) and they were forbidden; the 
most proper meaning is that it includes prayer, 
the Qur'an and the khutba; the khutba is 
included [there] to show that there is general 
0 
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benefit (good) (naslaha) in listening since it 
involves understanding it and following and 
acting in accordance with it. "'179 
179. Qädi-zäde, Irshäd, This. 171-2. 
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The Faith of Pharaoh 
The question of whether Pharaoh died a believer or 
an infidel was one of the issues on which the Qädi-zädelis 
and the Süfis expressed different opinions. This issue 
had been discussed since the thirteenth century, when 
Ibn 'Arabi considered Pharaoh a believer and asserted 
that he died pure (tähir), without sin. By his own 
interpretation of Süra 22, Ibn 'Arabi 
180 
contradicted 
the general view of the `ulanä'. Thereafter, this topic 
was much discussed and disputed. 
Besides some of the Sufis, one member of the 'ulamä' 
subsequently supported Ibn `Arabi's claim: the Persian 
Jaläl al-Din al-Daww9n3 ( 
1427 ) in his independent 1501 
risdla entitled Imäni-Fir `awn181 in which the author, 
through speculating on the verses relevant to this issue, 
reached the same conclusion as Ibn `Arabi. 
In the Ottoman state, in the sixteenth century, 
the issue was discussed by two scholars both of whom 
rejected Ibn 'Arabi's claim. The first of these, 
Ibrähim al-Halabi (d. 1549), a severe critic of Ibn 
`Arabi, refuted the latter's claims in his risäla, 
182 
Ni'mat al-Dharl'a and stressed the infidelity of 
180. Ibn 'Arabi, Fuses al-Hikam (The Seals of Wisdom, 
trs. 'A. al-Tarjumana) ( Norwich 1980), p. 187. 
181. ! man! -Fir'awn, (Egypt, 1924) 
182. I. al-Halabi, Ni'mat al-Dhari'a f3 Nusrat al-Shari'a, 
Süleymaniye Library, MS. Fatih, 2280. 
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Pharaoh. The second opponent of Ibn `Arabi was Ibn Kemal, 
a famous $haykh al-Islam of this century who although he 
issued a fatw-a declaring Ibn 'Arabi a great Süfl master, 
also pronounced a second fatwä in which he labelled 
Pharaoh as an infidel. 
183 
In regard to this question, however, in the seventeenth 
century most of the Süfis still accepted the view of Ibn 
`Arabi. One of their number who did not, was a commentator 
of Fusfls al-Hikam, al-Shaykh `Abd Allah Bosnawi (1644), 
who in his sharh touched upon the subject several times 
and finally made the following statement; giving a clear 
impression of his own uncertainty in this matter: 
"To make a final decision in this respect is 
a difficult. task, so, the final decision belongs 
to Allah and that will be on the day of judgement. "184 
On this question; Siwäsi, as is reported by his 
biographer Nazmi Mehmed, interpreted Ibn `Arabi's statement 
about Pharaoh in three ways and was clearly confused about 
his own view. He agreed thus: 
a) Ibn 'Arabi was a follower of Mäliki madhab in which 
the faith of a desperate person (yä'is) is accepted, so 
183. Ibn Kemal, Risäla f3 redd ! man Fir'awn, Stileymaniye 
Library, MS. Resid Ef. 985/62, if. 211-212. 
184. A. Bosnawi, Fusüs (Istanbul, 1290), II, p. 414. 
For more detail on the question cf. I Fenn!, 
Wahdat wujüd wa Muh yi'1-Din 'Arabi (Istanbul, 1928), 
p. 257. 
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he is a believer. 
b) It is possible that there could have been a plot 
(dasisa) concerning the works of Ibn `4rab!. 
185 
c) The birth of Moses is rah (spirit), Fir`awn is 96 
nafsi ammara, Aron is 'aql (reason), Qärün, is Satan... 
etc. 
186 
On the other hand, the view of the Qädl-zädelis was 
expressed by Qädi-zäde himself in his book, Irshäd al-'Uqül. 
The following passage is a translation of some relevant 
sections on the issue of the faith of Pharaoh. The author 
begins his discussion by defining terms such as zandaqa, 
käfir and ilhäd, and their implications. Then he follows: 
"The wujüdiyya among the heretics (zanädaga) 
and atheists according to what I learned from 
their teachings, added more heresy to their 
heresy because they held that Pharaoh left this 
world pure and void of any sin due to the belief 
which Allah had granted to him when he was 
drowning; and this is a denial, a contradiction 
of what has been confirmed that by clear texts 
he died a heretic in Sara 22 of the Qur'an and. 
many traditions and the consensus of the umma 
at all times. In this later atrocious (shani') 
heresy they contradicted their earlier dreadful 
heresy that he who claims Godship (ulühiyya. ) is 
right (sadiq) in his claim. Since when, according 
to them, was Pharaoh an infidel so that it could 
185. Idem, op. and be. cit. 
186. Nazmi, Hadiyya , fol. 49a. 
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be said that he left the world pure by the word 
of unity which he uttered on drowning? " 187 
187. * Q, 941-zäde, Irshäd, fols. 166-167. 
-397- 
Al-anr bi'1-1'la`rüi wa'1-nahy `an al-Munkar188 
Al-amr bil-ma'rüf wa'l-nahy 'an al-munkar was one of 
the controversial issues. between the Süfis and the Qädi- 
zädelis. It appears that they had different approaches 
and interpretations of one of the, important religious 
duties in Is1äm. 
Unfortunately, there is only information available to 
us which provides insights into the Safi understanding 
of the question. The view of the Qädi-zgdelis cannot 
easily be obtained from their own works since they do not 
treat the subject under a. separate heading, but it would 
appear that they consider the struggle against. the*bid'as 
and uncanonical practices is a al-amr bi'l-ma'raf wa'l - 
nahy 'an al-munkar. 
The view of the S. fis is expressed by 'Abd al-Majid 
Siwäsi in his work Durer...... 
189 The following is the 
summary of his ideas. 
According to Siwäsi, to perform the duty of al-amr bi'1- 
ma'rüf is a fard3 kifäya in accordance with nass (Qur'än 
and sunna) and i'mä' for every knowledgeable ('älim) and 
capable (gädir) individual. Quoting from Mawägif 190 
188. A general introduction into the. subject and works on 
it can be found in Tashköprü-zäde, Miftäh al-Sa'äda 
(Istanbul, 1356), III, pp. 249-54. 
189. Abd al-Majid Siwäsi, Durer...., if. 53b-6b. 
190. The work of Al-Ij3 ('Abd al-Rahmän M. Ahmad) on 
theology. 
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he lists several conditions for an individual who is 
going to make al-amr bi'l-ma`rüf. The preacher who 
undertakes this religious duty should believe that the 
warning which he is going to make will not ceat fitna 
and fisäd; otherwise he should not do it. In this 
connection the author cites the following verses: 
"And warn, for warning profiteth believers. " (51/55) 
and also, "Therefore remind (man) for of use is the 
reminder. " (87/9). Moreover, the preacher and those 
undertaking this duty must not spy on people's affairs, 
because it is an act of harem according to the Qur'än and 
sunna. He adds that the preacher must be partial (gharäd). 
If he warns the people out of selfish desires of his own 
it becomes an act of sin and his warnings will have no 
effect on the people 
91 
The author then gives some-four or five conditions 
for performing wa'l-nahy'a n al-munkar, by quoting from 
fatäwä collections and from other works, for example 
Kashshaf. 192 
Following the conditions for performing wa'l-nahy 
an al-munkar the author gives examples from the life of 
the Prophet and suggests that Muslims must be very tolerant 
and flexible. They should not be very harsh and merciless 
to their fellow Muslims. They should also not be too 
quick to describe a fellow Muslim as käfir or zindiq 
191. Siwäsi, op. cit., fol. 54a. 
192. Siwäsl, fol. 54a-b. 
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because he has made some mistakes. In this connection 
he is particularly concerned with those who are called 
`älim or shaykh, and urges them not to behave like 
ignorant and illiterate people. Siwäs! lays particular 
emphasis on preachers, their way of preaching and its 
influence upon the masses. He gives the example of 
Moses and Fir`awn (Pharaoh) in order to give a clear 
picture for a preacher and his audiance. 
193 
In conclusion, Siwäsi gives many quotations from the 
early Safi masters and their experiences in their sermons 
and audiences. 
194 
At the end the author cites the 
following tradition: 
"If in order to please people, one displeases 
Allah, Allah will be displeased with one. But, 
on the other hand, if in order to please Allah 
one displeases the people, Allah will make the 
people be pleased with one. " 195 
Despite the lack of a particular work or risäla by 
the Qädi-zädelis on this issue, which might throw light on 
the Qädi-zädelis approach to it, it is likely that the 
works of Ibn Taymiyya which were a source of inspiration 
for the Qädi-zädelis, represent a'fair picture of their 
views too. 
According to Ibn Taymiyya who devoted a risäla to 
193. Idem, fol. 54b-55a-b. 
194. I. e. Shagiq of Balkh (d. 810), M4yi '1-Din ibn `Arabi 
(d. 1240). 
195. Siwäsi, idem, fol. 55b-56a. 
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this issue, 196 the duty of al-amr bi'1-ma'r7if wa'l-nahy 
'an al-munkar is one of the important wajibs or mustehabs, 
therefore it must be fulfilled by every Muslim. 197 In his 
opinion al-ma`rüf is every kind of work, practice or'act 
with which Allah and His messenger are pleased, while 
al-munkar is any sort of practice or belief which Allah 
198 
and His apostle prohibit believers from doing. 
Ibn Taymiyya, too, in order to achieve this duty 
requires three conditions from those who aim to undertake 
199 
this responsibility. 
196. Ibn Taymiyya, al-amr bi'l-ma'ruf wa'1 nahy an al- 
munkar (Beirut 1976). 
197. Ibn Taymiyya, idem, p. 18. 
198. Ibn Taymiyya, idem, p. 17. 
199. Ibn Taymiyya, op. and loc. cit. 
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The Controversy Concerning Muhyi '1-Din Ibn 'Arabi 200 
According to Na'Imä and Kgtib Celebi, the question of 
whether to consider Ibn 'Arabi the greatest Süfl master 
(al-shaykh al-akbar) or the greatest infidel (al-shaykh al- 
akfar) was one of the issues on which the Süfis and their 
opponents the QRqi-zädelis expressed different opinions. 
201 
As a matter of fact the issue had long been the object of 
dispute between the two groups. The Qädi-zddelis regarded 
him as. an infidel, especially because of the theory of 
wahdat al-wujüd, whereas the Süfisý perhaps as a reaction, 
placed him in the highest rank of the Süfl hierarchy, and 
considered him as . 01_shaykh al-akbar. 
A vast corpus of literature was produced about Ibn 
'Arabi and there is no doubt that he exerted a great 
202 
influence on the Süfis and tarigas (turuq) of Anatolia. 
During the controversy which arose between Siwäsi and 
Qdd -zäde in the seventeenth century, it seems that the 
200. On his biography: A. Ates, "Nluhyid-Din 'Arab! " in 1A, 
VIII, pp. 533-55; N. Keklik, Nuhyiddin ibnU'l- 
'Arabi, Hayati ve Cevresi (Istanbul, 1966), pp. 56- 
116. 
201. Na'imd, op. cit., VI, p. 219; Kätib Celebi, Nizän, 
P. 57. 
202. For more bibliographical detail see N. Keklik, 
'e, 1-Futühat el-Mekki-ye (Istanbul, 1974), pp. IV-XIII. 
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dispute over Ibn 'Arabi was still alive among the members 
of Ottoman society. Neither the Süfis of this period 
nor the Qädi-zädelis wrote any particular risäla on this 
question, but it is not difficult to pinpoint what the 
Sufis' attitude towards Ibn 'Arabi was. As already 
mentioned, Siwäsl wrote a commentary on one of the works 
of Ibn 'Arabi, which 
shaykh al-akbar 
203 
Ibn 'Arabi aslshaykh 
this period, such as 
he entitled, 'Tar14ma=i risäla-: t -, --- 
and more generally Siwas3 refers to 
al-akbar. 
204 The other Süfis of 
'Abd Allah Bosnawl, Ism 'il Rusükh! 
and Nazmi Mehmed,, also regarded Ibn `Arabi as at shaykh 
205 
al-akbar. 
On the other hand, there are no specific references 
in the works of the Qddi-zädelis to Ibn 'Arabi but the 
leader of the movement, Qädi-zdde, in his work Irshdd al- 
`Uqül makes a very severe attack on the wujüdiyya (wahdat 
203. Cf. works of Siwäsi, p. 185- 
204. ' See Siwäsi, Durer.... fol. 55b. 
205. 'Abd Allä. h Bosnawi, Tajalliydt 'Arä'is al-nusüs fi 
minassgt hikam a1-Fusus (istanbul, 1290), pp. 
The author praises Muhyi'l-Din 'Arabi with titles such 
as, Qutb al-Muhagqin, wa ghawth al-Muwahhidin...... 
wärith 'gulüm nebiyyi 'Arabi-p. (1) 
I. Rusükhi, Kitäb Minhdj al-Fugard' (tstanbul, 1256),. 
PP. 38,89; *Nazmi Mehmed, Hadiyyat al-Ikhwän, fol. 48b. 
i 
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al-tirujüd). Without giving a full discussion of the theory 
of wahdat al-wujüd, he explains it in a simple and brief 
manner: 
"According to them Lthe SüfisJ there is only 
wujüd al-mutlaq and other things (ashyä. ') have 
no real existence (hagiqa). In their view there 
is no halal and harm nor is there ahkäm or 
punishment ('adhäb) or`igäb. In their opinion 
everything is imagination (khayäl) and mirage 
(siräb). Then they Ithe wujüdiyyaJ contradict 
themselves; the punishment ('adhä. b) in the 
hereafter is real; contrary to their interpretation 
of the word (`adhäb), they take the word from the 
roots of (sweet, tasty) and say that 
the people of the fire are in hell like the fish 
in the water blessed and happy. 
206 
Qädi-zäde goes on to say that in the opinion of the 
wujüdiyya there is no distinction between the creator and 
created, worshipped and worshipper. In this, Qädi-zdde 
claims that they are in daläla and inkär and adds that 
they are zindiq. 
207 
Qädi-zdde states that, "the basic 
of Islam is the knowledge of Allah (ma'rifat Allah). One 
may infer His existence from the existence of creation. " 
208 
Q94i-zäde dwells on this point by giving more examples in 
order to show how far the followers of this theory have 
gone astray. 
209 
206. Qädi-zäde, idem, fol. 161-2a. 
207. Idem, fol. 162b. 
208. Idem, ibid. 
209. Idem, fol. 163a. 
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Although Qddi-zäde regards the followers and 40 
advocates of the theory of wujüdiyya as zindiqs, he 
never overtly mentions the name of the originator of 
this theory, Ibn 'Arabi, nor does he refer to him as 
the shaykh al-akfar or by any other names or titles. 
Possibly this reticence sprang from the popularity which 
Qädi-zdde knew Ibn 'Arabi enjoyed among the ruling class 
and with the Sultan himself. 
CHAPTER VIII 
ORTHODOXY, TI OTTOMANS AND TH QÄDI-ZADELIS 
-405- 
Before discussing the question of orthodoxy among 
the Ottomans in the seventeenth century, it is important 
to define orthodoxy and more especially the Islamic 
conception of orthodoxy. 
According to the Oxford English Dictionary orthodoxy 
is, "the quality or character of-being orthodox; beliefs 
in or agreement with what is, or is currently held to-, 
be right. "' On the other hand, the Encyclopaedia of 
Religion and Ethics defines orthodoxy more strictly as 
follows: "Orthodoxy in religion is concerned with doctrine 
or belief, with the intellectual element in spiritual life. 
It is opinion raised to its highest power and dignity. 
But, since religion embraces feeling and-activity as well 
as thought, orthodoxy becomes an inadequate criterion of 
its worth apart from right experience and right conduct. " 
2 
From these two definitions one may assert that 
orthodoxy is right belief and conduct in accordance with 
what is accepted to be right or correct by the authority 
or authorities of a particular faith or religion. Strictly 
speaking, in Islam it is the authority of the Prophet which 
defined what constitutes correct doctrine. According to 
the Prophet true Islam is "Clinging to Qur'än and sunna 
1. The Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford, 1970), VII, 
p. 213. 
2. W. A. 'Curtis, "Orthodoxy" in ERE (Edinburgh, 1971) IX, 
p. 570. 
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alone, " or "Confining oneself to Qur'än and sunna. "3 
A number of Western and Muslim scholars have tackled 
the definition of Islamic orthodoxy. Montgomery Watt 
defines orthodoxy generally as "sound or correct intellectual 
belief " which he rightly suggests is out of place in an 
Islamic context. 
4 He then goes on to say: 
"Indeed Islam has had no machinery comparable 
to the Ecumenical Councils of*the Christian Church 
which would say authoritatively what constitutes 
'right doctrine'. Nevertheless by the typically 
Islamic process of ijma` or consensus a wide area 
of agreement was eventually reached (after the 
year 1000), and to thisterm 'orthodoxy' might- 
be applied were it not for the fact that the 
agreement was concerned more with matters of 
practice than of doctrine in the strict sense; 
'sunnism' and 'sunnite' are more accurate. 
Even at the death of al-Ash`ari in 935, though 
Hanafites, Hanbalites and Ash'arites were 
moving closer together doctrinally, they were 
not prepared to recognize one another as 
fellow-sunnites. "5 
It is unfortunately unclear fron this. passage what the 
author's definition of Islamic orthodoxy is. 
3-Cf. A. J. Wensinck, Handbook of Muhammadan Traditions 
(Leiden, 1927), 130A, 223A. 
4. W. M. Montgomery Watt, The Formative Period of Islamic 
Thought, (Edinburgh, 1973), p. 5. 
5" Ibid., pp. 5-6. 
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Other Western scholars, on the other hand, have 
interpreted the term orthodoxy in an Islamic context as 
being synonymous with Sunnis, as represented by the 
four main madhhabs, and they draw a distinction between 
Sunnism and Shl'ism. Amongst such scholars may be 
included Goldziher, 
6 Macdonald,? Schachta and Gibb. 
9 
Bernard Lewis appears to have been the first scholar 
to dissent from the definition of Islamic orthodoxy as 
being Sunnism. 10 He defines orthodoxy in the Islamic 
context as follows: 
"The nearest Islamic equivalent to orthodoxy 
is the Sunna, the custom and practice of the 
prophet, his companions, and his immediate 
successors, as preserved by the historic 
memory of the community as a whole. "ll 
6. I. Goldziher, The Zähiris, their doctrine and their 
history (trs. ed. W. Behn) (Leiden, 1971), pp. 3,36, 
41,91; Idem, Muslim Studies, I, pp. 97,103. 
7. B. Macdonald, Muslim Theology, Jurisprudence and 
Constitutional Theory (London 1915), p. 19. 
8. J. Schacht, Introduction to Islamic Law (Oxford, 1979), 
p. 16. 
9. H. A. R. Gibb, Islam (Muhammadanism) (Oxford, 1978)) 
pp. 73-85. 
10. B. Lewis, Islam; Religion and Society (London, 
1979), p. XVII 
11. I%iý. s P. XIX 
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Thus, Lewis defines-orthodoxy as early Islam in 
its pure form as practised in accordance with the 
Qur'an and sunna by the Prophet, his Companions and 
immediate successors. 
This view is upheld by H. A. Wolfson who, expanding on 
Lewis' definition, says: 
"The first stage was dominated by those 
called al-salaf, literally 'the predecessors', 
a tern: applied to the 'companions of Muhammad' 
(al-sahäba ) and those who came after the 
companions, called 'the followers' (al-t5bi'ün). 
What these salaf agreed upon is taken to 
constitute that which may be called the good 
old-time religion of Islam. We shall refer to 
the salaf either as early Muslims or as the 
followers of early Islam or simply'as 
orthodox Islam or the orthodox Muslims, all 
as is required by the context., 
12 
On the other hand, Faziur Rahnan takes a different 
view and says: 
"It is indeed a curious and striking fact 
about the religious history of Islam that at 
each critical point of, its career the force 
that comes to the forefront and takes over the 
situation is not the then formalized established 
'orthodoxy' but rather something that presents 
itself at every juncture as the 'raw material' 
of the orthodoxy subsequently to be formed. In 
itself this force is something nondescript and 
for want of a better designation is called by 
12. H. A. Wolfson, The Philosophy of the Kalan (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1976), p. 3. 
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such terms as 'Ahl al-Hadith' or 'Ahl-al-Sunna' 
by Muslims themselves and identified as 
'conservative' or 'orthodox' by modern Western 
scholars. But the Ahl al-Hadith or the Ahl 
al-Sunna is not the name of any particular 
group, sect or party; and if there is an 
'orthodoxy' or 'conservatism', this is surely 
the one that is in ascendancy at the point of 
time concerned. "13 
Once again, this definition is rather vague. The 
author even expresses doubts about the existence of 
orthodoxy in Islam at all. He does not venture to define 
who the ahl al-hadith or ahl al-senna are. In this very 
nebulous description he seems to distinguish two forms of 
"orthodoxy"; what may be loosely described as a de facto 
"formalised established orthodoxy" and another kind of 
orthodoxy which is to be formed in every age by the ahl 
al-hadith or ahl al-sunna (whoever they may be). This 
latter group are a conservative force, surely to be 
identified with these groups in Islam who at significant 
moments advocate a return to the principles of the Qur'g 
and sunnaa. 
Muslims believe that Islam in its pristine form) both 
as a way of life and system of government was not followed 
fully after the period of the four Rightly Guided Caliphs, 
except during the period of 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz. 
Social, political and moral deviations from this ideal 
13. F. Rahman, Islam (Chicago, 1979), p. 111. 
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were responsible for the periodic emergence of groups of 
Muslims who advocated a return to the society of early 
Islgm which was based on the Qur'än and sunna and was 
free from bid'as and heresies. These Muslims saw them- 
selves as the real representatives of Islamic orthodoxy 
and were identified as ahl al-hadith or ahl al-äthär or 
Salafiyya. It is in a context such as this that the 
efforts of Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, Ibn Taymiyya, Ibn Qayyim, 
Birgiwi, the Qädi-zädelis and Wahhäbis should be viewed 
and evaluated. 
Before embarking on a discussion of Islamic orthodoxy 
among the Ottomans their connection with Islam and its 
place in their society and system of government will 
first be examined. 
The Ottomans were followers of the Hanafi interpretation 
of Islamic law and Mäturidi's exposition of Islamic' 
theology. 14 It, should however be pointed out here that 
14. W. Nadelung, "The Spread of Näturidism and the Turks" 
in Actas Do IV Congresso de estudes Arabes e Islämicos 
Coimbra - Lisboa 1968 (Leiden, 1971), p. 140. 
According to Schacht; ') the Turks always favoured the 
I, ianafite school of thought, perhaps because of its 
attitude towards ijmä')which allowed them to be more 
tolerant and flexible in legal matters. This view is 
also held by Inalcik, who attributes the choice of 4te 
Hanafite madh1ab to "the desire of the Turkish rulers 
to retain as much freedom as possible in their 
political and executive authority and it was'at the 
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although the ottoman state adopted the Hanafite school 
of thought as its official madhhab, the other schools of 
thought were tolerated in their domains. 
15 
Generally speaking, the Ottoman rulers, the members 
of the `ilmiyye and the representatives of the tekke, 
the Süfis, held a tolerant and flexible attitude towards 
science, Süflsm and art. Through the influence of al- 
Ghazäli, Sufism was allowed to flourish in the Ottoman 
state and was encouraged by rulers, officials, rich 
pious Muslims and the `ulamä' in general who felt deep 
respect and admiration for the SÜfi leaders and built 
tekkes, waqfs and other institutions. This support was 
offered the Sufis, so long as the tarigas stayed within 
the framework of the Ottoman polity. If, on-the other 
hand, the tarigas and their leaders had extreme political 
ambitions and militant commitments to other ideologies 
then they were not tolerated. ' They were considered to be 
dangerous to the community and the state at large, and 
same time one of the main factors giving Turkish 
sobieties a distinctive social and cultural character 
within the Islamic world. 11(1'i) Doubts may be raised 
about the validity of these arguments. 
(i) Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law 
(Oxford, 1979), p. 89. 
(ii) Inalcik, Empire, p. 181. 
15. Gibb-Bowen, op. cit., I, p. 22. 
15q Tkc penis mode ;n po. es o-3 
lZ Vn been c. djeeeJ to ..., ore- de4,1 
ih E; " . UI. 
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were suppressed and punished. In this connection Berkes 
makes the following remarks: 
"The majority of the tarikas, however, 
avoided open antinomianism and maintained 
their position within the framework of'the 
Ottoman polity. They adopted quietism or 
indifferentism on theological-political 
matters and were inclined more and more to 
ritualism and incantation or to poetry and 
art. This tendency not only safeguarded 
their existence, but also added prestige 
and enhanced their popularity among various 
classes of society, particularly among the 
artisans, the military and the bureaucracy'. "16 
A generally good relationship between the state, the 
`ulamä' and the Süfis in fact contributed greatly to the 
success of the Ottoman state from the early years of its 
foundation until the height of its power. Official 
recognition, and encouragement of the tarigas. and their 
leaders by the rulers and the `ulamä' no doubt played an 
important role in their popularity in every part of the 
society. In turn the tariga leaders with their over- 
whelming influence and power over the masses in their own 
area contributed to the maintenance of law and order and 
stability. This support was always needed and appreciated 
by the rulers. 
As we have already seen, it was not uncommon for the 
Ottoman `ulamä' to associate themselves with a tariga and 
16. N. Berkes, "Isläh. " in EI2, IV, p. 167. 
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at the same time to hold positions in the `ilmiyye. The 
rulers also both as a result of their early education and 
as government policy maintained a tolerant and flexible 
attitude towards the Süfis. This created a very close 
link between the state and the tarigas. Both benefited 
from this mutual cooperation and friendship7which was 
vital for the durability of Ottoman society. 
With regard to this point, Berkes writes as follows: 
"The tarika thus represented another example 
of the union between religion and state, attracting 
the participation not only of the 'ulamä' but 
also high ranking statesmen, often even of rulers 
themselves. Furthermore, the Ottoman state 
succeeded) in the later period, in making the 
tarikas a semi-official pillar of the state by 
recognizing the mashäyikh alongside the 'ulamä' 
in various ceremonial affairs. tº17 
It is important, however, to stress that the theories 
of Ibn 'Arabi (d. 1240) dominated and pervaded the Ottoman 
intellectual scene. The official `ulamab and their 
educational institutions were the centre from which the 
theory of wahdat al-wujüd was propagated and spread. The 
works and efforts of prominent Süfis such as Ja191 al-Din, 
Sadr al-Qonawi, Yünus Emre and Däwud of Qayseri brought 
this theory to the masses. Moreover, the particular 
tarigas) such as Mawlawiyya and Bayrä. miyyaýwhich became 
established for the first time in Anatolia were based on 
17. Berkes, op. and loc. cit. 
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the theory of wahdat al-wujüd17Q 
By the beginning of the sixteenth century there was a 
reaction to this and an anti-Sufi tendency began to develop 
among some Ottoman intellectuals and scholars. Such 
: developments grew stronger 
by the mid-sixteenth century, 
and theories, practices and some of the prominent figures 
amongst the Süf3s came under severe criticismfi? m official 
and independent scholars, like al-Halabi, Birgiwi, 'Ab4 'l- 
Su`üd, Ibn Kemä. l and diwi-zäde. Mehmed Birgiwi (d. 1573) 
appears to have been a prominent opponent of bid`as119 
In some respects, the Ottomans may be considered 
"orthodox". By following the Hanafite madhhab and 
defending the ahl al-sunna wa'l-jamä`a against' heretical 
beliefs both inside and outside the Ottoman empire they 
t it 
were. in fact within the framework, of -orthodoxy. On the 
other hand, if a stricter definition of orthodoxy is 
applied to them, they cannot be considered as the real 
representatives of Islamic orthodoxy, especially since 
they used gänüns and other supplementary laws in their 
administration. Indeed, the Ottoman rulers, and the 
members of the `ilmiyye, the `ulamä'jby allowing un- 
canonical practices and the application of supplementary 
laws and gän. ns, and also by associating themselves with 
the Safi orders and encouraging Safi leaders, acted as the 
defenders of Sunnism and protectors of Ottoman institutions 
rather than ideal Islam. Moreover, from the establishment 
ll. ) 111, 174 Aß ejý n dl-ý1r 
Lf iN E 
18. See chapter ""r"'-'°1 12b-ß " 
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of the ottoman state, the Ottoman `ulamV took an active 
part in the administration of the state. The wide range 
of their functions brought them into close contact with 
the state itself; as a result they lost their independence, 
became identified with the state itself and defended 
its institutions and values. 
As pointed out earlier, in the sixteenth century 
there was an increasing anti-Safi tendency in Ottoman 
society. Several independent and some official scholars 
took a negative attitude towards some Süfi practices and 
lidl In the course of time, the number certain Safi nasters.. 
of controversial issues increased and the gap between 
the Süfis and a certain group of 'ulamä' enlarged day by 
day, until it erupted into open hostility and hatred in 
the time of Q941-zgde and his followers. 
In such a situation the winner appears to be the 
- state, as Berkes says: 
"The `ulamä' and the mashgyikh accused each 
other of such innovations which the state, 
perhaps the real culprit, took the occasion 
to tighten its grip upon both. 
However, no basic change in the traditional 
outlook of the `ulamä' and the Safi orders took 
place before the challenge of the modern world, 
although one should not conclude that the `ulamä' 
always took a negative attitude toward innovations. 
Because of theirvested interest in the maintenance 
of the Ottoman system, their attitude to change 
was dictated by their principle of maslaha, 
political expediency. Only in a few cases did the 
`ulamd' openly oppose the government policies and 
attempts at reform. In periods of tension the 
Iß4 . Cf. f P. 9$-tot, )gboJe. 
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ulam turned against the Süfis rather than 
against the state; under their attacks, the 
tarikas became more docile. 1119 
As has been demonstrated in this thesis, the Qädi- 
zädelis. who were strongly influenced by Ibn Taymiyya,,. 
Ibn Qayyim and Birgiwi., as well as other opponents of 
bid`as17 were firmly within the salafiyya tradition, 
advocating as they did a return to the Qur'an, sunna and 
the practices of the Ashäb. The stand taken by them was 
in fact unusual in Ottoman history. In order to achieve 
their aim the Qäd -zädelis tried to gain the support of 
both the Sultan and the people. With the Sultan they 
achieved a certain success for a short period and united 
with him in his hostility towards coffee and 
tobacco, which they considered as bid`as. It would appear 
the 
that with the common people 
6 i-zädelis made only a 
limited impact, in spite of their sermons, writings and 
study. This is perhaps not surprising in a society long 
accustomed to Süfism and"bid`as. When the Qädi-zädelis did 
gain some followers it was from among the medrese students, 
the lower ranks of the Palace officials and traders. The 
most significant area of failure for the Qädi-zgdelis was 
that of the `ilmiyye. As preachers they belonged to the 
lower grades of this institution and their contact with 
the higher `ulamä' was probably limited. 
19. Berkes, op. cit., pp. 167-8. 
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Certain factors contributed-especially to the overall 
failure of the Qäd1. -zäde movement. The Qädi-zädelis did 
not manage to make their claims very clear in the public 
mind through their sermons, partly perhaps because sour g of A 
: xuöutd 1-, &vc:.. a fte, º-deol 
sous 
.. qýlýers 
bs e- es_ý iv_ e' 6e. ýorºv1- the coAFre ,e s--art weýý=so-= ýýýas _ 
of 4-Lt M" 45., - 
Pßoreover1 the writings of the Qädi-zädelis 
were generally in Arabic in accordance with the practice 
of the `ulamä'9and they therefore appealed to the 
intellectual dlite rather than to the common people. 
However, as already pointed out, the Qädi- 
zädelis failed to establish a good relationship with the 
`ilmiyye., and apart from the sükhtes most of the followers 
of the Qädi-zddelis were illiterate. Above all, it would 
appear that the Qadi-zädelis did not have a sufficiently 
well planned and organised programme of reforms. This 
that 
lack of a well-defined approach meant except for the 
leaders of the movement and a few other senior figures 
most of their followers were not clear about the concepts 
which they were defending. Far from convincing their 
opponents of the validity of their views, they resorted 
to violence, openly attacked the Süfi tekkes and demolished 
them. 
* Cl. 1Lz cla, º. º1 46w t Xe- )we %4s I4 lea. 
Pror htA d ieJ ,., "º L. G' e. afs.. 
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The Relationship between the Qädi-zädelis and the 'Ulanä 
The Qädi-zädelis, as shown above, were a group of 
preachers who devoted themselves to the abolition of 
bid'as and to a return to a pure form of Islam. On the 
other hand, the 'ulamä', particularly in the higher 
echelons, were an integral part of Ottoman government. 
In short, they were part of the system. Their involvement 
in bribery, corruption, inefficiency and lower standards 
was known to the Qädi-zädelis as well as to others. Many 
of the 'ulamä' held positions which they did not deserve, 
as Qädi-zäde explained in his gasida. They were ambitious 
for fame and promotion and desired and enjoyed worldly 
goods and an extravagant life-style. Above all, they 
were cut off from the public and lived in ivory towers. 
To the Qädi-zädelis, the fact that the 'ulamä' were 
sympathetic to the Süf3s, and in many cases had connections 
with one of the tarigas, was the last straw. * 
The Q9d1-z5delis'attitude towards1the 'ulamä' is not made 
Q, 4I, 4L eWp'o "1 
Q2s or dzrj 
explicit in their writings, /but it is certain that their 
attitude was not positive, for the reasons outlined above. 
Above all, it was the attitude of the 'ulamä' to the 
Süfis which the Qädi-zädelis considered reprehensible. 
No doubt the Qädi-zädelis held the 'ulamä' responsible for 
the widespread bid'as amongst the public in general and 
'the Süfis in particular. Fatwäs from the 'ulamä' in 
favour of the Süfis encouraged the Süfis to maintain their 
innovatory practices and beliefs and the 
tolerant and flexible attitude of the 'ulamä' towards 
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tobacco and coffee-drinking must have enraged the Qädi- 
zädelis. This close relationship between the Süfis and 
the `ulamä' may well have been the reason why-the Qädi- 
zädelis did not attempt to establish a good relationship 
with the higher `ulamä'. 
On the other hand, the `ulamä' may well have had their 
reasons for not supporting or taking part in the activities 
of the Qädi-zädelis. Certainly, the position they adopted 
vis-ý. -vis the Qädi-zädelis is very ambiguous. Asa 
group of learned people they adopted a policy of indifference 
and silence. They neither supported the Qädi-zgdelis nor 
did they officially take a stand against them unless 
it was requested of them by the state. 
In any case, as an institution they were not strong 
enough to refute the claims of the Qädi-zädelis, as they 
had been in the sixteenth century. When Birgiwi had 
attacked certain uncanonical state practices he received 
a vigorous response from Abu 'l-Su'üd. When al-Halabi 
had objected to Ibn 'Arabi he was defended by Ibn Kemäl. 
When>on the other handQädi-zäde declared that the smoking 
of tobacco was harämaround 1633, the Shaykh al-Islam at 
that time, although he considered tobacco illegal, did 
not make his view known either by a fatwa or a risäla. zo 
At the height of the power of the Q9: d3-zädelis, the 
silence of the 'ulamä' is more understandable. The 'ulamd' 
were well aware of the influence and the power of the 
Qädi-zädelis among the Palace aghas, servants, and above 
all with the Sultgns. At this point, too, the Qädi- 
zädelis had a strong say in promotions and appointments 
0 
R0. Gý. fp. 332--33, Q1 OJC. 
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and any. opposition to them might have resulted in dismissal 
or exile. 
Na`imä is very biased against the Qädi-zädelis in 
his narrative but there is a common thread throughout his 
anecdotes about them. He stresses their hypocrisy and 
insincerity, and examples of these qualities are found 
in stories which he attributes to members of the 'ulamä'. 
According to Na'imä, the Q4 -zädelis preached against 
uncanonical practices, whilst being involved in sinful 
activities themselves. 
Only on one occasion, however, was a general 
pronouncement made by the `ulamä' as a body about the 
Qgdi-zädelis. Following the confrontation between the 
Qädi-zädelis and their opponents in the Fätih Mosque in 
September 1656, the Grand Vizier ofýthe time, Köprülü 
Mehmed Pasha summoned the `ulamä' and consulted their 
opinions about the claims of the Qädi-zä. delis. The 
`ulamä' apparently without any hesitation declared the 
claims of the Qgdi-zädelis to be false and accused them 
of having created disunity and discord within Ottoman 
society. 2i 
In spite of opposition from the official `ulamd', 
the Qädl-zädelis managed to carry out their activities 
in the Ottoman capital and to'gather around themselves a 
good number of followers who blindly devoted themselves 
to their cause. For a period of over fifty years the 
Qädi-zädelis appeared as a new group in Ottoman society 
with their own interpretations, approach and ideals. They 





they applied different methods of preaching their ideas, 
they might have been more successful in their movement. 
Extremism is always dangerous and often ends in failure. 
The Relationship between the Qädi-zädelis and the SüfIs 
The Qädi-zädelis were not against a Safi way of life 
as practised by the great ifs of the past such as Hasan 
al-Basri, Junayd al-Baghdädf, and Bffyazid al-Bistämi and 
the like, but they were against the Sufism which existed 
in their own time in Ottoman society. In their view, 
these. Ottoman Sufis were not real Sufis; they were people 
of innovations, whose practices and some of w wJe beliefs 
were incompatible with the shari'a. So, as a people of 
isläh who dedicated themselves to bringing about changes 
in the society in accordance with the Qur'än and sunna, 
the Qgdi-zädelis felt it was a religious duty to prevent 
the Sufis from continuing with these practices and 
activities. They could easily justify their actions by 
the tradition which urges every Muslim who sees a bad 
action or practice to change it either by hand, if not 
by persuasion; or failing that, by disapproval in his heart. 
The Qädi-zädelis followed the method enjoined in this 
tradition. They began by attacking the Süfis in their 
sermons and in their writingsland when they felt that they 
had failed in their attempts they resorted to attacking 
and demolishing the tekkes as well as beating up the 
Sufis. In the view of the Qädi-zadelis, the Süfis were 
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zindigs, kdfirs and ahl al-bid'a. It was the plan of 
the Qädi-zädelis when they launched their final attack 
to ask the Sufis to renew their faith and if they refused, 
to kill them. 
One point should be stressed here, namely that the 
Qädi-zädelis focussed their attention mainly onpaw1'9üfi 
orders such as the Mawlawiyya, the Khalwatiyya and its 
branches. The reason for this must have been the 
popularity which these orders enjoyed amongst the people 
and particularly amongst the intellectual dlite. Moreover, 
as pointed out by Kissling, most of the posts amongst the 
`ulamä' and the government were held either by Khalwati 
sympathisers or by actual members of this order? 
' It is 
not inconceivable that the Qädi-zädelis were unable to 
advance within the 'ilmiyye because of the Khalwatis and 
their associates. If this theory is true, it would give 
the Qgdl-zädelis a more concrete cause for their violent 40 
attacks on the Süfls. 
When they attempted to win public support for their 
cause, the QIdi-zädelis placed much blame upon the Süf1s 
for the social, economic and moral problems which were 
confronting Ottoman society. Indeed, the Qädi-zädelis 
presented this whole situation as the displeasure of 
Allah at bid'as and religious laxity which they blamed 
squarely on the Süfis. 214 
U, 
1,2" Cj; O4' O' 
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Why did the Qädi-zädelis avoid direct confrontation 
with the government and the 'ulamä'? Why did they attack 
the Süfis? It could be argued that their aims were 
genuinely restricted to attacks on the Süfis. Alternatively, 
it could well be that the Qädi-zädelis knew that any attack 
on the government would bring them nothing but harm. So, 
in this case they were using the Süfis as a scapegoat to 
cover up their real intentions which were to make fundamental 
changes in the Ottoman state. 
As might be expected, the Süfis did not retaliate in 
kind and resort to violence, as their opponents did. As 
usual, the Sufis preferred defence rather than attack. 
They did not, however, easily give up in their struggle 
against the Qgdi-zädelis. Having realized the low 
intellectual level of the Qädi-zädelis, the Sufis con- 
centrated all their attention on shaking the confidence 
of the QEdI-zädelis in the work al-Tarigat al-Muhammadiyya 
which was considered a handbook and source of inspiration 
by the Qädi-zädelis. In this attempt the Sufis were 
successful. In their attacks on the Qädi-zädelis, the 
Sufis did not however go as far as the Qädi-zädelis in 
their expressions of hostility. They usually referred to 
their opponents as muta`assibin (fanatics), but sometimes 
they also addressed them as zindiq, mülhid and even käfir, 
-. - 





policy of the Sufis towards the 
Qäai-zädelis, contrary to what the Qädi. -zädelis had 
expected, won the sympathy of the people as well as that 
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of government officials. In some cases, the Shaykh al- 
Isläm, who was against Süfi practices, even protected 
the Süfls against the attacks and abuses of the Qädi- 
zädelis 23 The popularity of the Sufis was further enhanced 
by their tolerant and flexible attitude towards coffee 
and tobacco. 
The Qädi-zädelis might have been more successful in 
their struggle against the Sufis if they had adopted a 
more comprehensive, and well-defined policy against them. 
Above all, they should have used persuasion rather than 
violence to achieve their goals. By their extreme stance, 
the Q 4i-zädelis alienated the majority of the people who 
felt much more sympathy for the oppressed than the oppressor. 
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